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Abstract

Functionality and feedback: a realist synthesis of the collation, interpretation and utilisation of patient-reported outcome measures data to improve patient care

Joanne Greenhalgh,1* Sonia Dalkin,2 Kate Gooding,1 Elizabeth Gibbons,3 Judy Wright,1 David Meads,1 Nick Black,4 Jose Maria Valderas5 and Ray Pawson1

1School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK
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4Department of Health Services Research and Policy, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK
5Institute of Health Research, University of Exeter, Exeter, UK

*Corresponding author j.greenhalgh@leeds.ac.uk

Background: The feedback of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) data is intended to support the care of individual patients and to act as a quality improvement (QI) strategy.

Objectives: To (1) identify the ideas and assumptions underlying how individual and aggregated PROMs data are intended to improve patient care, and (2) review the evidence to examine the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback improves patient care.

Design: Two separate but related realist syntheses: (1) feedback of aggregate PROMs and performance data to improve patient care, and (2) feedback of individual PROMs data to improve patient care.

Interventions: Aggregate – feedback and public reporting of PROMs, patient experience data and performance data to hospital providers and primary care organisations. Individual – feedback of PROMs in oncology, palliative care and the care of people with mental health problems in primary and secondary care settings.

Main outcome measures: Aggregate – providers’ responses, attitudes and experiences of using PROMs and performance data to improve patient care. Individual – providers’ and patients’ experiences of using PROMs data to raise issues with clinicians, change clinicians’ communication practices, change patient management and improve patient well-being.

Data sources: Searches of electronic databases and forwards and backwards citation tracking.

Review methods: Realist synthesis to identify, test and refine programme theories about when, how and why PROMs feedback leads to improvements in patient care.

Results: Providers were more likely to take steps to improve patient care in response to the feedback and public reporting of aggregate PROMs and performance data if they perceived that these data were credible, were aimed at improving patient care, and were timely and provided a clear indication of the source of the problem. However, implementing substantial and sustainable improvement to patient care required system-wide approaches. In the care of individual patients, PROMs function more as a tool to support patients in raising issues with clinicians than they do in substantially changing clinicians’ communication.
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practices with patients. Patients valued both standardised and individualised PROMs as a tool to raise issues, but thought is required as to which patients may benefit and which may not. In settings such as palliative care and psychotherapy, clinicians viewed individualised PROMs as useful to build rapport and support the therapeutic process. PROMs feedback did not substantially shift clinicians’ communication practices or focus discussion on psychosocial issues; this required a shift in clinicians’ perceptions of their remit.

Strengths and limitations: There was a paucity of research examining the feedback of aggregate PROMs data to providers, and we drew on evidence from interventions with similar programme theories (other forms of performance data) to test our theories.

Conclusions: PROMs data act as ‘tin openers’ rather than ‘dials’. Providers need more support and guidance on how to collect their own internal data, how to rule out alternative explanations for their outlier status and how to explore the possible causes of their outlier status. There is also tension between PROMs as a QI strategy versus their use in the care of individual patients; PROMs that clinicians find useful in assessing patients, such as individualised measures, are not useful as indicators of service quality.

Future work: Future research should (1) explore how differently performing providers have responded to aggregate PROMs feedback, and how organisations have collected PROMs data both for individual patient care and to improve service quality; and (2) explore whether or not and how incorporating PROMs into patients’ electronic records allows multiple different clinicians to receive PROMs feedback, discuss it with patients and act on the data to improve patient care.

Study registration: This study is registered as PROSPERO CRD42013005938.

Funding: The National Institute for Health Research Health Services and Delivery Research programme.
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Glossary

**Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality**  A subdivision of the US Department of Health and Human Services, focused on enhancing the quality, appropriateness and effectiveness of health-care services and access to care.

**Annual Healthcheck**  A system of rating the quality of hospitals in England between 2005 and 2009, which was overseen by the Healthcare Commission.

**Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder**  A group of behavioural symptoms, including inattentiveness, hyperactivity and impulsiveness, which tend to be identified at an early age.

**Best Practice Tariff**  A system of payment introduced in England to pay prices for hospital services that reflect the cost of best clinical practice rather than pay the national average cost of care.

**British Medical Journal**  A weekly peer-reviewed medical journal published by the BMJ Group.

**California Hospital Outcomes Project**  A system of annual public reports on risk-adjusted hospital outcomes for medical, surgical and obstetric patients in California, overseen by a government agency, the Office of State Wide Health Planning and Development.

**Cardiac Care Network**  A support system to the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care that is focused on improving quality, efficiency, access and equity in the delivery of the continuum of adult cardiac services in Ontario, Canada.

**Care management practices**  Organised processes implemented by clinician groups to methodically improve the quality of care for patients.

**Care Quality Commission**  The health and social care regulator in England.

**Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services**  A US federal agency that administers government-organised health insurance schemes, including Medicare, Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program.

**Chief executive officer**  The most senior manager in an organisation.

**Child and adolescent mental health services**  Mental health services for children and adolescents in England.

**Children and Young People’s Improving Access to Psychological Therapy**  In 2011, the English government launched a strategy, ‘No Health Without Mental Health’, to improve the care and services for adults and children with mental health problems. Part of this strategy focused on providing additional funding to increase access to psychological therapies that were deemed effective by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, using a stepped-care approach.

**Choice-based conjoint analysis**  A form of statistical analysis used to analyse discrete choice experiments in which patients are asked to choose between a number of scenarios/options that systematically vary on a number of different dimensions (e.g. quality, convenience or waiting time).

**Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**  The collective name for a number of lung diseases, including bronchitis, emphysema and chronic obstructive airways disease, all characterised by breathing problems.
Client Generated Index An individualised patient-reported outcome measure.

Clinical Commissioning Group An organisation set up by the Health and Social Care Act 2012 to organise and commission the delivery of NHS services in England.

Clinical Resource and Audit Group Set up by the Scottish Health Executive in 1989 as a subgroup of the Clinical Effectiveness Strategy Group. Its aim was to support clinicians to examine and improve the quality of their care.


Commissioning for Quality and Innovation National and local quality improvement goals and associated financial rewards for providers in England.

Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems A programme funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality to administer, collect and report on surveys asking patients to evaluate and report on their experiences of health services.

Context–mechanism–outcome configuration A heuristic used in realist evaluation and synthesis to express theories about how context shapes the mechanism through which a programme works and thus its subsequent outcome(s).

Contextual Feedback Intervention Theory A theory that seeks to explain how feedback may work to prompt clinicians to change their behaviour.

Coronary artery bypass surgery Heart surgery in which a blood vessel is redirected to bypass a blocked blood vessel to enable blood to flow around the heart.

Coronary care unit A specialist unit in a hospital caring for patients with cardiac conditions such as heart attack and unstable angina.

Disease Repercussion Profile An individualised patient reported outcome measure developed for use in rheumatology.

District General Hospital A hospital providing services to a local community that is not linked to a medical school.

Electronic Medical Record An electronic record storing information about a patient’s medical history, treatment and episodes of care.

Electronic patient-reported outcome measure A patient-reported outcome measure that is completed electronically.

Electronic Self-Report Assessment of Cancer A web-based patient-reported outcome measure designed to assess the impact of cancer on quality of life.

European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire Core –30 A questionnaire designed to assess the quality of life of cancer patients. It can be supplemented with cancer site-specific modules.

EuroQol 5D A utility-based patient-reported outcome measure.
Feedback Intervention Theory A theory that sets out how individuals are expected to respond to feedback.

Forced expiratory volume A measure of how much air a person can exhale in one breath, which is often used as a measure of the severity of lung diseases, including asthma.

Friends and Family Test Launched in 2013 by NHS England to provide managers and clinicians with rapid feedback on services from patients. Patients are asked to indicate, on a five-point scale from ‘extremely likely’ to ‘extremely unlikely’, ‘how likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment?’

Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General A questionnaire designed to measure the quality of life of people with cancer, consisting of four subscales measuring physical, social/family, emotional and functional well-being. Can be supplemented with cancer site-specific subscales.

Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Lung A questionnaire designed to measure the quality of life of people with lung cancer, consisting of four subscales from the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General plus an additional subscale focusing on the concerns of patients with lung cancer.

General Health Questionnaire A questionnaire designed to screen for minor psychiatric disorders in the general population.

General practitioner A doctor who works in primary care and provides generalist care, treatment and preventative services for a range of chronic and acute illnesses.

Health and Social Care Information Centre A national provider of information, data and information technology systems for health and social care in England.

Health Care Financing Administration Currently known as Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, a federal agency in the USA set up in 1977 to oversee the administration of the Medicare programme (medical insurance) and quality assurance activities, including the publication of mortality report cards in 1987.

Health-care provider A person or organisation providing health care.

Health Maintenance Organisation A medical insurance group in the USA that provides medical insurance on a fixed, pre-paid basis.

Health-related quality of life A contested concept with a number of definitions; most definitions relate to the idea that it is a multidimensional concept reflecting a patient’s perceptions of their functioning across a range of domains (e.g. physical, social and emotional).

Heart failure A condition caused by the failure of the heart to pump blood around the body with sufficient pressure because the heart muscles are too stiff or do not work as they should.

Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score A patient-reported outcome measure developed for people with osteoarthritis.

Hospice Quality of Life Index A patient-reported outcome measure designed for use in palliative care settings.

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale A questionnaire, designed to screen for anxiety and depression, for use in community and hospital populations.
**Hospital Episode Statistics** Data collected on all admissions, outpatient appointments and accident and emergency attendances at NHS hospitals in England.

**Hospital Quality Alliance** One of the first national initiatives in the USA to routinely publicly report on the care provided in all hospitals from 2004 onwards.

**Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration** A US pay-for-performance scheme set up in 2003, in which hospitals were awarded bonus payments for high quality in several clinical areas, alongside a system of publicly reporting performance.

**Hospital Quality Initiative** A voluntary public report system launched by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in the USA.

**Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences** A not-for-profit research institute in Canada that carries out research and produces outputs based on Ontario’s health-related data.

**Intensive care unit** A specialist hospital unit providing care for critically ill patients.

**International Society for Quality of Life Research** A non-profit international society established in 1993 to advance the scientific study of health-related quality of life and other patient-centred outcomes.

**Intra-class correlation** A measure of the reliability of two assessments or ratings.

**Item response theory** A paradigm for the design, analysis and scoring of patient-reported outcome measures.

**Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations** An independent, not-for-profit organisation that is responsible for accrediting and certifying health-care organisations in the USA.

**Massachusetts Health Quality Partners** A collaborative of physicians, hospitals, health plans, purchasers, patient and public advocates, government agencies and academics, whose aim is to improve the quality of patient care through publicly reporting performance.

**McGill Quality of Life Questionnaire** A measure of quality of life designed for use in palliative care settings.

**Measure Yourself Medical Outcome Questionnaire** An individualised patient-reported outcome measure originally designed and tested for use in general practice.

**Medical Care Questionnaire** A questionnaire designed to measure patients’ perceptions of the continuity and co-ordination of medical care.

**Meticillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*** A type of bacteria that patients in hospital are at risk of becoming infected with and that can be resistant to antibiotics and, thus, can be difficult to treat.

**Minimal clinically important difference** The smallest difference in score in a subscale of a patient-reported outcome measure that patients consider to be beneficial and would warrant a change in the patient’s management.

**Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale** A depression rating scale designed to be sensitive to changes following treatment for depression.
Myocardial infarction The medical name for a heart attack that occurs when blood flow to the heart is blocked.

National Health Service The publicly funded health service in the UK.


National Joint Registry Set up by the Department of Health and Welsh Government in 2002 to collect information on all hip, knee, ankle, elbow and shoulder replacement operations, and to monitor the performance of joint replacement implants and the effectiveness of different types of surgery.

National Study of Small and Medium Sized Physician Practices A national survey conducted in the USA to provide information about physician practices with 1–19 physicians, focusing on practices’ use of information technology and organised care management processes.

New York State Cardiac Reporting System A reporting system in New York, initiated in 1989, as a collaborative venture between the New York State Department of Health Authority and 21-member appointed Cardiac Advisory Committee to produce cardiac surgery mortality report cards derived from chart data.

Nottingham Health Profile A patient-reported outcome measure designed to measure how people feel about various states of ill-health across a range of chronic conditions.

Office of State Wide Health Planning and Development Collects and disseminates information about California’s health-care infrastructure. Oversaw the California Hospital Outcomes Project, which publicly reported mortality rates following cardiac surgery in California.

Oxford Hip Score A patient-reported outcome measure developed to assess function and pain in patients undergoing total hip replacement surgery.

Palliative Care Quality of Life Index A patient-reported outcome measure designed to assess the quality of life of patients with terminal cancer receiving palliative care.

Palliative Outcome Scale A patient-reported outcome measure designed for use in palliative care settings.

Patient Health Questionnaire A questionnaire designed to screen and monitor the severity of depression that can be used in clinical practice.

Patient-led Assessment of the Care Environment A system introduced into the English NHS in 2013 for assessing the quality of the patient environment in hospitals conducted by trained patients.

Patient Reported Outcomes: Feedback Interpretation and Learning A trial that explored whether or not providing benchmarked patient-reported outcome measures feedback to surgeons would improve patient outcomes.

Patient-reported experience measure A questionnaires that measures patients’ experiences of care.

Patient-reported outcome An outcome directly reported by patients. In the USA, this term is often used in place of patient-reported outcome measure.
Patient-reported outcome measure  A questionnaire that measures patients’ perceptions of the impact of a condition and its treatment on their health.

Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System  A system of measures of patient-reported health status for physical, mental and social well-being, developed using item response theory.

Payment by Results  A payment system in England under which commissioners pay health-care providers for each patient seen or treated, taking into account the complexity of each patient’s health-care needs.

Percutaneous coronary intervention  A non-surgical procedure used to treat people experiencing a heart attack or unstable angina, whereby a thin catheter is used to insert a stent in order to widen the artery and enable blood to flow around the heart more effectively.

Performance Assessment Framework  A performance monitoring system that was introduced in England in 1999. Each hospital in England was measured against 60 indicators, which covered health improvement, fair access, effective delivery of appropriate health care, efficiency, patient/carer experience and health outcomes, to produce a ‘balanced scorecard’, that was made publicly available.

Performance indicator  A measure designed to quantify the performance of an organisation.

Physician Organisation of Care Management Index  A study-specific summary measure (ranging from 0–24) of whether the practice uses reminders for preventative care and doctor feedback, has a disease register, has clinical practice guidelines and employs non-doctor staff educators in the care of people with four chronic conditions (heart failure, depression, asthma and diabetes).

Preferences and Perceptions of Communication  A questionnaire to measure patients’ preferences and perceptions of communication during consultations.

Primary care trust  An administrative body responsible for commissioning primary, secondary and community health services in the English NHS between 2001 and 2013.

Public and patient involvement  The involvement of patients and the public in the design, management and conduct of research or the design of health services.

Public reporting  Making performance data available to a range of stakeholders, including the general public.

Quality and Outcomes Framework  A system of financially rewarding general practitioners in the English NHS for fulfilling a set of performance indicators designed to represent high-quality care.

Quality improvement  A formal approach to the analysis of performance and systematic efforts to improve it.

Quality Improvement Organization  A programme in the USA overseen by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, whereby a group of health quality experts, clinicians and consumers work together to improve the care delivered to people with Medicare.

Quality of life  A highly contested concept with numerous definitions. The World Health Organization defines it as ‘an Individuals’ perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns’ (source: World Health Organization; www.who.int/healthinfo/survey/whoqol-qualityoflife/en/ (accessed 10 October 2016).
Randomised controlled trial  A methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of an intervention through randomly allocating participants to control and intervention groups and measuring the change in outcome from pre to post intervention.

Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Syntheses: Evolving Standards  A project that developed reporting standards for two review methodologies: realist synthesis and meta-narrative review.

Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life  An individualised patient-reported outcome measure administered using a semistructured interview.

Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life Direct Weight  An individualised patient-reported outcome measure administered using a semistructured interview and where individuals determine the relative importance of each domain using a direct weighting procedure involving manipulating the size of five laminated disks.

Short Form Health Survey  A patient-reported outcome measure designed for use in patients with chronic illness and healthy populations.

Sickness Impact Profile  A patient-reported outcome measure designed to provide a generic measure of health status.

Society for Cardiothoracic Surgery  A representative body for cardiothoracic surgery in Britain and Ireland.

Specialist registrar  A doctor in the Republic of Ireland or the UK who is receiving specialist training. In the UK these posts have now been replaced by specialty registrars.

Supportive Care Needs Survey-Short From  A patient-reported outcome measure designed to assess the care needs of people with cancer.

Symptoms and Concerns Checklist  A questionnaire designed to structure the ways in which palliative care nurses conduct their initial assessment of patients.

Trial Outcome Index  A summary measure consisting of the sum of the physical well-being and functional well-being subscales from the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General and the ‘additional concerns’ subscales of the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Lung.

Visual analogue scale  A form of response option in a questionnaire whereby respondents indicate (for example) the severity of pain by placing a mark on a continuous line between two end points representing extremes.

Wisconsin Collaborative for Healthcare Quality  A collaborative founded in 2003 by chief executives of several large multispecialty practices and their partner hospitals in Wisconsin, USA, to promote quality improvement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMJ</td>
<td>British Medical Journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT</td>
<td>Best Practice Tariff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAHPS</td>
<td>Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMHS</td>
<td>child and adolescent mental health services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>chief executive officer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI</td>
<td>Client Generated Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>Commission for Health Improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOP</td>
<td>California Hospital Outcomes Project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>care management practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQC</td>
<td>Care Quality Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQUIN</td>
<td>Commissioning for Quality and Innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAG</td>
<td>Clinical Resource and Audit Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EORTC</td>
<td>European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLQ-C30</td>
<td>Quality of Life Questionnaire Core 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePRO</td>
<td>electronic patient-reported outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D</td>
<td>EuroQoL-5 Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACT-G</td>
<td>Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACT-L</td>
<td>Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Lung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Friends and Family Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>general practitioner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCFA</td>
<td>Health Care Financing Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQA</td>
<td>Hospital Quality Alliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQID</td>
<td>Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQLI</td>
<td>Hospice Quality of Life Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRQoL</td>
<td>health-related quality of life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCIC</td>
<td>Health and Social Care Information Centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPT</td>
<td>Improving Access to Psychological Therapies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOQOL</td>
<td>International Society for Quality of Life Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>information technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCAHO</td>
<td>Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ</td>
<td>Medical Care Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHQP</td>
<td>Massachusetts Health Quality Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQOL</td>
<td>McGill Quality of Life Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Excellence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJR</td>
<td>National Joint Registry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSCRS</td>
<td>New York State Cardiac Reporting System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHS</td>
<td>Oxford Hip Score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCOMI</td>
<td>Physician Organisation of Care Management Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>primary care trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9</td>
<td>Patient Health Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Palliative Outcome Scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>public and patient involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREM</td>
<td>patient-reported experience measure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>patient-reported outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFILE</td>
<td>Patient Reported Outcomes: Feedback Interpretation and Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROM</td>
<td>patient-reported outcome measure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMIS</td>
<td>Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Information System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI</td>
<td>quality improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOF</td>
<td>Quality and Outcomes Framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMESES</td>
<td>Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Syntheses: Evolving Standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomised controlled trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Symptoms and Concerns Checklist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNS-SF-34</td>
<td>Supportive Care Needs Survey-Short Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIQoL</td>
<td>Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIQoL-DW</td>
<td>Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life Direct Weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36</td>
<td>Short Form Questionnaire-36 items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>Sickness Impact Profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLI</td>
<td>symptoms and quality of life issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCHQ</td>
<td>Wisconsin Collaborative for Healthcare Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plain English summary

Asking patients to complete questionnaires about the impact of their condition and its treatment on their health (known as patient-reported outcome measures, or PROMs) and giving the results to hospitals and clinicians is thought to help improve patient care. We carried out two literature reviews to explore this.

We searched electronic databases and checked the reference lists of existing literature reviews to find relevant papers. We consulted with a patient and a stakeholder group to agree the focus of the two reviews. We extracted relevant information from these papers and compared the findings across them to see whether or not PROMs feedback worked as expected, and, if not, why not.

Patients do not use information on hospital quality to choose a hospital but instead rely on their own experience and that of family and friends. Hospitals use this information to improve patient care if they trust the accuracy of the results, if they feel that the questionnaires are being collected to improve patient care and if the results tell them what the problems are. PROMs are useful to enable patients with long-term conditions to raise or share their concerns with doctors, but do not always change what doctors ask patients about during consultations. Doctors have some concerns that PROMs may raise issues that they do not feel trained to address or do not know how to treat. Future work should examine whether or not it is possible to collect PROMs data to support the care of individual patients and to improve the quality of services at the same time.
Scientific summary

Background

Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are questionnaires that measure patients’ perceptions of the impact of a condition and its treatment on their health. The national PROMs programme was introduced in the NHS with the intention of supporting patient choice, provider accountability and provider benchmarking, and, thus, improving patient care. Alongside the use of PROMs data at an aggregate level, the routine collection and use of PROMs data at the individual patient level has become more widespread, although in a less co-ordinated way. At the individual level, the intention of PROMs feedback is to improve the detection of patient problems, to support clinical decision-making about treatment through ongoing monitoring and to empower patients to become more involved in their care. However, reviewing the literature in this area is challenging owing to the complexity and heterogeneity of the intervention, as well as the variations in context into which this intervention is implemented. Our project aimed to address these challenges and to carry out a realist synthesis of the processes through which and circumstances in which PROMs feedback improves patient care.

Objectives

1. Identify and classify the various ambitions for the use of PROMs data at the aggregate and individual level to:
   i. produce a comprehensive taxonomy of the ‘programme theories’ underlying these different functions, and capture their subtle differences and the tensions between them
   ii. produce a logic model of the organisational logistics, social processes and decision-making sequences that underlie the collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data.

2. Test and refine these programme theories about how PROMs feedback is supposed to work against existing evidence of how it works in practice to:
   i. identify the implementation processes that support or constrain the successful collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data
   ii. identify the mechanisms and circumstances through which the unintended consequences of PROMs data arise and those in which they can be avoided.

Methods

We conducted two separate but related realist reviews that explored (1) the processes through which, and circumstances in which, the feedback of aggregate PROMs and performance data leads to providers taking steps to improve patient care; and (2) the processes through which, and circumstances in which, PROMs act as a tool (a) to support patients in raising or sharing their concerns with clinicians, and (b) for raising clinicians’ awareness and discussion of patients’ concerns.

For both reviews, we utilised two search strategies across several electronic databases to identify policy documents, opinion pieces, letters, commentaries, editorials and reviews that discussed how PROMs and (for the aggregate review) other performance data were intended to improve patient care. We developed a comprehensive taxonomy of the underlying ideas and assumptions, or programme theories, about how PROMs feedback is intended to work. We verified and extended these ideas with our patient group and a
stakeholder group of NHS clinicians and policy-makers. The project group subsequently agreed the focus of the two reviews.

For the review of aggregate PROMs and performance data, we worked on information specialist-designed search strategies to identify papers that explored providers’ experiences of using, and responses to, PROMs and other performance feedback (mortality report cards, other ‘performance data’ and patient experience measures). We searched a number of electronic databases, including EMBASE Classic+EMBASE (via Ovid), Health Management Information Consortium (via Ovid), (Ovid) MEDLINE® and (Ovid) MEDLINE® In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations. We carried out backwards and forwards citation tracking of key systematic reviews. We developed a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria to identify papers relevant to testing our programme theories; following several iterative screening procedures, 58 papers were included in the final synthesis.

For the individual review, we used backwards citation tracking of six key papers, which identified 372 papers, and forwards citation tracking of five key papers, which identified 605 papers. We developed a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, and 36 papers were included in the final synthesis.

For each review, we developed a logic model of the intended processes through which PROMs feedback was intended to improve patient care. We matched our programme theories to each stage in these logic models, and they served as a framework for the review. For each review, we conducted a pilot synthesis on a purposively selected sample of papers to refine our theories and then conducted the synthesis across all papers. The aggregate review tested and refined nine theories that focused on understanding the mechanisms through which providers were expected to respond to PROMs and other performance data, and the circumstances in which these data led to providers taking steps to improve patient care. For the individual review, we tested and refined eight theories that examined the processes through which, and circumstances in which, PROMs feedback (1) enabled patients to raise or share concerns with clinicians, and (2) raised clinicians’ awareness of patients’ concerns and led to discussion during the consultation.

For both reviews, we assessed the quality of, and extracted data for, aspects of the study relevant to testing our theories. To aid the process of synthesis, we organised the studies by theory and completed data extraction tables to allow both cross-study and within-study analysis. The synthesis team (JG, SD, KG and EG) held regular meetings to discuss the findings, and discussed emerging findings with the wider project team. Ongoing findings were also discussed with our patient group.

Results

_feedback and public reporting of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures and performance data_

Public reporting places additional pressure on providers, particularly poor performers, to respond. Providers perceive that the public reporting of poor performance damages their reputation, so they take action to improve patient care in response to this. Patients do not use publicly reported information about service quality to inform their choice of hospital, but instead rely on their personal experience, the opinions of friends and family and advice from their general practitioner. Providers perceive mandatory public reporting programmes initiated by regulators or national or state governments as being driven by political motives, while those initiated by employers or insurance companies were perceived as being driven by a desire to cut costs or increase a provider’s market share. Under these circumstances, providers criticised data about service quality as lacking credibility because they were based on data designed for a different purpose, had inadequate methods of case-mix adjustment and did not reflect what was clinically important. When performance data were fed back privately, with no public reporting, providers either ignored these data or attempted to improve data collection practices. When these data were publicly reported, they led providers to focus on improving those areas of care subjected to measurement at the expense of other areas of care: so-called ‘tunnel vision’ or ‘effort substitution’.
Providers responded to performance data when their own internally collected data also suggested that there was a problem with the quality of care. Furthermore, externally mandated publicly reported data, particularly data focusing on outcomes, did not enable providers to identify the causes of any areas of poor care. Rather, additional investigations were needed, which required additional resources and the ‘know-how’ and capacity to carry out these investigations. Clinically initiated public reporting systems were perceived as driven by a desire to improve the quality of patient care, which secured clinical involvement. Clinical involvement in these programmes ensured that the indicators represented areas of care that clinicians perceived as important, and clinical ownership of the sources of data, indicator specification and methods of case-mix adjustment meant that it was difficult for clinicians to dismiss or ignore these data. Under these circumstances, providers took steps to improve patient care in order to be as good as or better than their peers, and did so through sharing and learning from best practices. However, action depended on the providers’ experience of quality improvement (QI): providers with more experience were more likely to make sustainable improvements.

Providers valued data that were timely and specific, and that provided a clear indication of which care processes needed to be improved. However, the feedback of these data did not always lead to providers taking steps to improve patient care. When change did occur, efforts were more likely to be directed at less complex, discrete organisational aspects of care. Changes that required clinicians to modify the interpersonal aspects of their care, or that were more complex, were perceived as more difficult to implement. Furthermore, changes to one aspect of patient care could have unintended effects on other aspects of care. Significant and sustained improvements in patient care in response to the feedback of performance data can be achieved only through system- and organisation-wide strategies.

**Patient-reported outcome measures in the care of individual patients**
Whether PROMs support or constrain patients in sharing or raising issues with clinicians depends on the structure of the PROM. Standardised PROMs were useful for those patients who preferred not to talk about personal or sensitive issues, helping them to share information. However, clinicians in primary and secondary mental health settings and palliative care perceived that standardised PROMs constrained the patient–clinician relationship because they trivialised patients’ emotions or did not capture the complex and dynamic nature of patients’ problems. When there were no incentives attached to the use of standardised PROMs, clinicians avoided using them because they did not support the care of patients. In some situations, clinicians also adapted or changed the PROM to make it more useable, which may have compromised its validity as an instrument to support the care of individual patients. When clinicians were financially incentivised to use standardised PROMs, they used a wide range of tactics to adapt the PROMs to fit their interactions with patients in order to avoid being penalised for avoiding PROMs use. Some of these strategies may have compromised the validity of the PROM as tool to support the care of patients and as an indicator of the quality of care.

Clinicians and patients perceived that, when used in first assessments, individualised PROMs supported relationship-building because they enabled the patient to ‘tell their story’. However, individualised PROMs were less useful as an outcome measure to judge change over time, owing to differences in the way that cues were defined between patients, between patients and interviewers, and over time. PROMs feedback could increase discussion of symptoms during the consultation and, in one study, led directly to improvements in patient well-being. The mechanism underlying this process is that patients felt more comfortable raising both physical and psychosocial or non-medical issues with their doctors and were more likely to initiate discussion about these during the consultation.

Patient-reported outcome measures do not substantially change doctors’ communication practices during the consultation. Consultations still focused on symptoms rather than psychosocial issues, and clinicians were not more likely to initiate discussions about the latter. This was because doctors see their remit as dealing with issues specifically related to the patient’s condition and its treatment, and consider that it is nurses’ role to address wider psychosocial issues, a perception shared by nurses themselves. The limited effect on discussion also occurred because doctors closed down discussions about issues they felt unable
to treat. In palliative care settings, although nurses recognised that PROMs could raise issues that fell outside their remit and that they could not address, they recognised that ‘just discussing’ these issues could have therapeutic value for patients.

**Strengths and limitations**

There was a paucity of research examining the feedback of aggregate PROMs data to providers, and we drew on evidence from interventions with similar programme theories (other forms of performance data) to test our theories.

**Conclusions**

Our findings suggest that actively involving professional organisations in the process of agreeing indicator specification and case-mix adjustment is important to secure clinical engagement with performance feedback. Explaining how the process of case-mix adjustment is achieved in a way that clinicians can understand could improve their credibility among clinicians. There is little variation between providers in their performance in the national PROMs programme, suggesting that there may be other services and settings in which there is greater variation in practice that would benefit from the routine collection of PROMs data. PROMs data act as ‘tin openers’ rather than as ‘dials’. They classify providers as ‘statistical’ outliers, but this does not necessarily mean that providers are providing poor care, nor does it inform providers about the possible causes of any poor care. Providers are expected to conduct further investigations to identify alternative explanations for their outlier status and, if none are found, to explore the possible causes of their outlier status. Providers need more support and guidance on how to collect their own internal data, how to rule out alternative explanations for their outlier status and how to explore the possible causes of their outlier status. Further support and guidance are also needed to enable providers to integrate and interpret PROMs data in the context of other pieces of performance data, in order to access a bigger picture overview of their performance.

Our review highlighted the importance of considering how PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients affects not only the information-exchange and decision-making functions of the consultation, but also the relationship-building function. PROMs function more as a tool to support patients in raising issues with clinicians than they do in substantially changing clinicians’ communication practices with patients. In settings such as palliative care and psychotherapy, clinicians viewed individualised PROMs as useful in building rapport and supporting the therapeutic process. However, individualised PROMs are more time-consuming to complete, and it is not clear if such measures would be feasible to collect in more time-pressured settings such as primary care or outpatient appointments for patients with long-term conditions. Future research on the use of PROMs in the care of individual patients should focus on ensuring that the different relevant clinicians gain access to this information, so that issues can be addressed by the clinician with the appropriate remit, through integrating PROMs collection into patients’ electronic records.

Finally, using PROMs data to support both service-level QI and the care of individual patients is still a challenge. There is a need for mixed-methods studies to explore how differently performing providers (e.g. positive, negative and those at average levels) have used PROMs to identify the areas of care that could be improved, as well as how they have used PROMs data to guide improvements. There is also a need for future research to examine how providers have collected PROMs data to support both the care of individual patients and service QI.

**Study registration**

This study is registered as PROSPERO CRD42013005938.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and overview

Background and rationale for the review

In this chapter we provide an overview of the background of, and rationale for, the review. We then summarise the aims and objectives of the review, and provide an overview of our methodological approach: realist synthesis. We then outline the structure of the report.

Definitions and policy context

Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are questionnaires that measure patients’ perceptions of the impact of a condition and its treatment on their health.1 Many of these measures were originally designed for use in research to ensure that the patient’s perspective was integrated into assessments of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of care and treatment.2 Over the last 5 years, the routine collection of PROMs data has played an increasing role in health policy in England, with the introduction of the national PROMs programme in the NHS. The original challenge that led the Department of Health to pilot the routine collection of PROMs data in 2007 was a demand management issue: to assess whether or not surgery for certain conditions was overutilised.3 However, more recent findings showing the gradient in use of these interventions by social class and ethnicity have led to calls for PROMs to be used to improve the equity of care.4 In 2008, the Darzi report5 called for the routine collection of PROMs data to benchmark provider performance, assess the appropriateness of referrals, support the payment of providers by results and support patient choice of provider. The public reporting of PROMs data to support the patient choice agenda was given further impetus in the 2010 government White Paper,6 which set out that ‘Success will be measured . . . against results that really matter to patients’ and that ‘Patients . . . will have more choice and control, helped by easy access to the information they need about the best GPs [general practitioners] and hospitals’ (© Crown Copyright; contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0). Most recently, in the light of the Francis report,7 it is planned to introduce single aggregated ratings, and to develop ratings of hospital performance at department level to support public accountability and patient choice.8

Alongside the use of PROMs data at an aggregate level, the routine collection and use of PROMs data at the individual patient level has also become more widespread, although in a less co-ordinated way, with individual clinicians using PROMs on an ad hoc basis, often with little guidance.9–11 At the individual level, the intention of PROMs feedback is to improve the detection of patient problems, to support clinical decision-making about treatment through ongoing monitoring and to empower patients to become more involved in their care.12,13

Despite the fact that the ambitions for the usage of PROMs data have multiplied, PROMs research has focused on form rather than function. There is a substantial body of evidence on the psychometric properties of PROMs, but less attention has been given to clarifying the subsequent decisions and actions that the measures are intended to support.12 For example, careful deliberation went into selecting the instruments for the UK PROMs programme and piloting the feasibility of their collection,14 but the precise mechanisms through which PROMs data will improve the quality of patient care for each of their intended functions have been less well articulated.12 Furthermore, there are inherent tensions between the different uses of PROMs data that may influence how these data are collated and interpreted and, thus, the success of PROMs initiatives.15,16 For example, individualised measures, where the patient specifies the domains to be measured, may be more relevant to patients and, thus, better support patient involvement in their care than standardised measures.17 However, such personalised measures may lose their meaning when used at the group level, and thus may not be adequate reflections of the quality of patient care. Accordingly, there
is a significant need for research that clarifies the different functions of PROMs feedback and delineates more clearly the processes through which they are expected to achieve their intended outcomes.

Despite their relatively recent introduction to the NHS, the underlying reasoning about how PROMs data will be mobilised is familiar, and has a long and somewhat chequered history. For example, the use of aggregated PROMs data to benchmark provider performance and the public reporting of these data to inform consumer choice shares many of the assumptions and some of the drawbacks of other ‘feedback’ or ‘public disclosure’ interventions (e.g. hospital star ratings in the UK and surgical mortality report cards in the USA). These interventions may improve patient care through a ‘change’ pathway (whereby providers initiate quality improvement (QI) activities to improve the quality of patient care) or a ‘selection’ pathway (whereby patients choose a high-quality hospital). Evidence across a range of different forms of this intervention suggests that the public reporting of performance data results in improvements in performance in situations in which the named party is motivated to maintain their market share; the reporting occurs alongside other market sanctions (e.g. financial incentives); the public reporting carries intensive but controllable media interest; the disclosed data are unambiguous in classifying poor and high performers; and the reporting authority is trusted by those who receive the data. The evaluation and implementation of the public reporting and feedback of PROMs data will benefit from a careful review of the extent to which equivalent conditions apply to the impact of public dissemination of these data on the quality of patient care. At the individual level, PROMs feedback for detection and monitoring of patients’ problems can be seen as an attempt to modify clinical judgement with encoded, standardised knowledge as part of the move towards scientific-bureaucratic medicine. The intention of increasing patient involvement in the consultation bears the hallmarks of other collaborative care interventions, and much can be learned by reviewing common underlying mechanisms. As PROMs feedback is rolled out to other services and settings, it is vital that such cumulative evidence on parallel interventions informs future implementation.

**Existing evidence**

There are currently no systematic reviews examining the feedback of aggregate PROMs data to improve patient care. Boyce and Browne’s systematic review examined PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients and at the aggregate level. They found only one study examining the use of aggregate PROMs data, in which physicians were randomised either to receive peer comparison feedback on the functioning of older patients in their care or to be told that the functioning of their older patients would be monitored. This study found no statistically significant differences in patient functional status between patients in the intervention and control groups. There are four reviews of the feedback of performance data. In general, these reviews found a small decline in mortality following public reporting after controlling for trends in a reduction of mortality; however, individual studies varied in their findings. For example, studies examining the impact of cardiac public reporting programmes on mortality rates found a variable picture: eight studies found a decrease in mortality rates over time, while another four studies found no changes in mortality rates over time. Similarly, although most studies examining the impact of public reporting on process indicators found an improvement in hospital quality, this varied from a ‘slight’ improvement to a ‘significant’ improvement. However, they also found little evidence that the public reporting of performance data stimulated changes in hospitals’ market share, suggesting that patients may not change hospitals in response to the public reporting of quality data. We consider these reviews in more detail in Chapter 4 of this report.

There are 16 reviews of the quantitative/randomised controlled trial (RCT) literature on the feedback of individual-level PROMs data and one review currently in progress. There is also one review of qualitative studies and four mixed-method reviews. Thus, there are a total of 21 existing reviews examining the feedback of individual PROMs data in patient care. Of these reviews, one focused on screening for mental health problems in primary and secondary care, and four others focused on the use of PROMs feedback in specialist mental health settings. Four reviews focused on use of PROMs in
One review focused on use of PROMs as a means of screening for cancer-related distress and two reviews focused on the use of PROMs feedback in palliative care settings. One review focused on feedback of PROMs data to allied health professionals. Three studies attempted to identify the ‘barriers and facilitators’ to PROMs feedback in clinical practice two reviews adopted a theory-driven approach to the review and one review combined a ‘review of reviews’ with existing conceptual frameworks of PROMs feedback, but focused on synthesising the quantitative evidence.

Thus, there is a large volume of literature examining the impact of individual PROMs feedback in clinical practice, and reviewers have dissected and grouped the literature in a number of different ways, for example by condition or by setting. Furthermore, even for those reviews that have focused on the same condition or setting, differences in search methods and in inclusion and exclusion criteria have resulted in these reviews including overlapping, but different, groups of studies. For example, both Chen et al. and Kotronoulas et al. examined the impact of PROMs feedback in oncology settings, and both reviews included both RCTs and quasi-experimental studies. Chen et al. identified 27 eligible studies and Kotronoulas et al. identified 24 eligible studies, reported in 26 papers. However, only 16 papers are common to both reviews; 10 papers appear only in Chen et al. and nine papers appear only in Kotronoulas et al. The reviews also vary in their synthesis methodology; most adopted a narrative overview, but those with a more narrowly focused review question used a meta-analysis. However, although a range of synthesis methods has been used, the reviews are dominated by traditional systematic reviews of RCTs.

It is not our intention to provide a detailed analysis of the findings of each review. Here we present a brief overview of their findings in order to highlight outcome patterns that will be explored during our synthesis. Those adopting a traditional systematic review methodology to survey the entire literature have, in general, found it difficult to reach firm conclusions about the impact of PROMs feedback on the process and outcomes of patient care, largely owing to the heterogeneity of the intervention itself, and the wide range of indicators used to assess its impact. There is some evidence to suggest that the purpose or function of PROMs feedback may influence its impact, with greater impact on patient outcomes when PROMs are used to monitor patient progress over time in specific disease populations, rather than as a screening tool. One common pattern evident in these reviews is that PROMs feedback has a greater impact on clinician–patient communication, the provision of advice or counselling and the detection of problems than on patient management and subsequent patient outcomes.

This general conclusion is also mirrored in the reviews focusing on oncology. For example, Chen et al. found ‘strong’ evidence that the feedback of PROMs data improves patient–clinician communication, and ‘some’ evidence that it improves the monitoring of treatment response and the detection of patients’ problems. However, they found ‘weak but positive evidence’ that PROMs feedback leads to changes in patient management, and ‘a great degree of uncertainty’ regarding whether or not PROMs feedback improves patient outcomes. Chen et al. suggested that greater impact of PROMs feedback may be found where PROMs are fed back for a sustained period of time to multiple stakeholders, with feedback that is clear and easy to understand, and sufficient training for health professionals. Kotronoulas et al. found significant increases in the frequency of discussions ‘pertinent to patient outcomes’, but little impact on referrals or clinical actions in response to PROMs data. This suggests that there may be a ‘blockage’ between the identification and discussion of the issues raised by PROMs and the ways in which clinicians respond to these issues.

The review of qualitative evidence provides some further possible explanations for these findings, which can be explored in our synthesis. This review found that clinicians sometimes questioned the validity of PROMs data, and expressed concerns about the lack of clarity regarding whether PROMs data were intended for use to inform clinical care or to monitor the quality of the service. PROMs feedback was more likely to inform patient management when it provided new information to clinicians. This review also identified a number of unintended consequences of PROMs feedback. In line with some of the theories we discuss in Chapter 8, the intrusive nature of incorporating discussion of PROMs data into the consultation
was, in some circumstances, perceived to affect the patient–health-care practitioner interaction. They found some evidence that, rather than open up the consultation, PROMs feedback may narrow its focus, and that certain questions may distress patients and, thus, damage the patient–health-care practitioner relationship.

Thus, evaluating and reviewing the evidence of PROMs feedback is a challenge for several reasons, all of which arise from the complexity of the intervention. First, PROMs feedback is unavoidably heterogeneous and varies by PROM used, the purpose of the feedback, the patient population, the setting, the format and timing of feedback, the recipients of the information and the level of aggregation of the data. Therefore, there is a need for review methods that explicitly take into account the heterogeneity of the intervention, and seek to understand how this shapes intervention success.

Second, the implementation chain from feedback to improvement has many intermediate steps and may only be as strong as its weakest link. At an individual level, PROMs feedback may improve communication and detection of patient problems, but may have less impact on patient management or health status. However, its impact on communication during the consultation is not uniform and depends on the nature of patients’ problems. In oncology, where there is most evidence that PROMs influence communication, clinicians were more likely to discuss symptoms with their patients in response to PROMs feedback, but not psychosocial issues. We are confronted with the cautionary hypothesis that PROMs feedback may not result in further discussion or the offer of symptomatic treatment because high PROMs scores (suggesting high disease impact) do not always represent a problem for the patient or a problem that clinicians perceive as falling within their remit to address.

At an aggregate level, there are many organisational, methodological and logistical challenges to the collation, interpretation and then utilisation of PROMs data. These include reducing the risk of selection bias, as older, sicker patients are less likely to complete PROMs; reducing the variation in recruitment rates in PROMs data collection across NHS trusts; ensuring that procedures are in place to adequately adjust for case mix; collecting the data at the right point in the patient’s pathway; and summarising this information in a way that is interpretable to different audiences. In summary, a number of potential obstacles may prevent or lead to partial success in PROMs feedback achieving its intended outcome of improving patient care. There is a need to pinpoint these obstacles or blockages more systematically in terms of their location in the implementation chain, and to identify the circumstances in which they occur and those in which they can be overcome.

Third, the success of PROMs feedback is context dependent, and these contextual differences influence the precise mechanisms through which it works and, thus, its impact on patient care. For example, using PROMs data as an indicator of service quality for surgical interventions in acute care is very different from their use as a quality indicator of GPs’ management of long-term conditions in primary care. The impact of surgery on disease-specific PROMs and knowledge of the natural variability of scores has been well documented, but this knowledge is lacking regarding the impact of primary care on PROM scores. At an individual level, surgeons are specialised and need only interpret the PROMs data in their specialty. In contrast, GPs manage patients with different long-term conditions, and need to make sense of data from different PROMs, or to disentangle the impact of different conditions on PROMs scores. The interpretation of the meaning of changes is, therefore, very different in each context.

Furthermore, differences in context can result in the intervention not working through the intended mechanisms, leading to unintended consequences. For example, the feedback and public release of performance data may stimulate improvement activity at hospital level through increased the involvement of leadership or a refocusing of organisational priorities, but it has also been shown to lower morale, and may focus attention on what is measured to the exclusion of other areas. Others have cautioned that it may also lead to surgeons refusing to treat the sickest patients to avoid poor outcomes and lower publicly reported ratings. Data from the national PROMs programme have been misinterpreted by some as indicating that a significant proportion of varicose vein, hernia and hip and knee replacement should not take place. Public reporting of performance data may not improve patient care, as intended, through
informing patient choice. Rather, patients are often ambivalent about performance data and rely on their GP’s opinion when choosing a hospital. Thus, there is need to highlight the potential unintended consequences of PROMs feedback and to distinguish between the circumstances in which they arise.

Fourth, PROMs have been implemented against a backdrop of other initiatives designed to drive up the quality of patient care, which can potentially either support or derail the intended impact of PROMs feedback. For example, Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) payments are dependent on the use of a standardised questionnaire for depression screening, resulting in GPs sometimes avoiding coding a person as suffering from depression in order to circumvent the completion of a questionnaire viewed by many GPs as unnecessary.

Finally, despite PROMs feedback having many functions and aspirations, research coverage of them is uneven, with more studies (trials and qualitative case studies) examining PROMs feedback at an individual level and few studies examining their use as a performance indicator at a group level.

Aims and objectives

The purpose of this review is to take stock of the evidence to understand by what means and in what circumstances the feedback of PROMs data leads to the intended service improvements. For any application of PROMs feedback, its impact on the quality of patient care depends on a long, complex chain of inputs and outputs, and is greatly affected by where and how it is implemented. This complexity has made it difficult for existing systematic reviews to provide a definitive answer regarding whether PROMs feedback leads to improvements in patient care at either the individual patient level or the level of health-care organisations. In this project, we will use a different review method, realist synthesis, to clarify how the different applications of PROMs feedback are intended to work and to identify the circumstances under which PROMs feedback works best and why, in order to inform its future implementation in the NHS.

As the applications of PROMs data continue to multiply, our first aim is to identify and classify the various ambitions of PROMs feedback. At the individual level, PROMs data are utilised to improve patient care by (1) screening for undetected problems, (2) monitoring patients’ problems over time and (3) involving the patient in decisions about their care. At the group level, PROMs data may improve patient care by (4) improving the appropriateness of the use of interventions, (5) stimulating QI activities through benchmarking provider performance or (6) informing decision-making about choice of provider. Our objectives are to:

- Produce a comprehensive taxonomy of the ‘programme theories’ underlying these different functions, and capture their subtle differences and the tensions that may lie between them.
- Produce a logic model of the organisational logistics, social processes and decision-making sequences that underlie the collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data. We will use this model to identify the potential blockages and unintended consequences of PROMs feedback that may prevent the intervention from achieving its intended outcome of improving patient care. This will provide a framework for the review.

To inform the future implementation of PROMs feedback, our second aim is to test and refine these programme theories about how PROMs feedback is supposed to work against existing evidence of how it works in practice. We will synthesise existing evidence on each application of PROMs feedback including, where necessary, evidence from other quality reporting initiatives. The specific objectives of this synthesis are to:

- identify the implementation processes that support or constrain the successful collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data
• identify the mechanisms and circumstances through which the unintended consequences of PROMs data arise and those through which they can be avoided.

Our third aim is to use the findings from this synthesis to identify what support is needed to optimise the impact of PROMs feedback and distinguish the conditions (e.g. settings, patient populations, nature and format of feedback) in which PROMs feedback might work best. We will produce guidance to enable NHS decision-makers to tailor the collection and utilisation of PROMs data to local circumstances and maximise its impact on the quality of patient care.

During initial project team discussions, we established that the feedback and public reporting of aggregate PROMs data to stimulate QI efforts by providers was based on a different set of programme theories from the feedback of individual PROMs data in the care of individual patients. Therefore, to meet these aims and objectives, we decided to carry out two separate, albeit related, reviews:

- Review 1, which examined the feedback and public reporting of aggregate PROMs data to providers, aimed to explore in what circumstances and through what processes the feedback of aggregate PROMs data leads to improvements in patient care.
- Review 2, which examined the feedback of individual PROMs data to clinicians, aimed to explore in what circumstances and through what processes the feedback of individual PROMs data leads to improvements in patient care.

Public and patient involvement

We involved patients in a number of ways throughout the reviews. Laurence Wood, a public and patient involvement (PPI) representative, was a member of the project team throughout the review. He attended project team meetings, helped to inform the development of our programme theories and commented on our findings. He chaired a PPI group consisting of three PPI members, Gill Riley, Eileen Exeter and Rosie Hassaman. The group met twice during the project; this was less often than we had anticipated and was a result of a long-term condition of one of the members. The group helped to inform our programme theories and reviewed our findings to date. Laurence Wood and Eileen Exeter also attended our Stakeholder Group meeting (described in Chapters 2 and 6) to help to focus the review. Laurence also read and commented on our plain English summary.

Rationale and overview of methodology

In this section we explain why we chose realist synthesis to conduct our review, and provide an overview of the methodology of realist synthesis. We provide a more detailed description of the application of this methodology for review 1 in Chapter 2 and for review 2 in Chapter 6.

Why realist synthesis?

Realist synthesis is designed to disentangle the heterogeneity and complexity of the intervention, and to make sense of the various contingencies, blockages and unintended consequences that may influence its success. The methodology was developed by one of the coauthors of this report (RP). It is an approach that is finding increasing use in the health-care field, and a number of current and recently completed Health Services and Delivery Research projects are making use of the approach (e.g. project 11/1022/04 led by Pawson with Greenhalgh as coapplicant, project 13/97/24 led by Wong and project 14/194/20 led by Burton). Pawson was also a team member of another key Health Services and Delivery Research project, 10/101/51; ‘Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Synthesis: Evolving Standards – RAMESES’, which led to the development of reporting standards for realist synthesis. The methodology now forms one of the
approaches used by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) to develop public health guidance.84

We have chosen to use realist synthesis because it:

- permits us to understand in what circumstances and through what processes the feedback of PROMs data improves patient care and why (rather than just answering ‘does it work?’)
- recognises that the success of PROMs feedback is shaped by the ways in which it is implemented and the contexts in which it is implemented
- allows us to combine evidence from different types of empirical studies (both qualitative and quantitative).

What is realist synthesis?

We do not intend to provide a detailed description of the origins and basic assumptions underpinning realist synthesis; this can be found elsewhere.82 However, we assume that some readers of this report will not be familiar with the methodology and, therefore, we provide a basic introduction to its modus operandi. Realist synthesis is a review methodology that is based on the premise that social programmes or interventions constitute ideas and assumptions, or theories, about how and why they are supposed to work. As Pawson and Tilley argue, social programmes are theories incarnate.85 As such, the unit of analysis of realist synthesis is not the intervention per se but the programme theories that underpin them. Therefore, the task of realist synthesis is an iterative process of identifying, testing and refining these programme theories to build explanations about how, and in what circumstances, these interventions work and why. In practical terms, this means that we can draw on evidence from interventions that share the same programme theories within the synthesis. For example, as we discuss in subsequent chapters of this report, the feedback of aggregated PROMs data shares many of the ideas and assumptions as the public reporting of hospital report cards and patient experience data regarding how it is intended to work. Therefore, it is legitimate to include studies that have evaluated these interventions in the synthesis; even though they are different interventions, they share the same programme theory.

Realist synthesis is also premised on the idea that it is not the intervention (in our case, PROMs feedback) itself that gives rise to its outcomes. Rather, interventions offer resources to people, and it is people choosing to act, or not to act, on these resources (known as mechanisms) that will determine their impact on patient care. Furthermore, complex interventions, such as PROMs feedback are never universally successful, as people differ in their response to the intervention and their responses are supported or constrained by the social, organisational and political circumstances in which PROMs feedback is implemented (context). What realist synthesis aims to do is explain why PROMs feedback works in some circumstances and not others. It does so through a process of developing, testing and refining theories about how the intervention works, expressed as context–mechanism–outcome configurations. These are hypotheses which specify that, in this situation (context), the intervention works through these processes (mechanisms) and gives rise to these outcomes.

Initially, these theories focus on practitioner, policy-maker and participant ideas and assumptions about how the intervention is intended to work (or not). These ideas can then be formulated into programme theories to specify hypotheses that certain outcomes (intended or unintended) will occur as a result of particular mechanisms being fired in particular contexts. As synthesis progresses and these theories are tested across a range of contexts through a review of the empirical literature, these theories are refined to develop explanations at a level of abstraction that can allow generalisation beyond a single setting. The ‘end product’ of realist synthesis is explanation through the formulation of ‘middle-range’ theories that are limited in scope, conceptual range and claims, rather than offering general laws about behaviour and structure at a societal level.86 Middle-range theories are identified by drawing across the literature to explain why regularities in the patterns of contexts, mechanisms and outcomes occur. Thus, they provide the basis for guidance to help policy-makers to target PROMs feedback interventions to local circumstances, and highlight what support they may need to put in place in order to maximise their impact on patient care.
How is realist synthesis conducted?

Again, we do not intend to provide a detailed description of the process of conducting a realist synthesis; this can be found elsewhere. However, here we do offer a blueprint, so that readers who are not familiar with the methodology can make sense of how we operationalised our synthesis. It also makes explicit our understanding of how a realist synthesis ought to be conducted, which can be subject to scrutiny in judging the rigour and quality of the review.

Realist synthesis is an iterative review methodology, consisting of five main steps. For ease, these are described sequentially, but, in practice, there is considerable movement back and forth between different steps. Furthermore, a number of these steps, for example searching, quality appraisal, data abstraction and synthesis, are integrated rather than conducted separately.

Step 1: searching for and identifying programme theories

The basic unit of analysis in realist synthesis is not the intervention, but the ideas and assumptions or programme theories that underpin it. Thus, the starting point of realist synthesis is to search for and catalogue the different ideas and assumptions about how interventions are supposed to work. Initially, these programme theories focus on practitioner, policy-maker and participant ideas and assumptions about how the intervention is intended to work (or not). These may specify the sequences of steps required to deliver the intervention, and the organisational and social processes required in order for the intervention to achieve its intermediate and final outcomes: that is, an ‘implementation chain’. They may also identify potential blockages in this process, as well as potential unintended consequences. They often contain ideas about the different reactions or responses that participants may have to an intervention (mechanisms) that will determine whether or not the intervention is successful (outcome). They may also include ideas about the circumstances (or context) that determine the kind of reactions participants may have to an intervention, and the blockages that may occur, which thus influence the impact of the intervention.

These ideas often remain tacit and unexpressed in empirical evaluations of the intervention, which frequently assume shared knowledge regarding how the intervention is intended to work or consider that knowing how the intervention works is not important: the task is simply to know whether or not it works. Therefore, unearthing and cataloguing these ideas is best achieved through searching and analysing policy documents, position pieces, comments, letters, editorials, critical pieces and websites or blogs that express and debate these tacit assumptions and explain how the intervention in question is intended to work. For some interventions, it can be a useful exercise to deconstruct empirical investigations or policy documents of a given intervention to surface the implicit assumptions underpinning the design of the intervention itself. This often requires a considerable amount of ‘detective’ work and reflection on the part of the researcher.

We explain how we searched for the programme theories underlying PROMs feedback in the more detailed description of methodology in Chapters 2 and 6.

Step 2: focusing the review and selecting programme theories

Inevitably, the search for programme theories results in the identification of many different ideas about how the intervention is supposed to work, and its potential blockages and unintended consequences. It is not possible to review all of these, and the next stage of realist synthesis involves a process of (1) identifying common mechanisms or issues across the different programme theories, and (2) prioritising which set of programme theories to review.

The first is an important initial step in developing ‘middle range’ theory, which allows transferable lessons to be made. It requires the researcher to think ‘what are these programme theories an example of?’ and ‘how do these programme theories relate to more formal or abstract theories?’. Thus, it represents a process of moving up and down a ladder of abstraction, from practitioners’ ideas about how a specific intervention works, to more abstract ideas about how the family of interventions which share that programme theory are expected to work. This plays an important part in defining the boundaries of the
review, as it serves to identify other interventions that also share the same programme theory, evaluations of which might therefore be included in the theory-testing phase of the review.

The second is a process of narrowing and deciding which of these theories we might focus on. There are no set criteria to govern these decisions, but they can focus on:

- which aspects of the programme theory stakeholders and practitioners consider most important or would like to be answered
- understanding how and why one particular section of the implementation chain works or becomes ‘blocked’
- considering how the same programme theory fares in different contexts
- adjudicating between rival ideas about the mechanisms through which an intervention is intended to work.

These decisions then form the framework for the review. However, it must be recognised that this process is iterative. Inevitably, the process of testing one programme theory uncovers a number of ‘sub’ or ‘mini’ theories within the review. Furthermore, the review is also likely to focus on a smaller number of main theories. Therefore, defining and redefining the boundaries of the review is an ongoing and iterative process. We explain how we identified relevant abstract theories and how we narrowed down the focus of our review in Chapter 2 for review 1 and Chapter 6 for review 2.

**Step 3: searching for empirical evidence**

The programme theories to be tested provide the backbone of the review, and determine the search strategy and decisions about study inclusion into the review in order to test and refine these theories. The next stage of the review thus involves an evidence search to identify primary studies that will provide empirical tests of each component of the theory. This involves electronic database searches, as well as forwards and backwards citation tracking. Searching and synthesis are interwoven, and, as the synthesis progresses, the emergence of new subtheories or mini theories often requires further iterative searches to identify empirical evidence to test them. Furthermore, the review is also likely to focus on a smaller number of main theories as the synthesis progresses. In Chapters 2 and 6, we describe in some detail the processes we used to identify the empirical evidence on which this review is based.

**Step 4: quality appraisal and data extraction**

These are combined in realist synthesis. Different programme theories require substantiation in divergent bodies of evidence. Hypotheses about the optimal contexts for the utilisation of PROMs data are tested by comparing the outcomes of experimental studies in different settings, claims about the reactions of different recipients of PROMs data are tested using qualitative data, etc. Studies (or parts thereof) are included in the study depending on their relevance to the programme theory being tested.

Quality appraisal is conducted throughout the review process, and goes beyond the traditional approach that focuses on only the methodological quality of studies. In realist synthesis, the assessment of study rigour occurs alongside an assessment of the relevance of the study, and occurs throughout the process of synthesis. Quality appraisal is done on a case-by-case basis, as appropriate to the method utilised in the original study. Both qualitative and quantitative data are compiled. In addition, the inferences and conclusions drawn by the authors of the studies are also extracted as data in realist synthesis, as they often permit the identification of subtheories that can then be further tested with empirical evidence. Different fragments of evidence are sought and utilised from each study. Each fragment of evidence is appraised, as it is extracted, for its relevance to theory testing and the rigour with which it has been produced. In many instances, only a subset of findings from each study that relate specifically to the theory being tested are included in the synthesis. Therefore, quality appraisal relates specifically to the validity of the causal claims made in these subset of findings, rather than the study as a whole. Trust in these causal claims is also enhanced by the accumulation of evidence from a number of different studies, which provides further lateral support for the theory being tested, discussed in more detail in the following section. Finally, quality appraisal is integrated into the synthesis narrative, rather than reported separately.
Step 5: synthesis
The goal of realist synthesis is to refine our understanding of how the programme works and the conditions and caveats that influence its success, rather than offering a verdict, descriptive summary or mean effect calculation on an intervention or family of programmes. Synthesis takes several forms. At its most basic, realist synthesis involves building ‘lateral support’ for a theory by bringing together information from different primary studies and different study types to explain why a pattern of outcomes may occur. Another form of synthesis, particularly useful when there is disagreement on the merits of an intervention, is to ‘adjudicate’ between the contending positions. This is not a matter of providing evidence to declare a certain standpoint correct and another invalid. Rather, adjudication assists in understanding the respects in which a particular programme theory holds and those in which it does not. Finally, the main form of synthesis is known as ‘contingency building’. All PROMs feedback programmes make assumptions that they will work under implementation conditions A, B, C, applied in contexts P, Q, R. The purpose of the review is to refine many such hypotheses, enabling us to say that, more probably, A, C, D, E and P, Q, S are the vital ingredients.
In Chapter 2, we will provide short examples of how we carried out our synthesis.

Structure of the report
This report is divided into two parts. Review 1, consisting of Chapters 2–5, reports our realist synthesis of the feedback of aggregate PROMs and performance data to providers. Review 2, consisting of Chapters 6–9, considers the feedback of individual PROMs data to inform the care of individual patients.

Review 1: a realist synthesis of the feedback of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures and performance data to improve patient care
Chapter 2 provides a description of the methodology of review 1, and details the process of searching for programme theories, the process of searching for evidence to test these theories, how studies were selected for inclusion in the synthesis, and how data were extracted and synthesised. In Chapter 3, we provide a comprehensive taxonomy of the ideas and assumptions, or programme theories, underlying the feedback of aggregate PROMs data to providers. In Chapters 4 and 5, we report the findings of our evidence synthesis for the feedback of PROMs and other performance data to providers. Chapter 4 interrogates the mechanisms through which this is intended to occur, while Chapter 5 considers how different contextual configurations influence which of these mechanisms occur and the subsequent intended (or unintended) outcomes.

Review 2: a realist synthesis of the feedback of individual patient-reported outcome measures data to improve patient care
Chapter 6 provides a description of the methodology for review 2, again detailing the process of searching for programme theories and for evidence to test these theories, and the ways in which we selected studies for inclusion and extracted and synthesised data. Chapter 7 examines the programme theories underlying the feedback of PROMs data at the individual level, offering a taxonomy on the ideas and assumptions, or programme theories, underlying the feedback of individual PROMs data. In Chapters 8 and 9, we report on the evidence synthesis of the implementation chain through which the feedback of PROMs data in the care of individual patients is expected to work. In Chapter 8, we explore the circumstances in which, and process through which, PROMs completion may support patients to raise issues with clinicians. In Chapter 9, we examine clinicians’ use of PROM feedback to support their care of individual patients. Finally, Chapter 10 brings our findings together and discusses their implications for practice and future research.
Chapter 2 Review methodology: feedback and public reporting of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures data

A protocol for our realist synthesis has been published, and in this chapter we describe how the boundaries and focus of our review of the feedback of aggregate PROMs data were defined. This enables the reader to understand why and how changes were made to the original protocol, as suggested by the RAMESES guidelines for reporting realist syntheses. We describe how we carried out our review, using the five steps outlined in Chapter 1 as a structure.

Searching for and identifying programme theories

As discussed in Chapter 1, identifying opinions and commentaries for a realist synthesis is the first stage in identifying theories for which evidence is later sought. The purpose of this search is to map the range and diversity of different programme theories underlying PROMs feedback, rather than identify and include every single paper discussing the ideas and assumptions underlying PROMs feedback. We conducted one search for programme theories for PROMs feedback at both the aggregate and individual level. Opinion pieces and commentaries on PROMs feedback were identified in database searches, JG’s personal library (89 known relevant studies) and citation tracking activities including forwards and backwards citation searching.

In April–May 2014, we searched the following databases:

- Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (via Wiley Online Library), issue 5 of 12, May 2014
- Cochrane Methodology Register (via Wiley Online Library), issue 3 of 4, July 2012
- Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (via Wiley Online Library), issue 4 of 4, October 2014
- EMBASE Classic+EMBASE (via Ovid), 1947–30 April 2014
- Health Management Information Consortium (via Ovid), 1983–present
- (Ovid) MEDLINE®, 1946–week 3 April 2014
- (Ovid) MEDLINE® In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, 1966–29 April 2014
- NHS Economic Evaluation Database (via Wiley Online Library), issue 4 of 4, October 2014.

Two search strategies were run on the Ovid databases: one aimed at identifying review papers and one aimed at identifying commentaries and opinion pieces. The Cochrane Library databases were searched with one strategy to identify reviews only, as they were unlikely to contain opinion pieces. The searches were developed iteratively; initial searches developed by the information specialist (JW) were discussed with JG and SD, who provided feedback on whether or not useful papers were being captured. JW then revised the search strategy.

All search strategies included search concepts for PROMs and the ‘Outcomes of Feedback’. Subject headings and free-text words were identified for use in the search concepts by JW and project team members. Further terms were identified and tested from the personal library (known relevant) papers. Care was taken to avoid retrieving papers that simply reported PROMs outcomes, and to identify those with discussion of the feedback of PROMs.

An ‘opinion pieces’ search strategy from a previous realist synthesis, conducted by the same authors, was tested against the known relevant papers and used (with a minor adaption in MEDLINE to include the search term ‘comment.cm’). An example of the PROMs feedback ‘opinion pieces’ search is presented in Appendix 1. The search strategies for review papers used the Clinical Queries – Reviews specificity
maximising filter in Ovid databases plus a series of specific free-text searches to identify reviews (see Appendix 1).

The database searches identified 1011 references, which reduced to 837 when duplicates were removed. These records were stored in an EndNote (Thomson Reuters, CA, USA) library alongside the 89 personal library references to create set of 748 references.

JG and SD screened the titles and abstracts of the 748 references to identify potentially relevant papers according to the following criteria.

**Inclusion criteria**

- The paper describes how aggregate PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper provides a theoretical framework that describes how aggregate PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper provides a critique of the ideas underlying how aggregate PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper reviews ideas about how aggregate PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper provides stakeholder accounts or opinions of how aggregate PROMs feedback does/does not work.
- The paper outlines, discusses or reviews potential unintended consequences of aggregate PROMs feedback.

**Exclusion criteria**

- The paper reports findings in which a PROM is used as a research tool [e.g. an evaluation of an intervention, a study exploring the health-related quality of life (HRQoL) of specific populations].
- The paper is focused on evaluating the psychometric properties of a PROM.
- The paper reviews the psychometric properties of a PROM or a collection of PROMs.
- The paper provides advice or recommendations about which PROM to use in a research context.

An initial screen identified 94 potentially useful papers; the titles and abstracts of these papers were then rereviewed by JG and categorised according to the different theories they articulated. All of these papers contributed to the process of mapping the programme theories underlying PROMs feedback. Following this process, 46 were selected for inclusion, as they provided the clearest examples of the ideas underpinning the feedback and public reporting of PROMs and performance data. These papers represented the same ideas and assumptions contained within the full set of 94 papers and, in essence, were a purposive sample of these papers. The full texts of these papers were then read, together with an additional 30 papers from JG’s existing library, which included key policy documents and grey literature. Notes were taken about the key ideas and assumptions regarding how the feedback and public reporting of PROMs data was intended to work. Of the 46 papers identified from the literature searches, 15 were purposively selected as ‘best exemplars’ of the ideas reflected in the papers as a whole. These were cited in the final draft of the paper cataloguing and summarising the programme theories underlying the feedback and public reporting of aggregated PROMs data, reported in Chapter 3. However, again, they represented similar ideas and assumption as the 94 papers initially selected for inclusion. Forwards and backwards citation tracking of key articles, and additional, iterative searches in Google Scholar (Google, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) as key subtheories emerged, identified a further 30 papers that were cited in the final draft, reported in Chapter 3. In all, 75 papers contributed to the development of programme theories. Regular discussion of these ideas among the project group, circulation and feedback of draft working papers outlining the theories ensured that the full range of different theories were represented. Figure 1 summarises the flow of studies from identification through to inclusion in the final document.
Alongside these searches, we also held informal meetings with a number of stakeholders. These included the insight account manager for PROMs and a senior analyst from NHS England, an information analyst for the national PROMs programme from the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC), a GP commissioner from a Clinical Commissioning Group and a NHS trust lead for patient experience. In these meetings, we explored stakeholders’ views on how the national PROMs programme and the national surveys of patient-reported experience measures (PREMs) were intended to improve patient care. These interviews were neither tape recorded nor formally analysed. Rather, they were used to clarify our ideas about how these programmes were intended to work, and to support and expand the programme theories we identified from the literature.

Focusing the review and selecting programme theories

Agreeing the focus of the review

The process of cataloguing the different programme theories underlying PROMs feedback at the aggregate level (reported in Chapter 3 of this report) allowed us to identify the inner workings of these interventions as perceived by those who design, implement and receive these interventions. To agree the focus of the
review, we presented our initial programme theories and a basic logic model of the feedback of aggregate PROMs data to our patient group and at a 1-day stakeholder workshop (also attended by two members of our patient group). Our patient group consisted of three ‘expert’ patients: one was a retired GP, one had previously worked for a NHS Commissioning Board and the third worked for a national charity, Arthritis UK. Our stakeholder event included the following stakeholders:

- three analysts on the national PROMs programme from NHS England
- analyst working on the national PROMs programme from the HSCIC
- Matron for Surgery, Anaesthesia and Theatre
- Senior Sister for Surgical Pre-Assessment
- Director of Operations at a NHS trust
- representative from the Royal College of Nursing with expertise in PROMs
- consultant surgeon
- two academics with expertise in orthopaedics and PROMs
- two patient representatives.

We presented our initial programme theories as ‘propositions about how PROMs feedback is intended to work’ at these meetings, and invited participants to comment on these ideas and refine, extend and prioritise them. Stakeholder discussions focused on aspects of the national PROMs programme that they found challenging, which included:

- Variations in how providers used the PROMs data provided, which was perceived to depend on the size of the trust’s information technology (IT) department; and thus the resources available to interrogate and analyse these data.
- Variations in how PROMs data were disseminated, in terms of who these data were shared with and how.
- Whether or not staff on the ground felt that PROMs data provided information to enable them to identify the causes of poor care and solutions to address them.
- Whether or not PROMs data could be linked or interpreted in relation to other locally collected data to enable trust boards to utilise the data effectively.
- There was some scepticism about whether or not PROMs data would inform patient choice of hospital; patients felt that they were more likely to be used to reassure patients that the care they received was of a high standard (i.e. for public accountability).

Following the stakeholder workshops, we held a project team meeting to reflect on the issues raised and agree the focus of the review. Although stakeholders had not actively prioritised our theories in the workshop, they had provided a valuable perspective on ‘why PROMs feedback may not work as intended’. It was felt that much research had focused on how the data are collected, but the key issue that emerged from the stakeholder workshop was the difficulties that providers experienced in responding to the data. Therefore, we decided to focus our review on how different stakeholders were expected to respond to the feedback and public reporting of PROMs data. There was some debate about whether or not the review should consider the use of PROMs as a tool for patient choice. The stakeholder group had talked about PROMs as a means of public accountability in terms of providing reassurance to the public of good care, rather than informing decisions about which hospital to go to. Our patient group had expressed some scepticism about the idea that PROMs data would be used by patients to inform their choice of hospital. We also recognised that systematic reviews had found little evidence that patients used performance data to inform their choice of hospital. Therefore, we agreed we would focus on how providers were expected to respond to PROMs data. Thus, our review question was:

- In what circumstances and through what processes do providers respond to the feedback and public reporting of PROMs data to improve patient care, and why?
However, during the review itself, we found that the process of testing the hypothesis that providers respond to performance feedback to protect their market share led us to synthesise some aspects of the literature exploring how patients made choices about which hospital to attend.

**Identifying and searching for abstract theories**

The next step in our review was to make connections between these lower-level practitioner theories and higher-level, more abstract theories to develop a series of hypotheses that could be tested against empirical studies in our review, and produce transferable lessons about how and in what circumstances PROMs feedback produces its intended outcomes.

To identify the abstract theories, JG, SD and RP engaged in a series of joint brainstorming sessions and analysis of the PROMs programme theories. The aim of these sessions was to identify the abstract, higher-level theories relevant to PROMs feedback. To do this, we tried to answer the questions ‘what is this intervention an example of?”, ‘what is the core underlying idea at work here?’ and ‘what other interventions also share these ideas?’ We identified three key ideas underlying PROMs feedback at the aggregate level:

1. Audit and feedback: PROMs feedback is an example of an audit and feedback intervention, as it involves generating a ‘summary of clinical performance of health care over a specified period of time aimed at providing information to health professionals to allow them to assess and adjust their performance’.90
2. Benchmarking: PROMs feedback also has a comparative element, such that providers can also compare their own performance with that of other providers in their locality or across England.
3. Public disclosure: PROMs data are made publicly available to a range of stakeholders, including patients, who are expected to exert pressure on providers to improve patient care.

We discuss these ideas in more detail in Chapter 3. To identify abstract theories relating to these ideas, we conducted searches using search terms ‘feedback NHS’, ‘benchmarking NHS’, ‘audit and feedback NHS’ on Google and Google Scholar (August 2014). For each search, we screened the first five pages and selected papers according to the following criteria:

- presents or discusses an abstract theory
- presents propositions about how (mechanisms) and in what circumstances (contexts) the intervention may work best
- contains a map, model or implementation chain of the theory.

From 300 references, we identified six papers as meeting our inclusion criteria. For each selected paper, we checked the references to identify other related papers and also undertook a process of forwards citation tracking of four key papers91–94 to identify papers that cited these. We also consulted existing systematic reviews90,95,96 to identify references to abstract theories.

The searches were run August 2014 in the following resources:

- Google Scholar
- Sciences Citation Index (via Thomson Reuters Web of Science) – 1900–present.

These searches identified 69 references, which were reduced to 65 when duplicates were removed. We drew on a total of 27 papers from all of these searches to inform our thinking about abstract theories underlying PROMs feedback, which formed the basis of a working paper discussed among the project team. From this working paper, we cited 13 papers in our final report, which are reported in Chapter 3. Figure 2 provides a summary of these searches.
Searching for empirical evidence and selection of studies

The next stage of our realist synthesis involved searching for empirical evidence in order to test and refine our programme theories. JW developed a search strategy, with input from SD and JG, to search for published studies against which to test our theories. We were aware that there were very few papers looking at how providers have responded to PROMs feedback per se. Following our analysis of abstract theories described in the previous section, we identified a number of interventions that shared the same underlying programme theory, so we also searched for studies that had evaluated these interventions. These included provider views on and responses to:

- feedback of patient experience data (e.g. the National Inpatient Survey, the GP Experience Survey, etc.)
- National Clinical Audits
- other forms of publicly reported ‘performance data’, for example mortality data or process data; many of these come from the USA, where there is a long history of public reporting.

The development of the search strategy was iterative; JW ran a strategy and sent JG and SD initial results; SD and JG provided feedback on whether or not the resulting papers were useful for theory testing. After several iterations, this resulted in the agreement of a final search strategy. All search strategies included search concepts for PROMs or other performance indicators, outcomes of feedback (e.g. decision-making, improved participation and communication) and qualitative research (see Appendix 1). In October 2014 we searched the following databases:

- EMBASE Classic+EMBASE (via Ovid) 1947–2014 October 17
- Health Management Information Consortium (via Ovid) 1983–present
- (Ovid) MEDLINE® 1946–week 2 October 2014
- (Ovid) MEDLINE® In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, 1966–29 April 2014.

The searches identified 2080 records, which reduced to 1617 after removing duplicates found across the searches and duplicates of records that had already been identified from previous (theories) searches.
JG and SD independently reviewed the titles and abstracts of the first 160 references (approximately 10% of the total) using a broad set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, and compared and discussed our included studies to check that we were making comparable judgements. We then split the papers between us, and screened the titles and abstracts using a broad set of inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria

- Studies about provider or commissioner views of, responses to, use of, or interpretation of PROMs data, national clinical audits, patient experience data, clinical outcomes (as an indicator of treatment effectiveness and, thus, performance) and mortality data (as an indicator of performance).
- Reports on the process of implementation of local PROMs/patient experience data collection for use as an indicator of service quality, reporting not just the results of the data collection but how data collection was implemented and/or how it was used.
- Reports on the process of implementation and use of local audit to improve care – how it was implemented and how people responded – not just reporting the results of the audit.

Exclusion criteria

- Articles on the development or validation of PROMs data, patient experience data, national clinical audits, mortality data, clinical outcomes.
- Articles about patient involvement in patient experience data.
- Articles reporting just the findings/analysis of audit data.
- Articles evaluating the impact of other QI programmes that did not involve some sort of feedback or public reporting of data.

At this stage we included 124 papers. After rereading the titles and abstracts, we developed a more restrictive set of inclusion and exclusion criteria that were focused on our evolving theories, as follows.

Inclusion criteria

Studies about how clinicians or managers have used or responded to or about clinicians’ views of:

- national or local patient experience data collection and feedback
- mortality report cards or anything described as ‘performance data’
- hospital report cards
- aggregate clinical outcome indicators or process data.

Studies contributing to testing theories about:

- the mechanisms through which feedback is intended to work (intrinsic desire to improve, peer comparison, protecting market share, protecting professional reputation)
- the contextual configurations that might influence how performance feedback works (financial incentives, credibility, ‘actionability’ of these data).

Exclusion criteria

Studies examining:

- views/experiences or implementation of general QI activities
- implementation of, or response to, local clinical audit or guidelines
- results/findings of audits or patient experience data.

Following the application of these criteria, we included 28 studies. We also checked the references of an existing systematic review of public reporting of performance data,27 which identified a further 18 studies, and also checked the reference lists of five key papers18,75,97–99 on which we had conducted a preliminary
synthesis and identified 26 studies. We conducted an additional search in MEDLINE and EMBASE for feedback of patient experience data (see Appendix 1) and selected three studies from the 194 identified. This gave us a total of 78 references. We then checked for duplicates and rescreened the papers using the more focused set of inclusion and exclusion criteria listed above, and included 51 papers. These papers focused on providers’ views and responses to performance data and indicators and patient experience data. Table 1 provides a summary of the different sources of papers.

We read the 51 papers and began our synthesis, described in the next section (see Data extraction, quality assessment and synthesis). As the synthesis progressed, we further focused our synthesis on a smaller number of main theories but, at the same time, a number of ‘subtheories’ within this focused selection of ‘main’ theories were identified. This required us to revisit our original search results, further examine documents in JG’s personal library and carry out additional citation tracking of key studies to further test these subtheories.

This identified an additional 30 papers that were included in the final synthesis. At the same time, we found that some of the papers we had originally included were no longer relevant to the main theories in the synthesis. Of the original 51 papers identified from the initial searches, 28 made it into the final synthesis; 23 papers were left out of the final synthesis because they were not relevant to the final theory testing phase of the synthesis or did not progress the theory testing further. Thus, in total, 58 papers were cited in the final synthesis of the feedback of aggregated PROMs and performance data, reported in Chapters 4 and 5. A flow chart of the search process is show in Figure 3.

Data extraction, quality assessment and synthesis
This was an iterative process undertaken by JG, SD and EG, with feedback from the wider project group (NB, CV, DM, LW, JJ and LL). Data extraction, quality assessment, literature searching and synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number identified</th>
<th>How screened</th>
<th>Number potentially relevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: electronic database search</td>
<td>1617 (after removal of duplicates)</td>
<td>JG and SD coscreened approximately 160 to check the application of the criteria, and then each independently screened 811 and 806</td>
<td>124; 28 after second screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: five index papers backwards citation tracking</td>
<td></td>
<td>JG went through five index papers18,75,97-99 and identified potentially relevant papers</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: EG’s personal library; patient experience measures</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>EG selected the papers and JG and SD screened them together to identify if they focused on provider responses and the use of patient experience data</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: citation tracking from Totten et al.’s27 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality review of public reporting</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>JG went through the report and judged that potentially relevant references were those related to answering Q3 (did feedback results in changes) (n = 8) and qualitative studies reporting provider awareness or views of performance measures (n = 10) or their reported use of them in practice (n = 22); these were then screened to evaluate potential relevance to our review</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: JG patient experience searches</td>
<td>194 (after removal of duplicates from EMBASE/MEDLINE)</td>
<td>JG screened to check if papers were about provider responses to PREMs data</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (after removal of duplicates)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>78; 51 after second screening</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Citation tracking of five index papers

Second screen (n = 28 included)

Check for duplicates and second screen (n = 51 papers)

Papers cited in final synthesis (n = 58)

Papers (n = 26)

Electronic database search (n = 1617)

EG's personal library of PROMs papers (n = 7)

Citation tracking of five index papers

Screened and included (n = 194 papers)

Screened and included (n = 3 papers)

30 additional papers via citation tracking, personal library and revisiting original searches

Papers cited in final synthesis (n = 50)

23 papers did not make it to final synthesis

FIGURE 3 Flow diagram of the evidence search process for the feedback of aggregate PROMs data.
occurred simultaneously. To begin the synthesis process, we identified five key index papers\textsuperscript{18,75,97–99} from JG’s personal library and conducted a ‘mini’ or ‘pilot’ synthesis on the papers. The papers were selected to represent a range of countries (the USA and the UK), settings (secondary care and primary care) and different types of performance data (PROMs, star ratings and mortality data). In this pilot synthesis, we attempted to understand:

- In what circumstances and through what mechanisms do providers interpret performance data, identify a solution to the problem and then implement that solution to improve that quality of patient care?
- In what circumstances and through what mechanisms do providers respond to performance feedback in a way that does not lead to the initiation of QI activities?

Together with our programme theories, we developed an initial logic model of how providers were expected to respond to performance data and used this as a framework to read the papers. We read the papers with our initial programme theories and logic model in mind and the theories acted as a lens through which to identify salient findings in the paper and relate them to the theory. We used the theories to make sense of the findings of each paper in and of itself, but also in comparison with other papers. After a first reading of the papers, we began to chart the potential contextual factors that might influence how performance data are responded to and the different provider responses identified within the paper. We then reread the papers to begin to develop ideas about how these different factors might come together as context–mechanism–outcome configurations: that is, ideas or hypotheses that would explain in what circumstances and through what processes performance data feedback led to initiation of QI initiatives (or not). This was both a within-paper and a cross-paper analysis. Within papers, the analysis consisted of identifying patterns in which particular clusters of contextual factors reported in a paper gave rise to a particular provider response or responses. For the cross-paper analysis, we compared these patterns across papers and attempted to explain or hypothesise why similar or different patterns might have arisen.

We discussed the findings of this pilot synthesis with the wider project group, and this informed the screening process for the papers identified via database searches and citation tracking. We screened the papers as discussed above and had an initial selection of 51 papers to begin the synthesis ‘proper’. We developed a data extraction template to extract details of study title, aims, methodology and quality assessment, main findings and links to theory (see Appendix 2 for an example of a completed data extraction template). In realist synthesis, data include not just the findings of the study but also the authors’ interpretations of their findings, and we made these distinctions clear during data abstraction.

We extracted these data for all 51 studies initially, and linked the study findings to our initial programme theories. This enabled us to have a detailed understanding of each study and to begin the process of using each individual study to test and refine our theories. We discussed findings through face-to-face meetings and via Skype (Skype\textsuperscript{TM}, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). To enable us to compare study findings in terms of the theories about when, how and why feedback and public reporting of performance data prompted providers to respond, we produced a summary table that listed key theories for each study. We considered providers in the broadest sense to mean both individuals and organisations and both primary and secondary care. However, we also recognised that different theories related to different levels of the organisations; for example, ‘intrinsic’ motivation theories were more relevant to individuals, whereas ‘market share’ theories could refer both to individuals and organisations. We then produced another table that identified common ‘theory themes’ across the papers (see Appendix 3). These included:

- whether or not market competition is necessary for providers to respond to performance data
- whether or not rewards and incentives are necessary for providers to respond to performance data
- how the quality of data collection and analysis (e.g. timing of data collection, process of case-mix adjustment) influences the extent to which it is trusted by providers
- how the ‘sponsorship’ of performance data influences the nature of the data collected and the extent to which they are trusted by providers
- whether low or high performers viewed or responded differently to performance data
different intended and unintended consequences and what was perceived to be driving them (e.g. when does focusing leadership attention on poor areas of care become ‘tunnel vision’ and when does it gain acceptance from clinical staff and lead to change?)

- the role of the media in driving or prompting providers to respond to performance data
- whether providers are motivated to change to protect their market share because they want to be as good as or better than their peers, or from an intrinsic desire to improve care
- the relative impact of ‘external’ indicators and providers’ own ‘internal data’ in driving a response to performance indicators
- the role of previous experience in public reporting, QI initiatives and involvement in broader QI activities in influencing how providers respond to public reporting
- the ‘actionability’ of the indicators and what makes them actionable or not.

We also produced a table summarising study findings by type of performance data, to clarify the ways in which provider responses were influenced by the characteristics of each indicator, who mandated its collection, what sanctions or incentives were attached to it and how actionable the indicator was perceived to be. We then tried to establish how these different subtheories (listed above) linked together to explain the process through which providers responded to performance data. To do this, we returned to our original logic model of the process through which providers are expected to respond to performance data. We used a whiteboard to plot the mechanisms and contextual factors that influenced the different stages of providers’ responses to performance data, based on the findings of the summaries we had read. A photograph of this is shown below in Figure 4.

Throughout our analysis, we revised the original logic model developed in our pilot synthesis, which set out the process through which providers respond to performance data to incorporate various intermediate actions or steps that providers might take in their response, and the feedback between these two steps. We also produced a corresponding sequence of the different interlinked subtheories. Figure 5 presents both our original and one of our revised logic models side by side (indicating how providers might be expected to respond following feedback of ‘poor’ performance). In the revised model, the dashed lines represent routes to ‘unintended consequences’, while the solid lines represent ‘intended consequences’.
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Figure 6 takes the different steps depicted in the logic model and links them to one or more of the different subtheories that seek to explain how, why and when providers may respond in a particular way. This model was revised throughout the synthesis.

As our synthesis progressed, we focused on a number of specific theories that addressed the mechanisms through which providers were expected to respond to performance data, and the key contextual factors that influenced this response. The mechanisms we explored were that providers respond to performance data because of:

- **‘Intrinsic motivation’ theory** Their professional ethos means that they are intrinsically motivated to maintain good patient care, and will take steps to improve if feedback highlights that there is a gap between their performance and expected standards of patient care.
‘Market share’ theory They feel threatened by the potential loss of market share that could occur if patients decided to choose alternative, higher-performing providers.

‘Professional reputation’ theory They wish to protect their professional or institutional reputation, which may have been damaged by being labelled a poor performer in public.

‘Competitive benchmarking’ theory They are competitive and wish to be as good as or better than their peers.

‘Collaborative benchmarking’ theory They improve patient care through learning about and implementing the best practices of ‘high-performing’ organisations as a result of the sharing of information.
The contextual factors we explored were:

- whether any rewards or sanctions were attached to performance
- the perceived credibility and validity of performance data and what determines this
- the ‘actionability’ of performance data.

We grouped studies together according to the theory they related to, which enabled us to test these theories by comparing and contrasting the studies, using studies to provide lateral support for a theory or, where the findings of studies differed, explaining why the studies differed. We wrote our synthesis up as a narrative account of each study and did so for a number of reasons. First, it enabled us to show how each study contributed to the theory testing process and in effect ‘show our working out’, so that the reader can clearly see how we came to our conclusions. Second, it enables the reader to understand how the study findings, the authors’ interpretations of their findings and our interpretation of the study have contributed to the synthesis. Third, it enabled us to incorporate an assessment of the study’s quality and highlight any caveats that the reader needs to be aware of in the actual narrative of the synthesis, rather than as an assessment that remains separate to the synthesis findings. We provide a number of summary sections in this narrative to enable the reader to ‘take stock’ of our findings, and also provide a final narrative summary of our synthesis at the end of each chapter. A summary of the theories tested in the review and included studies can be found in Appendix 4.

**Chapter summary**

In this chapter, we have described the iterative process through which we conducted our synthesis of the feedback of aggregate PROMs data. In doing so, we have followed the RAMESES guidelines to make the process as transparent as possible. We have explained why we chose realist synthesis as our review methodology, how we searched for programme theories, how we selected our programme theories, how we searched for and selected papers, and how we synthesised the papers. In Chapters 3–5, we report the findings of our synthesis.
Chapter 3 Feedback of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures data: programme theory elicitation

Introduction

There is a wide range of ‘big ideas’ underlying how, why and in what circumstances the feedback of aggregate-level PROMs data to stakeholders will be successful in improving patient care. PROMs data are but one form of data on hospital performance, and other interventions, such as hospital star ratings in England and cardiac mortality report cards in the USA, share the same programme theories as PROMs feedback. In realist synthesis, the focus of the review is on the programme theories rather than on the intervention itself. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a thorough review and a detailed description of these intrinsic programme ideas. Note that the chapter travels no further than an exposition of these key concepts and conjectures; this is an ideas exercise. Furthermore, our aim here is not to assess the veracity of the claims made but to note their range and diversity. The assembled conjectures will go on to provide the foundation stone for further analytic work; they act as hypotheses to be tested. The basic objective of the upcoming phase of realist synthesis and subsequent chapters (see Chapters 5, 6, 8 and 9) is to trawl the empirical evidence to gauge how, where, why and to what extent each of these theories has proved fruitful in practice. But that is for later.

The feedback of PROMs and performance data is implemented alongside many different policy initiatives and programmes designed to improve the quality of patient care. These policies and programmes both inform the development of PROMs feedback and form the background context, which shapes the ways in which PROMs feedback works. Therefore, we begin our review by charting the policy history of quality indicators in England, including the national PROMs programme and other policy initiatives designed to improve patient care.

Finally, we conclude our chapter by making connections between these lower-level programme theories and higher-level, more abstract theories, in order to develop a series of hypotheses that can be tested against empirical studies in our review. Bringing together the programme theories and abstract theories allows us to develop a series of more general hypotheses that can be tested against the evidence, and that help produce transferable lessons about how, and in what circumstances, PROMs feedback produces its intended outcomes.

Policy and programme history

In this section, we provide a short history of the policies relating to indicators of provider performance in England, and provide concise details of the specific initiatives to arise from these. We do this for two reasons. The first is to give some understanding of how the England national PROMs programme has emerged from previous programmes and policy initiatives, and how the use of PROMs as performance indicators in other countries has risen in importance. The second is to outline the context into which PROMs feedback has been inserted, which will then be interrogated as part of our subsequent synthesis.

History of performance measurement and reporting in the NHS

The Nuffield Trust,8 Northcott and Lewellyn92 and Smith100 provide useful histories of the use of performance indicators in the English NHS, beginning with those introduced by the Labour Government in 1997 in their first White Paper, The New NHS: Modern, Dependable.101 The first system to emerge was the NHS Performance Assessment Framework in 1999. Under the Performance Assessment Framework, each hospital was measured against 60 indicators, which covered health improvement, fair access, effective delivery of
appropriate health care, efficiency, patient/carer experience and health outcomes, to produce a ‘balanced scorecard’. The indicators were not made publicly available, and their purpose was to assess performance across different trusts and locations in order to stimulate improvements. However, Smith\textsuperscript{100} notes that the Performance Assessment Framework was used largely as a device for central government to monitor the performance of the NHS as a whole, rather than as a tool to highlight variations in performance.

In 2000, the NHS Plan\textsuperscript{102} was published, which promised increased government spending on the NHS in exchange for both structural reform and increased regulation and monitoring of NHS performance. The latter was realised through the introduction of hospital star ratings alongside a new hospital regulator, the Commission for Health Improvement (CHI). The star ratings were designed to produce a summary of hospital performance based on 40 performance indicators. Hospitals achieving three stars were judged to have the highest level of performance, while two stars were performing well overall but not consistently in every area, one-star hospitals were a cause for concern, and zero-star hospitals had the lowest level of performance against government targets. This overall rating was based on a report compiled by the CHI, following an ‘Ofsted-style’ inspection of the hospital alongside an analysis of performance against a set of indicators. The CHI report was fed back to trusts internally, while star ratings were made publicly available.

This system was also accompanied by a combination of financial rewards and sanctions. Trusts achieving a three-star rating were granted ‘earned autonomy’ in the form of less frequent monitoring and inspections for the CHI, the retention of profits from the sale of hospital land to reinvest in services, and the right to become a foundation trust. Their ratings also determined the level of discretion chief executives had to make use of the ‘NHS Performance Fund’ to incentivise QI at a local level. Trusts with a zero-star rating were required to produce a ‘Performance Action Plan’ indicating the steps taken to improve care, which had to be agreed with the Modernisation Agency and the trust’s Department of Health regional office.

In 2004, the CHI was abolished and responsibility for the hospital star ratings was transferred to the newly formed Healthcare Commission. The hospital star ratings continued to be published, albeit with some modifications to the methodology through which they were produced, until 2004–5. In 2005, the Healthcare Commission introduced a new system to replace the star ratings called the Annual Healthcheck. Under this system, trust performance was graded against core standards covering seven domains of care and existing targets ‘fully met’, ‘partially met’ or ‘not met’. These gradings were based on a mix of the trust’s own assessment of their performance, and selective, unannounced inspections by the Healthcare Commission. Thus, responsibility for assessing performance was shifted to trusts themselves, with an external regulator acting as a ‘safety net’. Trust performance on the Annual Healthcheck was published on the Healthcare Commission’s website. The Annual Healthcheck continued to be published until 2008–9 and the Healthcare Commission was abolished in 2009. It was replaced by the Care Quality Commission (CQC) under the 2008 Health and Social Care Act\textsuperscript{103}, with responsibility for regulating health and social care providers. All providers of health and social care were expected to be registered with the CQC, based on self-declaration of compliance against 16 standards. Once registered, the CQC was expected to monitor compliance with these 16 standards using routinely collected data and inspections.

In September 2013, a new model of hospital regulation was introduced. Under this model, the CQC is responsible for giving each hospital an ‘Ofsted-style’ rating, ranging from ‘inadequate’ or ‘requires improvement’ to ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’. To arrive at these ratings, the CQC engages in ‘Intelligent Monitoring’, which involves the analysis of routinely collected data relating to hospital safety, effectiveness and patient experience, alongside informal feedback from patient organisations such as HealthWatch. PROMs data form part of this intelligent monitoring process. These data inform decisions about when and where the CQC decides to inspect hospitals and what it focuses on during visits. The CQC grading of each hospital is made publicly available on the CQC’s website. Thus, regulation is intertwined with the process of judging hospital quality.
Outcomes as indicators of NHS performance

The late 2000s also saw a shift away from the measurement of structure and process as indicators of NHS performance towards a focus on outcomes. Furthermore, this has encompassed not just clinical outcomes, but also patients’ assessments of their health, as measured by PROMs. In the 2008 Darzi review, *High Quality Care for All*,5 PROMs and PREMs were enshrined as vehicles for ensuring that patients’ views of their health and experience constituted an indicator of the quality of NHS care. The importance of incorporating patients’ views into the assessment of the quality of NHS care was further reinforced in the 2010 government White Paper, which promised that ‘Success will be measured . . . against results that really matter to patients’ (© Crown copyright; contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0).

To support this focus on outcomes, the 2010 coalition government set out the NHS Outcomes Framework.104 This aimed to provide a national framework through which to measure and monitor the performance of the NHS to improve patient care and make the NHS Commissioning Board accountable for the performance of the NHS. The NHS Outcomes Framework defines quality along three dimensions of (1) effectiveness, expressed in three domains; (2) patient experience; and (3) safety (Figure 7). Each domain is accompanied by a small number of overarching indicators that are agreed each year. PROMs data can be drawn on to provide indicators in domain 2. To support the monitoring of domain 3, referring to the patient experience element of the NHS Outcomes Framework, a range of new large-scale national patient surveys was introduced. These include the national GP patient survey and patient experience surveys of people attending accident and emergency, inpatients, mental health services, maternity services, and so on.

The rise of consumer choice and information

This period also saw increasing emphasis on patient choice and access to information on the quality of patient care. This move has been driven by government policy, but is also a response to public inquiries into high-profile incidences of poor care such as children’s heart surgery at Bristol Royal Infirmary between 1984 and 1995105 and the Francis Inquiry7 into Mid Staffordshire Hospital, both of which called for patients to have increasing access to information on hospital trust performance. In terms of patient choice, patients were afforded the right to choose where to have planned elective procedures and, later, to choose their own GP.79 To support this process, ‘Choose and Book’ was launched in 2006, under which GPs were expected to discuss different referral options with patients, and patients could then telephone a central booking line and select a location and time of their choice for treatment. The White Paper *Equality and Excellence: Liberating the NHS*6 envisaged an ‘information revolution’, whereby patients would have much greater access to information on the quality of NHS services to inform these choices. The NHS Choices website (www.nhs.uk) was set up in 2007 to offer health and lifestyle information, advice and support to

patients. The website contains comparative quality information on hospitals and general practices, and also includes other links to the CQC and HSCIC websites. Table 2 summarises the information provided by the NHS Choices website for each hospital and its sources.

In addition, from April 2011, the Department of Health required all NHS hospital providers to publish ‘Quality Accounts’, annual reports summarising the quality of the services they deliver, which are fed back to the Secretary of State for Health and published on the trust’s website and the NHS Choices website. Recently, NHS England, together with the Department of Health, the Health and Social Care Information

### Table 2: Indicators and source of data provided for each hospital on the NHS Choices website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHS user rating</td>
<td>A star rating expressed from one (worst) to five (best)</td>
<td>NHS service users’ rating of the hospital, collected via the NHS Choices website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQC inspection ratings</td>
<td>A colour-coded traffic light and verbal description reflecting the CQC ratings: green star for ‘outstanding’, green circle for ‘good’, amber circle for ‘requires improvement’ and red circle for ‘inadequate’</td>
<td>CQC inspection rating. A link to the CQC website is provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended by staff</td>
<td>Percentage of staff who agreed that if a friend or relative needed treatment they would be happy with the standard of care provided by the trust. Expressed as whether the organisation is performing as expected on this indicator (OK), worse than average or better than average</td>
<td>NHS Staff Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open and honest reporting</td>
<td>Combines several other indicators to give an overall picture of whether or not the hospital has a good patient safety incident-reporting culture. Constructed from the patient safety incident reporting and response indicators used by the CQC as part of their Intelligent Monitoring system</td>
<td>CQC patient safety indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control and cleanliness</td>
<td>Combined indicator that describes how well the organisation is performing on preventing infections and cleaning. It is constructed from the existing data displayed on NHS Choices regarding the number of C. difficile and MRSA infections and patients’ views on the cleanliness of the ward. Overall rating for preventing infection and cleanliness: good (green), OK (blue) or poor (red)</td>
<td>Routinely collected surveillance data on the number of C. difficile and MRSA infections compiled by Public Health England; the NHS inpatient survey score for cleanliness of wards out of 10, and a rating of whether the trust that runs each hospital’s score is average, below or above what would be expected, and on data from the PLACE regarding the cleanliness of the care environment, indicating if a hospital’s score is in the bottom 25%, middle, or top 25% of organisations in the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality rate</td>
<td>The adjusted mortality ratio: deaths in hospital and within 30 days of discharge. This shows the overall rate of deaths within the NHS trust that each hospital belongs to. This includes deaths that happen while a patient is admitted to hospital and deaths up to 30 days after discharge. This mortality ratio indicator categorises NHS trusts into the bands ‘better than expected’, ‘worse than expected’ or ‘as expected’</td>
<td>Data collated by the HSCIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food choice and quality</td>
<td>This indicator shows the results of the 2014 Patient-Led Assessments of the Care Environment, and shows a combined score for choice and quality of food. The poor (red) category shows that the hospital was in the bottom 20% of all scores for choice and quality of food. The good (green) category shows that the hospital was in the top 20% of all scores</td>
<td>Patient-led assessments compiled by the HSCIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MRSA, meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; PLACE, Patient-Led Assessments of the Care Environment.
Service, the CQC and Public Health England, developed the My NHS website, which can be accessed from the NHS Choices website. This website is intended to act as a tool to enable patients, as well as commissioners, providers and professionals, to access comparative data on performance in primary care, secondary care, and health and social care. The website provides access to comparative data from a range of data sources, including the national PROMs programme, the National Patient Experience Surveys, the QOF, the National Mental Health and Learning Disability Minimum Dataset, CQC inspections and mortality data for surgery, which we discuss in more detail in Outcomes and patient-reported outcome measures collection in other NHS services.

The UK national patient-reported outcome measures programme

The genesis of the England PROMs programme goes back to 2004, when the Department of Health commissioned a review of the psychometric properties of available PROMs suitable for the routine collection of data before and after hip replacement, knee replacement surgery, varicose veins surgery, cataract extraction and groin hernia repair. In 2007–8, a study was carried out to assess the feasibility of collecting routine PROMs data in NHS and Independent Sector Treatment Centres. This report made a number of recommendations on the logistics of collection, presenting and interpreting PROMs data. In 2008, the Department of Health announced that, from 2009, the national PROMs programme would be introduced across England, with all hospitals providing care to NHS patients required to routinely collect PROMs data for patients undergoing hip replacement surgery, knee replacement surgery, varicose vein surgery or hernia repair. Thus, we can see that considerable groundwork was undertaken to determine the technical and logistical elements of data collection, but much less consideration was given to how the resulting data would be used, by whom and for what purpose.

Under the national PROMs programme, all patients who are about to undergo surgery are asked to complete a generic PROM [EuroQol-5 Dimensions (EQ-5D)] and the relevant disease-specific PROM as appropriate for hip [Oxford Hip Score (OHS)] and knee surgery (Oxford Knee Score) and varicose vein surgery (Aberdeen Varicose Vein Questionnaire). Patients return their questionnaires to a data supplier, who scans and scores them. The percentage of patients who return questionnaires for each hospital, expressed as the number of patients who return questionnaires divided by the number of patients undergoing each procedure, is known as the participation rate. Patients are then sent a follow-up disease-specific and generic PROM (3 months post intervention for varicose vein and hernia repair patients and 6 months postoperatively for hip and knee patients). The degree of health gain (i.e. the difference between the ‘before’ and ‘after’ PROM scores) for all patients who have the procedure in each hospital is calculated and adjusted for a number of case-mix variables. Figure 8 shows a flow chart of this process.

From 2009 to 2011, the degree of health gain for each provider was available on the HSCIC’s website as a downloadable spreadsheet. Since 2011, the information has also been made available as a ‘funnel plot’ (Figure 9). For each procedure and for each measure, the health gain experienced by patients undergoing the procedure is plotted for each hospital on a graph, with the volume of procedures on the x-axis and the amount of health gain on the y-axis. The England average is presented as the red line and outer control limits are plotted to demarcate providers that are two (95% control limits) or three (99.8% control limits) standard deviations higher or lower than the average health gain for England. Providers with a health gain that is greater than two but less than three standard deviations below the England average are labelled as ‘alerts’; providers with a health gain that is greater than three standard deviations below the England average are labelled as ‘alarms’. As of 2014, patients have also been able to access these data via the My NHS website.

Outcome and patient-reported outcome measures collection in other NHS services

The national PROMs programme is not the only example of the routine collection and public disclosure of outcome or PROMs data in the NHS. Many professional bodies have engaged in clinical audits, which often include outcome data, for a number of years. For example, the Healthcare Quality Improvement Partnership, an independent, professionally led organisation, currently supports over 30 national clinical audits. Summary data on each audit in the form of reports for different audiences are publicly available from the Healthcare Quality Improvement Partnership’s website as a downloadable spreadsheet. Since 2011, the information has also been made available as a download.
Quality Improvement Partnership website. In addition, professional bodies have led national registries which record activity and outcomes for patients. For example, the Society for Cardiothoracic Surgery began its registry in 1977, and the National Joint Registry (NJR) was launched in 2002. However, information from these sources was not routinely made available to the public until recently. The first to do so was the Society for Cardiothoracic Surgery, which has published mortality rates for all NHS hospitals performing cardiac surgery since April 2005, following a Freedom of Information Request by the Guardian newspaper. From 2013, the public reporting of standardised mortality rates at provider and surgeon level was also extended to include 10 further surgical specialties, including orthopaedics. As such, patients can now access data on both health gain and mortality following hip and knee replacement via the My NHS website.

**FIGURE 8** Flow chart for the collection of PROMs data in the English national PROMs programme. Reproduced from HSCIC. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0 (www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/).
In mental health services, including services provided under the government’s Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme, providers have been required to collect data on activity and outcomes as part of the Mental Health and Learning Disability Minimum data set since 2003. Data are collected via an integrated mental health electronic record. Clinicians are expected to record session-by-session outcome data that are intended to both inform their clinical care of patients and monitor service performance. This is one example in which the same outcome data are expected to inform the care of individual patients and are then aggregated to act as indicators of service quality. Key performance indicators for IAPT services include:

- waiting times (measured as the percentage of patients waiting < 6 weeks to start therapy and the percentage of patient waiting < 18 weeks to start therapy)
- recovery rate [the percentage of patients who moved from meeting the cut-off score for ‘caseness’ to no longer meeting the cut-off score for ‘caseness’ at the end of treatment as measured by either the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) or the appropriate anxiety disorder-specific questionnaire]
- reliable improvement (the percentage of patients who experienced a decrease in scores on either the PHQ-9 or an anxiety disorder-specific questionnaire that was greater than the measurement error of the questionnaire, irrespective of whether or not they met the criteria for caseness at the beginning or end of treatment)
- reliable recovery rate (the percentage of patients who showed either reliable improvement or recovery).

These indicators are now available to patients and the public via the My NHS website. In addition, a summary report of a broader set of statistics derived from data collected as part of the Mental Health and Learning Disability Minimum data set are available as a report from the HSCIC website.

To support the measurement of patient experience under the NHS Outcomes Framework, the CQC launched the collection of a number of patient experience surveys across the NHS. These explore patients’ experiences of a number of different services, including maternity services, inpatient services, community mental health services, accident and emergency and outpatient services, and children and young people receiving day case or inpatient care. In primary care, the GP Patient Survey examines patients’ experiences of primary care. In addition, The National Cancer Patient Experience survey, which examines patient experiences of adult acute cancer services in all NHS trusts in England, has been running annually since 2010. The precise methodology for each survey differs slightly, but all involve a patient experience questionnaire being sent to a random sample of patients who received NHS services during a given time period. The findings are made available to patients via the My NHS website and the CQC website.

National surveys are run annually, and there is a time lag of several months between the collection of the data and their publication. To provide real-time feedback to hospital trusts, the Friends and Family Test (FFT) was implemented in acute hospitals in 2013. The FFT is a single question that asks patients to think about their recent experience of the service and to rate how likely they would be to recommend this service to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment (with response options of extremely likely, likely, neither likely nor unlikely, unlikely, extremely unlikely and don’t know). Data from the FFT for key services or wards (e.g. labour ward, postnatal ward, accident and emergency and inpatient wards) for each hospital are available via the My NHS website.

**Financial rewards and sanctions in England**

To drive QI in the NHS, a suite of financial incentives has been introduced to enable commissioners to reward providers for high-quality care. We briefly review these here to provide some contextual information about the existing reward and incentive schemes within which the national PROMs programme operates. In primary care, general practices can voluntarily participate in the QOF, which was introduced in 2004. When the QOF was first introduced, its indicators represented four main domains: clinical care, organisational, patient experience and additional services. In 2013, a new domain of public health was introduced, with some indicators from the additional services domain relocated to the public health domain; in addition, many of the indicators in the organisational domain were retired. The current QOF for 2015–16 links up to 25% of a GP’s income to the achievement of indicators that reflect evidence-based care in two domains: clinical and public health.
Until 2013–14, the QOF included two indicators relating to the use of a validated depression screening questionnaire. One indicator measured the percentage of patients with depression who have an assessment of severity at the time of diagnosis, and the second indicator measured the percentage who were assessed again 4–12 weeks afterwards. However, these indicators were unpopular with GPs owing to the poor sensitivity and specificity of the instruments used (such as the PHQ-9, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale and the Beck Depression Inventory), and were retired after the 2012–13 QOF owing to their ‘lack of evidence base’.

For providers, the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) scheme was introduced in 2009–10 to incentivise local achievement of quality targets. These targets are a set of QI goals that are agreed jointly by commissioners and providers; a national suite of targets are set each year, but commissioners and providers can also agree their own targets to reflect local issues. Each goal is accompanied by an indicator to measure achievement of the target. Currently, CQUIN payments constitute 2.5% of provider budgets. Alongside CQUIN payments, Best Practice Tariffs (BPTs) were also introduced in 2010. The purpose of BPTs is to pay prices for services that reflect the cost of best clinical practice rather than the national average cost of care. A mixed-methods evaluation of BPT, conducted in 2012, suggested that commissioners were much more aware of CQUINs than BPTs, but that providers preferred BPTs because they perceived that BPTs better reflected current evidence than CQUINs. In 2014, a BPT was introduced to support best practice in hip and knee replacement surgery. This specified that providers would be paid the tariff if they did not have an average health gain (as measured by either a generic or a relevant disease-specific PROM) significantly below the national average (99.8% significance) (i.e. they were not an alarm); had a minimum PROMs preoperation participation rate of 50%; a minimum NJR compliance rate of 75%; and a NJR unknown consent rate of < 25%. Thus, PROMs data now form an integral part of the national system for the financial reward for providers.

Summary

In this section, we have charted the history of health services performance measurement and reporting in England generally, and in the national PROMs programme specifically. PROMs are one specific form of hospital performance data, and share many of the underlying ideas and assumptions about how these interventions are intended to work. We have also mapped out some important contextual factors that not only gave rise to some of these programmes, but also shaped their implementation. These include the shift towards the use of outcomes as an indicator of the quality of health care, policy efforts to provide patient access to information on health service performance and support patient choice, and the different financial rewards and sanctions designed to motivate organisations and individuals to improve the quality of patient care. We now turn to reviewing the ideas and assumptions, or programme theories, underlying the use of PROMs and other performance data to improve patient care.

Programme theories

In this section, we focus on cataloguing the specific underlying ideas about how PROMs and other performance data are intended to improve patient care. We identified a cluster of assumptions about the original intentions of the programme, followed by a series of critical voices identifying the difficulties of implementing the programme in practice, and, finally, a number of ideas about how these tensions and problems might be overcome. We have, therefore, organised our narrative along these themes. In subsequent sections, we consider how these specific theories map to abstract theories of audit and feedback, benchmarking and public disclosure.
How the intervention is intended to improve patient care

In this section, we consider the programme theories, or underlying ideas and assumptions, through which the use of PROMs and other performance data are intended to improve patient care. Berwick et al. theorise that the public report of performance data may improve patient care via two pathways: a change pathway, whereby providers take steps to change clinical care, and a selection pathway, whereby patients, commissioners, regulators and referring clinicians choose high-performing providers over lower-performing providers. This framework has been persuasive in shaping how the impact of performance data has been conceptualised, and it has informed the research questions and structure of a number of systematic reviews of the impact of performance data on patient care. Hibbard et al. hypothesised three different mechanisms through which the public reporting of hospital performance might stimulate QI activities. Providers are motivated to respond because:

1. Providers feel threatened by the potential loss of market share that could occur if patients decided to choose alternative, higher-performing providers.
2. Providers wish to protect their professional or institutional reputation, which may have been damaged by being publicly labelled a poor performer.
3. Providers’ professional norms and values mean they are intrinsically motivated to maintain good patient care, and will take steps to improve if feedback highlights that there is a gap between their performance and expected standards of patient care.

Here, we inspect these ideas and assumptions in closer detail.

Supporting patient choice

The coalition government’s White Paper Equality and Excellence: Liberating the NHS envisaged that PROMs and patient experience data would enable patients and their families to choose hospitals, which in turn would encourage providers to improve care, as the following quotation illustrates:

"Information generated by patients themselves will be critical to this process, and will include much wider use of effective tools like Patient-Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs), patient experience data, and real-time feedback . . . feedback from patients, carers and families, and staff will help to inform other people with similar conditions to make the right choice of hospital or clinical department and will encourage providers to be more responsive."


Initial guidance on the routine collection of PROMs data, issued by the Department of Health in 2008, and later documents issued in 2015 also anticipated that PROMs data would be used to inform patient choice. These documents list one of the anticipated uses of PROMs data as to:

"Evaluate the relative clinical quality of providers of elective procedures . . . it can be used by patients and GPs exercising choice."

Implicit in these documents is the assumption that performance data will enable patients to discriminate between poorly performing and higher-performing hospitals and that, armed with this information, they will choose higher-performing hospitals. This, in turn, will put pressure on lower-performing hospitals to improve care.

Despite PROMs data’s relatively recent introduction for routine use in health care, the underlying reasoning about how they will be mobilised shares many of the assumptions of other ‘feedback’ or ‘public reporting of performance’ initiatives, such as hospital star ratings in England and surgical mortality report cards in
the USA. For example, writing about the assumptions underlying the public disclosure of performance data in the USA, Marshall et al.\textsuperscript{121} note:

\begin{quote}
In theory, making meaningful quality information available to consumers will encourage market competition based on quality and either drive out low quality providers or encourage them to improve. \\
Marshall et al.\textsuperscript{121}
\end{quote}

Others\textsuperscript{77} have summarised this belief that market forces, created by patients choosing high-quality hospitals, will improve patient care as follows:

\begin{quote}
Market advocates believe that patients want to be able to choose between different providers; that given good information they will do so; and that these choices will be a major force driving improvements in services. \\
Marshall and McLoughlin\textsuperscript{77}
\end{quote}

Furthermore, it is the public reporting of that information that is seen to produce additional pressure on providers to improve. Pinto and Pride\textsuperscript{122} explain that the public reporting of outcomes for cardiology procedures, such as percutaneous coronary intervention, will bring about change more quickly:

\begin{quote}
Public reporting of PCI [percutaneous coronary intervention] outcomes . . . has been implemented with the intent that patients would make educated decisions about where to get their healthcare, and providers would make practice improvements and invest in systems of care . . . hospitals and providers are more apt to rapidly adopt quality improvement measures when outcomes are publicly reported. Reproduced with permission from Journal of the American College of Cardiology, vol. 62, Pinto, D.S. and Y.B. Pride, Paved with good intentions and marred by half-truths, pp. 416–17, © 2013, with permission from Elsevier\textsuperscript{122}
\end{quote}

Thus, the theory is that patients will use PROMs and/or other performance data to compare providers and opt to receive care at higher-performing hospitals. This, in turn, will put pressure on lower-performing hospitals to improve their care, as they fear that they will lose patients and, thus, their market share.

**Accountability to stakeholders**

Publicising performance data was also envisaged as a means of making providers more accountable to stakeholders, including patients, who, in turn, would exert pressure on poor-performing providers to improve. For example, Equality and Excellence: Liberating the NHS\textsuperscript{6} states:

\begin{quote}
Information will improve accountability: in future, it will be far easier for the public to see where unacceptable services are being provided and to exert local pressure for them to be improved. p. 14. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence 3.0\textsuperscript{6}
\end{quote}

It is recognised that not only patients, but also regulators and government bodies, may hold providers to account. For example, Bridgewater and Keogh\textsuperscript{119} note that one of the key drivers for the public reporting of hospital and surgeon cardiac mortality outcomes in the UK was to ‘reassure patients, their carers, hospital managers, commissioners, healthcare regulators and politicians about the quality of surgical care’.

Guidance on use of PROMs data\textsuperscript{119,120} also acknowledges that commissioners can use these data to hold providers to account for the quality of care they provide. In these documents, PROMs data are seen as empowering commissioners to monitor the quality of services they fund:

\begin{quote}
Empower commissioners. PCT [primary care trust] commissioners can use the data to establish the quality of services, which they are contracting providers for.\textsuperscript{120}
\end{quote}
Devlin and Appleby\textsuperscript{123} also argue that commissioners can use PROMs to inform the ways in which they commission services and monitor the quality of those services, including:

- monitoring the performance of the providers from whom they commission services
- specifying minimum performance on PROMs via their contracts with those providers
- incentivising providers to improve patient health by linking payment to performance on PROMs.

Similarly, the IAPT data handbook\textsuperscript{113} (p. 10) advises that outcome data on IAPT services are collected to:

- monitor the extent to which IAPT workers and services are providing evidence-based treatments that are consistently applied in the manner recommended by NICE
- assist commissioners and service providers in monitoring and improving the quality and cost-effectiveness of their services for all communities.

Here, data are used to check that services are being provided according to evidence-based guidelines, and that commissioners are receiving ‘a direct return on the investment made in services’ in terms of patient improvement.\textsuperscript{113} According to this theory, the process of the public, government and regulators holding providers to account for the quality of care that they provide will motivate organisations and individuals to improve patient care.

**Provider benchmarking and peer competition**

The Department of Health anticipated that publishing performance data would enable clinicians and managers to compare their own performance with that of their peers, and that this would instil a sense of competition between them that would provide motivation for improving performance. *Equality and Excellence: Liberating the NHS*\textsuperscript{6} notes:

> There is compelling evidence that better information also creates a clear drive for improvement in providers. Our intention is for clinical teams to see a meaningful, risk-adjusted assessment of their performance against their peers, and this assessment should also be placed in the public domain. The Department will revise and extend Quality Accounts to reinforce local accountability for performance, encourage peer competition, and provide a clear spur for boards of provider organisations to focus on improving outcomes.

Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0\textsuperscript{6}

Here, performance data are not only fed back privately to providers but also placed in the public domain. This comes with the implicit expectation that the public will respond by exerting pressure on poor-performing hospitals to improve, as described previously (see Accountability to stakeholders) and that improvement will also occur through providers competing with each other.

The most recent version of the PROMs guidance\textsuperscript{120} also envisages PROMs data enabling clinicians, managers and commissioners to benchmark their performance:

> Assessing the relative clinical quality of providers of elective procedures; for clinicians, managers and commissioners benchmarking their own performance.

p. 8. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0\textsuperscript{120}

This places responsibility on providers and managers to use PROMs data to monitor their own performance and, implicitly, to then take steps to improve this. Devlin and Appleby\textsuperscript{123} argue that PROMs data should:

> . . . act as a focus and a starting point for providers, first to identify the reasons for their performance, and then to identify what they need to do in order to improve.

*Devlin and Appleby*\textsuperscript{123}
The mechanism through which this is hypothesised to occur is that providers are motivated to improve their practice in order to be as good as or better than their peers. The private sector provider Bupa (now owned by Spire) pioneered the routine collection of PROMs data to monitor the outcomes of surgery some years before this initiative was introduced into the NHS. Its then chief executive, Andrew Vallence-Owen, was interviewed for a British Medical Journal (BMJ) article and argued that QI arose because surgeons competed with each other, not for patients, but for the professional prestige associated with having better outcomes than their peers:

*Doctors are quite competitive . . . Once they see each other’s data they want to do as well or better. So you get continuous quality improvement out of this.*

Reproduced from NHS goes to the PROMS, Timmins N, vol. 336, p. 1465, © 2008 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd

In other words, it is the provision of comparative, benchmarked data to enable surgeons to compare themselves with their peers which is important in stimulating QI.

There is some debate about whether private feedback of benchmarked performance would be sufficient to motivate change or whether there is an added benefit of publicising this performance. Marshall et al. note that the public reporting of performance data ‘is based on the assumption that organisations and professionals have an intrinsic desire to improve practice’ but may be prevented from doing so owing to lack of time, knowledge and resources and competing priorities. Thus, reporting the data publicly is intended to ‘increase providers sensitivity to their performance by reminding, refocusing or shaming them into action’. The theory is that the private feedback of performance data to providers, for example via local or national audits, has not been sufficient to motivate providers to act on these data. Putting the data into the public domain is seen as a means of shaming providers into action by publicly labelling them as poor performers. According to this theory, it is reputational damage that motivates providers to take steps to improve patient care.

### The role of the media

Several commentators have noted that the media were instrumental in the move towards publicly disclosing provider performance data. For example, The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) reports were one of the first reporting systems in the USA. The reports were first released in 1986, and were originally designed for use only by ‘state peer review organisations’, that is, organisations contracted by the federal government to review the quality of medical care delivered to Medicare-funded patients. They were not intended for use by the public. However, as their existence became known to consumer groups and the press, these groups called for their release under a Freedom of Information Act and the reports were then made public in December 1987. The reports themselves were subsequently criticised for poor case-mix adjustment and shelved (an issue we will return to in subsequent sections). In the UK, the Guardian newspaper published named surgeon mortality data following a Freedom of Information request. Bridgewater and Keogh argue that, in the UK, such media-led initiatives prompted a professionally oriented model of public disclosure, in which professional organisations such as the Society for Cardiothoracic Surgery worked with the Healthcare Commission to publish surgical results. Bridgewater observed that:

*Without the involvement of the press, it seems unlikely that named surgeon outcomes for cardiac surgery would be in the public domain.*

The role of the media in publicising performance data has also been the subject of much debate. One theory is that the media can be used to ensure that the report reaches the intended stakeholders. For example, guidelines on how to maximise the impact of public reporting issued by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality advise those involved in public reporting initiatives to harness the power of the media in getting their report publicised. They advise issuing press releases and holding new conferences, but recognise that these alone may not be sufficient to obtain the depth, breadth or quality of coverage required to raise awareness of public reports.
However, it has also been recognised that the media’s interests lie in selling newspapers, and thus they may be more inclined to report ‘bad news’ stories, or to misrepresent or overly simplify complex information, such that it does not represent a true picture of performance. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality guidelines\(^\text{128}\) also recognised this, and warn that a shocking story about a patient’s experience of poor care in a specific hospital is more likely to be reported in the media than a news item about the release of a report on hospital quality.

In turn, others have highlighted that misrepresenting or misunderstanding the information contained in a hospital report can have a negative impact on hospitals and staff:\(^\text{129}\)

*There is no doubt that public disclosure may have negative effects for hospitals and their staff. If the reasons to criticize the hospital . . . are due to misrepresentation or lack of ability to understand, then the message the disclosure brings is of no use or is detrimental.*

Mebius\(^\text{129}\)

To counteract the possibility that the media may distort or misrepresent the data, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality guidelines\(^\text{128}\) suggest actively working with the media to ensure that the correct message is communicated, and ensuring that stakeholders provide a consistent message. They instruct that one way of achieving this is to create guidelines for interactions with the media to ensure that all stakeholders provide a consistent message about the public report.

**Assessing the appropriateness of surgery**

Initial guidance on the routine collection of PROMs data was issued by the Department of Health in 2008.\(^\text{119}\) This document outlined a number of potential uses of PROMs data, including using the data to evaluate the appropriateness of referral for surgery:

*Assess the appropriateness of referrals to secondary care. PROMs data can be used to establish whether referrals for elective procedures are appropriate by examining variation in baseline PROMs scores across the country.*

Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0\(^\text{119}\)

However, later guidance\(^\text{120}\) on the use of PROMs data to assess the appropriateness of referrals has also been replaced with:

*Assessing the relative health status before operations: PROMs data will provide a measure of patients’ self-reported health status before they undergo operations. Exploring variations in this data along with other indicators of surgery, such as the patients’ social situations, other medical conditions and risk of deterioration and/or complications, could establish benchmarks.*

Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0\(^\text{120}\)

Here, there is a shift away from any reference to assessing the appropriateness of surgery towards simply observing variations and establishing benchmarks. This change in emphasis could reflect reaction to the responses to an analysis of the pilot PROMs data carried out by Devlin *et al.*,\(^\text{130}\) which found little health gain, on average, measured by the EQ-5D following surgery or varicose vein repair. This was reported in the *Health Service Journal*\(^\text{76}\) as suggesting ‘at least £144 m is being spent annually on carrying out operations on people who either have no significant complaints about their health before surgery or report that their condition is changed or worse afterwards’.

Black\(^\text{66}\) highlights that the misuse of PROMs data to restrict access to elective surgery is one of the possible unintended (but not unforeseen) consequences of the PROMs programme and advises that it is not possible to identify patients who will not benefit from the procedure preoperatively.
Summary of how patient-reported outcome measures are intended to improve patient care

Here we have summarised the key theories underlying how and why PROMs and other performance data are intended to improve patient care. This analysis suggests that there are numerous competing but not necessarily mutually exclusive mechanisms through which organisations and individuals might be motivated to improve patient care: through fear of losing market share, a desire to be as good or better than peers, concerns about damage to professional reputation and pressure from stakeholders to be answerable for the quality of care provided. However, we also uncovered a number of concerns that publication of performance data may not achieve these desired outcomes for a number of different reasons. It is these concerns that we turn to next.

Why the intervention may not work as intended

There were four distinct ‘cautionary tales’ among the programme theories in our analysis. The first set of theories questioned the proposed mechanisms through which PROMs were expected to work, in particular the idea that patients were aware of, able to make sense of and would act on performance data to choose hospitals, and that market competition would improve patient care. The second set related to the potential unintended or adverse consequences of PROMs data. The third set related to the nature of the data and their analysis, with concerns about threats to data credibility, and a fourth set clustered around characteristics of the data that may make them more or less ‘actionable’ by providers. We consider each set of ideas in turn in this section.

Does patient choice drive improvements in patient care?

Numerous commentators have questioned the assumptions underlying the idea that market forces, driven by patients choosing higher-quality hospitals, will improve patient care. The literature in this area is voluminous and here we are able to highlight only the key points from across the terrain. A cornerstone of neo-classical market economics is that individuals operating within it are rational and seek to maximise the value or ‘utility’ that they derive from goods and services (health and otherwise). This theory makes strong assumptions about agents in the market, for example that they have consistent and robust preferences for services, and that they have the relevant information to make informed choices. In countries where market forces are present in the health-care sector (e.g. the USA), patients may make choices between providers based on information about both quality and price, and we might expect to see some relationship between quality indicators and market share. In countries where choice is available but competition is based only on quality (e.g. England), the relationship will be attenuated. That said, the costs (e.g. additional travel costs) of selecting a different provider may act as a disincentive. In attempting to maximise utility in choosing a provider, individuals will take into account a number of factors, only one of which will be quality.131

The market share theory is further attenuated by the assumptions of profit-maximisation and competition. The former assumes that health-care providers operate with the aim of maximising profits or income but – particularly in health care – this may not be the case. When individual health-care professionals make decisions regarding health-care provision, they are likely to aim to maximise the utility for the patient (or group of patients) rather than profits. Furthermore, even when profit or income is a motive, increased market share may not deliver this if the marginal cost of an additional patient exceeds the marginal revenue. Thus, even when patients are able to make an informed choice of provider, the provider may not accept increased patient through-flow.

Many of the theories and assumptions underpinning the hypothesised market mechanism have been found not to reflect how individuals and firms operate in reality. Behavioural economists have offered a number of competing theories for economic and choice behaviour. For example, although an individual receives negative information about a current provider, he or she may be unwilling to switch provider due to the status quo bias.132 This unwillingness might arise owing to uncertainty about whether a new provider will be better, and concerns about loss aversion.
Further criticisms question the fundamental assumption that patients behave like rational maximisers, and argue that their capacity to engage with the choice agenda is heavily shaped by context.\textsuperscript{133} For example, Gabe \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{133} argue that many patients are not aware that they have any choice about where they can be treated or that there may be variations in the quality of care between different hospitals. Others maintain that patients do not seek out quality information, do not understand it and do not use it. For example, Marshall and McLoughlin\textsuperscript{77} observe:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Although patients are clear that they want information to be made publicly available, they rarely search for it, often do not understand or trust it and are unlikely to use it in a rational way to choose the best provider.}
\end{quote}

\textit{Marshall and McLoughlin}\textsuperscript{77}

Instead, they argue, the underlying mechanism driving improvements following feedback of performance data are provider attempts to maintain their reputation. Furthermore, Kullgren \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{134} argue that patients do not use information from report cards but instead rely on information from their personal social networks to make their choice:

\begin{quote}
\textit{[M]any patients currently choose their providers primarily, if not exclusively, based on the endorsement of trusted personal sources, such as their social networks or physician referrals.}\textsuperscript{134}
\end{quote}

\textit{Kullgren et al.}\textsuperscript{134}

Others have highlighted that patients vary widely in both their desire and their capacity to make choices. For example, Fotaki\textsuperscript{135} notes:

\begin{quote}
\ldots although some patients may wish to choose an alternative provider and some can benefit from participating in choices about their treatment, many may not wish to make them, or may be unequally equipped to exercise such choices.
\end{quote}

\textit{Fotaki}\textsuperscript{135}

Doubts that patient choice and market forces will drive improvements in patient care now appear to have been taken on board by the current Secretary of State for Health, Jeremy Hunt. The \textit{Health Service Journal}\textsuperscript{136} reported an interview with Jeremy Hunt in November 2014, following the publication of the \textit{Five Year Forward View}. In this interview, Jeremy Hunt is quoted as indicating that patient choice is unlikely to be the main driver of performance improvement because patients remain very loyal to their local hospitals, even when such hospitals have well-reported care failings. Instead, Jeremy Hunt highlighted that openness about quality using CQC ratings and other data would lead to improvement, as organisations and professionals comparing themselves with each other would, in turn, experience a strong desire to improve. Thus, the assumption here is that patients do not always exercise choice when performance data indicate poor-quality care, but instead remain loyal to local hospitals. Performance data are perceived to drive improvements via peer comparison and an intrinsic desire to improve care, rather than through patient choice and market forces.

**Unintended or adverse consequences of performance data**

Several commentators have highlighted the potential unintended consequences of publishing performance data that may militate against their intended effects of improving the quality of patient care.\textsuperscript{137,138} For example, Braithwaite and Mannion\textsuperscript{139} caution that, even when the technical problems of performance management systems have been addressed, these systems can have little meaningful impact on performance because these data are:

\begin{quote}
[l]ignored, argued over, politicised, improvement efforts flounder, or targets and indicators have perverse effects. Indeed, public performance measures are not neutral assessments of performance, but can alter behaviour in unintended and dysfunctional ways.
\end{quote}

\textit{Braithwaite and Mannion}\textsuperscript{139}
Specific examples of unintended consequences include the manipulation or ‘gaming’ of data through a range activities that give the appearance of improved performance but involve no real change in the underlying performance. This could include purposefully falsifying data but often involve more subtle behaviours such as changing the way data are coded or recorded and modifying the definition or interpretation of the indicators.

Another criticism is that the publication of performance data leads to distorted priorities or ‘tunnel vision’, where organisations focus on the areas of care measured by the performance data to the detriment of other important, but unmeasured, areas of care. Marshall et al. note:

The unintended consequences of publication have been highlighted, including manipulation of data and an inappropriate focus on what is being measured, to the detriment of other areas of activity.

Economic theorists Holmstrom and Milgrom describe this type of behaviour as ‘effort substitution’, which arises when an indicator focuses on the aspects of an agent’s work that are easiest to measure (e.g. the quantity of outputs) rather than aspects that are harder to measure (such as quality of output). The indicator itself serves to focus the agent’s attention on aspects of their work that are measured at the expense of those aspects that are not. Bevan and Hood also argue that performance indicators can have ‘threshold effects’, whereby pressure is put on poor performers to improve, but those doing better than the target have the perverse incentive to let their performance deteriorate towards the target. We discuss this in more detail in subsequent sections.

Bevan and Hood consider threshold effects, effort substitution and gaming collectively as ‘gaming’, defining it as ‘reactive subversion such as “hitting the target and missing the point” or reducing performance where targets do not apply’. They hypothesised that the extent of gaming under any performance indicator system depends on both the motivation and the opportunity stakeholders may have to massage the data.

These theories, largely drawn from economics, characterise providers as actively engaged in a process of deliberate subversion of the performance indicator system. In contrast, sociologists have drawn attention to the social organisation of the production of such indicators. From this perspective, the distortion of indicators occurs not as a deliberate attempt to manipulate the system, but as a result of clinicians attempting to make sense of inherently subjective and messy criteria in the face of uncertainty.

Another potential unintended consequence is for clinicians to avoid treating sicker patients to avoid poor publicly reported outcomes. For example, in a news bulletin following the announcement of plans to extend the publication of surgical mortality rates to other specialties, the chairperson of the British Medical Association’s Consultants Committee expressed concern that:

Some surgeons are deterred from taking on very complex, high-risk procedures because published simplistic league tables count against them.

Whether or not this unintended consequence is substantiated by objective data is contested; here we merely note the conjecture that it may occur.

Summary of unintended consequences
Performance data may give rise to a number of unintended consequences. These include gaming data to give the appearance of changes in performance, without real changes in performance; effort substitution, where efforts are directed to improving what is measured at the expense of what is not; threshold effects, where poor performers feel pressure to improve, but high performers may allow performance to deteriorate towards the mean; and avoidance of treating sicker patients in order to improve performance data. Whether or not and how these effects occur are contested; it will be for our evidence review to ascertain when and why they occur.
Data credibility and attribution: do performance data reflect the quality of care?

A collection of theories about the use of performance data wrestle with the question of whether or not the data actually reflect the quality of patient care and the validity of the ‘outlier’ label. The basic theory here is that if clinicians do not perceive the data as credible, they will not use them to initiate changes in the quality of clinical care. The sources of the difficulty with PROMs data reflecting the quality of care, or their lack of credibility, are seen to arise owing to the accuracy of the data on which the indicator is based, disputes about the adequacy of case-mix adjustment, the timing of outcome measurement and the level at which performance data are reported. These are now discussed in turn.

Data accuracy

This theory argues that the success of public reporting depends, in the first instance, on the accuracy of the underlying data used to produce performance reports or indicators. In the USA, a particular bone of contention is the formulation of indicators based on routinely collected administrative data gathered by insurance companies at patient discharge to bill payers, which are deemed by many clinicians to be inaccurate, versus the use of data extracted from patient notes by hospital representatives, requiring additional resources to obtain. Similarly, in the UK, many have questioned the accuracy of Hospital Episode Statistics data, either to produce indicators themselves, or in the case of PROMs data, to link PROMs questionnaires to patient episodes. For example, Naylor\textsuperscript{146} comments:

\begin{quote}
The struggle with valid description of processes and outcomes of clinical care will continue as long as health services researchers and private profilers are forced to dredge administrative databases. Such databases have well recognized limitations in characterizing patients, clinicians and institutions.
\end{quote}

The perceived difficulty is that these databases were originally developed for a different purpose, that of enabling hospitals to bill insurers or commissioners for care provided, rather than for QI purposes.

Case-mix adjustment

This theory addresses the question of whether or not case mix adjustment can ensure that performance data provide a valid indicator of the quality of care provided by an organisation. It is assumed that performance data reflect the quality of care provided by a hospital and will enable differentiation between ‘poor-performing’ and ‘well-performing’ hospitals. However, patient outcomes are determined not only by the quality of care provided by the hospital, but also by the patient’s baseline health, comorbid conditions and other patient characteristics, which are beyond the control of the hospital. Therefore, to represent the outcome that can be attributed to the care provided by the hospital and, thus, enable meaningful comparisons between hospitals, outcome data are adjusted for variations in patient characteristics that may influence the patient’s likely benefit from the care they receive, but are not under the control of the hospital. This is known as case-mix or risk adjustment. Black\textsuperscript{66} highlights the need for ‘sufficiently robust adjustment for differences in case-mix to achieve credibility’ for PROMs data. Similarly, Marshall and Brook\textsuperscript{147} argue that the risk of providers refusing to treat disadvantaged groups can be attenuated by ‘careful adjustment of risk and case-mix’.

The precise model that should be included in risk adjustment of performance data has, however, been the subject of much debate. Even using the same variables and data, different models can produce different findings. Iezzoni \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{148} compared 10 different, commonly used risk adjustment models for mortality data on 100 hospitals. They found only fair to good agreement between different methods of case-mix adjustment and concluded:

\begin{quote}
For an individual hospital, perceptions of mortality performance could vary according to different severity adjustment methods . . . [which raises] . . . important questions for report card efforts to judge hospital performance by use of severity-adjusted death rates . . . it is important to weigh what actions may be reasonably founded on this information.
\end{quote}

Iezzoni \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{148}
Similarly, Grant et al.\textsuperscript{149} found that the choice of risk assessment model in the analysis of cardiac surgeon specific mortality data influenced which surgeons would be identified as outliers at 95\% control limit.

Others have also warned against the use of outcomes data as an indicator of hospital performance because case-mix adjustment is always imperfect and can never guarantee an unbiased comparison between providers, as there will always be unmeasured prognostic factors that may influence outcomes. For example, Lilford et al.\textsuperscript{150} argue:

\begin{quote}
Therefore, even if an agreed risk-adjustment method could be derived, outcomes could still vary systematically between providers because we can never be sure that risk adjustment is not hampered by unmeasured prognostic factors . . . Making judgements about the quality of care on the basis of risk adjusted comparisons cannot guarantee that like is being compared with like.
\end{quote}


Others acknowledge that the ‘perfect’ method of case adjustment is unachievable but argue that this should not prevent the publication or feedback of performance data. Instead, they advocate that the credibility of data can be enhanced if those responsible for publishing the data are engaging in an ongoing process of improving the data’s quality. As Marshall and Brooke\textsuperscript{147} argue:

\begin{quote}
It is important for those who publish data to show a commitment to investing in the process and progressively improving the quality of the data and the validity of comparisons arising from the data. However, it makes little sense to ‘wait for better data’ – data will always be imperfect and, as one commentator stated, it is important not to let ‘perfect be the enemy of the good’.
\end{quote}


Still others have argued that the risk of misrepresentation as a result of imperfect case-mix adjustment can also be reduced through the use of multiple different forms of performance data. For example, Naylor\textsuperscript{146} contends that:

\begin{quote}
Despite the best risk-adjustment algorithms, clinical outcomes are often confounded by factors other than [the] technical quality of care or clinical decision making. Well balanced performance profiles should include a sensitive array of process-of-care measures, carefully chosen clinical outcomes, and patient perception and satisfaction surveys.
\end{quote}

Naylor\textsuperscript{146}

He also reasons that involving all stakeholders in the development of performance indicators can stave off concerns about their credibility. He argues that the development of performance indicators need to be:

\begin{quote}
[I]nformed by meticulous analytical methods that do everything . . . to level the playing field, eliminating unfair comparisons . . . by working closely with clinicians, hospitals, and other healthcare providers from the outset, quality analysts can forestall criticism of the credibility of their reports and catalyse positive change rather than professional defensiveness.
\end{quote}

Naylor\textsuperscript{146}

Although not explicitly stated by Naylor, we can hypothesise that involving stakeholders may increase the credibility of the data through ensuring that the case-mix algorithms are appropriate, through increased ownership of the data, or through both.
When to measure
This theory argues that the choice of time point at which to measure outcomes following a procedure may either fail to capture the full benefit of the procedure on patient outcomes or become confounded by factors not related to the procedure. Black\(^6\(^6\) acknowledges that ‘judging the best time to assess outcome after an intervention so as to be able to attribute it to that intervention is also contentious’. For knee and hip replacement, postoperative PROMs data are collected 6 months after the operation, and for groin hernia repair and varicose vein surgery, they are collected 3 months after the operation. As Browne et al.\(^1\(^5\(^1\)\) observe:

\[\text{The primary purpose of the English PROMs programme is the detection of deviant performance by surgical providers. Implicit in the methods is the assumption that the performance of these providers can be fairly judged at six months after surgery as the clinically important benefits of surgery have accrued. If this is not the case it is possible that some providers are being unfairly assessed.}\]

Reproduced from Browne et al.,\(^1\(^5\(^7\)\) under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0).

Browne et al.\(^1\(^5\(^1\)\) note that the cut-off point of 6 months to measure the impact of hip and knee replacement was based on ‘clinical consensus’ and on the need for the output to be timely to enhance the likelihood that it will stimulate health-care providers to review and improve the quality of their care. By choosing 6 months, it is not assumed that a patient has reached the maximum benefit of the operation; however, some have expressed concern that the use of 6 months as the cut-off point does not capture the longer-term benefit of the interventions.\(^1\(^5\(^2\)\)

Maynard and Bloor\(^1\(^5\(^2\)\) argue that capturing outcomes too long after a procedure makes it difficult to disentangle the relative contribution of the procedure from other aspects of care that may contribute to the patient’s functioning:

\[\text{Recording ‘success’ after three or even six months [after a procedure] may be incomplete. To go beyond this time period risks factors other than the procedure being evaluated affecting outcome.}\]

Maynard and Bloor\(^1\(^5\(^2\)\)

Their example points to the issue regarding what aspects of care PROMs data are intended to reflect: the skill of the individual surgeon in performing the surgery, the teamwork and co-ordination of the operating team working with this surgeon, the quality of care provided immediately postoperatively (e.g. pain relief) or the quality of community care received by patients in the community in the months following surgery (e.g. from physiotherapists) – or all of these.

Attrition bias
When using PROMs as the outcome measure, it is necessary to have a baseline assessment (pre treatment), as this is the most powerful predictor of the post-treatment PROM, as well as a post-treatment assessment. This adds to the complexity, burden and cost of employing PROMs to assess the quality of care. In addition, the need for two data collection points means that there will be some attrition through patients not responding to the post-treatment PROMs, although, following major interventions such as hip replacements, the response rates are very high. Work by Hutchings et al.\(^6\(^7\) revealed that older, sicker patients were less likely to complete PROMs, and they argue that if non-response is associated with outcome, then rates of non-response to postoperative questionnaires would need to be taken into account when these measures are being used to compare the performance of providers or to evaluate surgical procedures. Furthermore, current data on the HSCIC website indicate considerable variation in participation rates between providers, suggesting wide differences in whether or not and how providers administer questionnaires and manage the process of completion. Evidence suggests that providers with lower participation rates are more likely to be erroneously classified as an outlier.\(^1\(^5\(^3\)\)

Level of analysis
There is also considerable debate about the level of analysis at which PROMs and other performance data should be published. As Black\(^6\(^6\) notes, currently PROMs data are provided at the level of the hospital, with
the implication that it is variation in the care between hospitals that gives rise to variation in outcome. Some have argued that this does not enable patients to distinguish between the quality of individual surgeons, and that surgeon-level data are required. However, others have questioned the utility of surgeon-level data, as the numbers may be too small to permit meaningful comparisons between surgeons, and because surgeons work in teams and therefore outcomes reflect the work of the team and not just of the surgeon. As Sir Bruce Keogh, medical director of the NHS, argued in an interview in the *BMJ* in 2008:125

> Professor Keogh says he does not believe individual level consultant data should be published yet and probably not ‘for some time down the line’ not until people are convinced that the data are accurate, and even then only if the individual data are meaningful. Doctors increasingly work in teams, he notes, so individual data may not always tell the story.

*Reproduced from NHS goes to the PROMS, Timmins N, vol. 336, p. 1465, © 2008 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd*125

**Trusted source**

This theory highlights that credibility in the eyes of recipients is influenced not just by the data themselves, but also by the perceived ‘trustworthiness’ of the body supporting or initiating data collection and the perceived drivers of this process. For example, Marshall and McLoughlin77 highlight a number of conditions under which the use of performance data can be optimised, including the idea that the data are perceived as coming from a ‘trusted source’:

> It is important that users perceive the information as coming from a trusted source. Information providers that might be regarded as having ulterior motives, such as government or for-profit organisations, may not be perceived to be independent. Partnerships between the health service, and respected professional bodies and academic institutions may be seen as more trustworthy.


It is argued here that the perceived motives of the body promoting the collection and use of performance data can influence the degree to which the data are trusted by recipients. Wolpert16 also shares this view and highlights the tensions that have emerged between the collection and feedback of PROMs data to support clinical decision-making for individual patients and the use of PROMs data for performance management in the context of mental health services. She argues that the perceived primary driver for the introduction of PROMs data collection in clinical practice influences the degree of clinical engagement with the process:

> It may be crucial that in introducing PROMs into clinical practice frontline clinicians are introduced to the tools through a prism of collaborative working and shared decision making rather than as tools primarily used for audit or performance review . . . an underlying ethos of collaborative working and shared decision making, and a focus on using PROMs as part of clinical conversations, promotes greater clinician engagement and willingness to trial the use of PROMs.

*Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits any use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the source are credited*16

Similarly, Marshall and Brooke147 argue that clinical engagement in selecting the indicators may also increase engagement with the collection and dissemination of performance data:

> . . . we know that forcing new initiatives on reluctant professionals is not the most effective way of changing attitudes, and the introduction of report cards is more likely to be successful if doctors are encouraged to take a lead, particularly in selecting the performance measures.

*Marshall and Brooke*147
The World Health Organization\textsuperscript{154} also points out that hospitals often require incentives to participate in public reporting programmes. It observes that the perceived rationale and possible benefits and risks of collecting performance data can influence the extent to which other incentives are required to promote participation in such schemes. It argues that if public reporting programmes are perceived by staff to have intrinsic value to them (e.g. through enabling team building, supporting clinical or professional development or assisting with risk management), then hospitals have less need for financial or market incentives to participate. However, they also note that staff are unlikely to be motivated to participate if performance data may lead to public blame or litigation.

Thus, these theories suggest that it is not just the validity of the data itself that can influence how providers respond, but also the perceived rationale for the data’s collection and whether or not providers feel that they provide information relevant to their own work.

**Summary of data credibility**

The theories reviewed here revolve around that idea that, unless providers perceive PROMs or other performance data to be credible and accurately reflecting the quality of patient care, they will not trust the data and, consequently, will not take steps to improve patient care. These arguments suggest that providers’ trust in the data rests not just on the technical aspects of validity – that is, case-mix adjustment, the level of analysis and timing of assessment (although these are important) – but also on the perceived motivations behind data collection. These theories also highlight potential tensions between the use of the data for performance management and the use of the data to inform the clinical care of patients. They suggest that clinicians are more likely to engage with performance data if data are provided that can also be used to inform the clinical care of patients.

**Actionability**

A fourth set of theories addresses the ideas and assumptions about whether or not and how different stakeholders are enabled to interpret performance data and identify the cause of poor care and, subsequently, develop solutions. These focus on the timeliness of the data, the ways in which the data are presented and the skills and capacity of the organisation to interpret the data, whether or not different forms of performance data are better able to guide the selection of QI strategies and, finally, whether the purpose of feedback is to improve the performance of poor performing organisations or all organisations.

**Timeliness**

One theory as to why performance data may not lead to improvements in patient care is because of the time it takes to collect data, adjust for case mix and then disseminate. If prolonged, the data may reflect care provided in the past, rather than that provided currently. This, in turn, makes it difficult to identify and then address current areas of poor care. For example, in a paper that attempted to understand why ‘public reports have not had more impact on system performance’\textsuperscript{155} Guerriere\textsuperscript{155} speculated that:

\begin{quote}
*The impact of healthcare performance reporting may be diminished by the age and quality of the reports. Getting old news about problems you had a year ago does little to motivate change today.*\textsuperscript{155}
\end{quote}

Similarly, in a paper debating the potential outcomes of the Australian government’s plans to introduce performance data into its health-care system, Braithwaite and Mannion\textsuperscript{139} warned that:

\begin{quote}
*Performance measurement systems are necessarily back-ward looking, as it takes time to assemble and disseminate data. By the time a problem is spotted, it may be too late to do anything about it.*\textsuperscript{139}
\end{quote}

A suggested solution is the feedback of ‘real-time’ performance data: that is, feedback in which the delay between data collection and feedback is minimised. Such an approach has been introduced in England, with the real-time collection and feedback of one form of patient experience data, the FFT, implemented...
in acute hospitals in 2013. The FFT is a single question that asks patients to think about their recent experience of the service and rate how likely they would be to recommend that service to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment (with response options of extremely likely, likely, neither likely nor unlikely, unlikely, extremely unlikely and don’t know). Recent NHS England guidance on the FFT highlights that its timeliness means that it has some advantages over traditional survey methods of collecting feedback:

**Compared to traditional survey methods, where there is often a considerable time-lag between the collection of feedback and the survey results, the FFT is a timely feedback tool. This can help providers to understand their areas of strength and weakness – and drive improvements in patient care – very quickly.**

p. 18. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

However, NHS England acknowledged that real-time feedback also brings disadvantages, such as the loss of the ability to benchmark performance with other providers:

**The FFT does not provide results that can be used to directly compare providers because of the flexibility of the data collection methods and the variation in local populations. This means it is not possible to compare like with like. There are other robust mechanisms for that, such as national patient surveys and outcome measures. The FFT can help mark progress over time for organisations and still provides patients with useful data to inform choice.**

p. 18. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

Here we see the tensions that arise between the timeliness of the data and their credibility and usefulness. The simplicity of the indicator (a single question) and the quick collection and feedback of these data, which ensure that these data are timely, also mean that there is not sufficient time to adjust these data for case mix, and, thus, ensure that like is compared with like, or to present these data in a format that allows comparison with other providers.

**Presentation and interpretation of the data**

It has also been speculated that the ways in which performance data are presented influences whether or not their intended recipients are able to interpret and make sense of the data and, in turn, take action in response to these data. The most appropriate way of presenting PROMs and other performance data to facilitate accurate interpretation has been the subject of much debate. For example, in 2009, Black and Jenkinson argued against the use of rank ordering or ‘league tables’ of providers and in favour of the use of funnel plots:

**Ranking of providers by score is also problematic because the performance of most providers does not differ much. Such rank orders may have little meaning and can give an artificial distinction between those at the top and those at the bottom. It is better to present data in funnel plots . . . as it avoids ranking and instead focuses attention on any outliers that require local in-depth investigation to determine the reasons for their poor performance.**


The ways in which PROMs data have been fed back to providers, managers and commissioners has been criticised for being difficult to interpret. For example, a BMJ review of the PROMs conference held in 2013 cites Professor Nick Black expressing a wish that the group assembled to advise the Department of Health on the PROMs programme would discuss how the presentation of PROMs data could be improved:

**Black said that after a hiatus caused by the government’s reorganisation of the NHS in England, the PROMs programme was now moving ahead, and the first meeting of a PROMs Advisory Committee was planned by NHS England to be held soon. Among other things he hoped that the committee,**
of which he will be a member, would discuss the presentation of PROMs data by the NHS Information Centre. ‘All attention has been to input, none to output’ he said. ‘The spreadsheets published by the Information Centre are a complete turn-off. At least 20% of the budget should be spent on outputs.’

Reproduced from Patients’ rating of treatment tells you more about patients than hospitals, research concludes, Hawkes, N, vol. 347, pp. f6916, © 2013 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd

Furthermore, performance data have a wide range of intended audiences: clinicians, commissioners, GPs, NHS managers and also patients. It is unlikely that the same method of presenting performance data will meet the needs of each of these different audiences. One proposed solution is to make use of web technologies that allow different audiences to select information they want and how it is presented; as Marshall and McLoughlin note:

New web technologies, in particular could be used to enable users to define what information they want and how they want it presented. This would help to meet the needs of disparate audiences and recognises the heterogeneity among potential users.

Marshall and McLoughlin

Another purported solution to this problem is to simplify the presentation of complex data by combining data into a single score or by using simple ‘star ratings’. However, this approach creates another set of difficulties. Naylor argues that simple ratings do not convey uncertainty in the indicator (e.g. as expressed by confidence intervals) and may lead to exactly the problem (noted above by Black and Jenkinson) of creating an artificial or inaccurate distinction between hospitals:

Communication of complex performance data is difficult. Healthgrades.com uses a ‘star system’ to improve public accessibility, and many other agencies use similar qualitative markers to identify higher and lower performing providers. But simplified rating systems preclude the acknowledgement of uncertainty in rankings and may misclassify ‘borderline’ hospitals.

Naylor

However, others also recognise that the appropriate presentation of data is only one element in the process of using data to bring about change. Guerriere argues that organisations require skills in interpreting performance data, but also the ability to translate that information into operational improvements:

A key issue is the lack of understanding throughout the system of what to do with performance information . . . Without the skills needed to interpret available performance data in order to effect operational improvements, performance reports are destined to have a very limited impact.

Guerriere

This leads us to our next set of theories, which consider whether or not performance information has sufficient ‘diagnostic’ information to direct organisational change.

Performance data as judgement or as a catalyst for investigation

This set of theories address the question of the extent to which performance data can, or should, offer a clear distinction between ‘well-performing’ and ‘poorly performing’ hospitals and, in doing so, provide the necessary information to inform subsequent organisational change. The argument is that performance data, expressed as a single, overall indicator, offer an incomplete picture of hospital performance. Therefore, performance indicators alone do not offer an absolute verdict on hospital performance, but instead prompt inquiry and questioning. Carter et al. summarise this idea in their depiction of performance data acting as dials, tin openers or alarm bells. They argue that, in an ideal world, performance indicators act like a dial and offer a precise measure of inputs, outputs and outcomes premised on a clear understanding of what good and bad performance entails. However, they recognise that for most public sector organisations there are very few such precise measures, nor is there always absolute agreement as to whether such measures represent ‘good’ or ‘bad’ performance. Instead, they suggest that, in most instances, performance indicators act like tin
openers; rather than giving answers, they open up a can of worms and prompt the examination and review of performance. Performance indicators alone thus provide only a partial picture of provider performance.

Similarly, Marshall and Brook\textsuperscript{147} argue that:

\textit{The utility of comparative data comes less from making absolute judgements about performance than from the discussion arising from using the data to benchmark performance. There is therefore a strong educational component to the effective use of comparative data and resources are required to facilitate this process.}

\textsuperscript{Marshall and Brook\textsuperscript{147}}

Thus, the theory here is that performance data rarely provide a definitive ‘answer’ regarding the quality of care provided; rather, what leads to change is the discussion and investigation of the underlying cause of the level of performance indicated from the data. Furthermore, such investigations and discussion require resources in order to happen.

The issue of interpretation is a particular challenge for outcomes data. One of the key arguments for the use of PROMs and other outcome data is that they represent the ‘ultimate goal’ of health care and, as such, health care’s success ought to be judged on these data rather than on its activity.\textsuperscript{5} To improve outcomes, it is necessary to change the processes that give rise to those outcomes; however, outcomes data alone do not always provide an indication about the cause of the poor outcomes or what needs to be improved. Thus, there is a tension between the overall objective of performance monitoring and the means to achieve it. Several commentators have criticised the use of outcome measures as performance indicators because they do not distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘poor’ care, nor do they provide any pointers for where questioning or investigations might begin to discover the cause of ‘poor’ performance. For example, Lilford \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{70} argue:

\textit{The problem that outcome data are poor barometers of clinical quality is viciously confounded by both their inability to discriminate between good and poor performers and the lack of information they convey about how improvements should be made.}

\textsuperscript{Lilford \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{70}}

This criticism has also been levelled at PROMs data; for example, an article in the \textit{Guardian} newspaper about the first release of the 2009–10 PROMs data\textsuperscript{160} notes:

\textit{PROMs do have their limitations. It is hard, for example, to prove what exactly one hospital is doing different from another that improves outcomes.}

Others argue that process measures are better able to signpost the causes of poor care; for example, Mant\textsuperscript{161} observes:

\textit{A second advantage of process measures is that they are easy to interpret. A process measure such as use of aspirin in acute myocardial infarction is a direct measure of quality, whereas hospital-specific mortality from myocardial infarction is only an indirect measure . . . if differences in outcome are observed then alternative explanations need to be considered before one can conclude that the difference reflects true variations in the quality of care. Conversely, a process measure is straightforward to interpret: the more people without contra-indications who receive a proven therapy, the better. A consequence of this is that the necessary remedial action is clearer (use the therapy more often). However, if one does conclude that a higher mortality rate is due to poor quality care, it is not immediately obvious what action needs to be taken, unless perhaps audits of the process of care have been undertaken in parallel.}

Here we see a potential way in which outcome data could be made more useful: to conduct an audit of process alongside the collection of outcome indicators, in order to understand why the variation in outcomes has occurred. Others have also noted that the usefulness of measuring process data depends on the strength of the evidence underpinning the process-outcome link. They also note that complex care may not be amenable to single process measures. For example, Long and Fairfield argue that, where there is high-quality evidence that an intervention produces the anticipated outcomes, monitoring process alongside an audit of any adverse events may be sufficient. However, in circumstances where the evidence is mixed or of poor quality, then scrutinising outcomes, together with a ‘close description and knowledge of the nature of the process of treatment’, is important to establish that the desired outcomes of care have in fact been achieved.

These theories encapsulate the idea that performance data alone do not provide an absolute judgement on the quality of care provided. Instead, performance data may raise questions about the quality of care, which then need to be explored. Furthermore, this process of enquiry is also a process of education, which, in itself, is important to stimulate QI. They also contest different strengths and weaknesses for process and outcome data in the extent to which they may give pointers to this enquiry process. This rests on the strength of the causal link between processes and outcomes.

Focus on outliers or shifting the mean to improve care

Finally, a further debate centres on whether the purpose of performance data feedback is to stimulate improvements by providers classed as ‘poor performing outliers’ or whether the aim is to prompt improvements in all providers, irrespective of the level of their performance. This clearly has implications for which providers are expected to respond to performance data and how they are expected to respond. Much of the guidance on the national PROMs programme and the presentation of the data using funnel plots is geared towards enabling the identification of outliers (both positive and negative). Although the guidance issued by the Department of Health for identifying potential outliers attempts to give equal emphasis on identifying both positive (i.e. high performing) and negative (i.e. poor performing) outliers, the suggestions for how potential outliers are expected to respond, appear, implicitly at least, to have a subtle focus on stimulating change in poor performing organisations. For example, the summary of key points on page 6 advises that:

The publication of a list of potential outliers will be published as part of or alongside the quarterly PROMs publication. It would be the responsibility of the provider to take to action and explore and improve their performance. We recommend that:

- The IC’s [HSCIC’s] participation and response rates table be used by providers to assess the quality of their data. When rates are low, providers would be expected to take action to improve them,
- Providers consider if there are other factors which may explain their presented results, other than variation in performance,
- Where possible, comparative information be provided to help organisations identified as potential outliers for example, how they compare with other providers on pre-operative scores or on patient characteristics.

Reproduced from Department of Health under the Open Government Licence v3.0

However, other commentators have argued that larger health gains can be achieved if the focus was on supporting improvement in all organisations, not just poor performers. For example, Lilford et al. contend that:

. . . focus on outliers is only one aspect of improvement. Improving clinical and managerial processes in the remaining organisations can achieve much more health gain by shifting the mean . . . the actions required to pull back an outlier as opposed to shifting the mean . . . are fundamentally different. The first needs investigation of a probable special cause, whereas the second action needs focus on
improvement by means of a wide array of process-improving tools such as the plan-do-study-act cycle. For these reasons, hospitals should monitor their own data – institutional processes, throughput, clinical processes, outcome (especially trends over time), and above all clinical process.


Thus, Lilford et al. point out that if the focus of performance data feedback is to improve the performance of all organisations and not just of poor performers, then all organisations need to use a range of QI techniques, rather than expecting poorly performing organisation to focus on the search for a specific cause of their poor performance.

We noted one further reason for interpreting any data that compare providers with caution discussed in the literature: that of ‘regression to the mean’. There is a statistical likelihood that a provider that is an outlier on one set of data will, in the next tranche of data (e.g. the following year) no longer be an outlier. It will regress to the mean for statistical reasons that may not reflect any true change in performance. Two potential solutions to avoid this pitfall were voiced in the literature. The first was the idea that it is prudent to monitor providers over several rounds of data collection to detect those that are persistent outliers so as to avoid inappropriately reacting to one set of data. The second was that the actual difference from that expected, not just whether or not a provider is a statistically significant outlier, should also be considered.

Indicator specification
Linked to the issues raised in the previous section, there is debate about whether performance data should be expressed as a continuous variable, or whether targets or thresholds are needed to both interpret the data and incentivise change. Shaw et al. argue that the use of thresholds or statistical approaches to characterise performance as ‘outlying’ or ‘not outlying’ can lead to arbitrary distinctions between what constitutes ‘good’ and ‘poor’ care. They observe that, within a performance management framework, it is nonsensical to treat performance on one side of this cut-off point as having no cause for concern while considering performance that is not statistically different, but on the other side of the threshold, as problematic.

A further key tension is whether these thresholds should be defined in relation to evidence-based clinical criteria or clinically important changes/cut-off points or in relation to statistical criteria, such as standard deviations above or below the mean population performance. Bird et al. make the following comment about national targets based on statistical significance:

. . . it is unsmart to specify a national target in terms of statistical significance rather than operational terms because, with a sufficiently large denominator, such as from complete enumeration of 600,000 school children’s test results, very small differences of no practical importance achieve statistical significance.

Bird et al.

In other words, with a large number of events, small differences in performance between units or organisations can be statistically significant without being practically or clinically meaningful.

The community involved in the development of PROMs has recognised the problem that statistically significant differences in PROMs scores following an intervention within a RCT may not reflect clinically important changes. To address this, Jaeschke et al. introduced the concept of the ‘minimal clinically important difference’ and developed a methodology to identify it for each PROM. The minimal clinically important difference is defined as:

The smallest difference in score in the domain of interest which patients perceive as beneficial and which would mandate, in the absence of troublesome side effects and excessive cost, a change in the patient’s management.
This represents a different approach to thresholds based on statistical parameters and instead focuses on changes in PROM scores that would lead a clinician to change the way they manage a patient.

**Summary of actionability**

The key ideas here are that unless PROMs and other performance data can be understood by recipients, and unless they provide information about the potential cause of any poor performance or offer pointers to how care can be improved, then providers are unlikely to be able to make use of the data to improve patient care. The ‘actionability’ of data depends on the timeliness of feedback, the way data are presented and the capacity of the organisations and individuals to make sense of and respond to the data. There is some debate about whether or not process data are more actionable than outcome data because they are better able to pinpoint and diagnose where the deficiencies in care lie. Questions are also raised about whether we expect performance data to act like a ‘dial’ and clearly distinguish between poor and good performers or whether we expect performance data to act like a ‘tin opener’ and prompt further questioning and investigation and, in doing so, lead to improvements being made. Finally, there is debate about whether the purpose of performance data are to improve the quality of care of all providers, irrespective of their performance, or whether the focus should be on improving the performance of low performers in particular. Linked to this are different ideas about whether such data should be presented as a continuous variable or in relation to a threshold and whether such thresholds should be based on statistical or clinical parameters.

**Substantive theories of patient-reported outcome measures feedback**

The previous section catalogued the different programme theories underlying the feedback of aggregate PROMs feedback. This shed light on the inner workings of these interventions as perceived by those who design, implement and receive these interventions. In this section, we make connections between these lower-level programme theories and higher-level, more abstract theories, to develop a series of hypotheses that can be tested against empirical studies in our review. By bringing together the programme theories and abstract theories, we can develop a series of more general hypotheses that can be tested against the evidence and produce transferable lessons about how, and in what circumstances, PROMs feedback produces its intended outcomes.

We identified three types of abstract theories underlying the feedback of aggregate PROMs data: audit and feedback, benchmarking and public disclosure.

**Audit and feedback**

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback is an example of an audit and feedback intervention, as it involves generating a ‘summary of clinical performance of health care over a specified period of time aimed at providing information to health professionals to allow them to assess and adjust their performance’. The idea here is that if providers perceive the health gain produced by surgery in their own hospital to fall below that produced by the average of all hospitals, they will be motivated to narrow the gap by changing their behaviour, that is, changing the way care is provided and thus improving the degree of health gain in their hospital. The assumption here is that clinicians are intrinsically motivated to perform well and that perceiving a gap between their actual performance and the ‘ideal’ or ‘average’ may act as a ‘wake-up call’ to motivate them to change their behaviour in order to improve performance.

We identified several models of audit and feedback, including control theory and feedback intervention theory. They focus largely on explaining how individuals, rather than organisations, might respond to feedback about performance. Both control theory and feedback intervention theory posit that behaviour is goal-driven, and that people change their behaviour in response to feedback about the divergence between their current behaviour and a behavioural goal. Feedback revealing a discrepancy prompts corrective adjustments to behaviour to reduce the discrepancy and proceed towards goal attainment. Control theory hypothesises that if the discrepancy revealed by feedback is too great, or the
feedback recipient lacks skill, motivation or strategies for action, the recipient may disengage from the goal pursuit and ‘give up’ trying to achieve his or her goal. Similarly, if an individual’s performance falls below that of the goal or standard, feedback intervention theory suggests there are four potential responses an individual may adopt: (1) increase their effort to achieve the goal; (2) abandon the standard; (3) change the standard – either lower or higher; and (4) reject the feedback message. These theories suggest that feedback may, therefore, be enhanced through the use of specific performance targets to permit comparison between current and target performance, and action plans to inform behavioural adjustment to reduce discrepancy.

**Benchmarking**

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback also has a comparative element, such that providers can also compare their own performance with that of other providers in their locality or across England. One of our stakeholders explicitly expressed a hope that ‘negative outliers’ would identify other local providers who were performing better or who were ‘positive outliers’ and question: ‘what is it that they are doing that we are not?’ and ‘can we learn anything from them?’ This is echoed in the programme theories above, which envisage that providers compare their own performance with that of their peers, and will thus be motivated to respond to be as good as or better than their peers. Those from management and organisational studies would instantly recognise this proposed mechanism as a key component in benchmarking, defined as ‘the formal and structured process of searching for those practices which lead to excellent performance, the observation and exchange of information about those practices, the adaptation of those practices to meet the needs of one’s own organisation, and their implementation’.

The Department of Health defines benchmarking as ‘a systematic process in which current practice and care are compared to, and amended to attain, best practice and care’. Thus, benchmarking theories envisage that providers will then identify the practices that lead to this superior performance and implement those practices in their organisation. We identified two theories of benchmarking that have been developed to understand the circumstances under which providers may engage in benchmarking behaviour, the factors that may influence the nature of those activities and the success or otherwise of benchmarking practices in public sector organisations.

Wolfram Cox et al. highlight that the benchmarking literature portrays benchmarking as being both a competitive and a collaborative endeavour. Competitive approaches to benchmarking emphasise the idea that benchmarking is a process through which one organisation seeks to surpass the performance of another in order to maintain or increase its market share, while collaborative benchmarking envisages benchmarking as a process of sharing of best practices and mutual learning. This tension relates directly to some of the purported mechanisms through which the feedback and publication of performance data are thought to work contained in the programme theories discussed above, for example through providers fearing a loss to their market share or wishing to be as good as or better than their peers.

Wolfram Cox et al.’s theoretical model sought to identify the contingencies that predict the degree of collaboration or competition that will occur in a benchmarking exercise, which in turn will influence the markers of success and the longevity of the benchmarking exercise. Of particular relevance to our review is their proposition that whether benchmarking is collaborative or competitive depends on the benchmarking context. The authors highlight a number of contextual factors that they separate into structural factors, including the degree of geographical separation; the number of partners involved; and dynamic factors, such as who initiates the benchmarking, the primary motivation for initiating the benchmarking and the quality of individual associations. They hypothesise that the larger the geographical distance between benchmarking partners, the less competition between them and, therefore, the greater likelihood that benchmarking will be collaborative. They predict that benchmarking is also more likely to be collaborative when there are a larger number of partners. They also theorise that existing relationships can amplify the nature of benchmarking, so if there is a history of competition between two organisations, benchmarking is more likely to be competitive. They also argue that the longer benchmarking continues and the more frequently the parties meet, they are more likely to be collaborative, because strained relationships dissolve over time and trust develops.
van Helden and Tilemma's benchmarking theory (Figure 10) draws on economic, institutional reasoning and resource dependency theories to develop a model that seeks to explain the potential outcomes of imposed benchmarking in terms of performance improvement and specify the contingencies that might influence the ways in which organisations respond to imposed benchmarking in the public sector. They draw on economic theories to predict the potential outcomes of benchmarking. From an economic perspective, public sector benchmarking is an alternative to market forces and an attempt to stimulate competitive behaviour in order to improve performance. Market forces require that consumers switch from one provider to another, but this mobility is limited in many public services, including the NHS. However, funding bodies and consumers can exercise their power to ensure that their interests are taken into account, by subjecting organisations to increased scrutiny, placing them under direct supervision or contracting out ‘failing’ services to alternative providers. This echoes the ideas contained in the public accountability programme theories discussed above. Thus, organisations are motivated to improve their performance to secure the support of funding organisations, rather than from fear of losing market share. In turn, benchmarking is expected to improve the performance of all organisations, to reduce variation in performance and to provide a stronger incentive for poor performers.

From institutional reasoning and resource dependency theories, van Helden and Tilemma predict that an organisation’s response to benchmarking is determined by the different types of institutional pressures exerted on it by government, professional groups, interest groups and the general public. They draw on Oliver’s typology of response patterns, which vary from passive compliance to proactive manipulation of pressures. These response patterns relate directly to some of the unintended consequences reflected in the programme theories discussed above (see Unintended or adverse consequences of performance data), such as the gaming of data. van Helden and Tilemma argue that an organisation’s response pattern depends on its willingness and ability to conform to institutional pressures, which, in turn, depends on the reasons the stakeholders have for exerting the pressure (cause), which stakeholders exert the pressure (constituents), what the pressures are (content), the way the pressure is exerted (control) and environment in which the pressure is exerted (context).

**FIGURE 10** van Helden and Tilemma’s benchmarking model. Reproduced from van Helden and Tilemma with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
Of particular relevance to this review is van Helden and Tilemma’s hypothesis that benchmarking provides a stronger incentive to improve performance for poorly performing organisations, as these organisations are under most pressure from funding bodies. They also theorise that the lower a public sector organisation’s acceptance of poor benchmarking scores, the more likely it is that it will not improve performance. This relates directly to the programme theory discussed above, that providers will not take steps to improve patient care unless performance data are perceived as accurate and credible. The authors also hypothesise that the more an indicator can be regarded as a ‘soft indicator’, the more likely it is that – in reaction to a low score on this indicator – a public sector organisation will improve the presentation of the indicator rather than the performance itself. This suggests that gaming is more likely to occur where providers are under pressure from funding bodies to improve but the perceived credibility of the data is low.

**Public disclosure**

Patient-reported outcome measures data are also a form of public disclosure of performance data, or, as some have less delicately put it, a form of ‘naming and shaming’. This directly links to the programme theories that providers will be motivated to respond from fear of losing their market share (as patients choose high-performing hospitals) through concerns about damage to their reputation. Pawson conducted a realist synthesis of the relative fortunes of different public disclosure interventions in different policy sectors and, subsequently, Exworthy et al. considered how this underlying programme theory can be applied to understand the potential impact of the public disclosure of clinical performance in cardiac surgery. We can use some of the theoretical propositions in this model to examine the contexts and mechanisms through which public disclosure of hospital performance data may lead to improvements in patient care.

Pawson’s theory identifies four stages to public disclosure interventions:

1. identification, in which performance is classified, measured or rated
2. naming, in which performance is disclosed, disseminated or publicised
3. public sanction, in which ‘responsible bodies’ (e.g. Clinical Commissioning Groups, patients, the CQC) respond by reprimanding, censuring, influencing, supervising or controlling poorly performing providers (e.g. ‘negative outliers’)
4. recipient response, in which poorly performing providers respond by changing their behaviour – ideally, by improving their performance.

In our review, ‘identification’ corresponds most directly to the ways in which performance data are produced, and relates to our programme theories on data credibility. ‘Naming’ relates most clearly to the ways in which performance data are both presented and publicised, in particular the role of the media in this process. ‘Public sanction’ reflects the ways in which those who may directly influence providers, such as patients, GPs and Clinical Commissioning Groups but also regulatory bodies such as the CQC and the General Medical Council, respond. ‘Recipient response’ is how providers then choose to respond.

The theory also identifies a number of potential unintended consequences to public disclosure. Of particular relevance to our review is the idea of culprit misidentification, where performance is classified inappropriately, with the measure being over- or underdiscriminating or lacking in ‘risk’ adjustments. This relates directly to problems with case-mix adjustment of performance data identified in our programme theories. Pawson’s theory suggests that culprit misidentification is more likely to happen when the behaviour in question is complex. A further problem is mismanaged dissemination, where disclosure is poorly managed by sparse or excessive publicity, over-restricted or overstretched targeting, overcomplexity or oversimplification in presentation or wrangles about the meaning of the information. This relates to concerns about data interpretability and about the role of the media in either ‘translating’ or ‘misrepresenting’, as identified in our programme theories. Pawson also identifies a number of unintended outcomes that share similarities with van Helden and Tilemma’s benchmarking theory, above, and our programme theories, such as when
individuals or institutions react to public disclosure by accepting the label and amplifying poor performance or reinterpreting the label or adopting a perverse modification to behaviour. Pawson also suggests that public disclosure may improve provider performance only in conjunction with other sanctions or incentives, which suggests the importance of exploring how public disclosure of performance may work in the context of financial incentives and sanctions.

**An overall programme theory to guide the review**

After discussion with stakeholders and within the project team, we agreed to focus our review on understanding the contexts in which, and mechanisms through which, providers respond to performance data to improve patient care. Drawing on the above programme and abstract theories, we developed an overall programme theory to structure our review (Figure 11).

This programme theory highlights a range of contextual factors identified by our programme and abstract theories that may influence whether or not providers respond to performance data; these include whether or not the data are perceived as accurate and credible, whether or not the data are timely, whether or not providers are able to interpret the data, and whether or not the data provide information on the likely or possible causes of poor care and wider contextual factors, such as the use of financial incentives or sanctions. The mechanisms through which providers may respond to performance data are also specified, including a wish to protect their market share, a wish to protect their professional reputation, a wish to be as good as or better than their peers and an intrinsic desire to provide high-quality care. The possible outcomes include taking steps to improve care, and unintended or adverse outcomes such as ignoring or dismissing the data, gaming and effort substitution. This programme theory will act as a framework for the evidence review, in which the connections between these contexts, mechanisms and outcomes can be tested and refined to provide an explanation of the process through which providers respond to performance data.
Providers are more likely to respond to performance data if they perceive it as accurate and credible. Providers engage in gaming or effort substitution if they cannot interpret the data. Providers fear losing their market share if their performance data is not favorable. Providers wish to protect their professional reputation by providing high-quality care. Providers may need to be as good as or better than their peers to improve patient care. Providers have intrinsic desires to provide high-quality care.

Wider context: providers are more likely to respond to performance data if there are external incentives or sanctions attached.

FIGURE 11 An overall programme theory to guide the review.
Chapter 4  Feedback of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures and performance data: reviewing mechanisms

Introduction

In this chapter, we review evidence to test and revise our theories of the mechanisms through which the feedback and public reporting of hospital quality improves patient care. Where possible, we focus on studies that have evaluated the use and impact of PROMs and PREMs as indicators of the quality of patient care to test our theories. However, for many of our theories, both in this chapter and in Chapter 5, there were few studies of PROMs or PREMs specifically that were relevant to our theories. Therefore, we draw on a wide range of evidence, including studies examining the impact of, and providers’ responses to, other forms of performance data. We do so because these interventions share the same underlying programme theories as those reviewed in Chapter 3. In realist synthesis, the unit of analysis is the programme theory, not the intervention itself. Therefore, as cardiac report cards and other forms of hospital report cards and performance data share the same underlying programme theories as the feedback and public report of PROMs data, we consider these studies together. Here we briefly outline the overall structure of the chapter before beginning our synthesis.

At its most basic, the underlying programme theory (theory 1) is that the feedback of PROMs and other performance data will lead to improvements in patient care and, ultimately, to better patient outcomes. We begin our synthesis by testing this unrefined theory by examining studies and systematic reviews that examine whether or not the feedback of PROMs and other performance data leads to improved outcomes for patients. We then move on to test theory 2, that the medium of feedback influences provider behaviour according to whether feedback is delivered privately or publicly. Following this, we test a number of theories which present different ideas about how the feedback and public reporting of provider performance data is intended to work. These theories are:

- Theory 3: the public reporting of poor performance threatens the provider’s market share and provokes a significant provider response.
- Theory 4: providers perceive that report cards damage their professional or their hospital’s reputation.
- Theory 5: providers respond to the feedback and public reporting of performance data by comparing themselves with their peers, as envisaged in abstract theories of benchmarking.

Finally, we consider how patients are expected to respond to performance data and we test theory 6, that patients choose hospitals on the basis of public reports of hospital quality.

Theory 1: the feedback of patient-reported outcome measures or performance data leads to improved patient care

In Chapter 3, we reviewed the different programme theories underlying the feedback of PROMs and other performance data to improve patient care. At its most basic, the underlying programme theory is that feedback of these data will lead to improvements in patient care and, ultimately, to better patient outcomes. We begin our synthesis by testing this unrefined theory through briefly reviewing the literature that explores whether or not the feedback of PROMs and other performance data leads to improved outcomes for patients. We first consider the national PROMs programme in England, which has a relatively short history. Unsurprisingly, we found few studies that had evaluated whether or not the programme’s introduction had led to improvements in patient outcomes following surgery for hip and knee replacement,
hernia repair and varicose vein procedures in England. The feedback and public disclosure of performance data has had a long and somewhat turbulent history. There are a large number of studies that have evaluated whether or not this programme has led to improvements in patient care and outcomes. Much of this evidence comes from the USA and Canada, where public reporting was first introduced in the early 1990s. These studies have been synthesised in the form of traditional narrative systematic reviews, which attempt to explore whether or not public reporting of performance data improves patient outcomes and the process of care. These studies thus provide an introduction to, and an indication of, the broad contours of this literature. They provide us with an understanding of the outcome patterns which reflect answers to the question of whether or not these programmes improve the quality of patient care and patient outcomes, but they do not attempt to explain why, how or when these outcomes do (or do not) come about.

Theoret 1a: patient-reported outcome measures feedback will lead to improved patient outcomes

Here we review two studies that examined whether or not the feedback of aggregate PROMs data led to improvements in patient outcomes.

Varagunam et al.\(^{173}\)

Varagunam et al.\(^{173}\) evaluated the impact of the national PROMs programme in England, and tested whether or not the programme delivered on its policy aims of changing the selection of patients for surgery, reducing the variation among providers in the degree of health gain achieved by patients and improving postoperative outcomes for patients. Using the national PROMs data set, the authors analysed changes in mean preoperative scores and mean adjusted postoperative scores using standardised effect sizes on both disease-specific and generic PROMs for each procedure between April 2009 and March 2012. They found that preoperative severity increased slightly for varicose vein procedures and, to a lesser extent, hip surgery, but not for knee or groin hernia surgery, suggesting that the programme did not have a significant impact on the ways in which patients were selected for surgery. They found little variation between providers and that this variation did not change over time. There was only a modest consistency in providers labelled as outliers over time for hip and knee replacement and much less consistency for the other two procedures. The authors attribute this in part to regression to the mean. They also found slight improvements in health gain for hip and knee replacements but, while these changes were statistically significant, they could not be considered clinically significant. They found no changes over time in health gain for groin hernia repair and a slight worsening in the degree of health gain for varicose vein surgery.

Overall, the authors conclude that the national PROMs programme had ‘little impact’ on preoperative severity and outcomes for patients and suggest that more time is needed to fully evaluate the impact of this programme. In their discussion, the authors attribute this finding to two factors. First, the delay between data collection and feedback of PROMs data meant that providers only received the first release of the finalised data on outcomes in April 2011 and, as such, these data were unlikely to have had any impact on provider practices, and thus outcomes, until the fourth year of the programme. Second, until 2011, the data were fed back as a large spreadsheet, which the authors argue was difficult for clinicians, managers and patients to understand. The use of funnel plots, which enabled providers to compare their own performance with that of others, only commenced in 2011. In terms of the theories under test, both the lack of timeliness of the data and the difficulty in interpreting them may have limited the ability of providers both to compare themselves with others and to identify any gaps between their own performance and that of others. Subsequently, the authors have also suggested that the lack of impact may be due to a ceiling effect; there is little variation between providers, with the vast majority delivering good levels of health gain in clinical terms, and, as such, there is little room for improvement in performance for these procedures.

Boyce and Browne\(^{174}\)

This study aimed to examine whether or not providing surgeons with peer-benchmarked feedback about the patient-reported outcomes for their patients improved the outcomes of their future patients. The study was conducted in Ireland, where there is no national programme to feed back hospital-level PROMs data, as exists in England. Furthermore, the feedback was provided at the level of the surgeon, rather than of
the hospital, and was privately rather than publicly reported. The authors used a cluster RCT design, with surgeon as the cluster unit.

The trial focused on high-volume orthopaedic surgeons, defined as surgeons who were responsible for at least 100 primary hip operations during the previous year. A total of 21 surgeons were recruited to the trial: 10 were randomised to the control group and 11 were randomised to the intervention group. Intervention group surgeons received a case-mix-adjusted peer-benchmarked comparison of their patients’ mean change in the OHS in the form of a ‘caterpillar chart’. This plotted the patients’ mean change in the OHS and confidence intervals for each of the anonymised 21 surgeons, ordered from highest to lowest, with the recipient’s own performance clearly marked. Intervention surgeons also received feedback on the proportion of their patients who reported an overall improvement in their hip problem and the proportion who reported having at least one of four postoperative complications. Data for this feedback were collected during a period of 11 months prior to the provision of the feedback. The surgeons also received a 9-minute educational video about the interpretation of PROMs data. The primary outcome for the trial was the difference in the mean postoperative OHS between patients in the intervention and control arms who were operated on during a period of 11 months following the provision of feedback. The secondary outcomes included the Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score and the EQ-5D.

Oxford Hip Score data were analysed using a linear mixed-effects regression model, adjusting for differences in patient characteristics. The authors found no statistically significant differences in mean postoperative OHS, Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score or EQ-5D. They also found no statistically significant differences in the proportion of patients who reported an overall improvement in their hip problem and the proportion who reported having at least one of four postoperative complications. Data for this feedback were collected during a period of 11 months prior to the provision of the feedback. The surgeons also received a 9-minute educational video about the interpretation of PROMs data. The primary outcome for the trial was the difference in the mean postoperative OHS between patients in the intervention and control arms who were operated on during a period of 11 months following the provision of feedback. The secondary outcomes included the Hip Osteoarthritis Outcome Score and the EQ-5D.

The precise nature of these programmes varied enormously, but the review was not designed to provide a detailed exploration of the ways in which these variations might have influenced the outcomes.

Several systematic reviews have collated the evidence from quantitative studies examining the impact of the public reporting of performance data on patient outcomes and the process of care. Here, we summarise the findings from the most recent review conducted by Totten et al. for the Agency for Health Research and Quality in the USA.

**Totten et al.**

This was a large systematic review of over 198 studies to examine whether or not the public reporting of performance resulted in improvement to quality of health care or health-care delivery structures and processes. These studies largely focused on evaluating reporting systems implemented in the USA and Canada, both of which have a longer history of public reporting initiatives than the UK. As such, the transferability of the findings from this review to the UK context will be limited by differences in the funding of the UK, US and Canadian health systems and will also vary depending on the characteristics of the individual reporting system under study. The majority of the studies evaluated the public reporting of mortality rates, although some programmes also included other outcome, process and structure indicators. The precise nature of these programmes varied enormously, but the review was not designed to provide a detailed exploration of the ways in which these variations might have influenced the outcomes. Although the review aimed to be comprehensive and used systematic search strategies, the authors
acknowledged that they could not rule out the possibility that some studies might have been missed. The main analyses in the review focused on quantitative studies. The authors provided a descriptive summary of qualitative studies and their findings, but made but no attempt to synthesise this evidence.

Across all the different reporting systems studied, overall, the review found a small decline in mortality following public reporting after controlling for trends in a reduction of mortality; however, individual studies varied in their findings. For example, studies examining the impact of cardiac public reporting programmes on mortality rates found a variable picture: eight studies found a decrease in mortality rates over time,\textsuperscript{29–36} whereas another four studies\textsuperscript{37–40} found no changes in mortality rates over time. Similarly, although most studies examining the impact of public reporting on process indicators found an improvement in hospital quality, this varied from a ‘slight’ improvement to a ‘significant’ improvement in quality. The review also examined studies that specifically attempted to understand the contextual factors that may influence the impact of public reporting and concluded that QI is more likely to occur in a competitive market and following low performance.

**Theory 1 summary**

In summary, only one study has examined whether or not the national PROMs programme in England led to improved patient outcomes, and it found a lack of impact.\textsuperscript{173} The study itself was not designed to investigate why the national PROMs programme has, so far, not led to improvements in patient outcomes. The authors hypothesised that this was largely due to the infancy of the programme itself and, in line with some of the programme theories reviewed in Chapter 3, because the data were not timely and were difficult to interpret. They also suggested that the PROMs programme targeted procedures for which performance in general was already good and, as such, there was little room for further improvement. Another study examined the provision of peer-benchmarked surgeon-level feedback to surgeons and found no impact on patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{174} The authors argued that PROMs feedback does not provide information on why performance differs and assumes that clinicians have the skills and resources to undertake additional investigations to uncover the cause of any poor performance.

There is a much larger number of studies examining the impact of public reporting systems in the USA and Canada on patient outcomes and patient care. The most recent review of this literature found variation in whether or not public reporting leads to improved patient outcomes and patient care.\textsuperscript{27} The review pointed to some possible contextual factors that may explain this: that improvements in patient care are greater when there is greater market competition and when providers are low performers. However, this review was not designed to examine the processes through which or contexts in which the feedback of performance data improves patient care.

In subsequent sections of our realist synthesis we attempt to delve into the ‘black box’ to understand the contexts within which, and processes through which, the feedback of performance data may lead to improvement in patient care. We do this by testing the programme theories set out in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we test and refine theories about the mechanisms through which the feedback and public reporting of performance data is thought to work. In Chapter 5, we review theories about the contextual factors that support or constrain these mechanisms.

**Reviewing mechanisms: how and why does performance feedback lead to improvements in patient care?**

A key assumption underlying the feedback of performance data is that receiving this feedback will stimulate providers to make improvements to patient care. One of the tasks of realist synthesis is to adjudicate between rival programme theories, or between competing mechanisms about how a programme works.\textsuperscript{82} The goal here is not to produce ‘winners and losers’ but to understand and explain the circumstances in which different mechanisms are triggered. Through an iterative process of testing theories in relation to the empirical literature, we can refine these theories and thus improve our understanding of how and why programmes work. As we discussed in Chapter 3, there is a plethora of different theories about the mechanisms through which the feedback and public disclosure of performance may (or may not) stimulate
providers to take steps to improve patient care. The goal of this section of our synthesis is to put these theories to the test. We begin by briefly revisiting these theories.

Hibbard et al. hypothesised three different mechanisms through which the feedback and public reporting of performance might stimulate providers to embark on QI activities, which we have adapted to our synthesis. Providers may respond because of one of the following.

- ‘Intrinsic motivation’: their professional ethos means they are intrinsically motivated to maintain good patient care and will take steps to improve if feedback highlights there is a gap between their performance and expected standards of patient care.
- ‘Market share’: they feel threatened by the potential loss of market share that could occur if patients decided to choose alternative, higher-performing providers.
- ‘Professional reputation’: they wish to protect their professional or institutional reputation, which may have been damaged by being labelled a poor performer in public.

The first mechanism resonates with audit and feedback theories that simply highlighting a gap between provider performance and expected standards will prompt providers to respond. It may occur as a result of public reporting but does not rely on the public reporting of performance to occur. The assumption is that the realisation of a gap between their own performance and the target or ideal performance will be sufficient motivation to prompt individuals or organisations to improve, irrespective of whether this feedback occurs privately or publicly. As such, we would expect providers to take steps to improve care even if they receive performance feedback privately.

The second and third mechanisms reflect public disclosure theories and are stimulated through the process of public rather than private reporting. The first assumes that when performance data are made available to them, the public will choose higher-quality providers and, in turn, providers will take steps to improve care either to prevent shifts in their market share or in response to actual changes in their market share. We recognise that fear of losing market share is a much stronger mechanism in USA and Canadian health systems. These systems are based on health insurance rather than government funding raised through taxation. In these systems, providers compete for business from health insurers, employers and patients. However, in England, successive government reforms, starting with the purchaser–provider split in 1989, have attempted to introduce greater competition into the NHS, with the aim of driving up quality. The second relates to the ‘shaming’ mechanism in public reporting: it assumes that public reporting may damage the reputation of either an individual clinician or an organisation and that they act to improve care in order to restore or protect this reputation. Reputational damage is assumed to occur when the public, peers or other stakeholders have a worse opinion about the performance of that individual or organisation than they did before they were exposed to a report about the performance of a particular individual or organisation. Both rely on the public (rather than private) disclosure of performance to occur, as it is the real (or imagined) responses of ‘responsible’ bodies or stakeholders that in turn stimulate a response in those whose performance is being publicly disclosed.

The ideas and assumptions about the mechanisms through which the feedback of PROMs data stimulates providers to improve care also drew on benchmarking theories. These theories assume that providers will be motivated to respond because of:

- ‘Competitive benchmarking’: they are competitive and wish to be as good as or better than their peers.
- ‘Collaborative benchmarking’: they improve patient care through learning about and implementing the best practices of ‘high-performing’ organisations as a result of the sharing of information.

The motivation to outperform or be as good as peers is the central mechanism motivating organisations to take steps to improve performance within theories of competitive benchmarking. These assume that individuals or organisations wish to outperform each other. To work, it relies on the provision of information that enables organisations or individuals to compare their own performance with that of
others. This may or may not be publicly reported. In contrast, theories of collaborative benchmarking focus on the role of learning from the best practices of others as the mechanism through which organisations improve their performance. Here, the process is assumed to be one of mutual benefit and collaboration. Furthermore, benchmarking theories derived from institutional reasoning and resource dependency theories hypothesise that low-performing organisations will feel a greater pressure to respond to poor performance because they are most under threat from sanctions (such as a loss of funding) issued by stakeholders than high performers.

We now put these rival theories to the test through exposing each theory or set of competing theories to the empirical literature.

**Theory 2: feedback influences provider behaviour according to whether it is delivered privately (confidentially) or publicly**

As outlined above, if providers are motivated by an intrinsic desire to improve care, they would be motivated to respond to feedback on performance that was provided privately. It is assumed that the realisation of a gap between their own performance and the average or ‘ideal’ performance is sufficient to motivate providers to take steps to improve care, without the need for this gap to be made public or shared with others. We can test this theory by reviewing studies that have examined the impact of confidential feedback of performance to providers such as feedback from medical registries and clinical audits. However, others have argued that the public reporting of performance data places increased pressure on providers to respond over and above private reporting. Therefore, to test the theory that the medium of reporting influences providers’ responses, we can examine studies that have compared the impact of public versus private reporting of hospital performance on patient outcomes and QI efforts. If providers have an intrinsic desire to improve, it would be expected that private reporting would be as effective as public reporting in bringing about improvements in care. However, if public reporting does place increased pressure on providers to respond, we would expect to see that public reporting has a greater impact on QI efforts or patient outcomes than private reporting. We start by reviewing studies that have examined the impact of confidential feedback to providers in the form of medical registries and clinical audits. We then review studies that have compared the impact of private versus public reporting of performance.

**Theory 2a: providers are motivated to respond to private/confidential feedback on performance**

van der Veer et al. This systematic review examined whether or not feedback from medical registries had an impact on the quality of patient care, as well as charting the details of how these data were fed back and the factors noted as barriers and success factors by the authors of the studies reviewed. The authors included both randomised and non-randomised studies that had explored whether or not feedback impacted on the process and outcomes of patient care. They included only studies in which feedback was provided to health-care professionals or the departments in which they worked, rather than to patients or policy-makers. Therefore, this review enables us to test the theory that the private feedback of performance improves the process or outcomes of patient care.

A total of 53 papers reporting on 47 different registries were included in the review. The authors highlighted that the ways in which feedback from medical registries was fed back to providers was heterogeneous in terms of the main purpose of the registry, the medium through which feedback was provided, the specificity of the feedback, the benchmark used to compare provider performance, the frequency with which feedback was given and the time lag between data collection and feedback. As such, the authors found it difficult to ‘make straightforward comparisons between feedback initiatives and to draw definite conclusions on the effectiveness of feedback’. Of the 53 included papers, the authors report that 22 studies (reported in 24 papers) evaluated the effect of feedback on one or more primary
clinical outcome or process measure. The authors provide little detail about the different process and outcome measures used in the studies they reviewed.

The authors reported that, of these 22 papers, four found a positive effect on all measures, eight found a mix of positive and no effect and 10 did not find any effect. Across the 22 studies, the impact of private feedback was evaluated on 43 process measures and 36 outcome measures, although it is not clear how these measures were distributed among the 22 studies. A total of 26 out of the 43 process measures and 5 out of the 36 outcome measures were positively affected by feedback. This may reflect a provider’s preference for process measures because they offer clearer guidance on actions needed to stimulate change. However, it may indicate that it is simply more difficult to show an impact of any changes on outcome measures because they do not have a one-to-one relationship with process-of-care measures but rely on a multifactorial set of processes. The authors also conducted one subgroup analysis to examine the effect of feedback for those registries in which QI was not the primary goal of the medical registry but was developed for other reasons \((n = 9\) studies). Of these nine studies, two found a positive effect, eight found a mix of positive and negative effects and 10 did not find any effect.

The authors also recorded the perceived barriers to and facilitators of effective feedback. It is not clear from their analysis whether exploring the barriers and facilitators was the primary goal of the studies reviewed, or whether these were the opinions of the authors of the reviewed studies, based on their experiences during the study. They note that a lack of trust in data quality was the most common issue raised with the studies, while the most common success criteria were the timeliness of the data and trust in data quality.

This was not a high-quality systematic review; it is not clear how the authors assessed the quality of the studies included in their review, as they provided little detail on the primary outcomes measured in the studies reviewed and their analysis of the effect of feedback on outcomes also lacked clarity. However, their recording of the heterogeneity of the feedback characteristics was detailed. Despite this review’s flaws, we can draw a number of conclusions from it. The first is that medical registries vary in their primary purpose and in how the feedback on performance is fed back to providers. Variation in the quality of the studies apart, it is, therefore, not surprising that the impact of feedback from medical registries was also heterogeneous. The review also suggested two possible theories that could be explored further: that provider trust in these data may be an important determinant of their impact and that process-of-care measures are preferred by providers as a target for change and/or better reflect changes made to patient care.

**Taylor et al.**

The authors conducted a survey of clinical audit leads responsible for four national clinical audits across NHS trusts in the UK, followed by interviews with a convenience subsample of respondents. The audits chosen for examination were:

- National Oesophago-Gastric Cancer Audit
- National Bowel Cancer Audit
- National Head and Neck Cancer Audit
- National Lung Cancer Audit.

The survey explored respondents’ perceptions of the purpose of, impact of and barriers to using feedback. The interviews further probed the findings of the survey and explored what lay behind respondents’ responses. Of 607 audit leads contacted, 274 (45%) completed a questionnaire, with response rates being higher for the National Oesophago-Gastric Cancer Audit and the National Bowel Cancer Audit. From 274 questionnaire respondents, 32 volunteered to be interviewed. Both surveys and interviews may be subject to recall and respondent bias; it may be that those who responded to the survey and interviews were those who had more favourable opinions of audit. However, the study provides useful evidence to test the theory that providers are motivated to respond to private feedback.
The findings from the survey suggested that the majority of respondents perceived the audits as useful to identify opportunities for QI (88%), to facilitate team discussions on quality and safety issues (86%) and to benchmark outcomes at their own NHS trust with those of their peers (84%). Roughly two-thirds of respondents indicated that the audits had increased their awareness of levels of performance and practice patterns among their peers. These findings did not differ among the different audits. These findings support theories of audit and feedback and benchmarking, that the feedback increases awareness of peer performance and enables recipients to identify opportunities for improvement. Just over half of all respondents (56%) indicated that they had implemented service improvements and 42% indicated they had changed aspects of their own clinical practice. Respondents from the National Lung Cancer Audit were significantly more likely to report implementing service improvements and changing practice. This might have been because these audit teams were also supported by the Improving Lung Cancer Outcomes Project, which ran between 2010 and 2012 and supported multidisciplinary teams to come together, identify practice variation and share best practice. The other audit teams did not receive such additional support.

The interviews suggested that the audits were perceived as an authoritative snapshot of current clinical practice, owing to the credibility of the professional societies associated with the audits. One interviewee stated: ‘I don’t think DAHNO [National Head and Neck Cancer Audit] has ever told us anything we didn’t already know, it’s just given us data that’s authoritative . . . it’s providing data that makes people realise we’re telling the truth.’ This credibility was perceived as important when making a case to hospital managers for investment to implement changes. The interviews also explored the barriers to the use of audit data to make QI. A frequently cited issue was that the quality of these data, in terms of both the methods used and the resources available to collect the data, often limited their use. One interviewee highlighted that audit data had to compete for priority with national targets and, as such, fewer resources were devoted to ensuring audit data were collected accurately: ‘The trust . . . doesn’t appear to recognise the need for quality of clinical data to be collected accurately, because . . . it isn’t a national target that they are immediately judged on.’ The second key issue was the availability and appropriate presentation of locally benchmarked data to enable trusts to compare themselves with local NHS trusts. The authors note that such comparative data ‘motivated trusts to improve, driven on by a competitive spirit’. The authors observed that those interviewees who had been able to make changes had done so in the light of looking at how they compared with trusts locally, while those who did not make changes did not have these data available to them. These findings support theories of benchmarking, that peer comparison motivates providers to improve through peer competition.

**Theory 2b: public reporting of performance places additional pressure on providers to respond**

Guru et al. In Ontario, Canada, coronary artery bypass graft surgery performance report cards, measuring risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality, were first introduced in 1993. Between 1993 and 1999, the report cards were shared confidentially with hospitals, with the aim of motivating QI activities. From 1999 onwards, with the agreement of the cardiac surgeons in the province, the report cards were made publicly available. This ‘natural experiment’ enabled Guru et al. to examine the additional impact of public reporting over and above the impact of private reporting, by examining changes in mortality rates during this time. To do this, the authors compared changes in risk-adjusted rates of in-hospital 30-day mortality in Ontario during the period of private reporting (1993–9) with those during the period of public reporting (1999–2001). They also compared risk-adjusted in-hospital 30-day mortality rates in Ontario with those in the rest of Canada to assess whether or not the changes in rates in Ontario were different from those in rest of Canada, where neither private nor public reporting took place. The authors also examined changes in all-cause mortality and length of stay in Ontario during the same time period, indicators that were fed back to surgeons in Ontario during the observed time period. This allowed a comparison between changes in indicators that were and were not fed back to clinicians.
The authors found a steady decline in risk-adjusted 30-day mortality rates following the introduction of private reporting, with the greatest decrease occurring in 1994 (29% reduction), immediately after private reporting began. The introduction of public reporting appeared to have no additional impact on decreasing mortality rates, and there was a relative increase of 2% in 30-day mortality rates immediately following the introduction of public reporting. There was also a decline in 30-day mortality rates across the rest of Canada during the same time period, but this took longer to reach the low rates seen in Ontario. There were no clinically significant changes in 30-day all-cause mortality or readmission rates in Ontario during the same time period.

In their discussion, the authors note that, for hospitals exhibiting poor performance, hospital managers requested reports at the level of the surgeon or undertook additional data collection to establish the potential cause of the problems and took action to deal with any issues identified. They also acknowledged that they could not rule out the possibility that private reporting might have simply accelerated improvements that would have occurred anyway, or that, had public reporting been introduced at the same time as private reporting, the impact on mortality rates might have been larger or have occurred more quickly.

In terms of the theories under test, the authors argued that these findings support the hypothesis that private reporting of performance to providers stimulates QI efforts and that public reporting has no additional impact on efforts to improve quality. As such, the additional pressure created by public reporting had no impact on the providers’ responses to such data. However, it is difficult to separate the impact private feedback or public reporting from general trend in the improvement in mortality rates following cardiac surgery across all countries during the time period. It is not clear that these improvements can be solely attributed to either private or public reporting of performance, as there were both changes and improvements in the techniques for performing cardiac surgery occurring at the same time.

**Bridgewater et al.**

This study was a retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data on the outcomes of cardiac surgery across four centres in the north-west of England. The authors sought to explore whether or not there had been changes in the observed, predicted and risk-adjusted mortality rates following cardiac surgery since these data were publicly reported. The time period observed was from April 1997 to March 2005. The authors sought to test the hypothesis that public reporting had led to improvements in mortality rates by comparing rates before and after the introduction of public reporting. Thus, in this study, the decision about the cut-off point between private reporting and public reporting is a crucial aspect of its validity. The authors argued that the public reporting of surgical mortality rates for cardiac surgery in the UK first began in 2001, when an independent organisation, Dr Foster, published unadjusted named cardiac surgery mortality rates for all hospitals performing such surgery in the UK. Therefore, the authors subdivided the observed time period into ‘pre public disclosure’ (or private feedback) (April 1997–March 2001) and ‘post public disclosure’ (April 2001–March 2005).

The authors found a significant fall in observed mortality from 2.4% in 1997–8 to 1.8% in 2004–5 ($p = 0.014$). There was also a significant reduction in the observed-to-expected mortality ratio from 0.8 in 1997–8 to 0.51 in 2004–5 ($p < 0.05$). Both observed and risk-adjusted mortality rates were significantly lower in the post-public disclosure period than in the pre-public disclosure period. The authors are careful in their discussion not to directly attribute these findings to the introduction of public disclosure, instead merely noting that these findings were observed ‘since the introduction of public disclosure’. However, in a later paragraph, they did acknowledge that their intent was to study the ‘effects of publication of results’.  

The authors acknowledged several limitations to their study. They accepted that, over the study period, an increasing number of patients were treated with percutaneous coronary coronary intervention, and improvements in percutaneous coronary intervention techniques also occurred. Therefore, it is unlikely that improvements in mortality rates were solely due to the introduction of public reporting. Furthermore, the introduction of public reporting may not have equated with providers feeling accountable. Although the Dr Foster report was published in 2001, Bridgewater et al. noted, in a different journal article, that this publication was roundly condemned by surgeons at the time, owing to its lack of case-mix adjustment, and it could be argued that it did not result in surgeons feeling accountable or in attempts to improve their practice. In this paper, the
authors argued that ‘it became clear to most members of the surgical community that publication of their outcomes was inevitable between 2001 and 2005’ and thus ‘it is reasonable to use this date as a cut off point’. However, they acknowledged that there is not a clearly defined date that demarcates the introduction of public accountability. Finally, they also noted that public reporting was introduced following many years of the provision of structured, private feedback to doctors, which was also likely to have improved surgery outcomes. They admitted that ‘it is not possible for us to separate incremental improvements in outcome due to public reporting from those obtained simply by collection of the data’.

Hibbard et al.; Hibbard et al. conducted an experiment to evaluate whether or not public reporting was necessary to stimulate QI activities in hospitals. The study assessed providers’ responses to the Quality Counts report in Wisconsin. The report compared performance in 24 hospitals in south central Wisconsin. Two summary indices of adverse events occurring within the broad categories of surgery and non-surgery were included, along with indices summarising three clinical areas: hip/knee surgery, cardiac care and obstetric care. Hospitals were rated as better than expected (fewer deaths/complications), as expected or worse than expected. The data were derived from the Wisconsin Bureau of Health Information inpatient public use data sets.

The authors used a quasi-experimental design to assess the relative impact of private and public reporting. The public report group comprised the 24 hospitals that were the subject of and receivers of the Quality Counts report, which was publicly disseminated. The other 98 general hospitals in Wisconsin were randomly assigned either to receive a private report on their own performance or to a control group which received no report. There were no baseline differences between the hospitals in terms of size or pre-report levels of performance. The initial study assessed providers’ views of the reports and their self-reported responses to these reports. The follow-up study assessed hospitals’ performance in the 2 years following the release of the Quality Counts report.

Six to nine months after the release of the report, the public report hospitals self-reported that they were more likely to have engaged in improvement activities in areas that were publicly reported, such as obstetrics (an average of 3.4 out of 7), compared with the private (an average of 2.5 out of 7) or no report hospitals (an average of 2 out of 7), although the differences were statistically significant only between the public report group and the private and no report groups combined. When only the low-scoring hospitals were considered, low-scoring public-report hospitals showed the highest level of QI activities, while the private-report hospitals showed an intermediate level and the no report hospitals showed the lowest level. Two years later, about a third (an exact figure is not reported) of hospitals in the public report group significantly improved their performance, while 5% declined. Twenty-five percent of the private report hospitals showed a significant improvement, and 14% declined. When the authors examined only the hospitals that had obstetric performance scores that were worse than expected at baseline (low performers), the differences were more dramatic but showed the same overall pattern. The authors argue that these findings demonstrate that ‘making performance information public stimulates quality improvement in the areas where performance is reported to be low’ and that there is an ‘added value’ to making performance public.

In terms of our theories under test, this is consistent with the theory that private reporting stimulates QI activities and provides some indirect support for the idea that providers respond because they have an intrinsic desire to improve. However, it also suggests that public reporting stimulates long-term improvements in quality over and above private reporting, suggesting the public reporting places additional pressure on providers to improve. It also supports the theory that low-performing hospitals that are exposed to public reporting experience greater pressure to improve than average or high-performing hospitals.

**Theory 2 summary**

We tested theory 2a, that providers respond to privately fed back performance data. van der Veer’s systematic review and Taylor et al.’s mixed-methods study provide some support for this theory, but also highlight the heterogeneity of the impact of private feedback. Taylor et al.’s study suggests that the mechanisms through which private feedback works are to raise awareness of performance in relation to
peers and to motivate improvement through peer competition, in line with audit and feedback and benchmarking theories. However, these studies also suggest that the impact of private feedback is highly contingent on a range of contextual factors, such as the quality of data, the perceived credibility of the data and providers’ trust in the data, the availability of and presentation of locally benchmarked data and the degree to which these data offer indications of what needs to be changed. We explore the influence of these contextual conditions in Chapter 5. Here, we focus on exploring whether or not public reporting exerts greater pressure than private feedback on providers to respond, theory 2b.

In relation to theory 2b, that public reporting places increased pressure on providers to respond, Guru et al. ’s39 results suggest that public reporting had no additional impact over and above private reporting on patient outcomes. In terms of the theories under test, this would suggest that public reporting places little additional pressure on providers. In contrast, Bridgewater et al.35 found a decrease in overall mortality rates, suggesting that the public disclosure did place additional pressure on providers to respond. However, both studies used a simple ‘before-and-after’ study design and could not rule out the possibility that improvements in mortality rates were due to changes and improvements in cardiovascular surgery techniques, rather than the introduction of either private or public reporting. As such, we need to be cautious about accepting the claims made by these studies. In both studies, defining a cut-off point to demarcate a move from private to public reporting was difficult, as such transformations occur not overnight, but over a number of months or even years. The providers in both studies had been exposed to private feedback for many years before it was publicly disseminated, and thus may have already responded to and addressed many areas of poor care, thereby attenuating the introduction of public reporting. Furthermore, private feedback may have created a culture where responding to feedback became integrated into practice, which simply continued following the introduction of public reporting. This indicates that previous experience of performance feedback, even if done privately, may have an important influence on provider responses to later, public feedback. Hibbard et al.118,179 used a more robust study design, in which different groups were subjected to different forms of feedback at the same time, so other more macro changes in the wider policy and institutional environments were similar. They also had a similar pattern of exposure to any form of feedback over time, so there were no maturation effects that may have influenced the impact of each form of reporting. This study suggested that public reporting served to strengthen or accelerate improvements in quality of care provided, and that public reporting does place additional pressure on providers to improve care, particularly those who are poor performers. We now turn to understanding the mechanisms through which this may work.

**Explaining how public disclosure works**

If public disclosure does place additional pressure on providers to respond, we need to explain the mechanism through which this pressure exerts its influence. As discussed earlier, there are several theories that seek to explain why providers might be motivated to take steps to improve the quality of care in response to the public reporting of performance. The ‘market share’ theory hypothesises that providers are motivated to respond to the public reporting of performance as a result of fear of losing their market share because the public choose higher-quality hospitals over lower-performing ones in response to information on provider performance. The ‘professional reputation’ theory asserts that providers respond because they are concerned about their reputation which may be damaged as a result of the public disclosure of their performance. Alternatively, providers may respond because they wish to be as good as or better than their peers. We therefore test these theories.

**Theory 3: public reporting of poor performance threatens providers’ market share and provides a significant provider response**

The ‘market share’ theory assumes that patients use publicly reported information on hospital performance to select higher-quality hospitals, and choose not to go to lower-performing hospitals. In turn, providers improve the quality of care in response to real reductions to their market share or because they fear or anticipate that public reporting will lead to changes in their market share. If patients do choose higher-quality hospitals, it would be expected that hospitals would experience a change to their market
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share following public reporting. However, even if providers do not experience changes to their market share, they may still fear the threat of possible changes. Therefore, there are several elements of this theory that can be tested.

**Theory 3a: providers experience a change in their market share following public reporting; theory 3b: providers take steps to improve the quality of care because they are worried about potential threats to their market share**

To test these theories, we begin by considering studies that examine the impact of public reporting on quality on what health economists term patient’s ‘revealed preferences’ for hospitals, that is, the market share or use of hospitals. These studies use large data sets to examine the outcome of public reporting in terms of its impact on hospital market share. The studies published up until 2012 were summarised in Totten et al.’s systematic review. We review their findings and then consider a number of studies in this review that may shed light on the mechanisms through which any changes (or lack of) may occur.

**Totten et al.**

The authors divided their analysis of whether or not public reporting of hospital quality influenced a hospital’s market share into studies focusing on cardiac report cards and studies examining non-cardiac report cards. For the cardiac report cards, the authors identified nine studies; in four of these, there was ‘no impact’ of public reporting on a hospital’s market share. For the other five studies, there was ‘some’ impact on market share but ‘the effect was small and did not persist over time’. For the non-cardiac studies, one study found a small but statistically significant decrease in discharge rates (used as an indicator for market share) for hospitals with higher-than-expected mortality rates, while two studies reported little or no effect. A further three studies found small decreases in market share for lower-rated hospitals or for hospitals that did not produce public reports.

Thus, these studies present a mixed picture of whether or not public reporting of performance leads to changes in a hospital’s market share. We now look at some of these studies in greater detail to explore when and how changes in market share did or did not occur. Many of these studies have focused on one of the first and most comprehensively studied report card systems in the US New York State Cardiac Reporting System (NYSCRS). This reporting system has been associated with a decline in risk-adjusted mortality rates for cardiac surgery following the publication of the reports. We also pay particular attention to the authors’ explanations of why and how changes to market share may have occurred, with a particular focus on why patients may or may not have moved hospital and why providers may or may not have responded to these changes.

**Chassin**

Chassin compared the market share of high-performing hospitals before and after they were labelled as high performers by the NYSCRS between 1989 and 1995 and the market share of low performers before and after they were labelled as low performers for the same years. To do this, he compared the percentage of all coronary artery bypass graft procedures performed at hospitals classified as outliers for the year before they were labelled as such by the report with the year after. He found either very small or no changes in the market share of groups of hospitals after they were labelled as either high or low performers. He concluded that improvements in New York occurred owing to individual hospitals and cardiac surgery programmes using the data to make specific changes in the way they provided care to coronary artery bypass graft patients.

Chassin cited these findings as evidence that managed care companies (e.g. health maintenance organisations) did not use the data to reward well-performing hospitals or to steer patients towards them. He also argued that patients did not actively search for hospitals with low mortality or avoid those with high mortality. To bolster his argument he presented five case studies to illustrate how different providers made changes to the provision of care in response to being identified as poor performers. Chassin highlighted that the providers who took steps to improve the quality of patient care were limited to those who were performing poorly. He attributed the motivation for their efforts to make improvements as the
‘opprobrium attached to being named as poorly performing outliers’. In terms of the theories under test, Chassin’s argument is that because hospitals did not see a change in their market share following the release of the report cards, it is unlikely that concern about losing their market share was the motivation behind poor performers taking steps to improve care; rather, it was concern about damage to their reputation. However, the author did not directly ask hospital leaders in low-performing hospitals what their motivation for improving patient care was.

Mukamel and Mushlin\textsuperscript{182}
Mukamel and Mushlin\textsuperscript{182} also examined changes in the market share of providers following the publication of the New York cardiac surgery report cards. They calculated both the absolute difference and the ratio between the market shares of each of 30 hospitals before and after the release of the report cards. Unlike Chassin,\textsuperscript{191} they restricted their analysis to only patients who were not part of a health maintenance organisation, as patients in health maintenance organisations are often restricted to certain hospitals and thus their choices are constrained. Therefore, their analysis included only patients who, in theory, were free to choose their hospital. Using regression analysis, they examined whether or not there was a relationship between the change in market share for each hospital and their mortality rate. Caution must be exerted in interpreting their findings, as their sample size was small and they did not account for any potentially confounding variables in their analysis. Furthermore, correlation is not evidence of a causal relationship.

Mukamel and Mushlin\textsuperscript{182} found an inverse, but non-statistically significant, relationship between the growth rate of a hospital’s market share and their reported risk-adjusted mortality rates for each occasion the report was published, with the strongest association being found following the first publication of the reports. They also found a stronger relationship between the growth rate in a hospital’s market share in upstate New York than in New York City. They provide two possible explanations for these findings. The first is that patients in upstate New York were more educated and therefore better able to understand the report cards, and also more affluent and therefore more likely to bear the expense of shifting to a higher-quality surgeon. The second is that the New York City market was more competitive and had more information on the relative performance of surgeons, through word of mouth or professional knowledge, to start with. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that if report cards do not bring any ‘new information’ about quality to consumers, consumers will not use them to change providers and, consequently, there will be fewer shifts in market share.

Dranove and Sfekas\textsuperscript{184}
This study by Dranove and Sfekas\textsuperscript{184} tested the hypotheses that when hospital report cards align with prior expectations about quality, there is no change in market share. However, when hospital report cards provide ‘news’ or new information about quality, there will be movement in market share. Using data from 18 New York State Hospital inpatient records between 1989 (before the report was released) to 1991 (just after the first report was released), the authors developed an econometric model to understand trends in the market shares of these hospitals over time. It is important to bear in mind that quality was measured only in terms of mortality and incorporated only one patient group (cardiac), whose preferences and behaviour may not be generalisable to others. The authors attempted to control for trends in market share by creating a time-lagged variable, although it is unclear how successful this was. It is also unclear if other information excluded from the analyses might have influenced choice and market share, for example news items about health-care litigation cases or department investments (such as new scanners and facilities or expansion activities).

Their findings indicated that when hospital report cards provide information that differs from patients’ prior beliefs, patients respond by moving to the highest-quality hospital. They also found that this effect was primarily a result of patients shifting away from hospitals with ‘negative news’, rather than shifting towards hospitals with ‘positive news’. In terms of the theory under test, this suggests that hospitals that previously had a ‘good’ or even ‘average’ reputation and are then rated as ‘poor performers’ by report cards are most likely to have their market share threatened by public reporting.
**Theories 3a and 3b summary**

The studies here suggest that, overall, there is little change to a hospital’s market share following the public disclosure of hospital performance. Although all of the studies examined changes in market share in New York, they came to subtly different conclusions. The studies used different ways of calculating market share and included different populations. Chassin191 analysed market share by groups of hospitals, which may not have been sensitive to changes in the market share of individual hospitals. He also included all patients, including members of health maintenance organisations, whose choice may have been restricted. Mukamel and Mushlin182 restricted their analysis to patients who, in theory, would be free to move. Although Mukamel and Mushlin did find an inverse relationship between market share and performance, this was not statistically significant. Dranove and Sfekas184 restricted their analysis to an examination of market share changes immediately after the publication of the first New York report cards, which was also when Mukamel and Mushlin found the most significant impact on market share. Dranove and Sfekas found that it was whether or not performance data provided ‘new’ information to consumers that influenced their impact on market share.

It is important to highlight a number of caveats when interpreting the findings of these studies. Many of these studies are old, relate to one type of decision/condition (cardiac surgery) and tend to focus on only one or two reporting systems (e.g. New York) and therefore may not reflect patient responses to currently existing public reporting systems. Furthermore, they were conducted in the USA, where the context of patient choice is different from that in the UK. Finally, the studies focused on outcomes to explore whether or not patients actually used the information to inform their choice of hospital.

Nonetheless, in terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that a hospital’s market share is under greatest threat when the market is first informed that hospitals with a previously ‘good’ reputation are poor performers. As such, this implies that if consumers do move away from a provider, and thus pose a threat to the provider’s market share, it is because the report card has damaged the reputation of that provider in the eyes of the consumer. This suggests that the ‘reputation’ and ‘market share’ pathways are not necessarily distinct or independent motivations driving professionals to respond to public reports of their performance, as damage to professional reputation can also influence market share. For these reasons, providers may be most concerned about threats to their reputation, rather than about their market share. However, none of these studies has examined providers’ perceptions on whether public disclosure of performance represents a threat to their market share or to their reputation. It is studies examining this to which we now turn.

**Theory 3c: providers perceive that report cards pose a threat to their market share**

We now review studies that have examined providers’ perceptions of whether or not performance data have posed a threat to their market share. We start by examining studies based on self-report surveys of clinicians’ and hospital managers’ views. It is important to bear in mind that self-report surveys are subject to recall and social desirability bias. It is also likely that those who responded to such surveys may have strong positive or negative opinions, which may have influenced the findings. We must therefore exercise some caution in interpreting the claims made by authors on the basis of survey findings. Nonetheless, taken together, the studies provide some useful evidence for testing our theories.

Hibbard et al.,179 Hibbard et al.118

The studies conducted by Hibbard et al.,118,179 discussed earlier, also explored the impact of public reporting on market share and providers’ views of whether they were concerned about losing their market share or wished to protect their reputation. The initial study assessed providers’ views of the reports179 and the follow-up study conducted 2 years later118 also assessed changes in market share for hospitals in the public report group by using claims data to compare the proportion of discharges from different hospitals 1 year before the release of the report and 1 year after the release of the report. They also conducted a survey of both community respondents and employees prior to the release of the report to assess their knowledge of hospital quality and resurveyed both groups immediately after the release of the report and 2 years after. It is these findings we consider here.
Six to nine months after the initial release of the report, the performance scores of private and no report hospitals were unrelated to what respondents thought a report would do to their hospital's public image or their market share. Most hospitals considered that it would neither damage nor enhance either their reputation or their market share. However, among the public report hospitals, those with poor scores were more likely to indicate that the report would detract from their public image, whereas those with good scores were more likely to say that the report would enhance it. However, the performance scores of public report hospitals were not related to the anticipated impact of the report on their market share. In terms of the theories under test, this suggests that hospitals whose performance was publicly reported were concerned about their reputation, rather than about their market share.

The follow-up study also found no significant changes in the market share of public report hospitals before or after the report, suggesting that consumers did not change hospitals in response to public reporting. Despite this, consumers exposed to the report were more likely than those not exposed to the report to have an accurate understanding of the relative quality of different hospitals. In terms of our theories under test, this supports the idea that public reporting does increase consumers’ knowledge about the relative quality of hospitals and, as such, may affect a provider’s reputation. However, consumers may not act on this information and, in turn, this serves to reduce a provider’s perceived threat to their market share. Furthermore, the authors also noted that there was little existing market competition between providers, which may also explain why providers felt that only their public image, and not their market share, was threatened. For both reasons, providers did not see the threat of market competition as significant, nor was this the primary motivation for providers to respond to performance data.

Tu and Cameron

This study reports on a survey of hospitals in Ontario 1 year after the publication of the first cardiac mortality report card, the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences Cardiac Atlas, that was made available to the public in 1999. Prior to this date, the data were fed back privately to hospitals. As such, the survey provides a snapshot of the initial reaction of hospitals following the public release of the report card. The report card contained information on 12 acute myocardial infarction performance measures, and covered outcomes (e.g. 30-day risk-adjusted acute myocardial infarction mortality rates, 1-year post-myocardial infarction readmission rates) and process measures (e.g. 90-day post-myocardial infarction beta-blocker rates). A survey was sent to 121 hospitals in Ontario and complete responses were received from 51 doctors (41% response rate); 55% of respondents were chief of cardiology or medicine, while 28% were intensive care unit or coronary care unit directors. The survey contained 24 questions that explored doctors’ views on the utility of the different performance measures in the atlas, their limitations, their coverage in the media and the ways in which hospitals had responded to the release of the information. Here, we focus on the findings relevant to testing the theory that providers perceived the public release of performance data to be a threat to their market share or reputation.

Seventy-nine per cent of respondents felt that the Cardiac Atlas had had no impact on the reputation of their hospital, while 15% considered that their hospital’s reputation had improved and 6% felt that it had been harmed. Eighty-four per cent of respondents considered that the proportion of patients going to their hospital after Cardiac Atlas publication had remained the same, while 4% felt that it had increased and 12% did not know. None of the respondents felt that the percentage of patients going to their hospital had decreased. Eighty-one per cent reported that none of their patients had discussed the atlas with them and 19% reported that < 10 patients had discussed the atlas with them. Overall, 65% supported the public release of hospital-specific acute myocardial infarction mortality data.

In terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that doctors in Canada did not perceive the public release of performance data to be a threat to their market share or their reputation. This may be because the survey was conducted only 1 year after the public release of the report card and, as such, the full impact of the report card on market share or reputation had not yet been felt by clinicians. Furthermore, the study findings may also have been affected by selection bias, as only 41% of questionnaires were completed and it is unclear if non-responders had a different perspective from that of those who did respond. Surveys in
general can also be influenced by recall bias, in which respondents’ recall of events is partial or influenced by their current situation, beliefs or attitudes.

Guru et al.\textsuperscript{193}
This study reports on a subsequent survey sent to cardiac surgeons in Ontario, Canada, in 2003, 4 years after the public disclosure of the Cardiac Atlas, described above in the study by Tu and Cameron.\textsuperscript{192} The survey was sent to all 55 practising cardiac surgeons in Ontario, and 52 (95\%) responded. The survey included both closed Likert scale questions and open questions and explored surgeons’ attitudes towards report cards and their beliefs about the impact of report cards.

Eighty per cent of respondents felt that public reporting was important in influencing patients choosing a cardiac surgeon and 84\% felt that public reporting was important in influencing the referral patterns of cardiologists. Overall, 51\% supported the public release of hospital-specific outcomes and 26\% supported the public release of surgeon-specific outcomes. In responding to the open-ended questions, some surgeons expressed positive views about the role of the public disclosure of report cards in enabling public accountability and patient choice: ‘Public [have the] right to know and choose improved quality so surgeons cannot hide behind false impressions.’\textsuperscript{193} However some also expressed the opinion that surgeons, rather than the public, should receive feedback so that they can improve care, as the public do not understand report cards. As one respondent commented:

\begin{quote}
It is more important for the surgeon and department to be aware and put in place ‘checks’ to improve quality. Lay people see only a percentable mortality and assume that is either or good or bad without further understanding.\textsuperscript{193}
\end{quote}

They also expressed concern that damage to an organisation’s reputation can outlive problems with poor care; as one respondent commented:

\begin{quote}
Has potential detrimental effects that can be long-lasting even after issues have been corrected.\textsuperscript{193}
\end{quote}

It is not clear from the paper how widespread these concerns were among participants; in their discussion, the authors indicated that the responses to open-ended questions ‘mainly focused on the negative implications of public reporting’. The respondents and questions in this survey are different from those included in Tu and Cameron’s study\textsuperscript{192} and differences in question wording can have a significant influence on responses. Despite these caveats, in terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that, in Ontario, concerns about the impact of public reporting on both market share and professional reputation had increased over time following a switch from private to public reporting of performance. This may be a function of the history of the programme in this setting: clinicians in Ontario had previously been accustomed to the private reporting of performance.

Theory 3c summary
These studies suggest that providers believe that the public reporting of hospital quality poses a threat to their reputation. Providers who have previously been exposed to private reports are concerned about threats to both their reputation and their market share. We need to explore whether providers perceive there to be connection between reputational damage and their market share, or whether these two outcomes are not connected.

Theory 4: providers perceive that report cards damage their professional or their hospital’s reputation

The analysis of the studies reviewed in the previous two sections suggested an important revision to our initial theories about the mechanisms through which the public reporting of performance might work. They suggested that the ‘market share’ and ‘professional reputation’ theories were not necessarily
independent of each other and that providers were concerned that their market share could be adversely affected if their reputation was damaged. They also suggested that there may be important contextual factors that may limit the threat that public reporting has on an organisation’s market share. Here, we review a number of case studies to test the theory that providers are concerned about damage to their reputation because this may in turn affect their market share. We test a number of theories focusing on providers’ perceptions that public reporting damages their reputation.

**Theory 4a: providers perceive that report cards affect market share by damaging a hospital’s reputation**

Hildon et al.\(^{194}\)

Hildon et al.\(^{194}\) conducted a qualitative study of providers’ (and patients’, although we do not consider these here) views of PROMs data collected by the national PROMs programme in England. Seven focus groups were conducted with a total of 107 clinicians, including consultant surgeons, junior doctors, nurses and allied health professionals. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting the findings; focus groups can be subject to ‘chatty bias’, whereby those with strong opinions or those higher up in the professional hierarchy may be more likely to make their views known and silence the views of those with different opinions. Furthermore, the focus of the study was to elicit providers’ views of different presentation formats of PROMs data; however, the facilitator allowed participants to express broader opinions about the role of PROMs data in QI. As such, the study provides a useful insight into how clinicians perceived the public reporting of PROMs might impact on their professional reputation.

Clinicians were anxious that such data might be reported in the media and misrepresented by both the press and politicians and, thus, might be misunderstood by patients. Clinicians observed:

> You have to remember a politician’s going to play with these . . . the Sunday Times and the politicians are going to mess about with them.\(^{194}\)

> You’ve got to be very careful because any data that you give out will be interpreted by people who don’t necessarily understand what it all means.\(^{194}\)

Clinicians also expressed grave concerns about the impact on their professional reputation of working in a trust that had been labelled a poor performer by PROMs data. Clinicians commented:

> If I believe that I’m providing a five star service . . . then I’m stuck with the label because I’m in this Trust that has been labelled as a three star operation . . . You may be a very good surgeon in that Trust . . . but you’re just performing low down because your colleagues brought you down. How do you protect yourself against something like that?

Reproduced from Hildon et al.\(^{194}\) with permission from John Wiley and Sons. © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

The damage to their reputations was also perceived to have an impact on their private practice, as one clinician expressed:

> If I feel I’m performing above two stars . . . then I would feel that I’m being hard done by . . . It’s a serious issue . . . if people’s livelihoods depend on this. Their private practice depends on this.\(^{194}\)

In terms of the theory under test, this study suggested that clinicians perceived that the data may be misrepresented by the press and politicians, and misunderstood by patients. They were concerned about the potential damage to their professional reputation if they were working in a hospital labelled a ‘poor performer’ by PROMs data. In turn, they perceived that this may impact on their private practice rather than on NHS patients choosing or not choosing to attend their hospital.
Mannion et al.18
This study examined the impact of the NHS hospital ‘star ratings’ on acute hospital trusts in England. Recall from Chapter 3 that the star ratings were a single summary score of hospital performance based on a hospital’s achievement on a range of indicators and were made publicly available. Hospitals achieving three stars were judged to have the highest level of performance, two-star hospitals were performing well overall but not consistently in every area, one-star hospitals were a cause for concern and zero-star hospitals had the lowest level of performance against government targets. The authors used a multiple case study design with purposeful sampling of high-performing (n = 2) and low-performing (n = 4) trusts based on 2000–1 performance data. They undertook documentary analysis (CHI reports and internal governance reports) and semistructured interviews with between 8 and 12 key managers and senior clinicians in each site. As such, their interview findings reflect the views of senior rather than frontline staff. Here we focus on their findings in relation to the perceived impact of the star ratings on a hospital’s reputation.

One low-performing trust reported that they had been subjected to a hostile local media campaign that had resulted in adverse public reaction and an erosion of public confidence in the trust, as a quotation from a participant from this trust reveals:

[The public perception was] ‘you go to [trust B] and you die!’ We had people on the wards demanding the self-discharge forms and getting crushed in the rush to leave! It was just awful. Nurses demanding changing rooms because they didn’t want to go outside the trust [in uniform] because they were being accosted in the streets . . . And in the shops, people were saying ‘God, you don’t work for that place do you? How many have you killed today?’


In terms of the theories under test, this quotation suggests that participants in this trust perceived that damage to their reputation as a result of the star ratings had led to patients wanting to avoid the organisation. The authors found that low-performing trusts also perceived that the poor star ratings had impacted on the hospital’s reputation and had affected both the reputation of staff within the trust and the hospital’s ability to recruit staff:

I think it [the star rating] gives a very negative view to staff, because if they are working for a one star organisation then it affects the sort of staff who want to come and work for you, but it also makes people who are currently employed here feel that they are working for a third class organisation.


This suggests that the star ratings were perceived as affecting the hospital’s reputation not only in the eyes of the public, but also in the eyes of staff working within that organisation and those of peers in other hospitals. This highlights that a hospital’s reputation depends not only on the opinions of patients, but also on those of other clinicians (i.e. their peers).

Mehrotra et al.195
Mehrotra et al.195 conducted interviews with 17 employers and 27 hospital managers to explore their views of and responses to employer-initiated report cards within 11 regions of the USA. The authors attempted to include hospital representatives who were supportive of and those who were opposed to report cards. Hospital managers were either chief executives or QI directors.

The authors explored the theory that the public release of report cards would capture the attention of the media and consumers and that providers would respond by improving the quality of care. They found that, in most instances, the initial public release of performance data had led to resentment, as hospitals were
unhappy that data ‘they perceived to be inaccurate’ were shared with consumers. Their respondents felt that media attention had been patchy and tended to focus on ‘controversies’ such as a hospital with a previously good reputation performing poorly. Some participants felt that they were being ‘beaten over the head’ by the press and were concerned that this would scare consumers and lead to them ‘stampeding the doors wanting change or getting politicians involved’. They found that, in general, participants in communities that already had public report cards were less fearful of public disclosure than those in which feedback was conducted privately. Participants who had experienced public reporting felt that, after the initial wave of media attention following the first release of the report, coverage decreased over time and consumer interest in the report was low. However, some participants felt that this low level of consumer interest was still sufficient to prompt change as it gave ‘hospitals time to fix their problems without horrible penalties . . . But if they ignore it for five years, all of sudden you’re looking at a more significant market share shift’.195

The authors also found that hospitals preferred reimbursement (i.e. financial rewards) for high quality rather than employers directing their employees towards ‘better’ hospitals and thus increasing their market share. Chief executives felt that, although employers could threaten to do this, they could not ultimately control where patients chose to go. Furthermore, even if they could, many hospitals were full, and so patients would not be able to attend the high-performing hospital in any case.

In terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that those who experienced private feedback were more fearful of the impact of public reporting on their market share. This may explain why Guru et al.193 found an increase in concerns about public reporting when it was introduced following a period of private reporting. They also indicate that media coverage which focused on ‘controversies’, such as when a well-regarded hospital had a poor public report card, was the means through which public reporting had the potential to damage a hospital’s reputation. Participants perceived that this in turn would lead to consumers leaving their hospital. This reinforces the findings of Dranove and Skekas,184 that it is when report cards bring ‘new’ information to consumers that they impact on market share. However, the findings also suggested that such an effect may be short-lived and that, in general, consumers were not interested in public reports. Furthermore, they also suggested that the ‘threat’ that providers could lose their market share was an empty one if ‘better’ hospitals were full.

Greener and Mannion196
This paper presents an ethnographic case study of one hospital trust in the north of England that was part of a larger project to examine cultural change in the NHS. Although the paper is primarily focused on providers’ views of the patient choice agenda in the NHS, findings also touch on providers’ perceptions of the impact of performance data. Data were collected over a period of 2 years (2006–8) and included field notes from observations of meetings and ‘hospital life more generally’ and 60 interviews with staff from different levels of the organisation. Their findings shed light on providers’ responses to attempts by the government to increase competition between providers and on their perceptions of how GPs and patients have responded to increased information about hospital performance.

The authors found that hospital managers perceived GPs, rather than patients, to be their real ‘customers’. Hospital managers perceived that GP referral patterns were ‘long established’ and largely governed by ‘history and tradition’, rather than being influenced by data on mortality statistics. For example, one participant observed:

So people still want to go to their local hospital, and . . . you know, there weren’t, despite increasing availability of statistics on mortality and all those things, people still went, it wasn’t a discerning factor.

Senior service manager196

Managers also perceived that patients were loyal to local services and wanted to go there rather than anywhere else. A senior medical manager observed that there was ‘a huge amount of loyalty in the local...
population for local services\textsuperscript{196} and that this persisted even in the face of competition from independent sector treatment centres that provided similar services. One manager explained:

\begin{quote}
The independent sector treatment centre programme . . . cherry picked, you know: we’ll do simple hips and things and we’ll do simple cataracts and cream off a bit of money. Very mixed experience, people still want to go to their local NHS for it.
\end{quote}

\textit{Senior service manager}\textsuperscript{196}

This quotation suggests that patients remained loyal to their local NHS hospital and that independent sector treatment centres accepted only less complex patients, thus limiting the perceived competition they posed. Furthermore, managers commented that the demand for services was so high that they were more concerned with limiting the number of patients admitted than with losing patients. As a board member of the trust explained:

\begin{quote}
To be completely honest, we’re so flush with demand that more of our conversations are about how we can . . . constructively decline . . . patients than anything else.
\end{quote}

\textit{Board member}\textsuperscript{196}

In terms of the theory under test, a notable contrast between this case study and both Mehrotra \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{195} and Mannion \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{18} was the lack of media coverage about public reports of mortality statistics. Under these circumstances, the availability of information on hospital performance was perceived as having little impact on the choices of either patients or GPs. Instead, these choices were seen as being driven more by habit and tradition than by external data. Furthermore, this study suggests that other contextual factors, such as a high demand for services and independent sector treatment centres (the ‘competition’) accepting only less complex patients, had also limited the extent to which hospital managers may have felt that performance data posed a threat to their market share. Indeed, it was dealing with too many patients, rather than having too few, that was their main problem.

\textbf{Theory 4a summary}

These studies lend some support to the theory that providers are concerned about the damage to their reputation as a result of the public reporting of their performance, as they perceive that this may, in turn, affect their market share. Both Mehrotra \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{195} and Mannion \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{18} found that their participants made a direct connection between the effects that public reports of their performance had on their reputation and their concerns that patients would want or wanted to leave their hospital. Hildon \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{194} found that clinicians feared that damage to their reputation would affect their private practice. The authors also suggested that reputational damage rests in the opinions not just of consumers but also of clinical peers. However, these studies also suggest a further revision to our theory: that media portrayal of the hospital was the means through which damage to the hospital’s reputation came about. More specifically, Mehrotra \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{195} suggested that the media coverage focused on ‘controversies’; that is, instances in which a previously well-regarded hospital received a poor report card were more likely to be reported. The studies also suggested that, without this, consumers and those who may refer them (such as GPs in England) were not influenced by report cards, as Greener and Mannion’s study\textsuperscript{196} discovered. Furthermore, the studies also indicate that threats to a provider’s market share and the fear that consumers may abandon low-performing hospitals, in favour of higher-performing hospitals was reduced when GPs and patients were loyal to local hospitals and when demand was high and the capacity of better-performing hospitals to accept additional patients was limited. We now explore, in more detail, the role of the media in influencing a hospital’s reputation and market share.

\textbf{Theory 4b: media reports of hospital performance damage a hospital’s reputation and affect their market share}

Pawson,\textsuperscript{21} in his review of public disclosure programmes, drew attention to the role of the media in publicising the information contained in public reports and drawing the public’s attention to them, thus triggering public sanctions, for example a shift away from poorly performing hospitals. The HCFA mortality
report cards provide a useful case study to understand how the media reporting may influence a provider’s reputation and its market share. The HCFA reports were one of the first reporting systems in the USA. Hospitals were categorised as having a lower than expected, as expected or higher than expected mortality rate for nine patient groups. It is important to note here that the reports were not originally intended for use by the public, but press and consumer groups forced their public release under a Freedom of Information Act in 1987, and the reports were then released to the public until they were stopped in 1992 owing to concerns about the validity of the risk-adjustment methodology. This little tale speaks a lesson in itself, which we will consider further in subsequent sections of this report. Here, we review a number of studies that have examined the impact of these report cards on market share and how media reporting of them may (or may not) have contributed to this.

Vladeck et al.

Vladeck et al. examined the occupancy rates, as an indicator of market share, for all New York City hospitals labelled as having mortality rates above, below or at the predicted levels according the HCFA data. They compared occupancy rates for the five calendar quarters preceding the release of the reports with occupancy rates for the three calendar periods following the report’s release. They found no statistically significant differences in occupancy rates between the two periods. They also found that hospitals with lower-than-expected mortality rates did not experience an increase in market share, and that hospitals with higher-than-expected morality rates did not experience a decrease in market share; in fact, the authors found an opposite, albeit not statistically significant, trend. The authors concluded that the public release of mortality data does not discourage consumers from utilising poorly performing hospitals.

In their discussion, the authors speculated two possible reasons for their findings. The first was that the version of the HCFA ‘death list’ they studied was ‘seriously methodologically flawed’ and, as such, consumers might have dismissed its usefulness as an indicator of the quality of hospital care. However, one might question if consumers would have had the necessary knowledge to discern that performance data were flawed. The second is that patients’ choice of hospital more influenced was by ‘preferences for and by doctors, tradition, convenience and word of mouth . . . than with objective information about hospitals’. In other words, consumers rely more on a hospital’s reputation in the eyes of friends, family and referring clinicians than on ‘objective’ information about hospital quality.

Mennemeyer et al.

Mennemeyer et al. examined discharges (as an indicator of market share) from US community hospitals with a standardised HCFA mortality rate of more than one standard deviation from the mean in any year and 50% of the hospitals that were never outliers between 1984 (2 years before the first HCFA report was released) and 1992. They also collected data about newspaper reports of hospital quality from a full-text online retrieval service, and categorised these according to whether the stories related to the hospital being a high or low outlier on the HCFA data and also to stories unrelated to the HCFA data, such as an ‘unfavourable story’ or an ‘untoward death’. They used a number of econometric models to examine the relationship between hospital discharges and the release of the HCFA reports and the media stories. They found that hospitals with higher-than-expected mortality rates did experience a small but statistically significant reduction in discharges following the release of the HCFA data. Their study also assessed whether or not subsequent press reports of the HCFA data affected the number of discharges but did not find any statistically significant impact. However, they did find evidence of a large and significant impact of press reports of ‘untoward deaths’ on market share (9% reduction in hospital use).

Mennemeyer et al. concluded that the release of the HCFA data had only a small but statistically significant effect on market share and found no support for the theory that media reports of the data influenced market share, although they included the caveat that ‘limited data availability keeps us from making too much of this finding’. They argued that the public ‘essentially ignored a sophisticated attempt to measure quality’ but instead took notice of ‘very simple, unsophisticated . . . stories about untoward deaths’. Pawson argued that this study shows that the information contained in the report cards regarding hospital performance did not reach the public’s consciousness, neither via the public release of the information nor via the media’s reports of
the data, but sensational stories about ‘tales of the unexpected’ did. Mennemeyer et al.\textsuperscript{185} noted that perhaps one reason the media reports of the HCFA data had little impact on consumers was that newspaper reports of the HCFA release often included interviews with a hospital leader who discounted the results owing to the faulty analysis by the HCFA. This suggests that the content of the media reports about public report cards may determine their impact on a hospital’s reputation and, consequently, on their market share. It is this issue that we turn to next.

\textbf{Rudd and Glanz\textsuperscript{198}}

Rudd and Glanz\textsuperscript{198} analysed newspaper coverage of the HCFA hospital mortality data to examine the type, amount and themes of newspaper coverage of the HCFA mortality data and whether or not this was dependent on the ratings of a hospital’s quality. They took a convenience sample of 68 newspaper articles (published in newspapers serving 47 small, medium and large urban areas from 28 regions across the USA), 60 of which were published the day after the release of the reports (18 December 1987). The authors analysed where the reports appeared in the newspaper, the number of lines the reports received, whether the headline was positive, negative or neutral and the number of hospitals mentioned in the report that had higher-than-expected, lower-than-expected or as-expected mortality rates. They also examined the explanations offered by representatives of hospitals with higher than average mortality rates.

Their analyses indicated that the HCFA reports received high newsplay, with almost half of the stories appearing on the front page. They found twice as many negative headlines as positive headlines. Forty-one percent of the articles had negative headlines that emphasised higher-than-expected mortality ratings, 42.6% had neutral headlines and 16% had positive headlines. Articles with negative headlines were more likely than articles with positive headlines to mention a high number of hospitals with higher-than-expected mortality ratings. In other words, the headline did not necessarily directly reflect the information contained in the articles. They also found that articles over-represented hospitals with higher-than-expected or lower-than-expected mortality rates and under-represented hospitals with as-expected mortality rates. The most common sources of quotations found in articles were from hospital and medical representatives. The most frequently cited explanations for higher-than-expected mortality rates were to blame some aspect of the HCFA methodology (69% of explanations) or to blame some aspect of the case mix of their patients (59% referred to the patients’ illness levels and 35% to their social characteristics).

The authors concluded that press reports of the HCFA data ‘no doubt raised consumer awareness of the concept of healthcare quality’ but also ‘planted doubt about the so-called “hard” data on quality of care’.\textsuperscript{198} They also argued that newspaper reports did not provide ‘concrete guidance on how to obtain useful and valid data on health care quality’.\textsuperscript{198} In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that the public release of performance data may raise awareness of health-care quality but does not necessarily provide consumers with valid and reliable information to inform their choice of hospital, as the data tend to focus disproportionately on those who are either below or above average. Furthermore, the findings also suggest that these reports might send the message to consumers that these data cannot be trusted.

\textbf{Berwick and Wald\textsuperscript{197}}

Berwick and Wald\textsuperscript{197} conducted a survey of hospital leaders following the release of the HCFA data. From each state, they randomly selected two hospitals with higher than expected mortality rates, two with lower rates and two with lower than expected mortality rates, giving a total of 250 hospital in their sample. Each hospital was sent a 12-item survey exploring hospital leaders’ opinions of the accuracy and value of the HCFA data, whether or not they had used the data and the degree and extent of any problems. A total of 195 hospitals responded, giving a response rate of 78%.

Seventy per cent of respondents rated the usefulness of the HCFA data as poor, 54% rated the data’s accuracy as poor and 85% rated the data’s usefulness to consumers as poor. Hospitals in the high-mortality group were more likely to report that the public release of HCFA data had ‘caused problems in their dealings with professionals, purchasers, patients or others’.\textsuperscript{197} In response to an open question, the most common problem reported was ‘misrepresentation of the data by press and public’.\textsuperscript{197} In terms of the theory under test,
these findings suggest that, in line with the quotations from hospital representatives contained in press reports found by Rudd and Glanz, hospital leaders perceived the data to be inaccurate and not useful for their own QI efforts or for patients choosing hospitals. They also indicate that leaders in hospitals that had a higher-than-average mortality rates experienced problems in their dealings with a range of stakeholders as a result of the perceived misrepresentation of the data in the press.

**Theory 4b summary**

This collection of studies about the HCFA data suggest that the report cards themselves did not lead to patients changing hospitals in preference for ‘higher-performing’ hospitals, and that patients took little notice of press releases about these reports. Hospital leaders themselves distrusted the data, and this message also found its way into press coverage about the reports. This may have been one reason why the reports themselves or press reports about them appeared to have little impact on patients’ choice of hospital. Another is that patients base their decisions on advice from referring doctors, friends and family, and on their own previous experiences. Patients’ choices of hospitals were influenced by stories about untoward deaths, or ‘tales of the unexpected’. These stories may have better captured the public’s attention because they were easier to understand than stories about report cards or because they were simply more interesting to patients. However, it seems that press reports did not go unnoticed by hospital leaders, especially those in hospitals classified by the HCFA data as having higher-than-average mortality rates. They were concerned not only about the validity of the HCFA data but also about its misrepresentation by the press and public. Press reports about the HCFA data disproportionately mentioned hospitals that performed above or below average, so these concerns are not without foundation. In terms of our theories under test, this suggests that hospital leaders may be more concerned about and influenced by the press coverage of reports cards than patients are.

**Theory 5: providers respond through comparing themselves with their peers**

We now review studies that consider whether or not providers are motivated to implement QI initiatives through a process of comparing themselves with their peers and consequently being alerted to difference between their own performance and that of peers. The motivation to outperform or be as good as peers is the central mechanism motivating organisations to take steps to improve performance within theories of competitive benchmarking. In contrast, theories of collaborative benchmarking focus on the role of learning from the best practices of others as the mechanism through which organisations improve their performance. We examine studies to test the theory that competitive or collaborative benchmarking is a mechanism that underpins efforts to protect professional reputation and public image.

**Hildon et al.**

Hildon et al. conducted a qualitative study of providers’ views (and patients’ views, although we do not consider these here) of PROMs data. Seven focus groups were conducted with a total of 107 clinicians, including consultant surgeons, junior doctors, nurses and allied health professionals. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting the findings; focus groups can be subject to ‘chatty bias’, whereby those with strong opinions or those higher up in the professional hierarchy may be more likely to make their views known and silence the views of those with different opinions. Furthermore, the focus of the study was to elicit providers’ views of different presentation formats of PROMs data; however, the facilitator allowed and encouraged participants to express broader opinions about the role of PROMs data in QI. As such, the study provides a useful insight into how clinicians perceived the public reporting of PROMs may impact on their professional reputation.

Clinicians recognised the potential of the national PROMs programme to stimulate providers to take steps to improve the quality of patient care. The mechanism through which this was perceived to happen
was a process of benchmarking, whereby clinicians would learn from the practices of better-performing providers. As one clinician commented:

> I’d want to know who’s got a service that’s better than mine. And then I’d go and visit them and find out what’s their secret.\textsuperscript{194}

Another clinician commented that they wanted to know how they compared with other colleagues, suggesting that professional rivalry was a motivating factor to improve their performance:

> I’d like to know how high I do and that’s what every surgeon would like to know. How do I compare to my colleagues here, next door and nationally?\textsuperscript{194}

This study suggests that clinicians find PROMs feedback useful because it enables them to compare their own performance with those of their peers, in line with theories of competitive benchmarking.

\textit{Greer}\textsuperscript{199}

All quotations from this study are reproduced from Greer\textsuperscript{199} with permission from the Commonwealth Fund.

Greer’s\textsuperscript{199} study describes why the Wisconsin Collaborative for Healthcare Quality (WCHQ) was set up and how the indicators were developed. This was a clinician-led initiative that was set up to develop their own public reporting programme. The report is based on 31 interviews with those involved in the WCHQ, including board members and medical practice executives. They included eight chief executive officers (CEOs), 10 chief medical officers and five executives responsible for the quality of care in their organisation. As such, the study does not capture the perspectives of staff on the ground or their responses to this initiative. Nonetheless, the article discusses some of the mechanisms through which change was perceived to occur and the contextual factors influencing its success. Greer’s interviewees noted:

> I think one of the constructs that the Collaborative is built on is that physicians want to do a good job . . . By providing information about how physicians perform you can influence physicians behaviour . . . They are driven to change things when their performance does not look good.

\textit{p. 14}\textsuperscript{199}

> WCHQ [provides] the actual benchmarking data for looking at where you are at, how to improve, and building on those connections with other organisations that are similar to you; where you can say ‘our numbers are not good here, how did yours get better? What can we learn from how you are doing it?’

\textit{p. 17}\textsuperscript{199}

Greer’s report of how the WCHQ was set up is ostensibly a ‘good news story’, as the report is overwhelmingly positive about the Collaborative and is based on data from the enthusiasts who led it. The author recognises that, as the collaborative was a ‘pioneering effort’, it benefited from the Hawthorne effect. However, it does shed some light on the mechanisms through which a voluntary (as opposed to mandatory) public reporting system may work. In terms of the theory under test, these quotations illustrate the idea that clinicians were intrinsically motivated to do a good job, and receiving feedback which indicated their performance was poor prompted them to take steps to improve. The second quotation supports the collaborative benchmarking theory that clinicians can identify what needs to be improved and how by sharing and learning from the best practices of other providers.

\textit{Davies}\textsuperscript{98}

Davies\textsuperscript{98} conducted a multiple case study of six hospitals in California, USA, to examine providers’ responses to publicly reported data and to internally produced and confidentially fed back data, with a specific focus on cardiology. The hospitals were specifically selected to be ‘high performers’, as the authors assumed that
they would be more likely to find examples of QI here (with the assumption that the hospitals had become ‘high performers’ as a result of QI activities). The data consisted of 35 interviews with 31 participants, including chief executives, senior clinicians with management responsibilities, senior quality managers, the chief of cardiology, a senior nurse manager and two or three frontline staff in the cardiology department.

Their findings suggest that a key motivator of change was ‘credible comparative data of quality problems and detailed exploration of clinical processes coupled with professional and institutional pride’. Comments from participants in their study suggest that clinicians were motivated to take steps to improve the quality of care in order to be as good as or better than their peers:

*So I do see physicians taking it very seriously, they do want data to reflect favourably on them, there’s a tremendous pride in their work.*

*Physician*

*If you’ve got the best outcomes [and] the least complications you have a higher standing with your peers. And if you know you’ve got a problem and you address it, that improves your standing . . . They [physicians] are also very competitive. They want to do the right thing, and they want to do it as well or better than everybody else.*

*Chief of staff. Reproduced from BMJ Quality and Safety, Davies HTO, vol. 10, pp. 104–10, © 2001 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd*

*Physicians are self correcting, they’re very competitive, they always want to be the best. If you show them data and they’re not as good as their partner, they tend to try and figure out themselves what’s going on.*

*Quality improvement manager*

In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that clinicians are seen as intrinsically competitive and that feeding back data that suggest that they are not as good as their peers is what motivates them to improve their own practice. This appears to be in line with theories of competitive, rather than collaborative, benchmarking. The findings also suggest that a clinician’s reputation rests on the views of their peers, and that this is an important determinant of who referring clinicians decide to send patients to. As one chief of staff in a hospital that was part of health maintenance organisation noted, ‘It’s the opinions of peers that matter more than anything else about quality. Who do people go to for consults?’ Thus, being better than or as good as one’s peers improved one’s reputation, as did taking steps to improve one’s own practice. This, in turn, meant that peers were more likely to refer their patients to you.

**Theory 5 summary**

These studies provide some support for the theory that providers are motivated to take steps to improve the quality of patient care in order to be as good as or better than their peers. They also suggest that doing so serves to enhance or maintain a provider’s reputation which, in turn, means that peers are more likely to refer patients to them. Thus, this suggests that the ‘competitive benchmarking’ and ‘reputation’ pathways are interconnected rather than mutually exclusive.

**Theory 6: consumers choose hospitals on the basis of information about the quality of services**

The assumptions underlying the public reporting of hospital performance data are that patients use quality information to choose a hospital and will change hospitals in response to learning about a poorly performing hospital. However, evidence reviewed in theory 4, regarding professional reputation theories, suggests that providers perceive that patients are loyal to their local hospital unless the media report the hospital’s poor performance. We now test a number of subtheories concerning how patients choose hospitals.
Theory 6a: patients are willing to move hospitals in response to poor performance; theory 6b: patients choose hospitals on the basis of reports about service quality; theory 6c: patients respond to poor hospital performance when it is reported in the media

To test these theories, we now turn to considering studies that have examined whether or not patients are willing to change hospital and what factors influence patients’ choice of hospital. These studies have used a number of different methodologies to explore this question. Some have used surveys or interviews to examine patients’ stated preferences, that is, the factors patients report as influencing their choice of hospital shortly after receiving care or when real-life choices are being made. A strength of this methodology is that studies examine choices actually made by patients in the context of their own lives. However, a limitation is that patient responses can be heavily influenced by question wording and whether patients are asked to recall what factors are important, choose a number of factors from a prompted list or select the one most important factor from a prompted list. As with all survey methods, responses can be subject to recall bias. Other studies have used discrete choice experiments, in which patients are asked to make hypothetical choices about fictional hospitals. The strength of this methodology is that the attributes of the hospitals can be set at different levels by the investigator to explore the relative importance of different characteristics in determining patients’ choices. They force respondents to explicitly trade off different attributes of hospitals, rather than allowing respondents to consider each attribute separately. They also enable an exploration of patient choice free from the constraints of the market and reimbursement context which may limit patient choices. However, a limitation of these studies is that patients’ hypothetical choices about fictional hospitals may not reflect the choices they make in real life. Therefore, by comparing and contrasting and integrating findings using these different study designs, we can gain a deeper understanding of how patients choose hospitals to understand the relative influence of performance data in these decisions.

Faber et al.200

This systematic review aimed to explore what weight consumers give to quality of care information in choosing providers, to understand how presentation format of quality information influences patient choice, and to examine the influence of quality care information on consumer choice in real-world settings. In our synthesis, we focus on the first and last of their research questions, as these are most relevant to testing the theories set out above. The authors conducted a comprehensive search strategy and restricted inclusion to RCTs, controlled before-and-after trials and interrupted time series. The authors assessed study quality using a validated checklist, and two RCTs were excluded from the review because they were of low quality.

The authors identified five laboratory studies that used discrete choice experiments to examine the weight consumers gave to quality information in choosing a health plan in the USA. This is not the same as choosing a hospital; a health plan is essentially a health insurance policy that varies in terms of coverage of services and costs. Health plans often limit consumers to attendance at particular hospitals and these experiments often included quality information on the hospitals included in the health plan, as well information on costs. The authors concluded from the findings of two studies201,202 that ‘restrictions of provider choice seemed to overrule the weight given to quality’. One study201 found that, in the absence of cost information, information on quality only induced consumers to choose higher-quality rated health plans, and reduced the importance of other features only when there were large quality differences between the plans. Three studies examined the trade-offs consumers made between the cost and quality of health plans. Two studies203,204 found that cost data reduced the demand for high-quality health plans, provided that the lower-cost health plans were of high quality. However, another study202 found that within health maintenance organisation-managed care programmes, consumers were less likely to select a low cost plan even when these were also of high quality. Together, these studies suggest that, overall, quality data have little impact on consumer choice of health plans.

The authors also identified four ‘real-world’ experiments205–208 that examined consumers’ stated preferences in terms of their actual choice of health providers, following exposure to the Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) performance data on new Medicaid beneficiaries.
or employees who had to select a new health plan. These studies all found no effect of the CAHPS information on consumer knowledge, attitudes or behaviour. However, two studies grouped together all consumers who reported having seen the CAHPS report, irrespective of their study allocation. One study found that the subgroup who saw and remembered the CAHPS data selected health plans with higher CAHPS ratings, while the other found that this subgroup perceived the CAHPS information as being more important when choosing a health plan. These findings suggest that whether consumers remember seeing quality data may be an important determinant of whether or not these data inform their choices.

Dixon

This report provided an overview of findings from the national patient choice survey. A questionnaire was sent to 205,000 patients in England who had been referred by a GP for a first outpatient appointment between 15 and 28 February 2010; 69,000 (34%) responded. Here, we focus on answers to 3 of the 11 questions asked as part of this survey:

Q3: Were you offered a choice of hospital for your first hospital appointment? (Yes/no.)

Q4: Which was the single most important source of information for you when you chose your hospital? (Patients were presented with a list of eight different sources and asked to choose one.)

Q6: Which was the single most important thing for you when you chose your hospital? (Patients were presented with a list of 14 different factors and asked to select one.)

In response to question 3, 49% of patients were offered a choice of hospital. In response to question 4, 43% of patients who were offered a choice of hospital reported that their GP was the single most important source of information when they chose their hospital, followed by 29% indicating that their own experience or that of friends and family was the most important source. Six per cent indicated that a book or leaflet produced by the local PCT, containing performance information, was the most important source, and 4% stated that the NHS Choices website was the most important (Figure 12).

In response to question 6, the most important factor affecting choice of hospital for 38% was close proximity of the hospital to their home or work, for 12% was their personal experience of the hospital,
for 10% was length of wait for an appointment, for 6% was good previous experience and for 5% was quality of care (Figure 13).

In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that just under half of patients referred to secondary care were offered a choice of hospital. The most important source of information for patients offered a choice was their GP, followed by friends and family. Few patients consulted the NHS Choices website that provided comparative information on hospital quality. Patients were more concerned about going to a hospital close to their home or work, and were more influenced by their previous experience of the hospital. This suggests that comparative information on hospital quality did not play a significant role in patients’ choice of hospital.

Abraham et al.210
This paper reported on a survey of patients attending four medical centres in Minneapolis, USA. A total of 699 patients were asked to complete the survey, of whom 467 did (a response rate of 66.8%). Patients were asked to rate how important a number of different factors were in choosing a health-care provider or doctor on a 5-point scale from ‘not at all important’ to ‘very important’. Patients were also asked about their awareness of different formal sources of cost and quality information and, if they were aware of the source, whether or not this had influenced their decision-making.

The factors with the highest ratings of importance were the reputation of the organisation (91% rating this as ‘important’ or ‘very important’) and the reputation of the doctor (90% rating this as ‘important’ or ‘very important’). Other factors included appointment availability (72%), referral from a doctor (69%) and a recommendation from family and friends (65%). The least important factors were websites that reported clinical quality data (24.2%) and television, radio and media advertisements (8.97%). The authors reported that 36% of respondents reported being aware of individual health-care providers’ websites and, of those who were aware, 5% felt that these had influenced their choice of provider. Of the other websites providing hospital quality and cost information, that with the highest level of awareness was ‘Angie’s List’, with 36% of respondents being aware of this website; of those, 2% felt that it had influenced their choice. The authors noted that this website also contained reviews and recommendations for other services, such as home improvements, in addition to health care, which suggests that respondents might have been aware or accessed this website for other reasons, rather than as a source of health-care quality information. On the basis of these findings, the authors conclude that patients prefer to rely on more informal sources of information, rather than formal sources of performance data, when choosing a hospital. This was a relatively small survey in one location in the USA. However, it provides further support
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**FIGURE 13** Most importance factors for patients offered a choice when choosing a hospital. Reproduced from Dixon.209 Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
to the findings from Dixon’s larger UK survey that patients rarely consult formal performance data when choosing a hospital, but instead base their decisions on a hospital’s reputation.

**Djis-Elsinga et al.**

This paper reported on a survey of patients who had recently undergone surgery in the Netherlands, to explore the factors that informed their choice of hospital. The sample comprised all 2122 patients who had undergone one of six surgical procedures (aorta reconstruction, cholecystectomy, colon resection, inguinal hernia repair, esophageal resection and thyroid surgery) in three hospitals between 2005 and 2006. A total of 1329 questionnaires were available for analysis, giving a response rate of 62.6%. The survey asked patients to indicate which of 14 information items they had used to inform their choice of hospital; these comprised 11 ‘general information’ items and three items relating to quality of care information.

The most common sources of information patients had used to inform their decision about where to have surgery were the reputation of the hospital (69% indicating that they had used this information) and the friendly atmosphere of the hospital (63%). This was followed by easy access by their own or by public transport (48%), the distance to hospital (44%), good parking facilities (41%), hospital rooms equipped with personal facilities (40%) and the fact that they had already been treated by that hospital/surgeon (40%). The least commonly used sources of information were information items about the quality of care, with 3.2% of respondents indicating that they had considered the percentage of patients with an adverse outcome after surgery, 2.1% who had considered the percentage of patients with little pain and < 1% who had considered the percentage of patients with pressure ulcers. It is not clear from the survey whether patients did not consider quality of care information because they did not have access to the information, because they had access but did not understand it or because patients did not consider this to be important. However, this survey also provides further support to the theory that, when choosing a hospital, patients prefer to rely on ‘soft’ information, such as the reputation of the hospital or its staff, than on performance data.

**Marang-van de Mheen et al.**

This study, by the same group of researchers, used a discrete choice experiment to examine the relative importance of quality of care information in patients’ choice of hospital. Respondents to the survey, reported by Dijs-Elsinga et al., who had recently undergone one of six surgical procedures, were asked if they were willing to be contacted again to take part in a further study; 665 out of 1329 patients agreed to be contacted, and 559 of these responded to an invitation to participate in the study. Of these, 369 agreed to take part in the study and were sent a questionnaire, and 308 returned a questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of a discrete choice experiment, in which patients were presented with 12 different comparisons of two hospitals. Each hospital was characterised by six attributes, which varied in terms of two different levels and were based on responses to a previous survey about which factors patients most commonly considered in choosing a hospital. The attributes included:

- previous experience with that hospital or surgeon (previous experience vs. no previous experience)
- hospital reputation (good vs. less than good)
- hospital atmosphere (personal vs. businesslike)
- waiting time for surgery (2 weeks vs. 6 weeks)
- percentage of patients with a ‘textbook’ outcome, defined as no readmissions or operations, no adverse outcome reported and a hospital stay that was no longer than average
- a surgery-specific outcome that varied according to the procedure patients had had and focused on the opportunity for minimally invasive surgery (for cholecystectomy and hernia repair)
- surgeon’s experience of the procedure (for colon resection and thyroid surgery) and volume of procedures (for aorta reconstruction).

The different attributes and their levels were described to patients in the questionnaire, and they varied between the 12 comparisons patients were asked to make. In each instance, patients were asked to...
choose which hospital they would attend. Patients responses were analysed using choice-based conjoint analysis.

The authors found that, overall, surgery-specific information had the most impact on patient’s choices, followed by the percentage of patients with a ‘textbook’ outcome and then a hospital’s reputation. The atmosphere in the hospital and waiting time for surgery had the least impact. However, the impact of the surgery-specific information varied between surgical groups and had more impact in patients undergoing cholecystectomy than in those undergoing inguinal hernia repair and more impact in patients undergoing aorta reconstruction than in those undergoing oesophageal resection. The authors concluded that surgery-specific information was more important than general information when patients choose between hospitals. In terms of our theory under test, it suggests that patients find quality of care information more informative than more general information in supporting their decision about which hospital to choose. This is important because PROMs data are a much more specific indicator of the quality of a hospital for patients undergoing elective surgery than standardised mortality rates for cardiac surgery. This may reflect that surgery-specific information is a more accurate or representative indicator of the quality of care that patients will receive at a hospital for a particular operation than more general information.

Dixon et al.79
This report detailed a large mixed-methods study that collected a range of data on patient and provider experiences and views of patient choice. Using surveys and interviews, the report examined patients’ revealed preferences and their stated preferences, and also included a discrete choice experiment. Four local health economies were selected to provide a sampling frame and case studies, based on their potential for patient choice (high or low, as indicated by the number of providers within 60 minutes’ travelling time) and the percentage of patients reporting having experienced choice (high or low) reported in a previous Department of Health-commissioned MORI patient choice survey, carried out in 2007. A survey was sent to a random sample of 5997 patients across the four case study areas, resulting in a response rate of 36%. The sample contained disproportionately more patients who attended independent sector treatment centres, which the authors compensated for by using weighting in their analysis of the questionnaire data.

The survey had two main components. The first asked patients a series of closed questions about their recent experience of patient choices, and the factors that informed those choices, to provide an assessment of patients’ stated preferences. Patients were presented with a list of hospital attributes and asked to rate, on a 4-point Likert scale, how important they were in informing their choice. They were also asked to indicate which sources they had used to gain information about the performance of the hospital. The second component consisted of a discrete choice experiment, where patients were presented with five elements of information about three fictional hospitals and asked to choose one hospital. The information, or attributes, consisted of:

- waiting time and journey time to the hospital, to represent information that could be obtained from the Choose and Book system
- data on performance ratings (number of cancelled operations, hospital infection rates, improvements in patients’ health) and patients’ views from surveys (friendliness of staff, communication with patients, cleanliness, facilities) to represent information that could be obtained from leaflets printed by PCTs and through the NHS Choices website
- previous experiences and the opinions of others, to capture ‘softer’ information about the hospital’s reputation.

The level of each attribute for each hospital was varied in comparison with each other over a series of six questions, and patients were asked to choose a hospital in each instance. This enabled the authors to explore which patients were more likely to be willing to travel to a non-local hospital. Finally, patients were
also asked to provide information on their social and demographic characteristics and which hospital they attended, and, using these data, the authors were also able to examine patients’ revealed preferences.

In addition, interviews were conducted with 19 patients, 49 senior members of staff from NHS and independent sector treatment centres and 25 GPs from across the four health economies.

The survey data enabled the authors to test the theory about patients being prepared to travel further for a higher-quality hospital if offered a choice. From their survey, the authors found that 49% of patients recalled being offered a choice. In response to a survey question, 73% of all patients were referred to their local hospital; of those who were offered a choice, 29% were referred to a non-local hospital, while 21% of those not offered a choice were referred to their local hospital. The authors also analysed the distances patients actually travelled to attend their appointments, and found that 39% of those not offered a choice and 53% of those offered a choice travelled beyond their nearest hospital. After weighting the data, the authors argued that, when offered a choice, between 5% and 14% more patients travelled beyond their local hospital. In terms of the theory under test, this suggests that most patients use their local hospital, but offering patients a choice slightly increases the chance that they will travel further than their local hospital for care. In their interviews, both GPs and providers perceived that patients were loyal to their local hospital because there was ‘a strong feeling that people should support the local hospital’ and because patients ‘don’t want to have to travel’ (p. 62).79

The authors examined which patients were more likely to choose a non-local hospital from the real choices they made. Analysing data from patients who indicated they had been offered a choice, using a binary logistic regression model with choice of a non-local hospital as the dependent variable, the authors found that respondents aged between 51 and 65 years were more likely than those aged 16–35 years to choose a non-local hospital; respondents who lived in villages or rural locations were more likely than those living in cities, large towns or suburbs to choose a non-local hospital; and those holding a degree were more likely than those with no formal qualifications to choose a non-local hospital. Of particular relevance to our theory under test, the authors found that those who had a bad or mixed previous experience with their local hospital were more likely to choose a non-local hospital than those who had a generally good previous experience.

The discrete choice experiment also provided further evidence of which patients were more likely to travel to a non-local hospital. The authors found that, across all choice scenarios, 25% of patients always chose the local hospital, irrespective of the hospital’s characteristics, while 70% weighed up the different alternatives and sometimes chose a non-local hospital. The remaining 5% always opted for a non-local hospital across all choice scenarios. They found that patients without internet access, those with a low formal level of education, those who did not travel by car and those living in a big city were more likely to choose the local hospital. They found that those who would like more information to help choose their hospital, those with bad or mixed previous experience of their local hospital, those who had heard about the performance of hospitals in their area from the local media, those being referred for trauma or orthopaedics and those who had visited their GP six times or more in the last 12 months were more likely to choose a non-local hospital. In terms of our theories under test, both studies found that patients with a mixed or previous bad experience of their local hospital would be more likely to choose a non-local hospital, providing lateral support for the theory that if patients have a bad previous experience of a hospital they are more likely to ‘exit’ from a local hospital.

Findings from the survey indicated that, for patients who had been offered a choice, the five factors with the highest mean rating or importance (on a scale of 1–3) were hospital cleanliness, quality of care, standard of facilities, organisation of clinic and hospital reputation (Figure 14). Although patients rated cleanliness and quality of care as most important in their choice of hospital, in their interviews most GPs...
felt that patients did not judge the quality of a hospital based on clinical outcomes or performance ratings. As one GP indicated:

*I don’t think I’ve ever had a patient say ‘I don’t want to go there because I’ve looked at their outcome figure and I don’t like the look of it’.*

*GP, Area B. Reproduced from Dixon et al.79 with permission from The King’s Fund*

A hospital’s reputation ranked fifth in patients’ mean ratings of importance. In their interviews, GPs also perceived that this was an important factor for patients, and recalled instances in which patients had expressed a preference for or against a hospital based on its reputation. In their interviews, patients themselves also concurred that a hospital’s reputation informed their choices. Their quotations suggest that patients form opinions about a hospital’s reputation based on their own personal experiences, word of mouth and reports in the media:

*One of the hospitals does have a bit of a reputation in the media and people do say ‘Well, actually, I would rather go to [another hospital name] because of that’.*

*GP, Area A. Reproduced from Dixon et al.79 with permission from The King’s Fund*

*It’s got a bit of a bad reputation lately. And I think things like that do put me off. [Is that from stories in the press or just generally what you hear locally?] Word of mouth, people I’ve known use the*

---

**FIGURE 14** Factors that influenced patients’ choice of hospital. Reproduced from Dixon et al.79 with permission from The King’s Fund. Note: in this figure, factors rated as ‘essential’ were scored as 3, ‘very important’ as 2, ‘somewhat important’ as 1 and ‘not important’ as 0. The scores shown are the mean score given by respondents for each factor. Scores for each factor have been rounded to one decimal place. The length of the bar represents the non-rounded score.
hospital . . . And I think maybe things I’ve read in the paper, and, of course, you do read things like cleanliness and stuff like that, which, I think, straight away does put you off.

Female patient, aged 57, area B. Reproduced from Dixon et al.79 with permission from The King’s Fund

In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that patients rate ‘cleanliness’ and ‘quality of care’ as the most important factors that influence their choice of hospital. It is not clear from the report whether or how the term ‘quality of care’ was defined or how patients interpreted this term when completing the questionnaire. However, it appears that patients make judgements about these factors based on their perception of a hospital’s reputation, which is informed by their experience, what they read in the press and word of mouth.

In the survey, patients were also asked to indicate whether or not they had received any advice about their choice of hospital. Of patients who had been offered a choice, 40% had received advice from their GP, 35% had consulted family and friends and 14% had received advice from a booking advisor. In their interviews, GPs reported that they tended to advise patients based on ‘local knowledge’ and ‘feedback from previous referrals’ (p. 87).79 They also indicated that they tended to:

... stick to consultants we’re happy with ... to people that we know ... [that] we’ve had a good positive experiences in the past.

Reproduced from Dixon et al.79 with permission from The King’s Fund

Patients were asked to indicate which sources of information they had used to choose their hospital. The most commonly cited source was their own experience (41%), followed by the GP (36%) and then friends and family members (18%). Six per cent of patients indicated that they had consulted a booklet or leaflet produced by the PCT, and 4% had consulted the NHS Choices website. Furthermore, patients were asked from which sources they had heard about the performance of the hospital. The most common sources cited by patients were personal experience (56%) and the experience of friends and family (52%), followed by the local media (28%), newspapers (22%) and the ‘grapevine’ or gossip (21%). In contrast to their role as a source of information to inform choice, GPs were much less commonly cited as a source of information on hospital performance (13%). Finally, 7% of patients had consulted official performance reports and 3% had consulted the internet. In their interviews, patients also reported that they ‘don’t look anything up on the internet’ but preferred to ‘base my opinions on my own experience, experience of close family’ (p. 89).79

This was a large and comprehensive study, which used a range of data to examine how patients make choices about hospitals. In terms of the theory under test, the findings suggest the majority of patients still go to their local hospital, but, if offered a choice, around 50% of those patients opt to travel further than their local hospital. Patients were more likely to choose a non-local hospital if they had had a bad previous experience with their local hospital, and indicated that ‘cleanliness’, the ‘quality of care’ and the reputation of the hospital were important considerations influencing their choice of hospital. However, patients formed opinions about these factors not through consulting hospital performance data but through their own experiences, the experiences of friends and family, word of mouth and, to a lesser extent, the media. GPs were a source of advice about the choice of hospital, but were much less cited as a source of information of hospital performance; GPs themselves tended to provide advice to patients based on their own relationships with and experience of a provider, rather than on performance information. Thus, the authors concluded that providers were motivated to ‘maintain [their] reputation in order to ensure patients returned or, through word of mouth, spoke highly of their experience’ and that ‘reputation and loyalty, combined with patient’s ability to choose not to return to a hospital, create pressure on providers to deliver a high quality service’ (p. 159).79 This suggests that providers are motivated to improve care in order to maintain their reputation and thus avoid patients going elsewhere. However, this study’s findings suggest that performance data only contribute indirectly to influencing a provider’s reputation, via what patients hear about the hospital in the newspapers or media. For the most part, a provider’s reputation depends directly on the experiences of patients at the hospital, their families and the GPs who refer them.
Theory 6 summary
These studies suggest that fewer than half of patients recalled being offered a choice of hospital and, of those who did, a significant minority opted to go to a non-local hospital or to travel further than their local hospital. Patients were more likely to change hospitals if they had had a bad previous experience. They tend to base their decisions about choice of hospital on ‘soft’ information, such as their own experience, the opinions of friends and family and advice from their GP, rather than on publicly reported information on hospital quality, such as that found on the NHS Choices website. Similarly, GPs also provided advice to patients on hospital choice based on their personal experiences and knowledge of providers, rather than on formal quality information.

Chapter summary
In this chapter, we began with a basic, unrefined theory.

Theory 1
We found limited evidence\textsuperscript{173,174} of significant impact of PROMs feedback on patient care, but found evidence\textsuperscript{27} that other forms of publicly reported performance data, in some circumstances, lead to improvements in patient care. However, these studies did not explain the circumstances in which, or process through which, the feedback of PROMs or performance data leads to improvements in patient care.

We then reviewed a large amount of evidence derived from studies utilising a wide range of different study designs to test and refine different theories about the mechanisms through which public reporting of hospital performance is thought to lead to improvements in patient care. These theories have proposed different ideas about how and why providers might take steps to improve the quality of patient care in response to the public reporting of performance. It was theorised that providers take steps to improve patient care because of:

- ‘Intrinsic motivation’: their professional ethos means that they are intrinsically motivated to maintain good patient care and will take steps to improve if feedback highlights a gap between their performance and expected standards of patient care.
- ‘Market share’: they feel threatened by the potential loss of market share that could occur if patients decided to choose alternative, higher-performing providers.
- ‘Professional reputation’: they wish to protect their professional or institutional reputation, which may have been damaged by being labelled as a poor performer in public.
- ‘Competitive benchmarking’: they are competitive and wish to be as good as or better than their peers.
- ‘Collaborative benchmarking’: they improve patient care through learning about and implementing the best practices of ‘high-performing’ organisations as a result of the sharing of information.

These theories are often presented as ‘rival’ explanations of how and why providers respond to performance data. However, our synthesis challenges this premise and suggests that, rather than being mutually exclusive, these different theories are interconnected. In this summary we bring the findings of our synthesis together to explain how they are interconnected, and offer a refined theory of how and why providers respond to the public reporting of performance data.

Theory 2
Evidence from a systematic review\textsuperscript{176} and a study\textsuperscript{177} examining private feedback suggest that it can motivate providers to respond through raising awareness of performance in relation to peers and through peer competition. Evidence from studies comparing private and public reporting\textsuperscript{25,39,116,118} suggests that while clinicians are intrinsically motivated to maintain good patient care, the public reporting of performance places additional pressure on them to take steps to improve patient care, particularly for poor performers. This pressure may derive from the threat of either loss of market share or damage to their reputation.
Evidence from studies of patients’ revealed preferences indicates that although most patients do not change hospitals following public reporting of hospital quality,27,182,191 hospitals are more likely to experience a change in their market share if they have previously been a ‘good’ hospital and report cards provide new information that they are now a ‘poor performer’;184 in other words, their reputation as a high performer is questioned. Here we see the first major revision to our initial theories. This suggests that the ‘market share’ and ‘reputation’ mechanisms are not separate, that damage to a providers’ reputation can, in turn, lead to a reduction in their market share.

Evidence from surveys, interviews and ethnographic studies of providers’ views and responses to the public reporting of hospital quality supports this idea and suggests that, although providers are more concerned about the consequences of public reporting on their reputation than on their market share,118,179,192,193 they also perceive that damage to their reputation can have a subsequent impact on whether or not patients choose to attend their hospital.18,194,195 One of the mechanisms through which providers perceive that report cards may damage their reputation is press or media coverage that either misrepresents the data or disproportionately focuses on reporting poor performance.18,195 They also perceive that such data do not provide an accurate indicator of hospital quality, and they are concerned that patients are not able to understand the data and may, therefore, make erroneous choices as a result.195

Studies that examined newspaper reportage of hospital performance data indicated that newspaper headlines did not directly reflect the information contained in the articles, and that articles over-represented higher- and lower-performing hospitals while under-representing hospitals with average performance.188 This suggests that newspaper reporting of hospital quality may have raised patients’ awareness of hospital quality, but did not necessarily provide balanced information about it. Furthermore, evidence from patients’ revealed preferences suggested that a hospital’s market share was more influenced by ‘tales of the unexpected’ than by the public release of the report card itself or newspaper reports about it.185 This suggests that patients’ choice of hospital is much less influenced by report cards themselves and press reports about them than providers believe.

We also found evidence to support the theory that providers are motivated to take steps to improve hospital quality because they wish to be as good as or better than their peers.98,194,199 Furthermore, taking steps to improve the quality of care was perceived as enhancing a provider’s reputation, which, in turn, meant that their peers were more likely to refer patients to that provider.

Finally, we tested this theory by reviewing studies that explored whether or not patients were offered a choice of hospital, whether or not they chose to attend a non-local hospital and the factors that influenced this. These studies, undertaken in England, indicated that < 50% of patients recalled being offered a choice of hospital79 and, of these, 29% were referred to a non-local hospital and 53% travelled distances further than their local hospital.79 Evidence from both patients’ revealed preferences and a discrete choice experiment suggested that patients were more likely to choose a non-local hospital if they had had a bad previous experience with their local hospital, and indicated that ‘cleanliness’, the ‘quality of care’ (although it is unclear how this was defined) and the reputation of the hospital were important considerations influencing their choice of hospital.79

However, several studies found that patients formed opinions about these factors not through consulting hospital performance data but through their own experiences, the experiences of friends and family, word of mouth and, to a lesser extent, the media.79,106,211 While GPs were a source of advice about the choice of hospital, they were much less cited as a source of information of hospital performance.79 In line with this finding, GPs themselves tended to provide advice to patients based on their own relationships with and experience of a provider, rather than on the basis of performance information.79 These studies lead us to
conclude that performance data do not influence patients choice of hospital or their opinion of its reputation; rather, it is their own experiences, those of friends and family and those of their GP that inform their choice.

Thus, our synthesis suggests a further major revision to our initial theories. Publicly reported information on hospital quality plays little role in patient’s choice of hospital; patients do not use it to inform their choices and referrers do not use it to inform their choices or the advice they give to patients. The motivation to improve and provide good care is driven by a desire to provide patients with a good experience, so that they will tell their friends, family and GPs about their experiences, which in turn will maintain patients’ loyalty to a hospital and enhance a providers’ reputation and, therefore, patients will choose to go there and GPs will choose to refer them. Providers consider that publicly reported quality information can damage their reputation when it is misrepresented in the media or because patients may misunderstand it.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, our synthesis started with the theory that patients will use publicly reported information on hospital quality to choose high-quality providers, which in turn will lead to providers to fear a loss to their market share and they will respond by take steps to improve patient care. An alternative theory was that providers take steps to improve patient care because they fear the public report of hospital quality will damage their reputation. A further theory was that providers will take steps to improve the quality of patient care in order to be as good as or better than their peers. Our synthesis suggested a number of revisions to these theories. First, it suggests that patients do not use publicly reported quality information to inform their choice of hospital, but instead rely on their personal experience, the opinions of friends and family and advice from their GP to make the choice. Second, it suggests that these theories are not mutually exclusive but are interconnected; providers seek to improve the quality of care in order to maintain their reputation and maintain their market share. Providers take steps to improve the quality of patient care in order to provide patients with a good experience of care and maintain their loyalty, so that the patient will tell their family and friends, who will then believe that the hospital has a good reputation and will, therefore, be more likely to also choose to go to the hospital. Providers also take steps to be as good as or better than their peers, which in turn enhances their reputation and means that peers are also more likely to refer patients to them. Publicly reported quality information itself plays little or no role in these processes; it is only perceived as a threat if it is misrepresented or misreported in the media, when it can, in the eyes of providers, damage their reputation.
Chapter 5 Feedback of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures and performance data: reviewing contexts

The previous chapter considered the mechanisms through which the feedback and public reporting of performance data might work. In this chapter, we review some of the circumstances or contexts that shape which of these mechanisms are triggered and thus how the feedback and public reporting of PROMs and other performance data may (or may not) improve patient care. It is important to note here that we are not simply analysing single contextual constraints. Programmes never operate in isolation, and the feedback of performance data has been inserted into complex health systems in which a range of concomitant innovations, policy initiatives and management directives also operate, which may sharpen or blunt the intended impact of PROMs and performance data feedback. Figure 15 illustrates how an intended outcome of a programme will often distort in further contexts subject to further policy measures. Therefore, it is more appropriate to consider these as contextual configurations.

In this chapter, we explore how contextual configurations may trigger some of the intended and unintended consequences of feedback and public reporting. To recap, the intended consequence of public reporting is that clinicians take steps to improve the quality of patient care. The unintended consequences of feedback and public reporting of performance are that clinicians may:

- dismiss or ignore the data
- engage in ‘effort substitution or tunnel vision’ (i.e. focusing on the areas of care measured by the performance data to the detriment of other important, but unmeasured, areas of care)
- engage in ‘gaming’ the data (e.g. the manipulation of data to give the impression of change without any real change in the underlying performance).

FIGURE 15 Contextual complexity and outcomes.
The contextual configurations that may influence how providers respond to the feedback and public report of performance data include:

- whether any rewards or sanctions were attached to performance
- the perceived credibility and validity of performance data
- the ‘action-ability’ of performance data.

**Theory 7: financial incentives and sanctions influence providers’ responses to the public reporting of performance data**

Both benchmarking and public disclosure theories hypothesise that the power relationships and relative status of the organisations producing and acting on the performance data can influence the response of organisations whose performance is being assessed. This power may be exerted in a number of ways, for example through increased scrutiny, varying the relative freedom offered to organisations, and financial incentives and sanctions. A number of systematic reviews have highlighted the variable impact of financial incentives on professional behaviour. Pawson’s programme theory of public disclosure programmes also recognises that publicising performance data rarely works in isolation from other sanctions. His realist synthesis of public disclosure interventions across a range of different contexts found that public disclosure is more likely to achieve its intended outcomes when it is targeted at aspirational elites and can be dovetailed with existing market sanctions. It is evident that previous and existing public reporting programmes are often accompanied by a range of incentives and sanctions. For example, in England, under the ‘hospital star ratings’ system, trusts achieving a three-star rating were granted ‘earned autonomy’ in the form of less frequent monitoring and inspections from the CHI, retention of profits from the sale of hospital land to reinvest in services and the right to become a foundation trust. Their ratings also determined the level of discretion chief executives had to make use of the ‘NHS Performance Fund’ to incentivise QI at a local level. Trusts with a zero-star rating were required to produce a ‘Performance Action Plan’ indicating the steps taken to improve care, which had to be agreed with the Modernisation Agency and the trust’s Department of Health regional office.

Currently, PROMs data may form part of the indicators used to reward providers as part of the CQUIN system. From 2014–15, PROMs have been included in the BPT for hip and knee replacement. Providers would qualify for the BPT if they met the following criteria:

- do not have an average health gain significantly below the national average (99.8% significance), and adhere to the following data submission standards:
  - have a minimum PROMs pre-operative participation rate of 50%
  - have a minimum NJR compliance rate of 75%
  - have a NJR unknown consent rate of < 25%.

For 2015–16, NHS England proposed that the threshold for the NJR compliance rate be increased to 85%. Between 2004 and 2013, the QOF rewarded GPs for using standardised depression measures for screening and then reassessing patients suspected of having depression.

In this section we test the theory that attaching financial incentives to the public reporting of quality may accelerate and amplify the impact of public reporting and feedback of performance data on improvements to patient care. We also consider the theory that they may have a detrimental impact on aspects of care that are not incentivised or lead to the gaming or manipulation of data. We begin by considering a collection of quantitative studies that have compared the impact of public reporting alone with the impact of public reporting and financial incentives on the quality of patient care.
Theory 7a: financial incentives accelerate and amplify the impact of public reporting and feedback of performance data on improvements to patient care

Lindenauer et al. 215
This study makes use of a ‘natural experiment’, in which changes in hospital performance measured by quality indicators for hospitals that voluntarily participated in public reporting of performance scheme are compared with the performance of a subset of these hospitals who also voluntarily participated in a pay for performance scheme in the USA. The public report scheme, the Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA), was initiated in 2002, with all acute hospitals in the USA invited to participate and incentivised to do so by linking participation with the annual Medicare payment update; 98% of hospitals participated in the scheme. They were expected to collect and report on a minimum of 10 quality measures across three conditions: heart failure, myocardial infarction and pneumonia.

The pay-for-performance scheme in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)-Premier Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration (HQID) was initiated in 2003. A total of 421 hospitals who subscribed to a quality benchmarking database were also invited to participate; 266 agreed but 11 later withdrew, leaving 255 hospitals. As part of this programme, hospitals were expected to collect and publicly report on 33 quality measures for five clinical conditions (heart failure, myocardial infarction, pneumonia, coronary bypass grafting, and hip and knee replacement), which also included the 10 indicators as part of the HQA programme. In addition, for each clinical condition, hospitals in the top decile on a composite measure of quality for a given year received a 2% bonus payment, while hospitals in the second decile received a 1% bonus payment. Hospitals that, at the end of the third year of the programme, had failed to exceed the baseline performance of hospitals in the lowest two deciles incurred financial penalties of between 1% and 2%.

The authors included hospitals if they submitted data on a minimum of 30 cases for a single condition annually as part of the HQA programme. They matched the 255 hospitals that participated in the HQID programme with at least one hospital that participated in the HQA programme alone on the basis of number of beds, teaching status, region, location and ownership status. They matched 199 HQID hospitals with two HQA hospitals and eight with only one; thus, a total of 207 HQID and 406 HQA only hospitals were included. They compared the change in adherence to performance on 10 indicators shared by both programmes over eight quarters for each hospital between 2003 and 2005, and also calculated change in adherence to two compound measures for each of the three conditions (myocardial infarction, heart failure and pneumonia). They also recalculated the differences adjusting for confounding variables using a linear regression model.

The authors found that pay-for-performance hospitals showed statistically significantly greater improvement for 7 out of the 10 individual measures and in all of the composite measure scores. When differences in baseline performance and other confounding variables were taken in to account, the incremental effect of financial incentives decreased from 4.3% to 2.6% for the composite measure for myocardial infarction, from 5.2% to 4.1% for heart failure and from 4.1% to 3.1% for pneumonia; all differences remained statistically significant. The authors concluded that this suggests that the financial incentives have a modest effect on catalysing quality improvement efforts among hospitals already engaged in public reporting. However, some caution must be exercised in interpreting these results. Those who participated in the HQID programme were likely to be enthusiasts, and it is likely that they were the better performers at baseline and, thus, more likely to continue to improve their performance. It is unlikely that matching or statistical control of confounders accounted for all the possible differences between the HQA and HQID hospitals. Furthermore, the study assessed the HQID hospitals performance on only 10 indicators but they publicly reported on 33. However, in terms of the theories under test, this study provides some evidence that financial incentives and sanctions can accelerate or amplify provider responses to public reporting programmes.

Friedberg et al. 216
This study examined doctors’ groups’ responses to and use of the publicly reported patient experience data, and compared the characteristics of groups that had different levels of engagement or use of the data.
The data were collected by the Massachusetts Health Quality Partners (MHQP) collaborative, which had been publicly reporting patient experience data since 2006. A total of 117 doctor groups were invited to participate in a 30-minute semistructured interview and 72 (62%) of group leaders responded. The interviews explored group leaders’ use of patient experience reports, what sort of improvement activities had been initiated as a result and data on the characteristics of the group (e.g. group size, organisational model, employment of doctors and exposure to financial incentives).

The initial step of their analysis identified three different levels of doctor group engagement with patient experience data: level 1 groups did not recall receiving patient experience surveys and did not use them, apart from distributing the reports to their staff (17% of their sample); level 2 groups took one or more actions to improve quality, but these were largely directed at doctors or sites that were low performers (22%); and level 3 groups reported one or more group-wide initiatives to improve patient experience, which included most or all staff or sites in the group. They found that level 3 groups were statistically significantly more likely to be integrated medical groups, to employ their own doctors, to be network affiliated and to be exposed to financial incentives based on measures of clinical quality. The authors concluded that their findings indicated that the improvement strategies require a ‘managerial infrastructure capable of starting and directing improvement activities’ improved by ‘payment incentives based on patient experience’. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting these results, as the authors’ findings were based on self-report; respondents may have over-reported their QI activities; and there may have been other, unexplored factors that may have explained differences in the level of engagement in doctors’ groups. Nonetheless, in terms of our theory under test, the results provide some evidence to support the idea that financial incentives can increase the likelihood that providers will initiate QI activities in response to the public reporting of performance.

Alexander et al.217
This study examined the impact of public reporting and financial incentives on the extent to which small and medium-sized doctor practices in the USA engage in ‘care management practices’ (CMPs). The authors define CMPs as ‘organized processes implemented by doctor groups to systematically improve the quality of care for patients’.217 These include the use of patient registers, electronic medical records, doctor performance feedback and provider education. As such, the study does not examine the impact of public reporting and incentives on the quality of patient care per se, but on processes that are thought to lead to improvements in the quality of patient care.

Their analysis is based on survey data collected as part of the national study of small and medium-sized physician practices; these are practices with < 20 practising doctors. This survey focused on the 14 ‘communities who were in receipt of support from the Aligning Forces for Quality programme’. Practices that were part of the Aligning Forces for Quality programme were provided with both grants and support from people with expertise in QI to support them to both measure and publicly report on the quality of care, and to take steps to improve care and involve patients in this process. The questionnaire was sent to a stratified random sample of the Aligning Forces for Quality practices (n = 1793), of whom 67% responded (n = 1201). The authors of this paper focused on a subsample of 643 practices who were engaged in either private or public reporting of quality. They used the Physician Organisation of Care Management Index (PCOMI) as an indicator of the level of CMP use. The PCOMI is a summary measure (ranging from 0 to 24) of whether the practice uses reminders for preventative care, uses doctor feedback, has a disease register, has clinical practice guidelines and employs non-doctor staff educators in the care of people with four chronic conditions (heart failure, depression, asthma and diabetes). To explain variation in the PCOMI, the authors constructed binary indicators of (1) whether the quality performance of the practice was publicly reported; (2) whether the practice received a financial reward on the basis of its quality performance during the past year; and (3) whether the practice was aware of quality reports.

The authors found that, controlling for patient and practice characteristics, practices that received financial rewards engaged in a statistically significantly higher number of CMPs, with a PCOMI score 7 points higher than those practices that were not in receipt of financial rewards. They also found that practices that
discussed quality reports at their physician meetings also engaged in a statistically significantly higher number of CMP practices, with a PCOMI score 17 points higher than those of practices who did not discuss quality reports. Practices that were subject to public reporting did engage in a higher number of CMP processes than practices that were not subject to public reporting, with PCOMI scores 8 points higher than those of practices not subject to public reporting; however, this difference was not statistically significant. Finally, they found that practices who were subject to both public reporting and financial rewards engaged in a higher number of CMPs, with PCOMI scores 10 points higher than those of practices subject to only public reporting or financial rewards. The authors argued that their findings demonstrate there is a ‘significant joint effect of having both PR [public reporting] and financial incentives above and beyond just having one of them’. In their discussion, they acknowledged that their findings may indicate that doctors who participate in the public reporting of quality require financial rewards in order to invest the time required to change clinical care, or that those practices which have CMPs already in place are more likely to produce quality outcomes worthy of financial reward. Their study did not allow for an exploration of doctors' motives.

This was a cross-sectional study and, therefore, it is not possible to infer a causal relationship between financial incentives, public report and CMPs. We can also question the validity of the PCOMI as a measure of provider engagement in CMP practices. However, in terms of the theory under test, this study provides a further layer of evidence supporting the idea that financial incentives may amplify the impact of public reporting on the quality of patient care. The study also suggests that whether or not practices were aware of and discussed the public reports of quality was more important than whether or not they were subject to public reporting.

**Doran et al.**

This paper reported on a longitudinal analysis to compare achievement rates for 23 activities included in the English primary care QOF incentive scheme and 19 activities not included. The achievement of the QOF indicators was also publicly reported through the HSCIC website and on the NHS Choices website. As such, the study allows for an exploration of the theory that financial incentive schemes can lead to the neglect of activities that are not included in the scheme, the so-called ‘tunnel vision’ hypothesis. The authors' analyses drew on data from the General Practice Research Database, which contains patient data on morbidity, treatment, prescribing and referral from 500 general practices and covers 7% of the UK population. A sample of 148 practices that provided data continuously throughout the study period (2000–7) was selected to reflect practices with a range of list sizes. A random sample of 4500 patients was drawn from each practice.

The 42 indicators were selected from a pool of 428 indicators identified by the research as being already established indicators or those based on clinical consensus, as expressed in national guidelines. They excluded indicators that may have been affected by significant changes in the underlying evidence base or were dropped from the QOF scheme in an attempt to rule out some of the possible effects of other changes in the policy environment on achievement of the indicators. They classified the indicators into two subtypes: those relating to measurement (e.g. blood pressure measurement) and those relating to prescribing, as previous research suggested that response to these types of indicators may be different. Thus, the indicators were classified into four groups by type and whether or not they were incentivised.

The difference between the expected achievement rate and the actual achievement rate for the indicators was analysed using multivariate regression models over four different time periods: before the introduction of the QOF scheme (2000–3); during preparation for the QOF – when practices knew the scheme would be introduced but did not yet know details of the indicators (2003–4); immediately after the introduction of the QOF (2004–5); and longer term (2005–7). The authors examined the impact of the incentive scheme on the four indicator groups separately and then compared incentivised and non-incentivised indicators for each of the two types (measurement and prescribing).
The authors found that, prior to the introduction of the QOF (2000–3), achievement increased significantly for 32 out of the 42 indicators, decreased significantly for two and did not change for eight. The authors argue that these findings suggest that quality initiatives introduced over this period such as clinical audit, and the introduction of statutory bodies focused on QI (such as NICE), had an impact of improving the quality of care in general practice. The authors found that achievement rates improved at the fastest rate prior to the introduction of the QOF (between 2000 and 2003) for those indicators that were subsequently incentivised under the QOF system. Thus, the QOF indicators focused on areas of care that previously had already shown the greatest improvements, suggesting that they reflected areas of care in which practices were already performing well and/or perceived to be important.

In the first year following the introduction of the QOF, achievement rates for incentivised indicators increased substantially for all measurement indicators, with increases above the predicted rates in 2004–5 of up to 38%. The prescribing indicators had a higher baseline rate than the measurement indicators, increased at a slower rate during the pre-intervention period and, although they also saw significant increases above the predicted rates in the first year, these increases were smaller than those found for the measurement indicators (1.2–8.3%). However, collectively, the incentivised indicators ‘reached a plateau in the second and third years of the scheme’ where ‘only 14 of the 23 incentivised indicators had achievement rates significantly higher than rates projected from pre-intervention trends after three years’.

For the non-incentivised indicators, achievements rates immediately following the QOF improved in line with achievement rates projected from pre-intervention rates. However, in the second and third years, the rate of QI slowed down relative to expected achievement rates. By 2006–7 the authors found that quality was significantly worse than expected from pre-intervention trends, especially for measurement activities. Improvement rates were also significantly lower, relative to projected rates, than achievement rates for the incentivised indicators.

This study did have a number of limitations, acknowledged by the authors, that may have affected its conclusions. Achievement rates may have been affected by changes in the consistency and accuracy of recording indicators over time, especially for incentivised indicators. They may also have been influenced by changes to the case mix of patients subject to the indicators, especially as the incentivised indicators also encouraged increased case finding (e.g. for depression). The practices selected may not have been representative of the population, although the trends found in this study replicated those seen nationally. The authors focused on a limited selection of indicators, which may limit the generalisability of their findings, but at the same time increased the likelihood of attributing differences in achievement rates to the incentivised/non-incentivised status of the indicators, rather than due to other contextual changes. As such, we can be reasonably convinced that this study provides a useful test of the theory that financial incentives may lead practitioners to focus on incentivised aspects of care, to the detriment of non-incentivised aspects.

This study found that although financial incentives increased the quality of care in the short term, in the longer term their impact petered out. The authors suggest three possible explanations for their findings: (1) that the improvements seen in the first year were due to better recording procedures; (2) that practices reached a ‘ceiling’ limit of quality in the third year, with little opportunity for further improvement; or (3) that practices took their foot off the accelerator for these incentivised activities because they had already reached the threshold at which they would receive the maximum amount of remuneration, and further effort would not result in increased income. Of particular interest to our synthesis is the finding that there was no detrimental impact on aspects of care that were not incentivised in the short term, but in the longer term the scheme had ‘some detrimental effects’ on certain areas of care, particularly measurement activities. In terms of the theory under test, this provides some support for the idea that financial incentives can lead to providers focusing on aspects of care that are incentivised at the expense of other areas of care.
Theory 7a summary

The studies reviewed in this section provide some evidence that financial incentives, together with public reporting, have a greater impact on improvements to the quality of patient care than either initiative alone. However, they also suggest that this impact may occur only in the short term, and that in the long term the impact of financial incentives may reduce, especially if providers reach the threshold at which they would receive the maximum amount of remuneration. Furthermore, they also provide some evidence to suggest that financial incentives may also lead to a ‘tunnel vision’ effect, whereby providers focus on incentivised aspects of care at the expense of non-incentivised aspects. The cross-sectional nature of most of the studies reviewed means that inferences of a causal link between public reporting combined with financial incentives and improvements in patient care need to be treated with caution. Furthermore, the studies reviewed above do not provide any insights into how providers themselves have responded to public reporting when financial incentives were attached. We now consider a series of qualitative studies that have examined how providers have responded to either public or private reporting of quality both when financial incentives are attached and when they are not.

Theory 7b: providers do not make improvements to patient care when no financial incentives are attached to performance feedback

We start by reviewing studies examining responses to private and public reporting of quality when no financial incentives are attached to performance. Here, we test the theory that providers do not make improvements to patient care when no financial incentives are attached to performance feedback.

Wilkinson et al.\textsuperscript{219}

Wilkinson et al.\textsuperscript{219} explored the views and responses of 52 staff, in 15 general practices, to cardiovascular and stroke performance indicators that were developed by the authors. The indicators largely focused on process and were similar to those later included in the National Service Frameworks for coronary heart disease and later the QOF. However, this study was undertaken before those initiatives were implemented. For half of the practices, the academic team collected the data themselves, and for all practices they fed back data to the practice in a 1-hour presentation; as such, the indicators were fed back privately, rather than publicly. During this presentation, the academic team explained how the indicators were developed, how the indicators for that practice compared with those of other practices in the study and the potential clinical benefits if full uptake of the indicators were obtained by the practice. The practice was encouraged to develop an action plan to address changes that they practice felt were necessary. Two months after the presentation, the authors interviewed a range of staff at each practice, including the GPs who led audit activities within the practice ($n=15$), other GPs ($n=14$), practice nurses ($n=12$) and practice managers ($n=11$).

The authors found that almost all of the GPs and nurses, and half of the practice managers, questioned the validity of the data used to generate the indicators because of gaps in the data, computer-related difficulties and confusion in applying Read codes. The most common response to the feedback of the indicators was to improve the number, uniformity and accuracy of recording data, with almost half of the practices attempting to do this. The most common reason cited was to ‘demonstrate to other practices within the primary care group that their own practice was providing good care’\textsuperscript{219} and, less commonly, to prompt GPs to improve patient care. Three of the 15 practices initiated an audit to validate the data used to produce the indicators. The authors note that ‘all the professionals found the comparative nature of the results useful in interpreting their practice’s performance’.\textsuperscript{219} In their interviews, respondents mentioned that the comparative indicators had highlighted a gap in their own performance compared with their own perceptions, and differences between their own performance and that of their peers:

\begin{quote}
O]ne imagines that one is doing a fantastic job, then when you actually see it in writing you think oh that’s not quite as good as you think. I am sure that this sort of presentation really winds you up to do better.
\end{quote}

GP
Out of the 15 practices, 11 developed action plans for change, but these were largely in the form of ‘informal verbal agreements devised by one or two enthusiasts who were usually doctors’ and most focused on single changes. Communication of the action plans within practices was ‘ad hoc and informal’. The authors identified that change was constrained by a lack of time and resources (both financial and human) to act on the information. Change was supported if the indicator represented a personal interest of one of the practice members or there was someone in the practice who had been allocated responsibility for that clinical area. Change was also supported when the indicators ‘accorded with other ongoing local and national initiatives’ which serve to increase ‘the status or relevance of the indicator results’.

In terms of the theories under test, this study indicates that, in line with feedback and benchmarking theories, the private feedback of their performance to GP practices highlighted gaps between their own performance and the indicators, and highlighted differences between the performance of their practice and that of other practices. This prompted the practices to reflect on their own practice, both as individuals and as an organisation. However, it also suggests that GPs had little trust in the validity of the indicators and sought to improve the accuracy of their data, or, less commonly, to investigate the reasons behind the indicator findings via audit. We could hypothesise that these activities were important to (a) improve the trust the practices had in their data and (b) provide a further basis on which to initiate any changes. However, the authors found that, beyond these activities, practices made few formal, co-ordinated attempts to change practice because they did not have the time, resources or interest in doing so. The authors argued that the ‘absence of specific incentives to change, either positive or punitive, meant that responses were purely voluntary’. In terms of the theories under test, this suggests that the private feedback of data that are not trusted by their recipients, and without incentives attached to them, may prompt individuals or organisations to reflect on their practice and to improve the accuracy of the data collected, but it does not lead to any longer-term improvements to patient care.

Mannion and Goddard

These papers report on provider and health board responses to the Clinical Resource and Audit Group (CRAG) indicators in Scotland. The CRAG indicators were compiled and disseminated by the then Scottish Executive. They consist of seven reports including 38 clinical indicators covering a range of specialties, and individual trusts and health boards are named in the reports. They were not part of a formal framework of performance management, and the Scottish Executive indicated that they should not be used to make definitive judgements about the quality of services.

The authors conducted case studies of eight Scottish NHS trusts that varied by size, geographical area and performance on the indicators. They focused on the impact of two specific indicators relating to 5-year survival of women with breast cancer and 30-day survival after admission for stroke. All eight trusts were ‘average’ for the breast cancer indicators; six of the eight were average for the stroke indicator and two were worse than average. In each trust, they interviewed the chief executive, medical directors, consultants with responsibility for stroke services, consultants with a responsibility for breast cancer services, nurse managers and junior doctors (n = 48). The authors also interviewed the director of public health (or deputy) at the local health board for each trust, and key staff from the Information and Statistics Division of the Scottish Executive and the CRAG secretariat, to explore the intended purpose of the indicators.

With the trusts, the authors found that the CRAG indicators were ‘rarely cited by staff as the primary driver of QI or sharing best practice between organisations’. The indicators were not integrated into formal
clinical governance systems, but were mainly used by trusts to argue for increased resources for services. For example, for the two trusts that were ‘worse’ than average for the stroke indicators, the CRAG data were used to argue (successfully in one case) for a new stroke unit in order to improve care. These trusts also conducted further audits to check the quality of the data, and one introduced patient protocols. Two of the ‘average’ trusts also used the CRAG data to argue for a new stroke unit, while, in another, the health board declined a request for additional funding because the CRAG data were satisfactory. For three other ‘average’ trusts, the CRAG data had no discernible impact on stroke services. In response to the breast cancer indicators, in three trusts the data were used alongside other information to inform or argue for the set-up of new services.

Similarly, they found that CRAG indicators were rarely used by health boards to make definitive judgements about the quality of care in trusts. If they were used at all, they were used to highlight potential problems requiring further scrutiny, especially if the trust was identified as a significant outlier. The health board would then meet senior staff within the trust to ‘express concern and explore the problem in further detail’.

The authors identified some of the reasons for the low impact of the indicators. Both health boards and trust staff, especially consultants, questioned the quality of the data (e.g. inconsistent coding and quality of case-mix adjustment) and did not perceive them as credible. The data were also not perceived to be timely, due to the time lapse (at least 1 year) between their collection and publication. The data also appeared to be poorly disseminated to frontline trust staff; consultants and chief executives were aware of the data, but nurse managers and junior doctors were not. Similarly, within health boards, data were discussed at board level and by senior management, but were disseminated downwards only if ‘the Health Board or a specific speciality was identified as being a significant national outlier on the indicators’. The indicators were not part of a formal system of performance assessment and, as such, there were ‘weak formal incentives for staff to perform satisfactorily on the indicators’. Furthermore, health boards ‘did not hold staff accountable for their performance’ and they were not used as a basis for changing contracts to a different trust. However, some trust staff did acknowledge that the indicators could sometimes enhance their ‘professional status and reputation’.

These findings suggest that trust and health board staff did not perceive the CRAG indicators to be credible, and that the indicators were poorly disseminated within these organisations. Both good and poor performance on the indicators was used to justify requests for additional resources but performance on the indicators was rarely used as a basis to initiate improvements in patient care. In terms of the theories under test, the CRAG indicators were not linked to any rewards and sanctions, and in their discussion the authors observed that ‘Many Trust and Health Board staff identified this as the key reason why the indicators effected little change in provider organizations’. However, they also noted that ‘the introduction of explicit incentives may lead to reduced performance if this crowds out intrinsic professional motivation’.

Theory 7b summary

These studies suggest that when no financial incentives are attached to the public or private reporting of performance, and when stakeholders do not perceive data to be credible, they are rarely used as the basis to initiate improvements in patient care. The studies also suggest that, under these conditions, providers’ first response to indicators is to verify the data on which the indicators are based, to improve the quality of the data or carry out audits. These activities may serve to (a) improve trust in the data and (b) provide a further basis on which to initiate any changes. However, these studies also suggest that, without the co-ordination, resources or incentives to do so, these preliminary investigations may not lead to longer-lasting change, and quality reports are largely ignored.

Theory 7c: financial incentives attached to the feedback of performance data can lead to ‘tunnel vision’

The studies reviewed in theory 7a suggest that financial incentives can lead to providers focusing on aspects of care that are incentivised at the expense of other areas of care, or ‘tunnel vision’. We test this...
theory by considering a series of studies that have examined how providers respond to performance data when a specific set of incentives and sanctions are attached to performance.

Mannion et al.\textsuperscript{18} This study examined the impact of the NHS hospital ‘star ratings’ on acute hospital trusts in England. Recall from Chapter 3 that the star ratings were a single summary score of hospital performance based on their achievement according to a range of indicators that were made publicly available. This system was also accompanied by a combination of financial rewards and sanctions. Trusts achieving a three-star rating were granted ‘earned autonomy’ in the form of less frequent monitoring and inspections for the CHI, retention of profits from the sale of hospital land to reinvest in services and the right to become a foundation trust. Their ratings also determined the level of discretion chief executives had to make use of the ‘NHS Performance Fund’ to incentivise QI at a local level. Trusts with a zero-star rating were required to produce a ‘Performance Action Plan’ indicating the steps taken to improve care, which had to be agreed with the Modernisation Agency and the trust’s Department of Health regional office. The authors used a multiple case study design with purposeful sampling of high-performing (\(n = 2\)) and low-performing (\(n = 4\)) trusts based on 2000–1 performance data. They undertook documentary analysis (CHI reports and internal governance reports) and semistructured interviews with between 8 and 12 key managers and senior clinicians in each site. As such, their interview findings reflect the views of senior, rather than frontline, staff.

Participants expressed a general view that star ratings did not adequately reflect hospital performance, in terms of either their coverage or their sensitivity to local factors that were perceived to be beyond their control. Low-performing trusts especially felt that areas of excellent practice were not taken into account in the indicators. The study also reported that the star ratings had served to align internal performance management activities with national targets and direct resources on those aspects of performance seen as important by government. Some staff in low-performing trusts reported that star ratings were useful in illuminating dysfunctional senior management that previously remained unchallenged.

However, this study also found a number of unintended consequences of the star ratings. Some trusts reported manipulating and misrepresenting the data (e.g. not accurately reporting the number of 12-hour trolley waits) and gaming the data (e.g. cancelling operations the night before rather than on the day) to improve their ratings. These findings align with the hypotheses from benchmarking and public disclosure theories, that the lower the acceptance of the data, the more likely organisations are to engage in efforts to improve the presentation or appearance of the indicator. Another unintended consequence reported in this study was a perception that public disclosure had led to ‘tunnel vision’, with trusts focusing on the issues measured to the exclusion of unmeasured but important areas. One example reported in the paper was that the waiting time target of 13 weeks in children’s services had ‘forced the trust to concentrate on children referred to it by doctors, rather than professionals, even though the clinical needs of the patients may be very similar’\textsuperscript{18}.

In their discussion, the authors concluded that hospitals use public reports as ‘a lever to influence staff behaviour’ and noted that the ‘unintended and negative consequences of the star rating system came across loud and clear’.\textsuperscript{18} The authors contrasted the high profile of the English star ratings with the relatively low profile of the Scottish CRAG indicators. They hypothesised that one reason for this was the effectiveness of the dissemination strategy and the simplicity of the rating system, making it easier for both professionals and the public to understand. However, a consequence of this simplicity was that few participants in this study felt that the star ratings adequately reflected the quality of the hospital and dismissed the ratings as invalid. We note here that a further key difference was that star ratings had a system of rewards and sanctions attached to them, whereas the CRAG indicators did not. In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that when rewards and sanctions are attached to public reporting, but providers do not accept the validity of indicators, their efforts may focus on demonstrating the appearance of a high performance, resulting in unintended consequences such as effort substitution and gaming.
Dowrick et al.  
This study aimed to examine both GPs’ and patients’ views about the introduction of the routine collection of standardised measures of depression severity, which was incentivised in the QOF. Under this framework, GPs received QOF points for administering a standardised measure of depression for patients coded as being newly diagnosed with depression, and also received points for reassessing patients using a standardised measure of depression 2 weeks later. Furthermore, GP QOF scores were made available to the public via the HSCIC website from 2005 onwards. The authors interviewed 34 GPs and 24 patients from 38 practices in three locations in England. Here, we focus specifically on GPs’ views of the validity of the standardised depression measures and how the incentives built into the QOF influenced GPs’ use of the measures in practice.

The authors found that GPs questioned the validity of standardised measures of depression, both as clinical tools to aid patient management and as aggregate measures of the prevalence of depression. For example, one GP indicated, ‘I don’t have sufficient confidence that it’s an objective enough tool, really, to measure trends’. They also expressed scepticism about the perceived motivation behind this QOF indicator, suggesting that its introduction was based not on an extensive consideration of the evidence that the indicator would improve care but on the hunches of a few academics and policy-makers to make extra work for GPs. As one GP remarked, ‘I have a horrible feeling that a few academics got together and said this is a good idea and someone at the Department of Health said, oh yes, this is another hoop to make GPs jump through’. Coding a patient as having depression but then not using a standardised depression questionnaire to assess them would result in a lower QOF score and, thus, a loss of income for practices. However, the use of standardised depression questionnaires took up time in the consultation. The authors found that this set of conditions resulted in some GPs being reluctant to code people as having depression to avoid having to use a questionnaire, thereby saving time in the consultation. As one GP explained, ‘I think we stop and pause a little bit before we actually put the depression code in. And, of course, there was a mad scramble around the Read codes to find a Read code that wouldn’t get picked up by the QOF’.

This study suggests that GPs did not perceive the use of standardised depression measures to be valid or necessary tools in their management of patients with depression. However, if GPs did not use them, they ran the risk of losing income. Under these circumstances, GPs avoided the potential loss of income through manipulating the ways in which they coded patients suspected of having depression. In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that if providers perceive that the quality indicators that are subject to public reporting do not reflect what they perceive as good-quality patient care but they are financially incentivised to fulfil them, they may resort to the gaming and manipulation of data to avoid both having to fulfil them and the consequent loss of income.

Mitchell et al.
This study also explored the impact of the QOF on the diagnosis and management of depression in primary care. The authors took a purposive sample of four GP practices and conducted one focus group in each practice. Focus group participants included GPs, practice nurses, community nurses, primary care mental health workers and practice managers. They were asked to describe how the introduction of the QOF and NICE guidelines had influenced how depression was diagnosed and managed.

The authors observed that GPs found the use of the PHQ-9 (a standardised depression rating scale) time-consuming to use during the consultation and had adapted how they administered the questionnaire to fit with their consultation style. These included letting the patient self-complete the measure in the waiting room, reading out the questions to the patient and recording the answers themselves, recalling the questions from memory during the consultation and working out the score afterwards, and telephone administration of the questionnaire. The authors noted that a number of these ‘workarounds’ may have compromised the validity of the PHQ-9. GPs perceived that the PHQ-9 did not facilitate the clinical management of the patient, as they preferred to rely on their ‘gut feeling’ to determine how depressed a patient was, which they felt was often not reflected by the PHQ-9 score. Rather, the impetus to use the PHQ-9 was ‘the potential for missed targets’. The authors report that the financial incentives attached to the QOF acted as a ‘disincentive to...
code depression if a PHQ-9 was not completed by the patient. Instead, GPs used alternative codes, such as 'low mood' or 'stress', to avoid recording 'mild' symptoms as depression. As one GP explained 'diagnoses of what would be “QOF-able” depression has probably dropped . . . we realised if we kept labelling people as depressed when they perhaps weren’t, then we weren’t going to see them again and lose the points'.

This GP is referring to a scenario in which a patient with mild depression or stress consults their GP only once and does not return to the practice for follow-up, perhaps because their symptoms have resolved. In this situation, if the patient was initially coded as having depression but then did not return for a follow-up consultation, they would not be able to complete a PHQ-9 questionnaire at follow-up, the practice QOF score would go down and the practice would lose income. It reflects the clinical uncertainty regarding the diagnosis of depression and how the QOF created a penalty for getting this diagnosis 'wrong' that did not exist before its introduction. In response, GPs avoided coding patients as having depression. In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that attaching financial incentives to quality of care indicators may create perverse incentives unless the quality indicators contribute to patient management and allow for the clinical uncertainty inherent in the practice of medicine. In situations where perverse incentives are created, this may lead to gaming or effort substitution. It also highlights the tensions between the use of PROMs as a tool to reward good practice at an aggregate level and their use as individual patient management tools.

**Theory 7 summary**

This collection of studies, using a range of different methods, has provided a useful test of the theory that financial incentives may amplify the impact of public reporting on QI but may also have a detrimental impact on non-incentivised aspects of care. A number of studies suggest that greater improvements in the quality of patient care occur when providers are subjected to both financial incentives and public reporting than when they are subjected to either initiative alone. Another set of studies, largely qualitative, suggest that feedback of performance indicators to providers who are subjected to neither public reporting nor financial incentives, rarely led to formal or sustained attempts to improve the quality of patient care, particularly when providers did not trust the indicators themselves. Under these conditions, the feedback of performance data were more likely to lead to providers improving the recording and coding of data, which may be an important first step in increasing their trust in the data itself, as well as providing a basis on which further QI initiatives may occur.

However, the evidence also suggests that financial incentives have only a short-term impact on QI if they are used to incentivise activities that providers already perform well in and when providers reach the threshold at which they would receive the maximum amount of remuneration. Furthermore, there is also both quantitative and qualitative evidence to indicate that financial incentives, together with public reporting, may lead to 'tunnel vision' or effort substitution, that is, focusing on aspects of care that are incentivised to the detriment of care that is not, especially when providers do not feel that the indicators adequately capture quality of care. There is also evidence to suggest that when providers are subjected to both public reporting and financial incentives attached to these indicators but they do not feel the indicators are valid or contribute to patient care, this can lead to the manipulation or gaming of the data. This is not always or necessarily the result of active attempts to 'cheat' the system on the part of providers. Rather, the use of financial rewards can create perverse incentives that are at odds with the inherent clinical uncertainty of conditions such as depression. Under these conditions, clinicians have to find a way to manage this clinical uncertainty at the same time as ensuring that they are not financially penalised for doing so.

**Theory 8: the perceived credibility of performance data influences providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data**

In *Chapter 3*, we highlighted a number of theories that suggested that data must be perceived as credible and must be trusted by providers if they are going to respond to them. The previous section of this report on financial incentives revealed that, unless the recipients view performance data as valid and relevant to the clinical care of patients, financial rewards attached to their feedback can create perverse incentives to
meet targets at the expense of clinical care, and may lead to gaming and effort substitution. Benchmarking theories postulate that the lower an organisation’s acceptance of poor benchmarking scores and the more data can be regarded as a ‘soft indicator’, the more likely it is that it will respond by denouncing the validity of the indicator and/or improve presentation of data rather than improving performance.93,94 If data are not perceived as valid, it is unlikely that clinicians will respond by making changes to clinical care.

One theory to explain why clinicians do not trust data lies in the methodological aspects of the indicators themselves, their coverage and validity and the process of case-mix adjustment. In the USA, a particular bone of contention is the formulation of indicators based on routinely collected administrative data gathered by insurance companies at patient discharge to bill payers, which are deemed by many clinicians to be inaccurate, versus the use of data extracted from patient notes by hospital representatives, requiring additional resources to obtain. In contrast, PROMs and patient-reported experience data are based not on clinical or administrative data but on patients’ own reports of their health and experience. However, providers may question if the subjective reports of patients can serve as reliable indicators of their health outcomes, and some have expressed concerns that patients’ ratings of their outcomes may be unduly influenced by their experiences.97,194,223 The underlying assumption of all of these claims is that it is the data and what is done to the data (i.e. case-mix adjustment) that providers object to.

Decisions about what data are collected and how they are manipulated to form indicators are made by those who design and initiate such reporting schemes. Those who initiate or mandate such public reporting of performance initiatives have a particular set of hopes and aspirations regarding the outcomes of such a scheme. An alternative, although not mutually exclusive, theory is that providers do not trust the underlying driver of the feedback and public reporting programme and question the designers’ anticipated outcomes. The studies reviewed in Chapter 4 on mechanisms revealed a tension between the idea that the goal of public reporting is to put pressure on providers to improve quality through increased competition to improve their market share versus the idea that the goal of public reporting to is improve quality through sharing data and learning from other organisations. Benchmarking theories have also drawn attention to two competing aims of benchmarking activities: competition versus collaboration.91 Wolfram-Cox et al.91 hypothesise that whether benchmarking is collaborative or competitive depends on structural factors such as the extent of interdependence between partners; the degree of geographical separation; the number of partners involved; and dynamic factors, for example who initiates the benchmarking, the primary motivation for initiating the benchmarking and the nature of the existing relationships between the organisations.

In the following section, we review a number of studies to try to unpick the relationships between, and relative importance of, the source of the data, the nature of the indicators and the perceived motivation behind the reporting of performance data. We start by considering studies that have attempted to understand the determinants of the success or failure of public reporting and feedback initiatives, with a particular focus on studies exploring how these factors contribute to the perceived credibility of these data.

Theory 8a: the perceived credibility of the performance data influences providers’ responses to performance data

Bradley et al.224

This study aimed to identify successful strategies and common difficulties in implementing data feedback initiatives in hospitals. The authors focused on exploring hospitals’ efforts to improve beta-blocker use after acute myocardial infarction and purposively selected eight hospitals from across the USA whose performance in this clinical area varied substantially. They conducted semistructured interviews with between four and seven staff at each hospital; in total, 45 participants were interviewed, comprising 14 medical staff, 15 nursing staff, 11 staff with responsibility for quality assurance and five senior administrative staff. Interview questions focused on how staff had collected and used the data and the degree to which they perceived the data had been effective in improving care. The authors’ analysis focused on identifying ‘what worked’ and what did not in collecting and implementing these data.
The authors identified seven key themes underpinning what made data feedback effective; three of these themes focused on the credibility of the data. The authors report that medical staff at every hospital felt that the data must be valid and perceived as valid by clinicians in order to have any impact on doctors’ behaviour. If data were perceived as valid, clinicians were less likely to reject or ‘argue with’ them and were more likely to respond to them. However, participants also recognised that gaining clinicians’ trust in the credibility of the data took time and required effort. Strategies used to increase the credibility of the data included nurses sitting alongside doctors to demonstrate that they could accurately abstract information from patients’ notes in order to create the feedback reports and to investigate any perceived inaccuracies with the data quickly ‘until we’re sure it’s clean’. Finally, participants also explained that the timeliness of the data and the ways in which they were presented were also central to their perceived credibility. In particular, participants felt that collecting ‘real-time’ data that were ‘no more than 3–6 months old’ and ensuring that they were presented by someone who was ‘clinically competent’ were important ingredients in maintaining the credibility of the data. This study was based on the views of staff in only eight hospitals across the USA; however, it provides some initial evidence to unpick what is meant by and what supported data credibility. In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that the credibility of the data depends on the processes through which these data are collected and presented.

Mehrotra et al. conducted interviews with 17 employers and 27 hospital managers to explore their views of and responses to employer initiated report cards in 11 regions of the USA. The authors attempted to include hospital representatives who were supportive of, as well as those who were opposed to, report cards. Hospital managers were either chief executives or QI directors. The aim of the study was to explore the determinants of successful report card efforts and to understand why some report card initiatives failed. The authors found a mix of successes and failures in terms of whether or not report cards were perceived to have stimulated QI in hospitals. In communities where report cards had been successful, interviewees felt that there had been increased attention to quality and an increase in the presence of quality directors at board of trustee meetings. They identified a number of contextual factors or system tensions that prevented the success of report cards. They found considerable ambiguity and tension between these different stakeholders concerning the purposes of report card initiatives. In some communities, hospitals were unclear what the purpose of the report card was. In others, there was tension between employers, who were perceived to have introduced report card systems to reduce costs, and clinicians, who felt that improving quality should be the primary goal of report card initiatives.

The authors also identified conflicts regarding how quality was measured, including concerns about case-mix adjustment, whether outcomes or process measures should be used, and the validity and cost of data used to produce report cards. In terms of case-mix adjustment, hospital leaders felt that it would never be possible to develop reliable methods of case-mix adjustment, while employers felt that imperfect case-mix adjustment was better than none. Hospital leaders felt that outcome measures did not enable them to identify the source of the quality problem, while employers felt that it was a hospital’s responsibility to undertake additional work to identify this. The authors found that the most ‘contentious’ issue between hospitals and employer coalitions was the data used to generate report cards. Many employer report card initiatives used administrative billing data that hospital leaders considered inadequate for QI, as they perceived these data to provide financial rather than quality information. Employers were more accepting of the use of administrative data. Hospitals preferred the use of clinical data to produce performance indicators but were frustrated that they had to pay for these data to be abstracted from patients’ notes in order to produce report cards that they did not want in the first place. Finally, the authors found that the degree to which hospitals were involved in report card design and modification influenced their acceptance of the data.

The authors concluded that they could find no consistent set of report card characteristics that predicted which report cards were successful in initiating QI activities by hospitals, apart from the finding that successful report cards did not use administrative or billing data. They hypothesise two possible
explanations for this finding: (1) that hospitals ignored the report cards because they dismissed administrative data as inaccurate, or (2) that hospitals were not involved in the design of such cards and, as such, felt little ownership over the purpose of the scheme.

Boyce et al. 58

This study explored Irish surgeons’ experiences of receiving peer-benchmarked feedback, replicating the same measures used as part of the UK national PROMs programme for hip surgery. However, unlike in the UK national PROMs programme, the feedback provided to surgeons in this study was at the individual surgeon level, rather than at the provider level. The feedback was not being implemented routinely and was not publicly reported, but was a ‘one-off’ private feedback intervention. The format of the feedback was also different from that provided by the national PROMs programme; rather than receiving a funnel plot, surgeons received a ‘caterpillar plot’ that graphically presented the average health gain on the OHS plus 95% confidence intervals for all surgeons (anonymised), with their own score highlighted. In this way, the surgeons were able to see how their own score compared with that of others.

The paper reports on a qualitative research study that was nestled within a larger RCT of PROMs feedback, the Patient Reported Outcomes: Feedback Interpretation and Learning (PROFILE) trial, the results of which were reviewed in the previous chapter. 174 This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the NHS PROMs programme methodology for surgeon-level feedback in an Irish context. PROFILE tests the hypothesis that surgeons who received benchmarked PROMs feedback will have better future outcomes than those who do not. Surgeons were randomised to the intervention arm of the PROFILE trial and received peer-benchmarked feedback. All 11 surgeons in this feedback arm of the trial were invited, and agreed, to participate in face-to-face interviews. The participants varied in terms of the setting of their usual workplace, their relative performance ranking and their previous experience of using PROMs. The interviews explored surgeons’ experiences of using PROMs, their attitudes to using PROMs as a peer benchmarking tool, the methodological and practical issues with collecting and using PROMs data and the impact of the feedback on their behaviour.

The authors found that surgeons had conceptual and methodological concerns about the use of PROMs data, which led the surgeons to question the validity of these data. Unlike other performance indicators, PROMs rely on the subjective judgement of patients, and surgeons questioned patients’ ability to report on issues such as pain and function. Surgeons also confused PROMs with patient experience; they assumed that PROMs captured, and would be unduly influenced by, patients’ experiences of their care, and they were also concerned that patients may either understate or overstate preoperative and postoperative outcomes. Furthermore, many surgeons expressed disbelief about the percentage of patients who reported that they had not improved or had had problems after surgery, as these figures did not match their clinical experience and the verbal feedback received from patients. They also expressed concerns about the impact of patient case mix and differences in hospital resources and levels of community support that may affect comparisons between surgeons or providers. They also questioned the timing of PROMs follow-up and did not feel that 6 months’ follow-up would fully capture the full benefit of the operation.

The surgeons also had difficulty interpreting and understanding the meaning of the data. They felt that PROMs feedback alone was not sufficient to provide an explanation for poor performance and that it did not enable them to identify opportunities for QI. This was because the surgeons perceived there to be a number of causal factors that may lead to poor PROMs scores, and thus felt that the PROMs scores did not, in themselves, highlight which of these factors required addressing. This relates to audit and feedback theories, which hypothesise that feedback must unambiguously provide information on the cause of poor performance and identify ways in which it can be rectified. The study also highlighted a number of practical issues around collecting and using PROMs data that created barriers to positive engagement with the exercise. Data collection added to workload pressures, and many surgeons stated that their supporting staff were not willing to accept this added workload. Political will at a hospital and system level were thought of as important in order to sustain any QI as they required local resource flexibility. There were also concerns about training in the use of PROMs.
The study also sought to understand how surgeons’ attitudes to PROMs data related to their use of these data for QI activities. The authors’ analysis identified three distinct groups of participants in terms of attitudes towards the data (typology): advocates, converts and sceptics. The advocates expressed a positive attitude towards the feedback they received, which they believed had an impact through promoting a reflective process focusing on their clinical practice. However, specific changes to care were not discussed. The converts were uncertain about the value of PROMs, and this reduced their inclination to use these data. This group generally felt that it is important to know what patients think about their outcome, but emphasised the need to provide actionable feedback. The sceptics believed that the PROMs feedback they received was not clinically useful and had no impact on their behaviour. They felt that there were too many methodological concerns to trust these data, and that these data did not provide a useful source of ideas to stimulate QI.

In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that surgeons questioned the validity of PROMs data because they mistrusted the idea that patients’ subjective experiences formed a valid indicator of the quality of care, and because they felt that the instruments themselves, the timing of measurement and the ways in which the data were adjusted for case mix did not provide an accurate indicator of the quality of patient care. This study provides some support to the theory that, owing to the multiplicity of factors that may be causally linked to an outcome, providers find it more difficult to identify the possible causes of poor outcomes.

Theory 8a summary
Two of these are small qualitative studies that rely on the self-report of hospital staff in selective regions of the USA. The other is a small qualitative study of surgeons’ experiences of and attitudes towards PROMs data. However, they all suggest that both the source of performance data and the process through which the data are collected and presented are important influences on whether or not performance data are perceived as credible by clinicians. Mehrotra et al.’s study in particular highlights that clinicians perceived data from patients’ notes to be more credible than report cards based on administrative data. This suggests that the source of performance data is an important determinant of their perceived credibility.

Theory 8b: the source of performance data influences providers’ perceptions of their credibility
We can test the theory that report cards based on data from patients notes are perceived as more credible than report cards derived from administrative databases by comparing two of the oldest cardiac reporting systems in the USA: the California Hospital Outcomes Project (CHOP) reports, which are based on administrative data, and the NYSCRS, which is derived from clinical data abstracted from patient notes. Participation in both systems is mandated by state law. Despite the age of the systems, there are a number of key differences between the two, in terms of how they were developed, the data used to produce the reports and the reporting level, that provide a useful comparison for our synthesis.

The CHOP reports, which began in 1993, are based on routinely collected administrative discharge data, and are overseen by a government agency, the Office of State Wide Health Planning and Development. The risk-adjusted data are aggregated to the hospital level only. The initial report classified hospital performance for acute myocardial infarction as ‘better’ or ‘not better’ than expected, while the second report classified hospital performance as ‘better’, ‘worse’ or ‘neither better nor worse’ than expected. The NYSCRS was initiated in 1989, partly in response to the shortcomings of the HCFA mortality data report cards. The NYSCRS was developed as a collaborative venture between the New York State Department of Health Authority and the 21-member-appointed Cardiac Advisory Committee. The reports were produced from chart data collected specifically by the hospital for the reports that are aggregated on a yearly and 3-yearly basis at both hospital and surgeon level. The reports contained the number of deaths, observed mortality rates, expected mortality rates and risk-adjusted ratios, and enabled the identification of hospitals and surgeons with statistically higher and lower rates than expected given their case mix.
There have been several studies exploring both systems, and we now review those that have explored clinicians’ attitudes to and use of data produced by these reporting systems. It is important to note that many of these studies are based on surveys of providers, which are subject to the risk of response, recall and social desirability bias. Providers who respond to surveys may be those who have an especially positive (or negative) view of public reporting, and what providers say has happened may not always accurately reflect what has actually occurred. Nonetheless, taken together, the surveys do provide some evidence with which to test our theories.

California Health Outcomes Project reports

Luce et al.\textsuperscript{225}
The authors surveyed 17 acute care public hospitals 1 year after the initial CHOP reports were first published to explore whether or not and how the hospitals had used the reports to initiate QI initiatives. They provide no information on the number of hospitals in their initial sampling frame, so it is difficult to determine how generalisable their findings are. The authors found that ‘few, if any’ QI activities were initiated in response to the CHOP data. The free-text responses to their survey suggested the main reasons for this were hospitals perceiving their outcomes to be adequate, questioning the validity of these data (as there were ‘too few’ patients in each diagnostic category), not having the resources (we do not know whether this refers to examining the data or addressing any issues) and not being concerned about the public release of data. In part, these findings can be explained by the fact that this study was conducted early in the history of public reporting of performance, so familiarity with these data and expectations about their use may not have created the same pressure on hospitals to respond. In line with theories discussed in the previous section on market competition, the authors also point out that public hospitals do not have to compete for patients because most patients attending are uninsured and have little choice of hospital. As such, public hospitals had less incentive to improve the quality of their care. They also explain the findings by highlighting two issues of relevance to the theories tested here: (1) that providers struggled to understand these data and (2) that they distrusted the method used to risk adjust these data. In their conclusions, Luce et al.\textsuperscript{225} noted that, at the time of writing, ‘hospitals continue to resent the fact that they are required at their own expense to provide the Office of State Wide Health Planning and Development with discharge data that can be used against them in the competitive medical marketplace’.\textsuperscript{225} Here we see that providers distrusted not only these data themselves, but also the perceived motivation behind the data’s collection: creating ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ in a competitive market.

Rainwater et al.\textsuperscript{226}
This survey was conducted 2 years later than that carried out by Luce et al.\textsuperscript{225} The authors surveyed 249 hospitals (out of the 374 who received the CHOP report) and then interviewed a purposively selected subsample of 39 hospital quality managers from the state to explore how they had used the second publication of the CHOP reports for QI purposes. They found that managers expressed concerns about the quality of data coding on which the reports were produced and whether or not the report provided a valid comparison of dissimilar hospitals. When respondents were asked what they found least useful about the report, the most frequent response was that the report ‘was not timely and did not reflect current practices’.\textsuperscript{226} The respondents also felt that the report provided information outcomes but not ‘practical information about the process of care’,\textsuperscript{226} which they regarded as key information for driving QI. The QI managers wanted to know what better-performing hospitals were doing differently. The respondents also indicated that quality information they obtained from other sources was more useful than the CHOP reports and cited systems that were characterised by process data and rapid feedback. Some felt that the CHOP reports simply confirmed what they already knew from other data.

Similar to Luce et al.,\textsuperscript{225} they observed that two-thirds of respondents had taken no specific action in response to the reports, although the reports were disseminated widely among hospital staff. Of those who had taken action, responses included (1) review of care and instigation of new care pathways, (2) changing medical staff and (3) improving process of data coding. Interview participants explained that CHOP data had been useful for improving hospital coding and for educating doctors about the importance...
of coding, because this affects the compilation of the indicators. The authors conclude that the public reporting of performance ‘although not completely ignored, is not a strong impetus for change or improvement in the process of care’. The authors observed that hospitals typically responded in a way that lies ‘between these two extremes and can be viewed as largely ceremonial. Organisations responding in a ceremonial manner alter observable activities to create the impression that established processes are working, without actually altering core activities’, namely patient care. This conclusion resonates with van Helden and Tilemma’s benchmarking theory, that when organisations do not accept the validity of the indicator, they are more likely to respond by improving the presentation or appearance of these data rather than improving performance. However, these findings can also be interpreted as indicating that providers’ initial responses to the report cards focused on efforts to improve the validity and credibility of these data, through improving the process of hospital coding.

New York State Cardiac Reporting System
We now turn to the NYSCRS. These report cards are based on clinical data abstracted from patients’ notes and were overseen by a committee of cardiologists and cardiac surgeons. On this basis, therefore, we might expect that the cards would have been better received than the CHOP reports. One survey directly compared provider responses to the CHOP and the NYSCRS reporting systems, to test the theory that reporting systems based on clinical data were viewed more favourably by providers than those based on administrative data.

Romano et al.
Romano et al. surveyed 249 of 374 hospitals in California and 25 of 31 hospitals in New York to compare the views of hospital leaders on the two reports. Some caution is required in interpreting the findings of this survey, as hospitals with high volumes of acute myocardial infarction were more likely to respond than those with low acute myocardial infarction volumes. The authors also noted their suspicion that hospital leaders with strongly negative or positive views were more likely to respond to the survey than those with neutral views, which may have skewed the findings to the extremes. Nonetheless, the study does provide a useful comparison between the two reporting systems.

This study found that 68% of hospital leaders in California, compared with 89% of leaders in New York, agreed that risk-adjusted mortality data were useful in improving the quality of care. The New York report was rated significantly better than the California report in its usefulness in improving the quality of care, accuracy in describing hospital performance and ease of interpretation. In California, 50% of respondents agreed that the state’s reporting system was better than other systems that used administrative data, while 81% of respondents in New York agreed with this statement. Conversely, 24% of hospital leaders in California agreed that their state’s reporting system was better than other systems based on clinical data abstracted from patients’ notes, whereas in New York 50% of respondents agreed with this statement.

Hospital leaders in New York were, in general, more knowledgeable than those in California about the methods of risk adjustment for their reporting system. However, only 8% of leaders in California and 22% in New York rated the report as ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ in facilitating QI. This indicates that, although report cards based on clinical data may be better received than those based on billing data, hospital leaders are yet to be convinced of their value in QI. This suggests that it is not merely the nature of these data that determines their use and value in initiating QI initiatives. Indeed, the authors conclude that NYSCRS higher ratings ‘may not be attributable to its use of detailed clinical data. Those ratings may, instead reflect New York’s longer track record . . . [and] greater oversight by a Cardiac Advisory Committee, and a limited population of hospitals’. Chassin et al. (discussed previously under theory 3) also concluded that the durability of the NYSCRS was attributable to ‘its integration into the routine process of a governmental agency . . . and the vigorous involvement of the state’s leading cardiac surgeons and cardiologists in the advisory committee process’.

FEEDBACK OF PROMS: REVIEWING CONTEXTS
Theory 8b summary
These studies suggest that the CHOP reports were widely disseminated within hospitals but stimulated few, if any, attempts by providers to initiate QI activities. Instead, providers responded by taking steps to improve the validity of these data, as, by and large, they did not perceive them to be credible. This lack of credibility stemmed from the reports’ reliance on administrative data, their lack of timeliness and their failure to provide information on the process of care that underpinned the outcomes data. The NYSCRS reporting system seems to have had a somewhat greater impact, with poorly performing hospitals taking steps to improve patient care. When compared head to head, the NYSCRS was, in general, better received by hospital leaders than the CHOP reports. However, the small relative advantage of the NYSCRS cannot be attributed simply to its use of clinical data, and the relative disadvantage of the CHOP reports were not solely due to the use of administrative data. Instead, studies point to the idea that clinicians distrusted the underlying rationale for collecting the CHOP data, while the NYSCRS was better received due to the involvement of leading clinicians in its design, through an advisory committee. In terms of the theory under test, this suggests that clinical involvement in the design of the report cards in addition to the nature of these data is a better explanation of their success or otherwise than the nature of these data alone. As we initially highlighted, these two conditions are not mutually exclusive and we need to understand what it is about clinician involvement in the design of report cards that influences their success.

Theory 8c: the perceived underlying driver of public reporting systems influence providers’ responses
We can test the theory that the perceived underlying driver of public reporting systems influences providers’ responses by comparing providers’ responses with mandatory and voluntary reporting systems. Mandatory reporting systems can be initiated by regulators, national or state governments, insurance companies or employers. They may have a range of different drivers for initiating such schemes, and evidence reviewed previously suggests that these may be at odds with what clinicians perceive to be important. In contrast, voluntary reporting systems are often initiated by professional groups or independent QI organisations whose values may better reflect what clinicians perceive to be important. We begin by reviewing studies that provide some data on hospital leaders’ views and GPs’ views of mandatory public reporting of performance initiatives. Some studies also report providers’ views of how they have responded to voluntary versus mandatory reporting systems and their views on externally produced, publicly reported systems versus internally collected data.

Hafner et al.
This study explored provider views of the nationally standardised acute myocardial infarction, heart failure and pneumonia performance measures produced and reported by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) in the USA. The Joint Commission is a non-profit organisation that accredits hospitals in the USA, and public reporting of quality indicators forms a mandatory part of that accreditation. The JCAHO also carries out inspections to check that hospitals are meeting the minimum standards. Thirty-six hospitals were randomly selected from a sampling frame of 555 Joint Commission-accredited hospitals and invited to take part in the study. Twenty-nine hospitals agreed to participate; nine had performance indicators consistently above the mean and were ‘high’ performers, seven were equal to or below the mean (the authors classed them as poor performers, but it could be argued that there is a difference between being at and being below the mean) and 13 hospitals had both high and low scores (‘mixed performers’).

Data were collected as 29 focus groups in each hospital with a total of 201 participants, including managers and frontline staff such as doctors, nurses and administrators. The focus groups consisted of mixed groups of staff and were conducted by Joint Commission staff, who were responsible for both producing the performance indicators and accrediting the hospitals. The questions asked tended to focus on the positive elements of public reporting rather than the negative aspects. Thus, the study was at risk of numerous potential sources of reporting bias; frontline staff may not have felt able to express contrasting views to those of senior managers. The authors report that ‘in interviews involving both leadership and frontline staff, more detailed responses to questions were proffered by those in leadership roles with front
line staff affirming response either with non-verbal cues or simple one word responses, suggesting that ‘chatty bias’ might have been at play here. As such, findings are more likely to represent the views of managers than frontline staff. Furthermore, participants may have been reluctant to express negative views about performance indicators to the organisation responsible for accrediting their hospital and producing the indicators.

The paper reports largely positive impacts of performance reporting on QI initiatives. The authors found that the public reporting of performance resulted in managers, clinicians and administrators becoming more engaged in QI activities. A nurse commented that it provided justification for securing additional resources for QI activities. It also served to prioritise and focus attention on issues raised by the performance data. For high-performing hospitals, this arose from their desire to maintain this status. For low performers, the data led to an awareness of the need to critically analyse the data and respond to the findings.

Throughout the paper there is evidence that the drive to improve did not come simply from the intrinsic motivation of the staff but from the fact that the data have been made public. Participants reported that making the data public had ‘drawn their attention to it’ and ‘forced them’ to look at the data and respond to them. For example, an administrator indicated ‘When you tell a surgeon his numbers are going to be out there, you get their attention and they ask what they need to do!’. Similarly, nurses from a low-performing hospital indicated that public reporting had ‘forced us to look at it [the data], to compare it. Before, it just sat there, now it drives us to do better’ and that ‘knowing that the public is aware of the scores makes us more energised to do better’. The findings suggest that media scrutiny of the data put pressure on staff to respond to them, as one administrator noted: ‘I don’t think anyone believed it was going to be public until the newspaper article – that’s when people gasped!’. Media scrutiny was perhaps felt more strongly for lower-performing hospitals, as interviewees felt that the local media typically tended to focus on ‘why the numbers are low and rarely on why they are high’. These findings resonate with public disclosure theory, discussed in the previous chapter, which hypothesises that the media act to reinforce the shaming mechanism of public reporting and prompt the desired response.

A further issue to emerge from this paper was that interviewees in 17 of the 29 organisations reported that the validity and reliability of performance data were challenged by frontline staff. This occurred in both high-performing and low-performing organisations, but occurred more frequently in the low-performing hospitals. Concern was expressed that the data did not fully capture the quality of care in the hospital, that comparisons between hospitals did not adequately reflect differences in case mix and that the data were too old to reflect current practice. The authors noted that high-performing hospitals saw these challenges as ‘learning opportunities’, although they do not fully explain what is meant by this. These findings support audit and feedback and benchmarking theories, namely that when performance feedback is inconsistent with a provider’s own estimation of their performance it may not be accepted.

The methodological limitations relating to the numerous sources of reporting bias may explain why this study tended to find more positive views of the impact of mandatory performance reporting than other studies. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that mandatory public reporting had served to place QI at the top of the agenda for providers and that increased resources had been directed to addressing quality issues. It suggests that providers were sceptical about the quality and validity of the data. It also indicates that mandatory public reporting ‘forced’ and ‘energised’ providers to address quality issues because of the media scrutiny they expected to receive or actually received.

Asprey et al. This study aimed to explore primary care providers’ views of and responses to feedback from the national GP patient survey in England. This is a national survey of a random sample of patients registered at all GP practices in England, which asks about their experiences of care provided by their practice. The survey includes items on the ease of getting through on the telephone, the helpfulness of receptionists and being able to see your preferred doctor, as well as ratings of how good patients felt their doctor and nurse were on a number of dimensions. The survey is run by the CQC and is, essentially, mandatory. The results from
The survey are publicly reported on a special GP patient survey website hosted by the CQC, where patients can compare the results of their own practice with those of two others of their choice. In addition, the results of some elements of the survey are used in calculating GP practice QOF payments. As such, the GP patient survey is mandatory and publicly reported, and has financial rewards and sanctions attached to it.

The authors selected four PCTs to represent different geographical regions across England, and within these four areas they selected the five highest-scoring and five lowest-scoring practices on the GP patient survey item ‘ease of obtaining an appointment with a doctor’, an item that contributed to the practices’ QOF scores. Their aim was to recruit one high- and one low-scoring practice from each of the four areas; the first practice to agree to take part within each sampling strata was included in the study. Ten GP practices were recruited, four with high scores and six with low scores, which included two single-handed practices. In each practice, two GPs (except in the single-handed practices), one practice manager and one practice nurse were interviewed, giving a total of 37 interviews.

The authors found that participants were sceptical about the credibility of the survey findings for a number of reasons. They were concerned that respondents were unlikely to be representative of the practice population because the ‘vocal minority’ with negative views were more likely to reply, while other groups, such as older people, working people and people with mental health problems, were less likely to reply. They also felt that the items in the questionnaire did not necessarily represent what constituted ‘good’ care, as not all patients valued them in the same way, or it was unclear that a high score on an item reflected a good experience; for example, a high score on waiting times might indicate that patients were being rushed through appointments in order to shorten waiting times for patients. Participants also felt that the lack of adjustment for case mix also reduced the validity, and thus the utility, of the feedback for improving patient care.

The authors report that the ‘most emotive’ responses provided by interview participants related to their suspicion that the surveys were driven by ‘political motives’. One GP from a low-scoring practice described the ways in which the questions were asked as ‘stacked against us and I think most GPs have a cynical view about that’. A practice nurse from a low-scoring practice also felt that ‘this is a cost cutting exercise and little to do with a real commitment to patient satisfaction or to help those in primary care deliver a better service’. In other words, low-scoring practices in particular felt that the survey was a politically motivated attempt to cut costs rather than improve patient care. Such feelings sometimes led participants to reject and ignore the survey results, as one GP from a low-scoring practice explained:

\[
\text{I’m totally cynical about the government’s motivation and this is just part of that . . . So if they think they’ve got me over a barrel, forget it, because they haven’t. And I can just happily carry on and ignore this survey.}
\]

\[\text{GP from a low-scoring practice}\]

One GP from a low-scoring practice commented that although the financial element of the QOF was important – ‘we like to maintain a high income, of course we do’ – financial concerns were not ‘paramount’; rather, the practice was more concerned about the ‘shame factor . . . information is shared so much, you don’t want to see yourself . . . on a bar chart at the bottom of the pile’. The suspicion that political motives were behind the survey was not limited to low-scoring practices; those in high-scoring practices also felt that survey was being conducted for political ends to make GPs work harder but with few clinical gains. One high-scoring GP commented that the GP patient survey was:

\[
\text{. . . a way of softening up primary care for extended hours, by showing there was a demand out there for it . . . I don’t think there’s going to be huge clinical gains from doing that.}
\]

\[\text{GP from a high-scoring practice}\]
Furthermore, the questions in the survey were also perceived to measure what mattered to politicians, to the exclusion of other important aspects of care. As one GP from a low-scoring practice expressed:

*It’s a bit of tail and dog isn’t it? ... Because it has been measured, is it necessarily important? It’s important but is it as important as some of the things that haven’t been measured?*223

Some participants also felt that the items in the questionnaire driven by government rhetoric, such as rapid access, had unrealistically raised patient expectations about what they could expect from general practice, but, at the same time, the government had not provided additional funding to enable practices to deliver those promises. Finally, some practices had acted on the survey findings and made changes, such as extending their opening hours, but these had not been reflected in their scores, which led to practices feeling discouraged and thinking:

*Well why? What else can we do?*

Practice manager from a low-scoring practice223

In terms of the theory under test, these findings suggest that this government-initiated, mandatory public reporting programme was perceived to be driven by political motives rather than a desire to improve patient care. Consequently, primary care providers perceived that the items in the programme reflected government definitions of what constituted ‘good’ patient care and measured what mattered to the government, rather than to primary care practices themselves. In turn, practices were sceptical about the credibility of the data as an aid to improving patient care. This feeling was further reinforced when, even after attempts to respond to the survey by making changes to patient care, these improvements were not reflected in the scores achieved on subsequent surveys, further challenging the credibility of the survey itself.

Pham et al.228

This paper explores provider responses to a range of performance reporting initiatives and pays particular attention to two initiatives. The first is the reporting required by JCAHO, an organisation responsible for the accreditation and regulation of hospitals in the USA; public reporting is a condition of accreditation and thus is mandatory. They also explored the Hospital Quality Initiative, which is a voluntary system launched by the CMS and is reported on the Hospital Compare website. Following the reporting system’s introduction, participation in it was poor until a state law was passed that non-participating hospitals would not receive a 0.4% annual payment update. The authors also examined providers’ views on other forms of reporting systems; as such, the paper provides evidence on providers to the different drivers behind a range of reporting systems, including a contrast between mandatory, voluntary and clinician-led public reporting systems.

The paper drew on data collected as part of the Community Tracking Study. The Community Tracking Study is a longitudinal study based on site visits and surveys of health-care purchasers, insurers and providers, and is focused on tracking changes in the accessibility, cost and quality of health care. The data selected for the study were collected in 2004–5 and consisted of 111 interviews with five hospital association leaders, representatives from the JCAHO and CMS and six state reporting programmes, 21 chief effective officers, 21 vice presidents of nursing, 30 quality officers and 26 clinical directors from 2–4 of the largest hospitals or hospital systems in 12 health-care markets across the USA. The data were collected using semistructured interviews that explored specific reporting programmes and their perceived impact on the hospital’s organisational culture around QI, priorities, budget, data collection and review activities, feedback and accountability mechanisms. Clinical directors were also asked about their use of 11 QI tools targeted at chronic heart failure, as both the CMS and the JCAHO reporting systems included these.

The authors found that respondents mentioned involvement in 38 different reporting programmes, with each hospital participating in a mean of 3.3 programmes. These programmes varied along a number of
axes, which correspond closely to the contextual factors identified within the public disclosure, audit and feedback and benchmarking theories. These included:

- ‘Sponsorship’, or who initiated the reporting system: by purchaser, regulator, private insurer, professional groups or other private organisations.
- Data type: hospitals submit primary data for public reporting (JCAHO), primary data for private benchmarking (e.g. hospital consortia) or secondary data (e.g. insurance claims or patient surveys).
- Mandatory versus voluntary: although most programmes are voluntary, this is influenced by the nature of incentives attached to the programme – incentives explicitly tied to participation in the programme perceived as rewards (e.g. pay for performance) or punitive (e.g. loss of accreditation).
- QI support: whether or not programmes provide prescriptive information to guide hospitals’ QI activities.
- Inclusion of clinical outcome measures.

Senior hospital leaders perceived that key drivers, such as linkages to payment, JCAHO accreditation and peer pressure from public benchmarking, had raised the priority given to quality measurement and improvement by hospital leaders. This was manifest in several ways, including the inclusion of QI priorities in strategic planning, boards and senior management taking more responsibility for the formal review of performance data and associated improvement strategies and performance-related pay for chief executives. Respondents also believed that CMS and JCAHO reporting programmes had also positively changed doctors’ attitudes towards quality measurement and improvement. The accreditation and financial consequences of reporting programmes could be used as leverage by quality officers in their dealings with doctors. However, the respondents also felt that these programmes artificially focused on a limited number of indicators, which has directed both attention and resources away from other important clinical areas.

As a result of their mandatory requirements, participants felt that the drive to participate in CMS and JCAHO reporting was of a ‘push’ nature. Hospitals did direct resources at the reported clinical areas but ‘without taking standardised approaches to improving performance’. Motivation to be involved in other reporting initiatives was described more in terms of a ‘pull’ because they offered support by specifying changes in care processes. These forms of reporting were seen as attractive because they ‘don’t leave hospitals flailing about trying to identify evidence-based interventions on their own’ and because they encouraged a culture of continuous QI. These sorts of programmes were most likely to be those initiated by QI organisations, state QI organisations and professional organisations.

Hospital respondents were divided on whether or not reporting had a significant impact on specific process changes to improve the quality of care. Those who had participated in QI programmes prior to being involved in mandatory public report programmes felt that public reporting had had little impact on their QI interventions, as these were largely driven internally. The respondents were also divided regarding whether or not reporting had a ‘spill over’ effect on improving quality for the non-reporting conditions; some believed that QI was limited to the targeted conditions, while others felt that it had raised frontline staff’s ability and eagerness to identify and address problems in non-reported areas too.

In their conclusions, the authors argued that national programmes that mandate participation through regulatory or financial reward mechanisms ‘can influence nearly all hospitals and garner attention from those that would otherwise not prioritise QI highly’, whereas voluntary programmes, especially those which also provide ongoing support to implement QI initiatives, ‘help focus priorities at hospitals that are eager to take on the more challenging goals of QI’. Thus, national programmes with mandatory reporting and regulatory or payment consequences have increased hospital leaders’ and frontline staff’s attention to quality and directed resources towards QI. However, at the same time, such public reporting initiatives may ‘artificially narrow the scope of QI in which hospitals might otherwise engage, especially for those with long institutional histories of QI’. In terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that, for those not already involved in QI activities, mandatory public reporting services serves to raise awareness of quality care issues and direct resources towards issues raised by such reporting systems. However, similar to the findings of Mannion et al., these can lead to tunnel vision, where other important clinical areas do not
receive the same attention. For those hospitals already involved in QI activities, mandatory reporting systems were perceived to have little additional impact on these activities. Furthermore, hospitals were attracted to systems initiated or run by QI or professional organisations because they offered support to providers to take the further steps necessary to identify the source of the problem and implement QI activities.

Davies98

As described in Chapter 4, this study examined the responses of US providers based in California to both externally produced, publicly reported data and internally produced, privately fed back data, with a specific focus on cardiology. They explored providers’ views of a publicly reported data system, such as the CHOP, which publicly reports data on 30-day mortality for acute myocardial infarctions and also confidential data systems designed for internal use, for example the national register for myocardial infarction by Genentech and Health Care Financing Authority, sponsored peer-review organisations in the state of California. As such, the study provides a useful contrast between provider responses to data that is produced and fed back in different ways.

This was a multiple case study of six hospitals purposively selected because they were ‘high performers’, as the author expected that he would be more likely to find examples of QI in those hospitals (with the assumption that the hospitals had become ‘high performers’ as a result of QI activities). However, a range of different hospitals was in the sample, including two academic medical centres, one health maintenance organisation, two private but not-for-profit medical centres and one public provider ‘safety net’ hospital. The author conducted 35 interviews with 31 individuals lasting between 54 and 90 minutes. Interviews were conducted with key informants in each setting, including the chief executive, senior clinicians with management responsibilities, senior quality managers, the chief of cardiology, a senior nurse manager, and two or three frontline staff within cardiology. As such, this study provides insight into the views of frontline as well as managerial staff.

Participants questioned the validity and reliability of publicly reported data because they perceived that the reporting systems did not take case mix into account. Participants also expressed concerns about inconsistent coding practices and the poor quality of administrative data; differences in performance were seen as artefacts of the data collection process rather than reflecting real differences in performance. This led to efforts to reform the data collection process. Participants also felt that issues that were measured attracted more attention than was warranted, to the detriment of other, unmeasured services. Quotations from respondents suggested that a reason this was perceived negatively by some staff might have been because it drove efforts to address the problem that were not necessarily clinically appropriate: ‘It really fires people up to meet the task, rather than for clinically appropriate reasons’. Participants also reported instances in which clinicians challenged the pressure exerted on them by a purchasing group following the feedback of performance data, because they felt that the priorities being imposed on them by the purchasing group were counterproductive.

The author’s analysis of his data suggested that a provider’s action in response to publicly reported comparative performance data was most likely when external data indicated they were performing poorly: ‘being an outlier does motivate performance. There’s no doubt about that’. A response to these data was less likely if they were a ‘middle ranker’ because some providers were willing to tolerate being ‘middle of the pack’ and did not feel that they had an incentive to improve. However, in some instances being ‘middle of the rank’ was not acceptable when providers were ‘striving to be the best’, while, for others, a provider taking action depended on ‘our own perception as to whether [the data] were an accurate reflection of what we think is happening’. The paper also noted that publicly reported data were seen as only one source of information about the quality of care, with their own assessments and the views of peers and coworkers being as important. For example, one senior clinician noted, ‘It’s the opinion of peers that matter more than anything else about quality’ and another senior clinician explained that comparative performance data ‘merely reinforces already held opinions just based on other factors, you know, day to day experience’.

The study also sheds light on the relative roles of externally produced and internally collected data on the implementation of QI initiatives in response to these data. The findings suggest that publicly reported
data focused attention and acted as a ‘kick start’ to the QI process; as a senior nurse manager explained, ‘external data are the start of the process . . . that really gets the ball rolling in terms of an [internal CQI] investigation’. However, external data were not able to identify the cause of the problem and thus could not help to identify a solution because these data were not timely and thus lacked relevance to current care – ‘If you’re not doing it yourself and reacting to it immediately, there’s a whole time lag and opportunities for improvement that you’ve missed’ – and did not provide sufficient detail: ‘you just don’t get the details [from the external data]’. It was the internally collected data that provided the necessary clinical detail to identify the cause of the problem and how to remedy it: ‘It’s the in-house data [that] drives us more than the outside data. I think it’s also better data and it’s more focused; it has many more elements to it’ and ‘our best successes [in using data to improve quality] were our very own internal ones.’

Therefore, external data were useful to identify what needed to be looked at, but internal, clinically owned process-based data were needed to identify the cause of the problem and how it could be dealt with. To support this, providers also needed practical resources for the analysis, presentation and interpretation of such data and a culture that valued and supported continuous QI processes: ‘we have wonderful motivated people but if we didn’t have the resources to do this, we couldn’t. There’s not only people committed to excellence, there’s resources committed to excellence’. If good local data and supportive resources were absent, little QI was seen: ‘We don’t do it [benchmarking] and we don’t have the resources to do it . . . really, no way, since we don’t have ongoing databases’.

Thus, in terms of the theories under test, this paper suggests that when publicly reported data highlighted issues that the clinicians themselves or their peers also felt were a problem, they served to amplify or kickstart an intrinsic desire to improve. It also indicates that although publicly reported data might focus attention on areas that need to be changed, it was only through analysing internally collected process data that providers could understand the cause of the problem and identify ways to address it. To be able to do this, providers needed practical resources and management support for internal data collection and the analysis and interpretation of those data.

**Theory 8c summary**

These studies suggest that mandatory public reporting systems had focused the attention of hospital leaders and frontline staff on quality issues, particularly for those who had no previous experience of QI activities. However, unless the issues raised were also identified as a problem based on clinicians’ day-to-day experience, by their peers or by internal data collected by the hospital, the focus on the indicators included in mandatory public reporting systems was perceived as leading to ‘tunnel vision’. In particular, for those who were already engaged in QI activities, public reporting could artificially focus attention on a limited number of issues, at the expense of other clinically important areas. Furthermore, although scoring poorly on an indicator included in a public reporting system could ‘kick start’ a response from providers, it was only through analysing internally collected data that providers could understand the source of the problem and identify a possible solution to rectify it. However, providers also reported that considerable resources were required to enable them to do this. It is likely that those who were already engaged in QI activities had set up internal data processes that inform QI on an ongoing basis and thus were better able to respond when external data shone a light on poor performance. It is therefore unsurprising that providers valued the additional support for QI activities that was offered by reporting systems led by clinical or QI organisations and felt ‘pulled’ rather than ‘pushed’ to engage with these reporting systems.

**Theory 8d: clinicians have greater trust in clinician-led reporting systems**

To test the theory that clinicians have greater trust in clinician-led public reporting systems, we now look in more detail at one programme that was initiated and led by a collaboration between clinicians, hospital providers, insurers and employers: the WCHQ.

Greer

All quotations from this study are reproduced from Greer with permission from the Commonwealth Fund.
Greer’s report of how the WCHQ was set up is overwhelmingly positive about its impact; this may be due, in part, to its reliance on data collected from the ‘enthusiasts’ who led the collaborative. The author recognises that, as the collaborative was a ‘pioneering effort’, it benefited from the Hawthorne effect. The report is based on 31 interviews with board members and medical practice executives involved in the WCHQ. They included eight CEOs, 10 chief medical officers and five executives responsible for the quality of care in their organisation. As such, it does not capture the perspectives of staff on the ground or their responses to this initiative. Nonetheless, the study provides some useful ideas about the mechanisms through which clinical engagement and trust in a public reporting system was achieved.

As Greer describes, the WCHQ was founded in 2003 by chief executives of several large multispecialty practices and their partner hospitals. The collaborative was brought together with the purpose of promoting QI among member organisations by (1) developing performance indicators, (2) openly sharing provider performance through public reporting and (3) identifying and sharing best practices to improve the performance of all members of the collaborative. One of Greer’s interviewees, a doctor by background, noted:

What we sensed was that there were reports being published by people who had some knowledge, but perhaps not full knowledge of healthcare and its delivery . . . The reason for our meeting was: it looks like people are going to start writing reports, publishing reports on medical performance and that will be followed by dictating type of care and how care should be delivered. Shouldn’t we, the people responsible for care delivery, shouldn’t we be involved in the process?  

In other words, the WCHQ was set up in order to allow clinicians to retain some control over the ways in which public reporting was designed and implemented. The underlying premise of this process was perceived to be one of mutual learning, as an antidote to the competitive climate providers perceived they were expected to work in. One of Greer’s respondents, a founding member of the WCHQ, noted:

I think in many ways WCHQ became an oasis from this highly competitive environment . . . a safe harbour where we are not talking about market dominance and control. We are talking about quality.

A chief medical officer who joined the initiative later, when the opportunity for membership was opened up to a wider group of clinic groups and practices, also remarked:

[I enjoy] the sense of collaboration, and what is kind of fascinating, is that the discussion – of how we are doing, how we are doing relative to each other, how we can do better – constantly brings you back to your primary purpose and that is the patient you are taking care of.

Here we see that the primary motivation for signing up to the WCHQ was its focus on how to improve patient care, rather than on improving profits through market dominance.

The mechanisms of change reported by interviewees were that (1) doctors were intrinsically motivated to do a good job, and receiving feedback that indicated their performance was poor prompted them to take steps to improve; and (2) doctors can identify what needs to be improved, and how, by sharing and learning from the best practices of other providers. These mechanisms resonate with both audit and feedback and collaborative benchmarking theories. Greer’s interviewees noted:

I think one of the constructs that the Collaborative built on is that physicians want to do a good job . . . By providing information about how physicians perform you can influence physicians behaviour . . . They are driven to change things when their performance does not look good.
WCHQ [provides] the actual benchmarking data for looking at where you are at, how to improve, and building on those connections with other organisations that are similar to you; where you can say ‘our numbers are not good here, how did yours get better? What can we learn from how you are doing it?’

Greer argued that the WCHQ had a high level of clinical engagement, as evidenced by its growing numbers, with 50% of Wisconsin primary care physicians being members of the collaborative in 2008. Greer attributed this high degree of clinical engagement to the fact that the collaborative was clinician led, rather than led by government or an insurance company. This resulted in the development of indicators and methods of attributing those indicators that were perceived as valid reflections of clinical care. The indicators were accepted because there was a shared perception among the collaborative that the motivation behind the production of the indicators was that of improving patient care, rather for competition or external regulation. Participants in the WCHQ indicated that they accepted the data collated by the WCHQ rather than dismissed them because they were developed by clinicians and as such were seen as an accurate reflection of clinical care. The fact that the collaborative developed the indicators made it much more difficult for its members to then dismiss their validity. As one of Greer’s interviewees reports:

...we promised each other we would report our data, we would not fudge it, we would make it public and we would not walk away from whatever we found.

In contrast, Greer’s interviewees were sceptical of the motivation behind insurer, claims-based indicators that were perceived as inaccurate and designed for competitive advantage rather than claims purposes. Indicators developed by organisations that were representatives of the government, such as the Quality Improvement Organisation or the JCAHO, were seen as motivated by external regulation and were perceived to have only a short-term impact on QI initiatives, as one of Greer’s interviewees observed:

JCAHO is big brother coming in and the response is usually: ‘Oh there is a JCAHO visit. We will get ready for the JCAHO visit that we will have to pass.’ Then they leave and they don’t come back for 5 years and until the next one comes along nobody thinks about them.

In summary, Greer’s case study of the set-up of the WCHQ suggests that clinicians were engaged in setting up the collaborative because they supported its primary motive of improving the quality of care by comparing performance and sharing best practices. The perceived mechanisms of change were those evoked by audit and feedback and benchmarking theories; that is, clinicians have an intrinsic motivation to do a good job and will be prompted to improve if their performance is poorer than they would like or poorer than that of their peers. This engagement, in turn, led to the development of indicators that reflected the information that clinicians needed to improve patient care. As clinicians were involved in the design of the indicators, it was then difficult for them to dismiss the data as invalid. This suggests that clinicians are more likely to trust data that are publicly reported if they have a role in the choosing the indicators and the means through which they are risk adjusted and reported.

Lamb et al.229
This paper reports on a longitudinal cohort study and survey of members of the collaborative to explore whether or not the WCHQ led to improvements in the quality of care provided. For each publicly reported indicator, the authors examined whether or not there was an improvement in mean performance for the collaborative as a whole over time and examined trends over time. Clinician groups were ordered by their rank in first year of reporting and this was correlated with their rate of improvement. They conducted a postal survey of clinic groups to examine whether or not QI projects were undertaken specifically in response to reporting. Finally, for four indicators for which comparative data were available, they compared improvement in care for patients in the WCHQ with (1) patients in Wisconsin who were not part of the collaborative, (2) patients in Iowa and South Dakota, where there was no public reporting, and (3) residents...
in the remainder of the USA. Their analysis is based on responses from 17 out of the 20 doctor groups who were part of the collaborative, representing 409 out of the 582 clinics.

The authors found that for the WCHQ as a whole, for each reported measure, the indicators for clinics that were part of the collaborative improved as a whole over time, but there was wide variation in the amount of improvement, from 1.2 for low-density lipoprotein control to 17.3 for monitoring kidney function. Not all of these improvements were statistically significant (of 13 measures, 7 showed a statistically significant improvement over time). Groups that were initially low performers improved at a greater rate than those that were initially high performers. The survey found that 15 out of 16 groups reported formally giving priority to at least one QI measure in response to reporting. Nine out of 16 groups indicated they always or nearly always set priorities in response to reporting, while 6 out of 16 indicated that they sometimes did so. The mean number of QI interventions initiated by members of the collaborative increased over time. On three of the four measures for which comparative data were available, there was a trend for patients in the WCHQ to receive better care than patients in Wisconsin who were not part of the collaborative, in Iowa and Dakota and the USA as a whole, but this was not statistically significant. The measure that WCHQ members did not perform better on was not publicly reported by the WCHQ.

It is not possible to attribute the improvements found in this study solely to public reporting, as improvements in the quality of care were also found in other locations where public reporting did not occur. As the authors acknowledge, clinicians in the WCHQ were volunteers and more likely to be enthusiastic about public reporting and their patients were more affluent. Nonetheless, these findings suggest that members of the WCHQ did take steps to improve patient care in response to public reporting. They also indicate that providers’ responses were variable, suggesting that no group was able to respond to all the reported measures and clinician groups prioritised a limited number of indicators to focus on. Of note here is the finding that those initially identified as low performers improved at a faster rate than average or high performers. The authors hypothesise that ‘public reporting creates a milieu in which parties compete for external recognition and strive to avoid the negative aspect of publicly being identified at the bottom of the list’. 

Smith et al.230

This paper reports on survey of doctor groups who were members of the WCHQ to explore whether or not they had initiated any improvements in diabetes care in response to the collaborative’s public reporting. The authors invited 21 doctor groups, representing 582 clinics, to participate, of which 17 groups representing 409 clinics agreed to participate. They received group responses from 231 clinics and individual responses from 178 clinics. They carried out two surveys: one for the doctor group as a whole and one for each clinic. They asked the clinics if they had implemented any of 55 QI initiatives, of which 22 were diabetes related, in each year between 2003 and 2008. The groups were asked to identify any year in which a metric was chosen to be a focus for QI and to indicate if this was in response to the public reporting. It is unclear how this was quantified, for example whether it was a simple yes/no answer. They used these data to generate an indication of whether, for each year, the doctor group formally adopted a focus on one or more diabetes metrics in response to the collaborative’s reporting, whether they adopted a focus but not in response to public reporting or whether they did not adopt a focus. Given that this survey is based on self-report, there is a risk of reporting bias in terms of both social desirability and recall bias.

They found that the implementation of diabetes QI initiatives increased between 2003 and 2008. Clinics in groups that focused on diabetes metrics in response to public reporting were more likely to implement both single and multiple initiatives than groups that did not formally adopt a focus on diabetes. In this group, a factor that appeared to influence whether clinics adopted single or multiple interventions was their experience in diabetes QI; clinics with less experience were more likely to implement single interventions. Clinics in groups that focused on diabetes metrics but not in response to public reporting were more likely to implement multiple interventions. The authors asked quality directors from four doctor groups why clinics chose to operate multiple or single interventions in a given year. Their responses
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indicated that clinics implementing single interventions were in the early stages of QI. The authors of the paper report the views of one quality director:

One quality director commented that, with the group’s participation in the collaborative, its doctors were seeing standard comparative reports for the first time. The director said that these reports motivated clinicians to ‘do something’, but ‘they just didn’t have the bandwidth to do more’.

The authors also noted that clinics implementing multiple interventions sometimes did so in response to public reporting, but they were also often involved in externally sponsored QI projects. The authors report:

In one case, clinics had implemented a single physician-directed intervention as a ‘first step’ but the quality director of that group noted that ‘we needed broader organisational change to sustain improvement’.230

Despite its methodological flaws, this study’s findings suggest the public reporting of performance data alone does not stimulate sustainable organisational change. The public reporting of performance data is more likely to lead to sustainable QI if it occurs alongside other, large, externally supported QI initiatives. Single QI interventions implemented in isolation may not lead to sustainable QI. The study also suggests that QI occurs incrementally, and that the organisations may achieve sustainable improvement through a process of trial and error; single interventions may be a first step along this pathway.

**Theory 8 summary**

These studies suggest that clinicians who developed the WCHQ public reporting system were motivated by a desire to improve patient care, and retain control over how the system was developed and operationalised rather than to achieve market dominance. The indicators selected reflected clinical views of what constituted good care, and clinicians themselves were involved in the development of the case-mix adjustment algorithms. In terms of the theories under test, this involvement therefore both ensured that these data were valid and instilled a sense of ownership in these data which, in turn, made it much more difficult for practices to reject these data as invalid. When the programme was more widely implemented, Lamb et al.’s229 study indicated that clinicians did take steps to improve patient care, but responses were variable and no clinician group was able to respond to all of the indicators. Furthermore, Smith et al.’s230 study demonstrated that QI occurs incrementally and often requires support from other national QI initiatives to be successful. It also suggests that as practices gain more experience in QI, they are more able to implement more sustainable changes. This suggests that although clinical acceptance of the indicators as valid is more likely when the public report programme is led by clinicians, and this in turn means that clinicians are more likely to take steps to respond to such data, the success of QI initiatives also depends on the experience of the practice in implementing QI activities and the resources available to implement changes. This raises questions about what makes public reporting programmes more actionable and what support providers need to make sustainable changes. It is this theory that we turn to in the next section.

**Theory 9: the degree to which performance data are ‘actionable’ influences providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data**

We now turn to testing theories which focus on what makes performance data actionable. In Chapter 3, we identified a number of theories which specified the conditions under which performance data may support or constrain attempts by recipients to take action in response to them. Again, it is important to note that programmes are not implemented in isolation but have to work alongside other initiatives that may support or inhibit their impact. Furthermore, programmes themselves are complex and embody a collection of different characteristics that may have a differential impact on whether or not their intended outcomes are achieved. In Chapter 3, we suggested that the following configuration of programme characteristics may influence how extensively to which providers used data to initiate improvements to patient care.

- **Timeliness**: if data are not fed back to recipients in a timely way, they do not reflect current care and are less likely to be used as a catalyst for QI.
Problem identification: performance data rarely provide a definitive ‘answer’ regarding the quality of care provided; rather, what leads to change is the discussion and investigation of the underlying cause of the level of performance indicated from the data.

Nature of the indicator: process data are more useful than outcome data for QI purposes as they are better able to provide an indication about the cause of the poor outcomes or what needs to be improved.

Level/specificity of feedback: performance data are more useful if they relate to individual clinicians or departments, as this enables action plans to be developed and implemented at ward level.

We explore the impact of these contextual configurations by reviewing the evidence on providers’ views of and responses to patient experience data because we hypothesise that these data can (but do not always) exemplify this configuration of programme characteristics. Patient experience data are a form of process data and, we can hypothesise, provide information on the providers’ performance on different dimensions of the care experience and therefore, give an indication of which care processes need to be improved.

A number of initiatives that collect patient experience data, such as the GP patient survey in England, collect and feedback those data more frequently (biannually) and with a shorter time lag between data collection (6 months) and feedback than that for PROMs data collection, where there is often 1 year between data collection and feedback. It can also be reported at ward level as well as at the hospital level, so individual wards can compare how they perform with the hospital as a whole and, for national surveys, the national average. We start by reviewing studies that have examined whether or not the feedback of patient experience surveys has led to improvements in patients’ experiences. We also review studies that have explored providers’ views of patient experience surveys and their self-report of the QI initiatives that were undertaken. Finally, we consider studies that have examined the impact of interventions designed to support providers in responding to patient experience data.

Theory 9a: patient experience data are actionable and enable providers to take steps to improve patient care

Vingerhoets et al.231
This study assessed whether or not the structured, individualised, benchmarked feedback of patient experiences to GPs in the Netherlands resulted in improvements to patients’ experiences of care. This study was conducted before national surveys of patient experiences were implemented in the Netherlands and therefore GPs in this study were unlikely to have had the same exposure to patient experience surveys as they do now. The sampling frame for the study was a sample of 700 GPs in the Netherlands stratified by level of urbanisation. From this sample, 60 GPs from 43 practices were recruited to the study and each was asked to recruit two cohorts of 100 consecutive attending patients, one at baseline and one 15 months later. Each cohort of patients was asked to complete a previously validated patient experience questionnaire covering nine dimensions of care. After matching for practice size, each practice was randomly allocated to a control arm and an intervention arm. The control arm practices received no feedback from the questionnaire. GPs in the intervention arm practices received a written 15-page report detailing the patient experience scores provided by their patient on each dimension, total scores and also reference figures for all GPs. The report also contained an abstract for a review of the determinant of patients’ evaluations of their care and a manual that explained how GPs might use the results of the survey. GPs in the intervention arm were also sent a questionnaire enquiring about any changes they had made to their own behaviour or the organisation of care. The results were analysed using multiple regression to examine if there were any statistically significant differences in patient experience scores between the two arms of the trial.

The authors found that, after controlling for the effect of baseline patient experience scores, patients’ evaluations of continuity of care and medical care were statistically significantly less positive in the intervention arm. There were no statistically significant differences in the other seven dimensions of patient experience, despite GPs reporting that they had made changes to their own behaviour or the organisation of care. The authors hypothesise that the lack of effect of their intervention may have been because the follow-up period was too short for any improvements to register, that GPs may have been too busy to implement changes and that the general shortage of GPs in the Netherlands may mean that GPs felt less
pressure to respond to feedback. They argue that the intervention may have been more effective if ‘it is embedded in an educational programme or QI activity related to a specific clinical topic or group’. They also suggest that the feedback may have functioned as a means of identifying specific topics for QI that needed to be explored in more detail before implementing specific QI activities.

This study was conducted in a different context from that experienced by current GPs, who had considerably more exposure to feedback from patient experience questionnaires. However, it does suggest that a ‘one-off’ feedback of patient experience data to GPs, without any public reporting or financial incentives attached to it, does not lead to improvements in patients’ experiences of care.

**Elliot et al.**

This study examined the feedback and public reporting of the Hospital CAHPS survey, which measures patient experiences and is publicly reported on a quarterly basis. The scheme was initially introduced by the CMS on a voluntary basis, and in 2008, 55% of eligible hospitals in the USA were involved in the scheme. However, CMS implemented a penalty of a reduction of 2% in the annual payment to hospitals if they failed to collect data from 2007 and failed to report it from 2009. By 2009, the percentage of hospitals participating in the scheme rose to 80%. Thus, the Hospital CAHPS scheme had financial incentives linked to hospital participation. It is perhaps also worth noting here that two of the authors who conducted the study worked for CMS, which was responsible for introducing the scheme.

The data from the survey are reported as the proportion of responses in the most positive categories (i.e. ‘definitely yes’, ‘yes’ or ‘always’) across nine domains measuring nurse communication, doctor communication, responsiveness of hospital staff, pain management, communication about medicines, cleanliness of hospital environment, quietness of hospital environment and discharge information. The authors adjusted these data for survey mode and patient characteristics. They compared scores on the survey between data published in March 2008 and March 2009 for 2774 hospitals in the USA that publicly reported data for both time periods to examine whether or not there had been any improvements in patient experience over time.

The authors found statistically significant but very small changes in patient experience scores between March 2008 and March 2009 on all nine domains except doctor communication. Most changes were < 1 percentage point difference in the scores in the top category between the two time periods. In their discussion the authors describe these changes as ‘modest but meaningful improvements’ and argue that their findings provide evidence that ‘healthcare entities are able to use CAHPS feedback to improve patient experience’. However, it is difficult to know the real significance of the changes for patients from these data and the study did not explore whether or how providers did use the data to improve care or what changes, if any, were made. Without a control group, it is difficult to know if such modest improvements in patient experience would also have occurred in the absence of any feedback. Furthermore, the time period over which the study was conducted was short and may not have captured the impact of any changes. In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that, in the short term, the feedback and public reporting of patient experience data to providers leads to only very small gains in some domains of patient experience but not in doctor–patient communication. We now look at studies that have explored providers’ views and attitudes towards patient experience data, and their reports of whether or not and how they used this feedback to initiate QI activities.

**Barr et al.**

This study explored the impact of mandatory public reporting of patient experience on providers’ QI activities. The study focused on the state-wide mandatory reporting of patient experience in Rhode Island, which was initially fed back privately to providers in 2000, and from 2001 onwards was fed back publicly. The 56-item survey was carried out annually on a random sample of patients discharged from each state licensed hospital in Rhode Island. The survey covered nine domains of patient experience: nursing care, doctor care, treatment results, patient education (including discharge information), comfort/cleanliness, admitting, other staff courtesy, food service and overall satisfaction/loyalty. The survey findings were...
publicly reported as the hospital’s score on each domain expressed as whether it was the same as, above or below the national average. Hospitals also received survey item data (expressed as percentage scores).

The sampling frame comprised four key executives in each of the 11 hospitals (CEO, medical director, nurse executive and patient satisfaction co-ordinator). Of the 52 positions identified, 42 people agreed to take part in the study (13 CEOs, eight medical directors, eight nurse directors and 13 patient satisfaction co-ordinators). The authors interviewed participants 1 year after the initial release of the first public report, either face to face or by telephone, and explored what QI activities had taken place in response to the patient experience survey.

The authors found that every hospital reported at least two QI initiatives within the domains reported in the survey. The most commonly reported areas in which improvement initiatives had taken place were admitting (nine hospitals), patient education (nine hospitals), nursing care (eight hospitals), treatment results (eight hospitals) and food service (eight hospitals). Less common areas were other staff courtesy (six hospitals), doctor care (five hospitals) and comfort cleanliness (four hospitals). Hospitals also reported being involved in other, broader QI initiatives, which could also have impacted on the domains reported in the patient satisfaction survey. However, the authors did not explore how the hospital’s own score on these domains related to the QI efforts. The authors also found that although most hospitals had a decentralised approach for initiating QI initiatives, the reporting of the patient survey results was centralised and focused on senior management. Participants explained that they used the patient experience survey results to prioritise areas for improvement. They also noted that they had the greatest support for QI activities from the board and senior management and the least support from medical staff. Participants cited ‘widespread support for QI, a culture and leadership fostering QI and a team approach’ as being important for successful QI activities.

This paper was a small-scale interview study in one location of the USA. The authors relied on hospital leaders’ self-report of whether or not QI activities had taken place, which might have been subject to recall or social desirability bias. However, this paper provides another layer of evidence to suggest that some areas of patient experience were more likely than others to be subjected to QI efforts. It also suggests that senior managers played an important role in supporting QI activities.

Boyer et al. The study reports on providers’ views and responses to a locally developed and implemented patient experience questionnaire for inpatients in a 2220-bed teaching hospital in France. The patient experience survey had been carried out yearly since 1998 and was ongoing at the time the paper was written (2006). It produced patient experience scores on a number of dimensions (medical information, relation with nurses, relations with doctors, living arrangements and health-care management) for the hospital as a whole and for each clinical department. The authors surveyed staff members in the hospital using a 26-item questionnaire which examined if staff had been informed about the overall hospital results, the results for their ward, how they were informed about the results, if the results were discussed, whether or not any action plans were developed as a result of the survey and staff attitudes towards patient experience surveys. The authors sent 502 questionnaires out to staff in the hospital, although they did not report what their sampling frame was or how it was determined. Of these, 261 (52%) of the questionnaires were returned.

The authors found that the specific results for the ward were less well known than the overall hospital results, with 60% of respondents indicating that they were aware of the specific ward results and 70% indicating that they were aware of the overall hospital results. However, 87% of staff indicated that they were more interested in the ward-specific results, compared with 13% who indicated that they were more interested in the overall hospital results. Respondents placed a higher value on open-ended comments than on standardised patient experience scores. Forty per cent of respondents indicated that the results of the patient satisfaction survey were discussed in staff meetings, 40% indicated that actions were taken to solve problems and 40% indicated that the survey had led to modifications to professional behaviour.
In their conclusions, the authors argue that one explanation for the insufficient use of the survey may be explained by ‘a lack of quality management culture’ and a lack of ‘discussion of the results within the department’.233

This is a poor-quality study; the sampling frame for the study was not clear and the sample size and sample of participants who responded was small. The survey was conducted in one hospital and as such its findings may not be generalisable. Nonetheless, the study provides some indication that ward-level data were perceived as more useful than overall hospital performance. It also suggests that patient experience surveys are not a panacea to QI but that their use depends on the extent to which the data are disseminated within the hospital and whether or not they are discussed in ward meetings. It also implicates the importance of a broader, supportive hospital culture in facilitating the use of patient experience surveys to improve patient care.

Geissler et al.234 This study explored the motivators and barriers to doctors’ use of patient experience data. The authors were particularly interested in doctors’ views of the patient experience surveys distributed confidentially as part of the activities of the MHQP collaborative. This survey was conducted and fed back to clinicians every 2 years. However, they also explored doctors’ views of other forms of patient experience data obtained from other sources. They developed a conceptual model to guide their investigation. They theorised that the degree to which doctor practices were engaged in initiatives to improve patient experience influenced the extent to which they make improvements in patient experiences. The degree to which doctor practices engaged in initiatives to improve patient experiences was influenced by organisational characteristics, such as culture, incentives, IT management and leadership, and by the characteristics of patient experience reports themselves, in terms of how they were disseminated, ease of use, timeliness and level at which the report was fed back. Here we focus on the findings relating to the nature of the reports themselves.

To test their model, Geissler et al.234 conducted 30-minute semistructured interviews with a sample of doctor groups in Massachusetts. The sampling frame was the 2007 MHQP state-wide doctor directory, with at least three doctors providing care to members of at least one of the five largest commercial health plans in Massachusetts, resulting in 117 doctor groups who were invited to participate. They interviewed leaders from 72 groups, giving a 62% response rate.

Their study did not specifically compare doctors’ views of different types of patient experience surveys, but their findings do provide some insight into how the characteristics of the reports and the way they were fed back served to support or constrain the use of patient experience surveys in improving patient care. Participants indicated that they valued free-text responses from patients and sent positive responses to staff to boost morale, especially if individual staff were named. The negative ones were used to target particular departments or wards that were named in the feedback. This suggests that the free-text responses were valued because they allowed a more specific understanding of what was going well and what was not.

They also valued patient experience surveys, which provided support in interpreting and acting on the findings, such as those which provided a ‘priority list’ consisting of the ‘ten most important areas or things that you could address that would have the biggest impact on improving patient satisfaction’.234 The timeliness of the data was also mentioned as important, with data provided on a frequent basis being seen as supporting efforts to improve care, and those with a large time-lag between data collecting and analysis being seen as less useful, as the following quotations from respondents illustrate:

This data has been more useful . . . because it’s more timely. The data is available to us on an ongoing basis; we get it literally every day . . . so . . . the feedback is . . . more current.
I will get the MHQP and it’s on stuff that happened a year and a half ago. That’s very hard to go out to . . . practices and say we have got a . . . problem . . . you’ve got to do something about it . . . they say ‘well that was a year and a half ago’.

Doctors also valued reports that provided data at the level of the individual clinician and were benchmarked against other groups’ performance, so that they could compare their performance with that of others.

In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that support with data interpretation, the level at which the data were reported and the timeliness with which the data were reported were seen by doctors as important in either constraining or supporting their efforts to improve patient experience.

Reeves and Seccombe

This study aimed to explore providers’ attitudes towards patient experience surveys and understand if and how they were being used in NHS hospitals. At the time of this study, annual patient experience surveys were conducted in specific patient populations: inpatients, emergency departments, outpatients and young patients (aged 0–18 years). Twenty-seven hospitals were purposively sampled from 169 NHS trusts providing acute care; the sampling frame was organised according to the size of the trust and whether they were inside or outside London. The person listed in the Health Care Commission records as being the lead for patient surveys was contacted to check whether they were the lead and, if so, invited to take part in an interview. It is not clear if interviews were undertaken face-to-face or by telephone. The interviews focused on views and uses of patient surveys, but they were not tape recorded and only notes were taken. This study therefore focuses on the views of those who lead in the trust on patient experience surveys and as such may not represent the views of frontline staff. As notes were taken, it is possible that key issues were missed and that participants’ responses were filtered through the interviewer’s frame of reference, leaving open possibilities of misinterpretation, misunderstanding of what the interviewee meant and selective listening or remembering. The study was funded by the HSCIC.

Participants drew attention to the trade-off between the timeliness and robustness of different sources of patient experience data. Participants noted that comment cards and suggestion boxes offered immediate feedback, and comments written on questionnaires were seen as useful in gaining the attention of clinicians and often provided details of incidents of poor care. As one participant commented ‘Reading through the comments, even though our percentage scores are OK, you think “That shouldn’t have happened”’. However, patient experience surveys were seen as more robust: ‘Without a doubt, the national patient surveys are given the most weight. We have nothing else that is so sophisticated and would give us such useful data’. There appeared to be a distinction drawn by participants between ‘soft’ information, such as comments or complaints, and ‘hard’ evidence such as clinical or routine data. Patient experience surveys appeared to be seen as more ‘robust’ than comments and complaints.

Participants also commented about the methods through which survey findings were disseminated, most commonly through the organisation’s intranet, newsletters, meetings where the contractors came into present findings and special events. In most organisations, the results were sent to senior staff who were expected to cascade the information down to junior staff, but participants reported that some groups of staff, such as doctors or more junior staff, were less likely to receive the results. They also commented on how difficult or easy it was to interpret those data; almost all participants felt that the Healthcare Commissions presentation of the published results were easy to interpret, especially the traffic light system, which shows whether the trust falls within the best 20% of trusts, the middle 60% or the bottom 20%. This helped trusts to ‘see quite clearly where you are and where you should be’.

However, when it came to acting on the findings from patient experience surveys, opinions were more varied. Some participants felt that feedback from patient experience surveys was not specific enough to be relevant to recipients, who, it was hoped, would act on the information. This was particularly seen as an issue for doctors, who participants felt were focused on their ‘sphere of influence’. As one participant noted, ‘The main criticism we have from doctors is “Make it specific to the area I work in and I will take...
notice of it. They also noted variation in clinicians’ ‘receptiveness’ to survey findings, with nurses perceived as being ‘easier to engage’ than doctors.

Almost all participants reported using patient survey results as the basis of action plans, and the authors give two examples of changes providers made. Both were in response to very specific issues highlighted by the survey: one was in response to the surveys highlighting problems with ‘noise at night’ that led to a range of efforts to reduce noise on the ward, and the other was variable information provided at discharge which led to changes in the way information was provided. Here, the surveys appeared to highlight problems with specific areas of care that were addressed. However, some participants also noted difficulties in formulating and then implementing action plans in response to the data. One participant commented that ‘Just giving people the results doesn’t mean they will take action. They need direction to make them do things and the frameworks to help them’. Other participants commented that they found it difficult to identify the reasons behind their successes or failures, and had difficulty knowing how to address shortcomings. Policy documents, published at the time of the study, promoted the idea of spreading best practice across the NHS, in line with theories of collaborative benchmarking. However, participants appeared divided in their enthusiasm for this idea. Some were interested in learning how others had made improvements, while others, in the authors’ words, were ‘not particularly enthusiastic’ about identifying and learning from the best practices of others, although the exact form of their opposition is not reported.

In terms of the theories under test, this study indicates that providers were aware of the trade-off between timely and robust feedback and felt that both types needed to be integrated to provide a fuller picture of their performance. It also suggests that providers preferred feedback that was specific to their ward or ‘sphere of influence’ and that this was an important determinant of whether or not providers took action in response to this. However, it also suggests that providers needed support to identify the reasons behind their successes or failures and, in turn, to take steps to make improvements. This suggests that patient experience data do not always provide a clearer picture of the causes of good or poor care.

**Boiko et al.**

This study explored primary care staff views and responses to the confidential feedback of a patient experience survey, similar to that used in the England GP patient survey. A random sample of 25 practices from Cornwall, Devon, Bristol, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and North London agreed to take part in the study, and a random sample of their patients was mailed the patient experience survey. The practices received aggregate-level feedback for their practice, and each individual family doctor also received confidential feedback of their own scores on the patient experience survey. A purposively selected sample of 14 GP practices were then invited to take part in focus groups, which included 128 participants in all (40 GPs, 18 practice managers, 18 nurses, 20 receptionists, 13 administrators and 19 other staff members). The focus groups explored how practices had responded to the findings of the surveys, and also commented on two hypothetical situations in which some doctors in the practice received less favourable patient experience scores than other doctors.

Participants questioned whether or not patient experience surveys could adequately capture the ‘complex reality of healthcare interactions’ and contended that they focused on what was measurable to the exclusion of other important aspects of care. As one GP explained:

*A lot of this data that’s collected in a measurable kind of way doesn’t really represent reality. There’s a kind of fixation on measurable outcomes but they don’t really tell us what’s going on.*

Staff also drew attention to the trade-off between the increased relevance of local surveys that were less robust, versus the robustness of national surveys that were less specific to individual practitioners and did not include free-text comments. As one GP commented, ‘We want to see data tailored to individual practitioner because we all practice [sic] differently’. Patient complaints were seen as more useful
because they allowed practices to understand where problems may lie. As one administrator noted, ‘I think we learn a lot more from patients that write to us individually about complaints’.236

Participants also reported a number of changes they had made to services in response to the survey, including modifying their facilities, appointment systems and providing staff training. The changes largely related to organisational aspects of service delivery and operational matters. However, the authors commented that, for most practices, changes were ‘rarely attributable directly to the survey feedback’;236 rather, the survey had provided a ‘nudge’ to implement changes they were already considering. Participants mentioned a number of difficulties in responding to issues highlighted by the patient survey, including not having the resources to acquiesce to perceived unrealistic patient expectations (e.g. patients wanting the surgery to be open at weekends), balancing the sometimes conflicting demands of different groups of patients (e.g. some patients wanted music in the waiting room, whereas others did not) and the working patterns of GPs making it difficult to always fulfil patients’ preferences. As one doctor summarised:

Would you like the surgery to be open on Saturday? Yeah. Would you like us to go 24 hours? Yeah. Are you going to pay more taxes to have it open on Saturday? No.236

They also felt that, even though they had made changes to the organisational aspects of the delivery of care, these had not been always been reflected in improved scores on patient experience measures which, as one GP described, were ‘remarkably stubborn in terms of the change in perception by patients’.236

In particular, they acknowledged that it was very difficult to tackle an individual doctor’s poor performance, especially when findings were fed back confidentially. It was only perhaps when these findings were shared more widely within the practice that change might occur. As one practice manager commented:

If the survey results are between (the survey providers) and the doctor . . . there’s absolutely no reason for them to change their ways is there? What is the motivation to change . . .? It is only when this information becomes available to . . . the practice that things could start to change.236

However, this respondent was also unsure exactly who in the practice could be expected to put pressure on ‘poor performing’ GPs to change their behaviour. Teams acknowledged the difficulties of having an ‘unmanageable’ GP in the practice but most teams indicated that they would support a doctor who consistently received poor patient feedback through mentoring, peer support sessions and interventions by a partner or manager. They also recognised that some GPs may not be ‘a great communicator but they are great at doing something else’.236 Finally, staff felt that there was little external support for making changes in response to patient experience surveys. One GP complained that surveys had come out but that there was:

very little support from anyone to say, right, this is how you can improve things that might help or we understand why you might be having problems . . . It has always been: here is your survey results, it is up to you now to sort it out.236

The authors concluded that primary care staff view the role of patient experience surveys as serving a ‘quality assurance’ function, as they offered evidence that they were providing an acceptable standard of care. However, it was less clear that patient experience surveys fulfilled a QI function. Although patient experience surveys identified potential dimensions for change, ‘actual changes were usually confined to “easy targets”’ for modification such as décor or playing music’.236 They note that ‘issues such as the management of GPs with evidence of poor communication skills, or responding to other “interpersonal” aspects of care, were much harder to tackle’.236 They also argue that patient experience survey findings were only one of the ‘spurs to action’ to address problems that practices were often already aware of. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that although patient experience surveys may provide a clearer indication of areas of care that required improvement, there was no guarantee that this led to QI activities. The changes that were made focused on issues that staff were already aware of or on
the organisational aspects of service delivery, rather than on the ‘harder to tackle’ issues of communication skills and interpersonal behaviour.

**Theory 9a summary**

These studies suggest that the timeliness of some forms of patient experience data were valued by providers and that ward-specific data were perceived as more useful than higher-level hospital data. However, they also draw attention to the trade-off in characteristics of different forms of patient experience data. Qualitative or ‘softer’ data from comment cards, patient responses to open-ended questions or complaints were seen as providing data that were useful in providing a more detailed understanding of the nature and causes of problems but were seen as ‘less robust’ by providers, while patient experience surveys were perceived as focusing on measurable but less relevant aspects of patient care but were acknowledged to be more robust. Furthermore, providers questioned whether patient experience surveys were able to capture the real-life complexities of patient care. Providers felt that both sources were needed to provide a more rounded picture of patient experience.

However, although patient experience surveys identified potential dimensions for change, the studies reviewed here suggest that this did not always lead to steps to improve patient care. Furthermore, where changes did occur, these were not always directly in response to the findings of patient experience surveys, but reflect issues staff were already aware of from other data sources. The studies indicate a number of reasons for this. Some forms of patient experience data were perceived as not being specific enough to be ‘in the sphere of influence’ of certain clinicians. Providers were sometimes not clear on how to make changes and wanted guidance with this process. Others felt that they did not have the resources to meet patient demands, such as opening primary care services at the weekend. The studies suggested that, when changes were made, these tended to focus on addressing aspects of the organisation of care, or the so-called ‘easy stuff’, and that the more interpersonal aspects of patient care, relating to the behaviour and communication skills of individual clinicians, were much more difficult to address.

**Theory 9b: making patient experience data more immediate and integrated into clinical discussions improves provider responses; theory 9c: providing tailored support to interpret and act on patient experience data improves providers’ responses**

We now examine studies that have attempted to provide additional support to providers in order to enhance the impact of the feedback of patient experience data. These have included making patient experience data more immediate and better integrated into clinical discussions and providing tailored support to help providers interpret data, identify problems with care and develop solutions.

**Reeves et al.**

This study was designed as a pilot study to test the feasibility and impact of an intervention designed to improve the ways in which patient experience data were fed back to recipients. The intervention had a number of components, including (1) increasing the immediacy of the feedback, (2) providing specific feedback at ward level, (3) including patients’ written comments in addition to the ward’s scores and (4) an enhanced version of the intervention that also included ward meetings with nurses to discuss the findings of the survey and support them to act on the findings. It was hypothesised that the intervention would increase the likelihood that clinicians (in this case nurses) would take steps to improve patient care and, in turn, the patient experience scores for the ward would improve.

The study design was a RCT in two single site acute hospitals in London. All non-maternity inpatient wards were eligible for inclusion: 18 wards in trust A and 14 wards in trust B. Nine wards in each trust were randomly allocated to one of three arms, although the rationale for this number is not provided. Patient survey data were gathered in each trust specifically for the study, using the CQC’s Inpatient Questionnaire collected through a postal questionnaire. A random sample of 160 patients discharged from each of the included wards over a 2-month period was taken at 4-month intervals during the study period (on six occasions in trust A and three in trust B) and they were mailed a questionnaire. The overall response rate during the study period was 47%.
In the control arm, survey findings were provided to the director of nursing in each trust, with no special efforts made to disseminate them to ward nurses. In the ‘basic feedback’ arm, individual letters were sent to nurses on the wards and their matrons which detailed (1) bar charts of scores on questions about nursing care, comparing the target wards scores with the scores for other wards in the arm and the national average; (2) as the study progressed, graphs of how the ward’s scores had changed over time; and (3) transcription of patients’ responses to a series of open questions on the patient experience survey. The ‘feedback plus’ arm received the letters and feedback, but ward managers were also asked to invite ward nurses to ward meetings with the researchers during working hours to discuss the survey findings. The main outcome measure of the study was the mean score of a subset of 20 questions from the CQC inpatient questionnaire, which was termed the Nursing Care Score. The authors do not provide details on why and how these questions were chosen or on whether or not the scale was psychometrically valid and tapped into a common factor of nursing care. Notes were taken at meetings with nurses in the feedback plus arm and ward managers in the basic feedback arms were also contacted to establish whether or not actions had been taken in response to the survey, although details of how this occurred were not provided.

Multiple-level regression was used to examine changes in the Nursing Care Score in wards in each arm. This analysis suggested that there were no statistically significant differences in the changes in ward patient experience scores over time between the control arm and the basic feedback arm. The changes in the Nursing Care Score from baseline to follow-up for the wards in both basic and feedback arms were negative in all wards except two, suggesting that their patient experience scores had worsened over time. The authors report that, when asked, ‘none of the basic feedback ward managers identified specific actions resulting from the printed results’. This suggests that improving the timeliness of feedback and providing ward-level specific feedback alone was not sufficient to lead to improvements in patient experience scores. There was a statistically significant difference in the changes in scores over time in the feedback plus arm compared with the other two arms, with scores improving over time. However, there was much more variation in changes in the Nursing Care Score in wards from baseline to follow-up in the intervention arm, with some wards staying virtually the same (three wards with changes < 1.0 point either way), some worsening (two wards) and one improving. Graphs showing the aggregated rate of improvement in the three groups also demonstrate that the differences between the three groups was largely due to the fact that control group and basic feedback patient experience scores worsened over the study period, while a very small overall improvement was observed in the intervention arm.

The authors reported some of their own impressions from ward meetings to understand the function of the ward meetings and explain why they lead to improvements in patient experience scores. Attendance at meetings was variable, but the attendance of matrons ‘had a positive influence’, as they offered ‘suggestions for improvement’, encouraged ‘ward staff and nurses to take responsibility for results’ or supported ‘efforts to implement changes’. The authors felt that the ward meetings facilitated ‘nurses engagement’ and noted that the written comments in particular stimulated the nurses’ interest. The authors also noted that staff needed prompting from them to focus on understanding the patient feedback and planning strategies for improvement; without this staff were more ‘inclined to discuss . . . the many difficulties they experienced in fulfilling their duties; staffing shortages, NHS policy or their perceptions of hospital managers’. We can hypothesise that the discussion of more general matters either was a lapse of focus on the nurses’ part or served to explain or justify the difficulties in understanding and acting on the data.

The verbatim quotations that are offered by the authors suggest that nurses felt that some of the survey findings had a rational explanation and did not constitute an indicator of poor care; for example, they explained that ‘Patients think we are talking in front of them as they are not there because we have to talk quietly to maintain confidentiality’. They also appeared to implicate patients themselves in making unreasonable demands by using ‘call buttons for trivial reasons’ so that ‘it would not be good use of our time to answer them all immediately’, suggesting, again, that they questioned if the survey indicators tapped into ‘good care’. The authors also note that it was ‘difficult to ascertain clear examples of innovations in patient care’ as a result of the patient survey feedback and the meetings. The most common responses were that
nurse managers raised the issues in ward meetings and handovers and ‘reminded nurses of the importance of fulfilling their duties relating to ensuring patients’ experiences were positive’.237

This study was a pilot study and, as such, has a number of methodological shortcomings. The randomisation process was not masked, leaving open the possibility that the research team’s preferences or knowledge of the wards influenced the allocation. It was not a cluster RCT; wards in the same hospital were randomised to different arms, leaving open the possibility that contamination between the three arms occurred, diluting the impact of the intervention. It is not clear whether or not the changes in patient experience scores in the intervention arm were statistically significant over time, only that they were statistically significantly different from the changes that occurred in the other two arms. The qualitative data were not collected systematically and many of the insights into the meetings were derived from the researcher’s impressions, with few verbatim quotations from participants.

Despite these limitations, the study does provide some lessons about the elements of the feedback process that may support or constrain the actions taken in response to the feedback of patient experience data. In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that improving the timeliness of feedback and providing ward-level-specific feedback alone was not sufficient to lead to improvements in patient experience. Indeed, under these conditions, patient experience scores worsened. The facilitated meetings did lead to small improvements in patient experience as measured by patient experience scores, but it is not clear if these in themselves were statistically significant. These meetings functioned as an opportunity for nurses to air their concerns about the data (and their general working conditions) and as a means of raising nurses’ awareness about the data, rather than as sites for the strategic planning of improvements to patient care.

Davies et al.238
This study evaluated the impact of a peer and researcher support intervention coupled with a modified process of collecting and feeding back patient experience survey data on the QI activities of a small number of providers. Nine providers who had previously expressed an interest in learning to use patient experience data more effectively were invited to join a collaborative. One group left the collaborative early on in the project, leaving eight groups involved. They were invited to submit suggestions for how the current CAHPS survey could be modified to make it more useful for QI purposes, and the research team used the suggestions to refine the survey. The resulting survey covered five domains: scheduling and visit flow, access, communication and interpersonal care, preventative care and integration of care. It also included a question that measured a global rating of care, a question on whether or not patients would recommend the service to others and an open-ended question. The survey was administered to a random sample of recently discharged patients and fed back to providers on a rolling monthly basis to provide ‘real time’ data to providers, in the hope that this would ‘support a rapid cycle of quality improvement’.238

In addition, the providers participated in a patient experience ‘action group’, which followed a ‘model of collaborative learning’.238 This involved a group leader and team members attending a full-day bimonthly meeting facilitated by QI advisors, which focused on supporting the groups to understand and interpret the survey data, prioritise areas for improvement, set targets and action plans to address any issues raised by the patient experience data, and monitor their progress in implementing these plans. The impact of the intervention was evaluated using a mixed-methods cohort study, including measuring changes in patient experience scores during the 18-month intervention and interviews with collaborative methods to explore their experiences. All eight leaders participated in initial interview but, by the time of the follow-up survey, two groups had left the collaborative and two leaders had changed positions. Consequently, the six original leaders and one new leader were interviewed at follow-up. In addition, four leaders invited other members of their team to take part in interviews.

At follow-up, six groups had used at least one of the suggested tools to explore the possible reasons for their patient experience survey results. These tools included walkthroughs (five groups), patient interviews (two groups), patient focus groups (two groups) and cycle time surveys (one group). Four groups had used one of the suggested interventions designed to improve patient care, including scripting for clinic staff
(two groups), communication skills training (one group) and patient education materials. Two groups had developed their own interventions. The leaders reported feeling that the group’s support had been useful in creating momentum and motivation to implement the changes, and had provided an opportunity to learn from others. As one member commented:

It lets you know that you are not alone . . . we tend to blame our workers if we get bad outcomes but if the whole world is getting bad outcomes . . . perhaps . . . it’s a common culture. We all have stories about success and failure and sharing those stories is helpful.  

Six leaders decided on and attempted to implement at least one intervention to improve patient care; four leaders reported that they had implemented the intervention as originally planned, while two reported problems with implementation. These latter two groups reported that other organisational changes had competed for priority and they had focused on those instead. For the other four groups, however, the impact of these interventions was not always reflected in follow-up patient experience survey results. Many of the changes in the scores were not statistically significant and were sometimes in domains that were not directly related to the focus of the intervention that had been implemented. Of the four groups who had implemented an intervention, ‘three had some change in the direction they had hoped for’.  

For example, one team had attempted to improve communication between staff and to patients about waiting times and test results, and found that more patients reported feeling that they had been kept informed about this in the last 6 months. Two groups showed ‘mixed or negative effects’. One group had delivered communication skills training to staff and found a ‘slight improvement’ in patients reporting that doctors explained things to them in a way that was easy to understand, but a decline in the percentage of patients reporting that doctors spent enough time with them. Staff reported that some aspects of the communication skills package were perceived as conflicting with the group culture in suggesting that the problem lay with individual clinicians who need to work on their skills, rather than working together as team. Another had tried to reorganise their clinic to improve visit flow but found that patients reported longer waiting times and not being informed about their wait. This was perceived to be because patients arrived earlier than they were asked to and, therefore, perceived this as an additional delay. Thus, attempts to improve one element of care seemed to have a detrimental impact on other aspects. Following a post hoc analysis of their findings, the authors identified that ‘the two groups that succeeded most clearly in improving their patient experience worked on interventions that required no major change in clinician behaviour specifically for the project’ and which ‘aimed for modest improvements that did not require complex changes’.  

This was a small case study of six doctor practices that were self-selected, highly motivated to take part in the study and relatively experienced in improvement activities. As such, the findings of this study may not be generalisable to other practices that were less motivated and less experienced. However, it provides some valuable lessons as to the circumstances under which the feedback of patient experience data does and does not lead to the successful implementation of QI strategies. It suggests that teams need considerable support to interpret and understand patient experience data, and that they need to conduct more specific investigations to identify the cause of negative patient experiences. Furthermore, it indicates that implementing change is challenging, and that the more complex the issue, the more challenging it is to effect change. Those that succeeded in this study attempted relatively simple interventions that did not require substantial changes to clinical behaviour. Finally, it also demonstrates that change to one aspect of patient care can have a detrimental impact on other aspects of the systems. Thus, as the authors argue in their conclusion, it is possible to produce small improvements in patient experience by making changes to simple aspects of patient care, but ‘it is difficult to . . . leverage more substantial change without a more comprehensive strategy that is organisation-wide and regarded as fundamental to organisational success’.  

Theories 9b and 9c summary
Here we have reviewed two different interventions that aimed to increase the impact of the feedback of patient experience data on improvements to the quality of patient care. They suggest that enhancing
the feedback alone, through providing timely, ward-level data to nurses, is not sufficient to lead to the implementation of QI strategies in response to these data. Supplementing this feedback with ward-level meetings served an important function of addressing nurses’ concerns about the validity of the data, raising awareness of the data and reminding nurses about their role in supporting positive patient experiences. However, these meetings did not serve as opportunities for the strategic planning of QI activities and led to only small improvements in patient experiences.

The other study evaluated an intervention that focused on hospital leaders who were involved in modifying the patient experience questionnaire used and received regular, timely feedback of patient experience data and both expert and peer support to interpret the data, investigate the causes of poor care and implement interventions to address any issues. Despite this considerable amount of support, the findings from this study suggest that some improvements in patient experience occurred but were hard-won. Those that succeeded focused on simple interventions that did not require complex changes or changes to clinical behaviour. This reinforces the findings from the studies reviewed previously in this section that changes to one aspect of patient care can have unintended effects on other aspects. The lesson from this study is that significant and sustained improvement in patient experience in response to feedback can only be achieved with system- and organisation-wide strategies.

Chapter summary

In this chapter we have explored the ways in which different contextual configurations influenced the mechanisms through which providers respond to the feedback and public reporting of performance data and the resulting outcomes. We have tested three main theories:

- theory 7: financial incentives and sanctions influence providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data
- theory 8: the perceived credibility of performance data influences providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data
- theory 9: the degree to which performance data are ‘actionable’ influences providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data.

Theory 7

The findings of our synthesis suggest that greater improvements in the quality of patient care occur when providers are subjected to both financial incentives and public reporting than when they are subjected to either initiative alone.\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^5\)\(^\text{-}2\)\(^1\)\(^7\) We also found that the feedback of performance indicators to providers who are subjected to neither public reporting nor financial incentives rarely led to formal or sustained attempts to improve the quality of patient care, particularly when providers themselves did not trust the indicators.\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^9\)\(^\text{-}2\)\(^2\)\(^1\) Under these conditions, the feedback of performance was more likely to lead to providers improving the recording and coding of data, which may be an important first step in increasing their trust in the data themselves and also providing a basis from which further QI initiatives may occur.

However, we also found that financial incentives have only a short-term impact on QI if they are used to incentivise activities that providers already perform well in and when providers reach the threshold at which they would receive the maximum amount of remuneration.\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^8\) Furthermore, we also found quantitative and qualitative evidence\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^8\) to indicate that financial incentives, together with public reporting, may lead to ‘tunnel vision’ or effort substitution, that is, focusing on aspects of care that are incentivised to the detriment of care that is not, especially when providers do not feel that the indicators adequately capture quality of care. There is also evidence to suggest that when providers are subjected to both public reporting and financial incentives attached to these indicators, but they do not feel that the indicators are valid or contribute to patient care, this can lead to the manipulation or gaming of the data.\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^8\)\(^0\)\(^,\)\(^8\)\(^1\) This is not necessarily the result of active attempts to ‘cheat’ the system on the part of providers. Rather, the use of financial rewards can create...
perverse incentives that are at odds with the inherent clinical uncertainty of conditions such as depression. Under these conditions, clinicians have to find a way to manage this clinical uncertainty, while at the same time ensuring that they are not financially penalised for doing so.

**Theory 8**

Our synthesis suggests that adequate case-mix adjustment and the accurate coding and recording of data were essential for providers to have any trust in performance data. Both the source of performance data and the process through which they are collected and presented are important influences on whether or not such data are perceived as credible by clinicians. We also found support for the theory that clinicians perceived data from patients’ notes as being more credible than performance data derived from administrative data. However, our synthesis also indicated that clinical involvement in the design of the public reporting initiatives was a better explanation of their success, or otherwise, than the nature of the data alone. We therefore tested the theory that providers respond differently to public reporting initiatives that are imposed on a mandatory basis by national or state governments or regulatory authorities compared with those that are led by clinicians.

We found that mandatory public reporting systems were perceived by providers to be governed by political motives, rather than by a desire to improve the quality of patient care. Mandatory public reporting systems focused the attention of hospital leaders and frontline staff on quality issues, particularly for those who had no previous experience of QI activities. However, unless the issues raised were also identified as a problem based on clinicians’ day-to-day experience, by their peers or by the internal data collected by the providers themselves, mandatory public reporting systems were perceived as leading to ‘tunnel vision’. In particular, for those who were already engaged in QI activities, mandatory public reporting systems could artificially focus their attention on a limited number of issues, deemed important by government or regulatory bodies, at the expense of other clinically important areas. Furthermore, although scoring poorly on an indicator included in a mandatory public reporting system could ‘kick start’ a response from providers, it was only through analysing internally collected data that providers could understand the source of the problem and identify possible solutions to rectify this.

We also found that clinicians engaged with clinician-led public reporting systems because they supported their primary motive of improving the quality of care through comparing performance and sharing best practices. The perceived mechanisms of change were those evoked by audit and feedback and benchmarking theories; that is, clinicians had an intrinsic motivation to do a good job and were prompted to improve if their performance was poorer than they would like or poorer than that of their peers. This engagement in turn led to the development of indicators that reflected the information that clinicians needed to improve patient care. As clinicians were involved in the design of the indicators, it was difficult for them to then dismiss the data as invalid.

However, we also found that although clinical acceptance of the indicators as valid was more likely when the public report programme was led by clinicians, and this in turn meant that clinicians were more likely to take steps to respond to such data, the success of QI initiatives also depended on the experience of the practice in implementing QI activities and the resources available to implement changes. Providers reported that considerable resources were required to enable them to respond to issues highlighted by the feedback of performance data. Those who are already engaged in QI activities may have been more likely to set up internal data processes that inform QI on an ongoing basis and, thus, were better able to respond when external data shone a light on poor performance.

**Theory 9**

We tested the theory that the feedback of patient experience data can (but do not always) embody a cluster of characteristics that render it easier for providers to use these data to initiate improvements in patient care. These include that idea that patient experience data provide a clearer indication of which care processes need to be improved, can be fed back in a timely manner and can be reported at ward as well as provider level. We found that the timeliness of some forms of patient experience data were valued by providers and
that ward-specific data were perceived as more useful than higher-level hospital data. Our synthesis also highlighted the trade-off in characteristics of different forms of patient experience data. Qualitative or ‘softer’ data from comment cards, patient response to open-ended questions or complaints were seen as providing data that were useful in providing a more detailed understanding of the nature and causes of problems, but were seen as ‘less robust’ by providers, while patient experience surveys were perceived as focusing on measurable but less relevant aspects of patient care, but were acknowledged to be more robust. Providers felt that both sources were needed to provide a more rounded picture of patient experience.

However, although patient experience surveys identified potential dimensions for change, we found that this did not always lead to substantial improvements in patient care. When changes did occur, these were not always directly in response to the findings of patient experience surveys but reflected issues staff were already aware of from other data sources, a similar finding to our synthesis of other forms of performance data. We identified a number of reasons for this, which were also similar to those identified in our synthesis of studies addressing the credibility of other forms of performance data. Providers were sometimes not clear on how to make changes and wanted guidance with this process. Others felt that they did not have the resources to meet patient demands, such as opening primary care services at the weekend. Our synthesis also suggested that, where changes were made, these tended to focus on addressing aspects of the organisation of care, or the so-called ‘easy stuff’, and that the more interpersonal aspects of patient care, relating to the behaviour and communication skills of individual clinicians, were much more difficult to address. Furthermore, when we reviewed studies evaluating interventions designed to support providers to interpret the data, investigate the causes of poor care and implement changes, we found that those that succeeded focused on simple interventions that did not require complex changes or changes to clinical behaviour. Our synthesis also indicated that changes to one aspect of patient care can have unintended effects on other aspects and that significant and sustained improvement in patient care in response to feedback can only be achieved with system, organisation-wide strategies. This conclusion is shared by other realist syntheses evaluating other complex organisational interventions.
Chapter 6  Review methodology: feedback of individual patient-reported outcome measures in the care of individual patients

Searching for and identifying programme theories

In this chapter, we describe the process through which we conducted our realist synthesis of individual-level PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients. As discussed in Chapter 2, we conducted one search for programme theories for PROMs feedback at both the aggregate and the individual level. Details of these searches are provided in Chapter 2 (see Searching for and identifying programme theories). The search strategy can be found in Appendix 1.

JG and SD screened the titles and abstracts of the 748 retrieved references to identify potentially relevant papers according to the following criteria.

**Inclusion criteria**

- The paper provides a theoretical framework that describes how individual PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper provides a critique, review or discussion of the ideas underlying how individual PROMs feedback is intended to work.
- The paper provides stakeholder accounts or opinions of how individual PROMs feedback does/does not work.
- The paper outlines, discusses or reviews potential unintended consequences of individual PROMs feedback.

**Exclusion criteria**

- The paper reports findings in which a PROM is used as a research tool (e.g. an evaluation of an intervention or a study exploring the HRQoL of specific populations).
- The paper is focused on evaluating the psychometric properties of a PROM.
- The paper reviews the psychometric properties of a PROM or collection of PROMs.
- The paper provides advice or recommendations for which PROM to use in a research context.

An initial screen of the titles of these papers identified 111 papers for potential inclusion. Screening the abstracts identified 47 papers for inclusion, of which 21 contributed to the final synthesis. Citation tracking of these papers and additional searches identified a further 18 papers that contributed to the identification of candidate programme theories. A total of 39 papers were included in programme theory elicitation process. Figure 16 summarises the process.

Focusing the review and selecting programme theories

The process of cataloguing the different programme theories underlying PROMs feedback at the individual level (reported in Chapter 7 of this report) allowed us to identify the inner workings of these interventions as perceived by those who design, implement and receive these interventions. The focus of our review was agreed by the project group in an iterative manner over a series of meetings, taking into account the issues raised by our patient group and an initial 1-day workshop with a group of stakeholders. At the
initial stakeholder workshop and initial patient group meeting, we presented our initial programme theories and a basic logic model of the feedback of individual PROMs. Our patient group consisted of three ‘expert’ patients: one was a retired GP, one had previously worked for the NHS Commissioning Board and the third worked for a national charity, Arthritis UK. Our stakeholder event included the following stakeholders:

- three analysts on the national PROMs programme from NHS England
- an analyst working on the national PROMs programme from the HSCIC
- Matron for Surgery, Anaesthesia and Theatre
- Senior Sister for Surgical Pre-Assessment
- Director of Operations at a NHS trust
- Representative from the Royal College of Nursing with expertise in PROMs
- a consultant surgeon
- two academics with expertise in orthopaedics and PROMs
- two patient representatives.

We presented our initial programme theories at these meetings and invited participants to comment on these ideas and to refine, extend and prioritise them. During this meeting, we found that stakeholders focused more on discussing and extending our programme theories than they did on prioritising our
theories. Key ideas raised at this meeting regarding the use of PROMs in the care of individual patients included:

- At the individual level, PROMs could be a starting point to be used in chronic illness management. However, regular completion of PROMs requires matched IT software (namely computer data entry from the patient that can give immediate feedback to the patient and the clinician).
- The importance of PROMs for patients is that they are assumed to standardise assessment and history taking and allow a ‘shared language’ to be used between the clinician and the patient.
- In the future, PROMs could be used like a blood test or X-ray, as another tool to aid clinical decision-making. A PROM is used as it allows the clinician to gather all of the evidence systematically.

At our patient group meeting, we also found that the group spent more time discussing and commenting on our programme theories than they did prioritising them. The issues raised in our patient group included:

**How patients might use patient-reported outcome measures**

- It can make patients more willing to start a conversation with providers and other services, making them feel more comfortable in asking questions, thus empowering patients in their relationship with providers.
- Completing a PROM questionnaire can make the patient focus more on particular symptoms. This could be useful for self-awareness, although it may also mean that patients dwell on symptoms that did not previously worry them. For some individuals, it is best not to be so informed.
- With a system of patient–clinician partnership, PROMs should be empowering to the patient and useful to the clinician.

**How clinicians might use patient-reported outcome measures**

- Idea of patients using PROMs in dialogue with clinicians: ‘clinical team’ may be a better phrase, to show that this is understood broadly.
- Those clinicians who are already aware of looking at patient needs may be the ones who make most use of PROMs.
- It may be possible to support more effective dialogue with patients without the added paperwork of PROMs. However, having the PROMs form perhaps helps to ensure that this dialogue happens.

These meetings were undoubtedly useful in helping the project team identify the programme theories underlying the use of PROMs in the care individual patients. However, owing to the structure of the meetings as an open discussion, they offered less scope for stakeholders to prioritise our programme theories and determine the focus of the review. We would suggest that future reviews consider supplementing open group discussions with the use of the nominal group technique in order to involve stakeholders determining the focus of the review.

Following the stakeholder workshop and patient group meeting, we held a project team meeting to reflect on the issues raised. At this stage, we agreed to focus the individual-level synthesis on how the feedback of individual PROMs data may support the care of people with long-term conditions. We agreed to focus on their role in supporting personalised care planning. During subsequent project group meetings and a further patient group meeting, we discussed a number of possible ways that we could structure the review. These included the following.

**A review to compare patient-reported outcome measures use in different long-term conditions**

With this approach, we would compare the process and outcome studies between different long-term conditions that represent different contextual conditions, for example conditions where the focus is largely on monitoring more ‘clinical’ indicators (e.g. diabetes and cancer) but where disease management may
also have psychosocial impact, compared with conditions where monitoring psychosocial issues is the main focus (e.g. mental health and psychotherapy). Another set of contextual factors includes conditions for which routine outcome measurement has been mandated to support both quality assurance and the care of individual patients (e.g. mental health) and those for which it has not or where different data are collected for different purposes (e.g. the National Cancer Survey is collected purely for quality assurance purposes and not to support the care of individual patients).

**A review of specific blockages in the patient-reported outcome measures feedback implementation chain**

With this approach, we would focus on examining a specific part(s) of the implementation chain from intervention to expected outcomes in detail. This implementation chain runs from PROMs completion by patients, feedback to clinicians, improvements in communication, the detection and discussion of patient problems, actions taken to address them and improved patient care and outcomes. The goal would be to answer the question ‘what are the key blockages to PROMs feedback improving the care of patients with long-term conditions and through what processes and in what circumstances can they be overcome?’ Key areas to explore are whether or not and how PROMs feedback might support patients to raise concerns with clinicians, how PROMs data might prompt clinicians to raise issues with patients and if any subsequent action is undertaken in response.

**A review of the ‘system strains’ to patient-reported outcome measures feedback**

With this approach we would identify the ‘system strains’ to PROMs feedback improving patient care and explore how they operate, and whether or not and how the purported solutions resolve them. There are a number of different ‘pinch points’ along the implementation chain from PROMs feedback to improved patient outcomes. We identified five of these ‘system strains’.

- **System strain 1**: standardised PROMs may not capture patients’ experiences effectively, so it has been suggested that individualised PROMs are more appropriate for use in individual patient care. In what circumstances and through what processes might individualised and standardised PROMs support or constrain communication during the consultation?
- **System strain 2**: there is a tension between having long instruments that are psychometrically valid and comprehensive, and having those feasible in clinical practice where there is a need for shorter instruments that patients can easily complete and can be easily scored. A solution to this is the use of item banks with fewer items that are more relevant to patients [e.g. Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS®)]. What is the evidence that this system is more feasible for use in routine patient care than standard approaches?
- **System strain 3**: it is difficult to integrate pen-and-paper questionnaires into patients’ notes and into the workflow of the clinic; therefore, PROMs are now collected electronically and integrated into a patient’s electronic health record. What is the evidence that this means PROMs are more easily accessible in the clinic and are therefore more likely to influence clinical decision-making?
- **System strain 4**: there is a concern that clinicians do not know how to address the issues identified by PROMs feedback. One suggested solution is to incorporate management guidelines into the feedback that advise clinicians and/or the patient what to do if the patient’s score on y subscale is above x. When, how, why and for whom does this solve the problem?
- **System strain 5**: our patient group also identified another system strain, which was also evident in the PROMs programme theories and linked to system strain 1 above (reported in Chapter 7); although PROMs feedback may enable patients to raise issues with clinicians or prompt clinicians to discuss issues with patients, there is also the risk that PROMs feedback may detract from the relationship-building process.

We considered all of the options above and agreed to focus our review on a combination of these approaches. A number of reviews had already focused on the practical or logistical aspects of PROMs implementation. Furthermore, a review has recently been published exploring electronic patient-reported outcomes (ePROs). We decided to focus our review on exploring system strains 1 (individualised vs.
standardised measures) and 5 (constraining vs. supporting the clinician patient relationship). The precise focus of the review evolved over two project group meetings and a pilot synthesis (described below). We aimed to explore these strains in relation to particular points on the implementation chain: (1) how PROMs support patients to raise or share issues with clinicians and (2) how PROMs support clinicians to discuss issues with patients and subsequently to take action to address these issues. To do this, we decided to compare studies explore PROMs in primary and secondary care mental health settings and PROMs use in oncology and palliative care settings, to provide contrasting contextual conditions. Therefore, the objectives of our review were to:

• understand the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback enables patients to share concerns with patients
• understand the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback raises clinicians’ awareness of patient problems and prompts discussion of these issues during the consultation.

Searching for empirical evidence and selection of studies

From March to May 2015 we searched for empirical evidence for the impact of individual PROMs feedback, initially by forwards and backwards citation searches of six key papers in Web of Science Core Collection: Citation Indexes (Thomson Reuters) from 1900 to present.

The forward citation searches for Boyce et al.,58 Cowley et al.241 and Knaup et al.42 found 695 records, reduced to 442 when the duplicates were removed. The forward citation searches for Valderas et al.48 found 113 citations, for Greenhalgh et al. 200562 found 124 citations and for Greenhalgh et al. 201365 found seven citations, plus a further five that cited the previous seven. In total, this produced 605 references. In addition, the references lists of five purposively selected systematic reviews were also reviewed. These were (number of references in each review appear in brackets) Valderas et al.46 (n = 65), Chen et al.43 (n = 66), Greenhalgh et al.65 (n = 59 + 41), Boyce et al.58 (n = 71) and Krageloh et al.41 (n = 70). Both the forward citation tracking references (n = 605) and the backward citation references lists (n = 372, without deduplication) were screened by JG and EG according to the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria
The study contributes to explaining:

• how PROMs may support patients to raise issues with clinicians
• how PROMs may support the relationship-building process between patient and clinician
• how PROMs may constrain the relationship-building process
• how PROMs may support discussion during the consultation.

We also included studies exploring:

• clinicians’ and patients’ experiences of using PROMs feedback in oncology, palliative care, and primary and secondary mental health settings
• patients’ experiences of completing standardised and individualised PROMs.

Exclusion criteria

• The study does not add anything or contribute to theory testing and refinement.
• The study explores the psychometric properties of PROMs.
• The paper reports findings in which a PROM is used as a research tool (e.g. an evaluation of an intervention, a study exploring the HRQL of specific populations).
• The paper is focused on evaluating the psychometric properties of a PROM.
• The paper reviews the psychometric properties of a PROM or collection of PROMs.
From the forward citation searches, 130 were included after reviewing the titles and 15 were included after reviewing the abstracts. After a full-text review of these 15 papers, eight studies contributed to the final synthesis. From the backward citation tracking/review of references lists, 29 were included following a review of the titles. After full-text review of these 29 papers, 19 studies contributed to the final synthesis. In addition, during the synthesis, the references lists of included papers were checked and key author searches (e.g. Velikova, Wolpert and Dowrick) were undertaken in MEDLINE (July–September 2015) and a further nine papers were identified and included in the synthesis. Figure 17 summarises this process.

**Data extraction, quality assessment and synthesis**

This was an iterative process undertaken by JG, KG and EG with feedback from members of the wider project group (NB, RP and CV). Study selection, data extraction, quality assessment and synthesis, plus additional literature searching, occurred simultaneously. As discussed in Chapter 1, studies were selected on the basis of their contribution to theory testing. In some instances, the whole study contributed to theory testing and in others only a fragment or fragments of the study were relevant to the theory. Each fragment of evidence was appraised, as it was extracted, for its relevance to theory testing and the rigour with which it had been produced. Therefore, quality appraisal related specifically to the validity of the causal claims made in these subset of findings, rather than the study as a whole. Trust in these causal claims is also enhanced by the accumulation of evidence from a number of different studies that provide further lateral support for the theory being tested.

---

**Figure 17** Process of study review and selection for the individual-level synthesis.
Together with our programme theories, we developed an initial logic model of the implementation chain from PROMs feedback to outcomes. To test and refine this model, we initially selected six papers and conducted a ‘mini’ or pilot synthesis on these papers. The papers were selected to represent different contexts, different points in the PROMs implementation chain and different types of PROMs. Papers were summarised using a data extraction template (see Appendix 2), and a cross- and within-analysis of the papers was carried out. In this pilot synthesis we sought to explore:

- How do patients experience PROMs completion; do they complete PROMs ‘honestly’?
- How do PROMs support or constrain patient–clinician communication?
- How do clinicians use PROMs in decision-making?
- How/why does the type of PROM make a difference?
- How/why does the condition or setting make a difference?

We discussed our initial findings with the project group and this informed the final focus of the review (described above). We focused on two key overall programme theories:

1. PROMs act as a tool to support patients to share or raise concerns with clinicians.
2. PROMs act as a tool to raise clinicians’ awareness of patients’ problems and promote discussion during the consultation.

We then identified studies that were relevant to the testing of these theories. The studies were summarised initially in a data extraction table, which outlined the aims, methodology, findings, authors’ interpretation of those findings and how the paper linked to our programme theories. This facilitated a comparison of the contexts within which and processes through which PROMs feedback did or did not lead to the anticipated outcomes. JG, EG and KG discussed our ongoing synthesis through regular Skype meetings and with feedback from the wider project group through a series of working papers and project group meetings.

We explored the first of these programme theories, about patients communicating their concerns, by assembling studies that explored patients’ experiences of completing standardised and individualised measures, and by comparing patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of PROMs completion in palliative care and oncology versus in the care of people with mental health problems in primary and secondary care. The findings are reported in Chapter 8. To explore the second programme theory, on clinician awareness and consultation discussion, we used oncology as a case study and examined outcome patterns across different RCTs, and attempted to explain these by examining surveys and qualitative and quantitative studies of clinician–patient interactions. The findings are reported in Chapter 9. Again, we wrote our synthesis up as a narrative account of each study and did so for a number of reasons. First, it enabled us to show how each study contributed to the theory-testing process and in effect ‘show our working out’ so that the reader can clearly see how we came to our conclusions. Second, it enabled us to incorporate an assessment of the study’s quality and highlight any caveats the reader needs to be aware of in the actual narrative of the synthesis, rather than as an assessment that remains separate to the synthesis findings. We provide a number of summary sections in each chapter to enable the reader to take stock of our findings.

**Chapter summary**

In this chapter we have described in detail the process through which we conducted a realist synthesis to explore in what circumstances and through what processes does the feedback of individual PROMs data improve patient care. We followed the RAMESES guidelines to report our synthesis methods and have described:

- the rationale for our review
- the objectives and focus for our review
• how the boundaries of our review were defined and progressively focused, to explain how changes to
  the review process from the protocol⁸⁸ were made
• how we searched for and identified our candidate programme theories
• how we searched for and selected empirical evidence to test and refine our candidate
  programme theories
• how we carried out the appraisal and data extraction
• how we carried out the analysis and synthesis process.

Chapter 7 reports the findings of our theory elicitation process and Chapters 8 and 9 report the findings
of our evidence synthesis. A summary of the theories tested and studies included can be found in
Appendix 4.
Chapter 7 Candidate programme theories of how the feedback of patient-reported outcome measures is intended to improve the care of individual patients

Patient-reported outcome measures in the care of individual patients: a brief programme history

The majority of the currently available PROMs were originally designed for use in research to ensure that the patient’s perspective was integrated into assessments of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of care and treatment. Their use in this context stemmed from the argument that clinical or biomedical measures of treatment impact did not capture outcomes that matter to patients; treatments may be deemed successful on the basis of biomedical criteria but may have little or even a detrimental impact on patient functioning. A classic example of this tension was the findings of the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial, which compared intensive therapy administered either with an external insulin pump or by three or more daily insulin injections together with frequent blood glucose monitoring with conventional therapy with one or two daily insulin injections for people with insulin-dependent diabetes. The trial showed that although intensive therapy improved metabolic control and reduced the incident of long-term complications, it also increased the incidence of hypoglycaemia in the short term. This demonstrates the trade-off between long-term and short-term outcomes in assessing the effectiveness of treatments for diabetes. It was assumed that there was a strong link between clinical end points and a patient’s ‘quality of life’ but numerous studies have shown only a weak link between the two. As many treatments for chronic disease focus on improving not just the length of patients’ lives but also the quality of their lives, a strong argument was made that clinical trials should also assess the impact of treatments on a patient’s own perceptions of his or her health.

These concerns led to a rise in prominence of the concept of ‘health-related quality of life’ (HRQoL) and the proliferation of instruments designed to measure it. Precise definitions of the concept of HRQoL were contested; some defined HRQoL as ‘those parts of quality of life that directly relate to an individual’s health’ (p. 25), while others argued that it was not possible to separate HRQoL from quality of life and criticised the concept for a lack of consensus regarding its definition. At the heart of these debates lay the challenge of attribution; some aspects of a patient’s quality of life were not amenable to change through interventions focused at improving patients’ health status and, as such, it was questioned whether broader measures of quality of life were useful markers of treatment success. Attempts to address this conundrum included the development of models to show the pathway through which changes to clinical variables impacted on symptoms, which in turn impacted on a patient’s functional status, general health perceptions and, ultimately, overall quality of life.

Instrument developers, while not ignoring these debates, to a large extent did not resolve these conceptual problems but instead focused on the task of developing instruments. Consequently, the last 30 years have seen an exponential rise in the number and type of such instruments designed to measure HRQoL. Over time, these instruments sought to measure a whole range of constructs including, for example, HRQoL, symptoms, functioning and activities of daily living. Consequently, a broader categorisation of instruments emerged: patient-reported outcomes (PROs) in the USA and PROMs in the UK. These are defined as questionnaires that measure patients’ perceptions of the impact of a condition and its treatment on their health.

Research efforts centred on testing the psychometric properties of specific instruments in different patient populations: for example, generic measures such as the Short Form Questionnaire-36 items (SF-36), utility measures such as the EQ-5D and disease-specific measures such as the OHS for musculoskeletal
conditions, and the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire Core 30 (EORTC QLQ-C30)(255) and the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General (FACT-G)(256) for cancer. Key psychometric properties included validity – the extent to which an instrument measures what it intends to measure; reliability – the extent to which an instrument is free from random error and produces consistent results either within observers (test–retest reliability) or between observers (intra-rater reliability); and responsiveness – the ability of an instrument to detect change over time. This last criterion was particularly important for instruments used in RCTs.(165,257)

This burgeoning of research effort also saw the emergence of bodies such as the International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) in 1994 and their associated journal Quality of Life Research, which focus on supporting the development of such instruments and holding conferences to support advancements in the science of measurement. Alongside the development of measures came work to establish appropriate methods, criteria and minimum standards for the psychometric properties for use in research settings.(257–260) One example of these criteria, developed by ISOQOL, is reproduced in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Minimum standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual and measurement model</td>
<td>A PRO measure should have documentation defining and describing the concept(s) included and the intended population(s) for use. In addition, there should be documentation of how the concept(s) are organized into a measurement model, including evidence for the dimensionality of the measure, how items relate to each measurement concept and the relationship among concepts included in the PRO measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>The reliability of the PRO measure should preferably be at or above 0.70 for group-level comparisons, but may be lower if appropriately justified. Reliability can be estimated using a variety of methods including internal consistency reliability, test–retest reliability or item response theory. Each method should be justified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content validity</td>
<td>A PRO measure should have evidence supporting its content validity, including evidence that patients and experts consider the content of the PRO measure relevant and comprehensive for the concept, population, and aim of the measurement application. This includes documentation of (1) qualitative and/or quantitative methods used to solicit and confirm attributes (i.e. concepts measured by the items) of the PRO relevant to the measurement application; (2) the characteristics of the participants included in the evaluation (e.g. race/ethnicity, culture, age, gender, socio-economic status, literacy level) with an emphasis on similarities or differences with respect to the target population; and (3) justification for the recall period for the application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct validity</td>
<td>A PRO should have evidence supporting its construct validity, including documentation of empirical findings that support predefined hypotheses of the expected associations among measures similar or dissimilar to the measured PRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>A PRO measure for use in longitudinal research study should have evidence of responsiveness, including empirical evidence of changes in scores consistent with predefined hypotheses regarding changes in the measured PRO in the target population for the research application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability of scores</td>
<td>A PRO measure should have documentation to support interpretation of scores, including what low and high scores represent for the measured concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation of the PRO measure</td>
<td>A PRO measure translated to one or more languages should have documentation of the methods used to translate and evaluate the PRO measure in each language. Studies should at least include evidence from qualitative methods (e.g. cognitive testing) to evaluate translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient and investigator burden</td>
<td>A PRO measure must not be overly burdensome for patients or investigators. The length of the PRO measure should be considered in the context of other PRO measures included in the assessment, the frequency of PRO data collection, and the characteristics of the study population. The literacy demand of the items in the PRO measure should usually be as 6th grade education level or lower (i.e. 12 years old or lower); however, it should be appropriately justified for the context of the proposed application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An ongoing criticism of PROMs was the ordinal nature of many of the instruments, meaning that the gap between scores of 5 and 6 on a particular PROM was not necessarily the same as the gap between scores of 6 and 7 and, therefore, strictly speaking, they should not be analysed using parametric statistics. In addition, the requirement for instruments with robust psychometric properties had led to the production of instruments with many items that were onerous for patients to complete. Furthermore, PROMs varied in their appropriateness for patient groups with different levels of severity, and often suffered from floor and ceiling effects, which limited their responsiveness to change. In response to these problems, a new generation of instruments was developed based on item response theory or Rasch analysis. These instruments differed from traditional psychometric methods by testing how far items within a measure fitted the requirements for interval level measurement along a single dimension. Each item could then be plotted on a ‘ruler’, allowing a more precise ordering of items according to their level of ‘difficulty’ or severity.

Criticisms were also raised about the degree to which standardised HRQoL instruments adequately captured the patient’s perspective.261,262 Many of the early measures were not developed in collaboration with patients and items were developed based on clinical perspectives of what was important to patients.263 Furthermore, the standardised nature of many existing PROMs assumed that all items were equally relevant to patients and there was little scope for patients to indicate how important each dimension was important to them. This gave rise to the development of a number of individualised measures, such as the Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life (SEIQoL),264 the Measure Yourself Medical Outcomes Profile,265 the Disease Repercussion Profile266 and the Patient Generated Index.267 These instruments all allow some flexibility for patients to select problems or domains that are particularly important to them and/or rate how important a domain is to them individually. Furthermore, a consensus guideline for the development of standardised PROMs specified that patients should be directly involved in the item generation process.268

Thus, in summary, there has been a sharp increase in the number of PROMs available to measure almost every aspect of a patient’s health status, symptoms, functioning and HRQoL. Most of these have been developed for use in research rather than in routine clinical practice. There have also been significant developments in the methodologies underpinning their development and testing, and research has largely focused on the development and psychometric testing of these instruments. As a result of these endeavours described in previous paragraphs, a large number of different types of instruments now exist, summarised in Table 4. We now turn to consider their role in the care of individual patients in routine clinical practice.

**Candidate programme theories underlying patient-reported outcome measures feedback in the care of individual patients**

In most countries, the use of PROMs for individual patient care and their use at an aggregate level as an indicator of the quality of patient care for performance management purposes have developed separately but in parallel.269 The collection and feedback of PROMs in the care of individual patients has not formed an explicit part of government policy in the UK. For example, it was never intended that data collected as part of the English national PROMs programme would be routinely fed back at an individual level to clinicians to inform their care of individual patients, although it is possible for clinicians to request data for specific patients.119 Rather, it represents an intervention that clinicians and academics have proposed as ‘a good idea’ to improve care for patients and have set about evaluating its effectiveness in a series of randomised controlled clinical trials conducted over the last 40 years. This evidence has been amassed and synthesised in a large number of systematic reviews,244–54 discussed in Chapter 1. In addition, guidelines have been drawn up to assist practitioners with selecting and implementing PROMs in clinical practice.11,261 We focus on understanding the programme theories of how PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients is intended to work.

To do this, we examine the implicit hypotheses underlying how the intervention has been expected to work within RCTs evaluating the effectiveness of this intervention together with their role as envisaged in...
opinion articles, letters and reviews. It is important to note that we make no comment here on the veracity or validity of claims made within these programme theories, although we do highlight the debates and counter-theories that have arisen in response to them. Testing the extent to which these theories provide a useful explanation of how PROMs feedback works in practice will be addressed in the next chapters on evidence synthesis. A number of different applications of PROMs in the care of individual patients have been proposed.12,13,270–273 We have adapted and amalgamated these taxonomies and focus on the programme theories underlying the use of PROMs as:

- screening tools – to aid the detection of mental health and functional problems
- clinical monitoring tools – to monitor the impact of treatment on patient functioning and inform the clinical management of patient conditions
- personalised care planning and patient self-management – to facilitate patient involvement in care planning and decision making and support patients in self-managing chronic conditions.

It should be noted here that the distinction between these different ideas is somewhat blurred; for example, supporting patient involvement in decisions about their care can also support the clinical management of their condition. Therefore, we use this taxonomy with these caveats in mind.

### TABLE 4 Different types of PROMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of PROM</th>
<th>Description and examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>These instruments aim to measure health and functioning in the general population. Items aim to be relevant to people both with and without illness, and to people with any condition. They tend to measure a number of different dimensions, for example physical functioning, psychological functioning and social functioning, summarised as a number of different subscale scores. They are most useful for comparing the health and functioning of different patient populations. However, they tend to be less responsive to change over time in specific patient populations than disease-specific measures. Examples include the SF-36 and the Nottingham Health Profile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease-specific</td>
<td>These instruments aim to capture the specific ways in which a condition or its treatment impacts on patients’ health and functioning. They also tend to have a number of different dimensions producing a number of subscale scores. They tend to be more responsive to change over time than generic instruments. Instruments vary in the degree to which they can be described as disease specific; many instruments were designed to capture the impact of a broad category of conditions (e.g. the OHS is often used to assess the impact of a broad range of musculoskeletal conditions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility-based</td>
<td>These instruments were designed to combine quality and quantity of life into a single score of between 0 and 1 for use in health economic evaluations comparing different treatments. Respondents completing the measure indicate their current severity level on a number of dimensions of health; for example, the original version of the EQ-5D has five health dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression) that are each scored at three levels of severity. The combination of the five dimensions and three levels of severity places participants in a particular health state; for example, someone with no problems walking about, some problems with washing or dressing, some problems performing daily activities, no pain or discomfort and who was moderately anxious or depressed would have a health state of 12212. Societal values for each state are calculated a priori in a separate exercise using tools such as the standard gamble and the time trade-off. These tools essentially ask individuals to indicate how much time in a specific health state they would be willing to trade for 1 year in full health. A sample of health states are valued in this way, which provides a score for each health state from 0 to 1. Valuations for the health states not directly measured are then estimated using methods such as conjoint analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRT/Rasch</td>
<td>The instruments are developed through testing how far items within a measure fit the requirements for interval level measurement along a single dimension. Items that do not fit the model can be modified until they fit the model or discarded. Each item can then be plotted on a ruler, allowing a more precise ordering of items according to their level of ‘difficulty’ or severity. Examples include PROMIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualised</td>
<td>These are measures that aim to move away from the standardised items that form the basis of generic, disease-specific, utility-based and IRT-based PROMs. Individualised measures enable patients to select issues that are of greatest importance to them, to rate how they feel about those issues and, in some cases, to determine the weighting that should be given to those issues. Examples include the SEIQoL-DW and MYMOP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IRT, item response theory; MYMOP, Measure Yourself Medical Outcome Questionnaire; SEIQoL-DW, Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life Direct Weight.
Patient-reported outcome measures as screening tools

Early trials of PROMs feedback in the 1970s and 1980s focused on the use of PROMs as screening tools to aid the detection of mental health and functional problems in primary care and later in hospital outpatient departments. The majority of work in this area has focused on the value of PROMs in screening for depression. Screening for depression involves ‘the use of self-administered questionnaires or small sets of questions to identify patients who may have depression but who are not already diagnosed or being treated for depression’.

In these trials, patients who had not been diagnosed with depression were asked to complete a depression screening questionnaire, such as the General Health Questionnaire or the Zung Self-rating Depression Scale, and, for patients randomised to the ‘intervention’ arm, the score on the questionnaire was then fed back to their GP, along with information on the score, above or below which the patient might be considered ‘at greater probability of suffering from depression’. The use of PROMs as screening tools was premised on the idea that GPs were underdiagnosing depression in their patients and, consequently, were not treating or referring onwards this population of patients. The underlying, implicit assumption was that GPs were not aware that their patients were suffering from depression, and providing them with a score which represented the patient’s likelihood of having depression would increase GPs’ ability to detect depression in their patients and, consequently, they would take appropriate action to manage the condition.

Between 2003 and 2013, the UK QOF financially rewarded GPs for using a standardised depression measures. In 2010, NICE published a guideline for the management and treatment of depression in adults that did not recommend routine screening for depression. Rather, this guideline advised GPs to be vigilant about the possibility that the patient may have depression, especially for patients with a previous history of the condition or for patients with a chronic condition, and recommended that GPs ask patients about symptoms of depression if they suspected patients may be at risk.

Patient-reported outcome measures as clinical monitoring tools

Here PROMs are envisaged as tool to support the clinical management of the patient. The underlying programme theory is that PROMs offer a more comprehensive assessment of patients’ problems than clinical questioning alone, and that regular, ongoing feedback of PROMs to clinicians will enable clinicians to reflect on whether or not the treatment was working for this patient and, if not, to change the treatment accordingly. Long and Fairfield argued that monitoring whether or not the desired outcomes were being achieved for individual patients was an essential component of evidence-based medicine:

> At an individual patient level outcomes data are, or should be, used by clinicians to monitor how well a treatment plan is working and how the desired outcomes are being achieved, with a view to modifying treatment as appropriate.

This approach has underpinned the use of PROMs to monitor patients’ progress in psychotherapy, where it is known as ‘patient-focused research’. For example, Lambert et al. explain that patient-focused research:

> . . . is aimed at monitoring an individual patients’ progress over the course of therapy. This . . . information can serve as valuable feedback to the practitioner . . . who can make attendant treatment modifications in real time.

The feedback of patient progress in psychotherapy is assumed to raise clinicians’ awareness of the gap between the patient’s desired progress in therapy and their actual progress, creating cognitive dissonance and thus motivating clinicians to modify their approach to helping their clients to improve progress, in line with audit and feedback theories. Sapyta et al. drew on Bickman’s contextual feedback intervention theory to explain how the feedback of client progress in therapy would prompt clinicians to change their therapeutic practices with a client in order to improve the client’s progress:

> for clinicians to engage in self-regulated change they need . . . knowledge (feedback) about a discrepancy between that goal and the current status . . . this contradiction between what one wants to accomplish and what one has actually accomplished creates dissonance, which is psychologically uncomfortable (Aronson, 1999). This dissonance is what motivates change.
Here, the assumption is that client progress need only be shared with the clinician and does not need to be discussed with the patient for changes in clinician behaviour to occur. It is assumed that the client’s progress in therapy reflects the skill or practices of the clinician and they are the focus of the feedback.

Patient-reported outcome measures have also been envisaged as a tool to monitor treatment impact of other chronic conditions to enable clinicians to make changes to a patient’s treatment. Here, PROMs are assumed to act like a test result, similar to biomedical indicators such as blood pressure or HbA1c, and provide another piece of information on which clinicians can base their decision-making. For example, Wagner et al. evaluated the feedback of the SF-36 to neurologists caring for people with epilepsy. Patients completed the measure prior to their consultation, and the patient’s current and previous scores along with norms for the US population were placed in the patient’s notes used by the neurologists during the consultation on at least two occasions. Wagner et al. hypothesised that:

Health status information would reveal a patient’s decline or improvement in functioning and well-being and provide additional information to the clinician . . . [this] would help the clinician to uncover problems and monitor treatment response and . . . assist the clinician in the management of . . . the patient.

Similarly, Søreide and Søreide anticipated the following function of PROMs feedback in the care of patients with gastrointestinal cancer:

. . . surgeons . . . can use the results of PROMs instruments to track patient’s functional status and QoL [quality of life] changes through treatment . . . Obtaining formalized and ‘objective’ results (although based on patients’ ‘subjective’ report) might help surgeons . . . better communicate with patients during their treatment.

The second of these quotations suggests that PROMs offer a more systematic approach to the collection of information about patients functioning than clinicians’ standard methods of history taking and treatment monitoring. Although not identical, this shares many of the ideas and assumptions underlying the use of disease templates and indicators, introduced as part of the QOF in primary care, which aim to provide a structure to the ways in which GPs monitor patients’ lifestyle behaviours and prompt them to offer lifestyle advice to patients or to use structured needs assessments in social care and health visiting to ensure that certain topics are addressed with clients.

In summary, PROMs feedback is assumed to help clinicians monitor the impact of patients’ treatment on their health, which in turn may lead to changes in treatment, referrals or further tests to explore the problem. It is thought that this in turn will lead to improved patient outcomes. Greenhalgh et al. developed a model to depict the implementation chain from PROMs feedback to improvements in patient outcomes, reproduced in Figure 18.

Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to support personalised care planning and self-management

The idea of ‘collaborative personalised care planning’ underpins much of the recent policy and think-tank literature on the management of long-term conditions. Coulter et al. in a report for The King’s Fund described this as follows:

Collaborative personalised care planning aims to ensure that individuals’ values and concerns shape the way in which they are supported to live and self-manage their long term condition(s). Instead of focusing on a standard set of disease management processes, this approach encourages people with long term conditions to work with clinicians to determine their specific needs and express informed preferences for treatment, lifestyle change and self-management support. Then, using a decision coaching process, they agree goals and action plans for implementing them, as well as a timetable for reviewing progress.

p. 7. Reproduced with permission from The King’s Fund
Its model recognises that patients engage in most of their self-management activities during their day-to-day lives, away from the GP surgery or clinic. Therefore, the time they spend in consultation with clinicians presents an opportunity to better support a patient’s own self-management. However, Coulter et al.\(^{286}\) also noted that:

*It is acknowledged that having better conversations between clinicians and patients is not something that can be achieved without additional effort. Clinicians already have a structure for consultations ‘hardwired’ into their daily practice. . . . The biggest change for clinicians involves recognising that the information about the lived experience and personal assets that the patient brings to the care planning process is as important as the clinical information in the medical record; processes also need to be in place to help the clinician identify and include the patient’s contribution.*

p. 7. Reproduced with permission from The King’s Fund\(^{286}\)

Thus, it acknowledges that clinicians may need to change the process of the consultation in order to recognise and incorporate the patient’s perspective into the ways in which they discuss the condition with patients.

---

the patient and make decisions. Coulter et al. presented a model of the consultation (Figure 19) that involves the integration of the clinician’s expertise and assessment with the patient’s knowledge of their condition to inform the management of the condition.

Patient-reported outcome measures have been envisaged as one tool that might support collaborative, patient-centred care and patient self-management. For example, Santana and Feeny presented a model (Figure 20) of how the completion of PROMs may support the management of people with long-term conditions. The first step in their model is that PROMs may facilitate communication between patients and clinicians (but also between patients and their relatives and among different clinicians). They noted:

Our framework theorizes that the completion of PROMs could affect communication among patient–clinician . . . by raising patient’s awareness of his/her condition and facilitating the description of his/her symptoms to clinicians. Simultaneously, the provision of the information from PROMs to clinicians could trigger discussion of issues about which the patient is aware and concerned.

Similarly, Feldman-Stewart and Brundage envisaged that PROMs information can enable the patient to better describe their symptoms to clinicians in a language that clinicians can understand:

. . . filing out the form . . . improves patients’ skills at describing their symptoms, such as . . . identifying and classifying their symptoms . . . [this] resulted in the patient being more effective at conveying messages about his/her health state, which in turn were interpreted by the doctor and improved the doctors’ beliefs about the patient’s health states.

They also theorise that PROMs information may debunk the myth that if a patient does not mention a symptom during the consultation, it means that this symptom is not important to them:

Providing PROs to physicians can help overcome a physician’s belief that symptoms not mentioned by patients do not bother the patients.
Snyder et al.\textsuperscript{11} argued that providing PROMs information to clinicians may improve the efficiency of the consultation by highlighting issues that require addressing:

\textit{The PRO results may be used to help prioritize the issues that require addressing in the clinic visit and promote efficiency.}\textsuperscript{11}

Santana and Feeny\textsuperscript{287} went on to envisage that improved communication stimulated by the use of PROMs may result in patients feeling more involved in their own care. Furthermore, clinicians may use PROMs to educate patients about their condition, which could further enhance patient engagement:

\textit{We think that PROMs could improve communication between patient and clinicians involving patients in their own care. In situations in which clinicians use the PROMs data to discuss and educate patients, the use of PROMs data could have the potential to enhance patient engagement and activation.}\textsuperscript{287}

Armed with increased knowledge about the patient’s perspective, this, in turn can influence how clinicians make decisions about patient care management:

\textit{A potential effect of completing the PROMs may be that patients more frequently talk about the issues with the clinician and the clinician gains insight about patients’ perspectives. Consequently, once clinicians recognize the issues as clinically important, they could initiate changes (ordering new tests, changing medications and dosages, and referring patients to other specialists) and monitor patients’}
progression at the clinic visits as well as between visits. Potentially, this process could improve patient management. We assumed that the routine use of PROMs in chronic care management provides useful information to engage patients and their relatives more effectively and efficiently.


However, the above description envisages the clinician as leading the decision-making on patient care. Santana and Feeny²⁸⁷ acknowledged that PROMs feedback could also support a shared model of decision-making:

PROMs data provide information about patient experiences and patient own preferences for health outcomes and the processes of treatment. Such information is not known by clinicians but is nonetheless important in choosing a specific treatment plan. The discussion between the clinician and the patient about the optimal treatment is of great importance given the availability of treatment options and the uncertainty of medical treatment outcomes.


Thus, the overall programme theory is that PROMs may provide a vehicle through which the patients’ concerns and perspectives about their condition and its management are integrated into the process of information sharing, goal setting and action planning to support both clinical management and the patient’s own self-management of long-term conditions. In turn, clinicians and patients engage in a process of shared decision-making about care and treatment that reflects the patient’s experiences and preferences.

Coulter et al.’s²⁸⁶ model implied that, for personalised care planning to occur, clinicians need to view the patient’s perspective of their condition and its treatment as equally important as a biomedical perspective. It also suggests that a process of integrating the patient’s perspective (offered through PROMs feedback and the patient’s own descriptions) with clinicians’ own clinical judgement and information from biomedical information (e.g. through tests and scans) is required. Furthermore, PROMs are envisaged as offering a systematic way of ensuring that patients’ concerns are addressed.

Etkind et al.⁶⁰ presented a useful logic map (Figure 21) to summarise the steps through which PROMs feedback can improve the process and outcomes of care in the context of palliative care.

The models outlined above have varied in whether they conceptualise improvements in clinician–patient communication can have direct positive effects on the patient’s well-being and/or whether this is mediated through improvements to the process of care, which in turn improve patient outcomes. Street et al.²⁸⁹ developed a theoretical model to explain how improvements in communication may have both direct benefits on psychological well-being and indirect benefits on health outcomes through changes to the process of care (Figure 22). For example, improvements to communication may have a direct influence on psychological well-being, as patients may gain therapeutic benefits when a clinician validates their perspective or expresses empathy towards them. However, improved communication can also have indirect benefits through involving patients in decision-making, which in turn increases the likelihood that the decisions made address patients’ needs. They also explained that ‘a clinicians clear explanations and expression of support could lead to greater patient trust and understanding of treatment options [proximal outcome] . . . this . . . may facilitate patient follow-through with a recommended therapy [intermediate outcome] which in turn improves . . . health outcome’.²⁸⁹

Finally, the electronic collection of PROMs data is hypothesised to facilitate the use of PROM in supporting patient-centred care and self-management. ePROs that are integrated into a patient’s electronic health record can support patient self-care by enabling patients to monitor their own symptoms both during and
FIGURE 21 Etkind et al.'s logic model of PROMs feedback in palliative care. Reproduced from Etkind et al. under the Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0).

ESAS, Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HQLI, Hospice Quality of Life Index; MOS, Medical Outcomes Study; MSAS, Memorial Symptom Assessment Scale; MVQOLI, Missoula-VITAS Quality of Life Index; PACSLAC, Pain Assessment Checklist for Seniors with Limited Ability to Communicate.
after treatment and direct patients to self-care advice. For example, the Psychosocial Oncology and Clinical Practice Group at the University of Leeds have developed an online tool, eRAPID, to enable the remote collection of PROMs data that are linked to the patient’s electronic health record.\textsuperscript{290} Warrington \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{291} noted that:

\textit{Support for self-management can be provided by offering specific semi-automated advice, based on PROMs scores linked to validated clinical algorithms. Such algorithms can direct survivors with persistent low-level problems to available self-help or community services.}\textsuperscript{291}

It is also thought to enable more efficient monitoring of patients at the end of treatment, to determine the level of follow-up and support they may require:

\ldots can be used for the initial assessment of cancer survivors at the end of their treatment to inform the individualised care plan, help with risk stratification and allocation to the appropriate care pathway (self-management, shared care or complex case management).\textsuperscript{291}

Thus, it is theorised that patients may use ePROs to monitor and manage their own health independently from their contact with clinicians and to inform their decisions about whether or not and when to contact health professionals.

\textbf{Counter programme theories: how the feedback of patient-reported outcome measures may not lead to the intended outcomes of improving patient care}

We also identified a number of counter-theories that challenge the assumptions underlying the candidate programme theories outlined above. We outline these next.
**Patient-reported outcome measures feedback is not practical or feasible**

A number of counter-theories focus on the practicalities of collecting and feeding back PROMs during the clinical consultation. It is argued that a significant barrier to the collection and use of PROMs in the care of individual patients is the ‘impracticality and burden of real-time administration and scoring of paper forms in the clinic’.\(^292\) However, developments in IT now mean that patients can complete PROMs electronically through tablets and mobile phones and via the internet: so-called ePROs. It has been hypothesised that the electronic collection of PROMs data can facilitate their use in routine clinical practice by providing real-time data to both clinicians and patients. In support of this idea, Jensen et al.\(^293\) argued that:

> PRO use is . . . facilitated by . . . real time electronic platforms that collect, store and report PRO data to inform clinical care. Electronic (e-PRO) assessment systems allow efficient standardised assessments, decreased respondent burden . . . improved ease of use.\(^293\)

For example, Snyder et al.\(^294\) developed a website called Patient Viewpoint, which ‘allows clinicians to assign PROs for the patient to complete, just as they would any laboratory test’.\(^295\) Snyder et al.\(^294\) indicated that the website was designed to:

> allow both patients and clinicians to track changes in status . . . so that the results of the PRO data can be evaluated in the context of the patient’s other clinical information, the website links to an organization’s EMR [electronic medical record].\(^294\)

Thus, the electronic collection of PROMs data is assumed to facilitate their collection and rapid feedback, which in turn is expected to enhance the use of data by clinicians. Furthermore, their integration with patients’ electronic health records is theorised to enable clinicians to better integrate PROMs data with information from other biomedical or physiological tests into their decision-making.

**Psychometric properties of current patient-reported outcome measures do not support their use in clinical practice**

A number of counter-theories focused on the idea that the psychometric properties of current PROMs do not support their use in the care of individual patients. For example, critics of the use of depression screening questionnaires have argued that the majority of the original studies assessing the diagnostic accuracy of depression screening tools included patients who had already been diagnosed with depression, which may have exaggerated the accuracy of these tools.\(^296\) As such, it has been estimated that the number of patients currently not diagnosed with depression who would have been identified by screening tools ‘may be less than half the number predicted by existing studies’.\(^297\) This may also increase the number of false positives (i.e. the number of people who are categorised by the screening tool as having depression but who do not have an underlying depressive disorder). These people may be prescribed unnecessary antidepressive medications, which are not without side effects. Thombs et al.\(^297\) also drew attention to the possibility of the ‘nocebo effect’, defined as ‘the opposite to the placebo effect, whereby expectation of a negative outcome may lead to the worsening of a symptom’.\(^298\) Thombs et al.\(^297\) suggested that telling a patient that they have depression when they do not could trigger this effect and worsen outcomes for patients.

Goldberg,\(^299\) who developed one of the most commonly used depression screening questionnaires for research studies, the General Health Questionnaire, criticised ‘the temptation for clinicians . . . to use screening questionnaires in too-simplistic a way, assuming that those with scores above some arbitrary threshold are psychiatric cases and those below are not’. To reduce the risk of false positives and false negatives in primary care, Goldberg advocated that, for patients who have a high score on the General Health Questionnaire, GPs should ‘look at the questionnaire with the patient and ask additional probe questions suggested by particular symptoms’ in order to ascertain whether the patient is likely to have a transient disorder or a more enduring problem that requires treatment.\(^299\) In other words, the screening tool should be used not as a definitive diagnostic tool but as a stimulus for further exploration by the
clinician. However, this requires time and effort on the part of the practitioner that they may not be able or willing to give. Furthermore, Gilbody et al.\textsuperscript{51} note that clinicians may ‘intuitively recognise’ that, in general practice, where the prevalence of depression is around 15%, only 50% of those with a positive screening result will actually have depression and, therefore, may be ‘unwilling to act on positive test results’.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, rather than move to treat people who do not have depression, GPs may ignore the results of depression screening questionnaires completely as they distrust the results.

Similarly, it has also been argued that currently available measures were not sufficiently precise to permit their use in monitoring change in individual patients in clinical practice. For example, McHorney and Tarlov\textsuperscript{300} conducted a literature review to compare the psychometric properties of five commonly used generic PROMs and concluded that ‘across all scales, reliability standards for individual assessment and monitoring were not satisfied’. However, in response, Hahn et al.\textsuperscript{301} compared the reliability and measurement error of the same five generic PROMs with common clinical measures (e.g. blood glucose screening, forced expiratory volume measurements and systolic blood pressure monitoring). They concluded that ‘by offering a juxtaposition of common medical measurements and their associated error with HRQoL measurement error, we note that HRQoL instruments are comparable with clinical data’.\textsuperscript{301} They observed that HRQoL instruments are no more or less precise in monitoring individual patients than commonly used biomedical indicators, but continue to be perceived as less reliable, and are therefore rarely used by clinicians in their care of individual patients. Hahn et al.\textsuperscript{301} argued that this is because clinicians are unfamiliar ‘with the interpretation and potential utility of the data’; in other words, because clinicians rarely use such measures in their daily clinical work, they have not developed the so-called ‘tacit knowledge’ required to interpret and understand such data, as they have with commonly used biomedical indicators.

**Patient-reported outcome measures may constrain rather than support the clinician–patient relationship**

A number of counter-theories have focused on the idea that PROMs may constrain, rather than support, the clinician–patient relationship. As Ong et al.\textsuperscript{302} argued, the clinician–patient consultation serves a number of functions, which include (1) creating a good interpersonal relationship, (2) exchanging information and (3) making treatment-related decisions. The underlying assumptions about how PROMs are intended to improve patient care anticipate improvements in all these functions. However, counter-theories suggest that the use of PROMs during the consultation may threaten the doctor–patient relationship because they do not sit easily with clinicians, who prefer to talk directly to the patient. Lohr and Zebrack\textsuperscript{303} explained that:

*Practicing physicians tend to be both skeptical of and possibly irritated by pressures to use HRQOL instruments in daily practice. This skepticism pertains . . . to whether formulaic and standardized instruments provide any added value in eliciting information about their patients . . . the annoyance stems from the perceptions that researchers thought physicians were not doing enough or not doing right by their patients.*


Similarly, Wright\textsuperscript{262} noted that ‘Clinicians usually do not rely on health status questionnaires in routine practice to judge the success of therapy’ but instead ‘feel more comfortable with actually asking them if they are better’. These quotations contain some implicit ideas about why clinicians do not use PROMs in the routine care of their patients. The first is that clinicians resent the implication that their current methods of history taking and talking to their patients are not sufficient to gather the appropriate and necessary information from patients to judge the success or otherwise of treatment. The second is that they question if PROMs, owing to their structured nature, are able to capture the individual concerns of patients. The authors also suggest that clinicians may feel uncomfortable using PROMs in their discussions with patients.
Other counter-theories assert that, rather than facilitating communication between clinicians and patients, PROMs feedback may damage the clinician–patient relationship and hinder communication. For example, Lohr and Zebrack303 expressed concern that clinicians may view PROMs as ‘short cuts to an appropriately complete and nuanced patient history’ and that patients may view PROMs as ‘offputting – a lesser substitute for true conversation and sharing’. They also warned that, rather than supporting the patient’s agenda, the use of PROMs in the care of individual patients could ‘detract from improving outcomes because they divert attention away from problems uppermost on the patient’s agenda and toward clinician-centred issues’.

Linked to this idea that standardised PROMs may constrain the clinician–patient relationship, others have argued that individualised measures may offer a solution to this problem. They note that standardised PROMs assume that all items are equally important to all patients and do not allow patients to indicate how important each item is to them and thus may not reflect the views of individual patients.304 It has been argued that individualised PROMs may be more appropriate than standardised PROMs for use in routine clinical practice, as they allow patients to nominate what is important to them and indicate how important that domain is to their HRQoL.305,306 Macduff307 argued that the process of completing individualised instruments such as the SEIQoL could provide the ‘therapeutic foundation’ for goal setting and developing the clinician–patient relationship, while the numerical data produced as a result of completion might be used as a measure of the effectiveness of clinician interventions. In other words, individualised measures can have value as a ‘conversation opener’ or vehicle for building the clinic–patient relationship, which is different from their use as a measure of the outcome of interventions. However, Macduff307 noted that the areas nominated by patients may change over time, which presents challenges in using individualised PROMs as indicators of the outcome of interventions. For example, it is not clear whether patients should be asked to rate the domains they originally nominated or whether it is acceptable to rate new areas identified by patients as important.

Other counter-theories question the broader idea that PROMs capture the patient’s perspective and thus offer a vehicle through which this can be more effectively communicated to clinicians and give primacy to the patient’s agenda during consultations. It is thus assumed that the balance of power between doctor and patient during the consultation will shift, with greater power being afforded to patients. However, Pilnick and Dingwall308 have questioned the basic premise of this argument. They note that, although interventions that attempt to increase the ‘patient centredness’ of consultations have changed the communication styles of clinicians and increased patient satisfaction, according to quantitative measures, observations of talk during consultations over many decades continue to show ‘the remarkable persistence of asymmetry’ in the doctor–patient relationship. They argue that this ‘asymmetry may have roots that are inaccessible to training programmes in talking practices’ and in fact ‘lies at the heart of the medical enterprise: it is founded in what doctors are there for’.308 In other words, the asymmetry is functional in the context of the wider social order; it enables doctors not just to care for patients but to maintain that social order by adjudicating on who has the right to be deemed ‘sick’. As such, it is not going to be changed by interventions that focus on changing communication practices during consultations.

Other counter-theories have focused on the challenges and costs that may be incurred by patients in the process of using ePROs to self-monitor and self-manage their own health. Lupton309 noted that it is assumed that through the practices of digital self-monitoring and self-care patients can have ‘control over one’s recalcitrant body and its ills’ and thus be empowered to take greater control of their health. However, she notes that digital self-monitoring may require patients to engage in self-monitoring at particular times of the day; thus, ‘empowerment’ becomes a ‘set of obligations’. She also observes that not all patients have the necessary economic or cultural capital to enact the ‘empowered consumer role’ that is envisaged by discourses of digital self-monitoring and self-care and that such patients may ‘find it difficult to challenge medical authority or simply may not wish to do so’.309 Finally, she argues that the very process of engaging in self-monitoring can be ‘too confronting, tiring or depressing for people who are chronically or acutely ill’.309
The challenges of using patient-reported outcome measures for multiple purposes
Another set of counter-theories focuses on the potentially unintended consequences of using PROMs for multiple purposes. Some of these theories consider how this may affect the behaviour of patients, while others consider how this might influence the behaviour of clinicians. Some have expressed concerns that when the results of PROMs are used by clinicians to determine access or continued use of treatments or therapies, patients may manipulate their answers to PROMs, which may misrepresent their true feelings but ensure that access to the desired treatment is maintained. For example, Lohr and Zebrack\(^{303}\) warned that:

*Will patients, deliberately or inadvertently, give misleading information on PRO instruments that might prompt unease, if not actual mistrust of patients by their doctors? . . . for instance, in using pain measures when patients are seeking narcotics or other prescription drugs for reasons other than pain per se . . .* \(^{303}\)

Others have highlighted the challenges of using PROMs both for performance management purposes and in the care of individual patients.\(^{16,269}\) For example, Wolpert\(^{16}\) noted that PROMs data are often mandated for routine collection as measures of service quality without considering how such measures can be integrated with ‘clinical conversations or clinical care’. She argued that the value of using PROMs data for audit purposes is often disconnected from the challenges faced by those tasked with implementing the measures on the ground, where they may undermine the clinical encounter. Wolpert explained that ‘the standard questions may seem irrelevant to a given patient and can be experienced as a potential burden for clinicians and patients alike’.\(^{16}\) Thus, PROMs that may be useful as measures of service quality may not support clinicians in their care of individual patients; however, it is clinicians who are expected to collect these data.

An overall programme theory
In this chapter, we have presented a range of programme theories underlying how the feedback of individual-level PROMs data is intended to improve the care of individual patients in routine clinical practice. The data are envisaged as tools to:

- screen for patients’ functional or mental health problems
- assist in the monitoring of treatment on patients’ health, and inform clinical decision-making
- support patient-centred care and patient self-management.

We have also considered a range of counter-theories suggesting possible blockages to the implementation of PROMs feedback or explanations of why they may not work as intended. These theories formed the basis of the evidence synthesis, reported in the next chapters. To guide our evidence synthesis, we drew on the different logic models discussed above (e.g. Greenhalgh,\(^{62}\) Coulter,\(^{286}\) Santana\(^{287}\) and Etkind\(^{60}\)) to develop an overall implementation chain or logic model of the feedback of PROMs data within patient care (Figure 23).

This depicts the intermediate steps through which PROMs feedback may enable patients or clinicians to raise issues during the consultation, discuss the issues, act on the issues and subsequently improve patient outcomes. It also shows that PROMs feedback may also enable patients to monitor their own health independently of their interactions with clinicians and that clinicians may use PROMs to inform their care of patients independently of their interactions with patients. The figure is intended not to be exhaustive but to be illustrative of the process through which PROMs feedback is intended to inform and improve the care of individual patients in routine clinical practice. This model provided a framework for our synthesis, reported in Chapters 8 and 9.
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FIGURE 23 Patient-reported outcome measures feedback in the care of individual patients: a logic model.
Chapter 8 Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to support patients in raising or sharing concerns with clinicians

Introduction

As we discussed in Chapter 7, the feedback of individual PROMs data to inform and support the care of individual patients can serve a number of different functions. PROMs can be used as tools for:

- screening – to aid the detection of mental health and functional problems
- clinical monitoring – to monitor the impact of treatment on patient functioning and inform the clinical management of patient conditions
- personalised care planning and patient self-management – to facilitate patient involvement in care planning and decision-making and support patients in self-managing long-term conditions.

As discussed in Chapter 6, following discussion with our stakeholders and patient group and within our project team, we agreed to focus our synthesis on understanding the mechanisms through which and contexts in which the feedback of PROMs data can help to support personalised care planning. We have used our logic model or ‘implementation chain’ of the pathways through which individual PROMs feedback may support personalised care planning, summarised in Figure 23 in the previous chapter, to provide a structure for the review. This illustrates a number of pathways through which individual PROMs feedback may improve patient care. It also illustrates the proximal, intermediate and distal stages or outcomes of PROMs collection and feedback in the care of individual patients.

These pathways and stages provide a model for thinking about the way in which PROMs can support personalised care planning, the clinician–patient discussion and subsequent actions. In practice, these different stages overlap and they should not be understood as strictly sequential. For example, if PROM questionnaires are completed through an interview with a clinician, PROM completion and discussion may be simultaneous. Our synthesis is focused on understanding the mechanisms through which and contexts in which each stage in the pathway leads to the next and the potential blockages, obstacles and unintended consequences of PROMs feedback which may prevent or limit the achievement of its intended outcome of improving patient care. For example, the process of completing the PROM may help patients to articulate their concerns in the consultation, thereby supporting information sharing and discussion. We consider these processes and ways in which PROMs can be used in more detail below, and discuss the boundaries and scope of our review.

Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to support clinical decision-making independently of the patient consultation

Patient-reported outcome measures may be used by clinicians to inform treatment decisions independently of patient consultations and without discussing the PROMs data with patients. This may involve clinicians using PROMs feedback to reflect on their own practice and change treatment accordingly, without discussing this with patients explicitly. This aligns with Bickman et al.’s\(^{281}\) contextual feedback intervention theory, which assumes that the PROMs data will enable clinicians to see a gap between their own performance and the goal performance, in this instance that the patient is making the expected progress in therapy or that the patient’s treatment is working as expected. It is assumed that, on being made aware of this gap, clinicians subsequently change their approach to therapy or the patient’s treatment to improve the patient’s outcome.
This programme theory underlies much of the research examining PROMs feedback within psychotherapy; for example, randomised trials have assessed the effects of providing feedback on patient progress to therapists, with a particular focus on highlighting patients who are not making the expected improvements.\textsuperscript{41,50,310} In these trials, therapists use the PROMs as part of their own review of whether or not therapy is working, without necessarily discussing the feedback as part of the patient consultation. Furthermore, standardised outcome measures have also been used by multidisciplinary teams to inform clinical decision-making.\textsuperscript{311,312} Again, these functions of PROMs occur ‘backstage’ to interactions with patients. We decided that these functions of PROMs were outside the scope of our review, as our focus was on how PROMs may support patients’ involvement in the process of planning their care. However, we have drawn on some of the literature on patients’ views of measures in these contexts, as the completion of PROMs by patients is common to all programme theories of PROMs.

**Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to promote patient self-management of long-term conditions**

The process of self-monitoring using PROMs may support patients to self-manage long-term conditions, both in collaboration with and independently of their contact with clinicians. This is an important emerging area and a number of systems exist to capture PROMs electronically and, in some cases, link data to the patient’s electronic health record.\textsuperscript{293} PROMs completion is often embedded in broader self-management support interventions, and a number of studies have examined the feasibility and acceptability of web-based PROMs completion\textsuperscript{313,314} and its impact on patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{315–318} The process of self-monitoring and its role in supporting self-management for people with long-term conditions has been considered in a number of existing systematic reviews.\textsuperscript{319,320} We have not focused on exploring whether or not and how patients use PROMs to self-manage long-term conditions.

**Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to facilitate patient self-reflection and to help patients raise or share issues with clinicians**

The process of completing a PROM, by a patient either on their own or with a clinician, can make it more likely that the patient will raise issues of concern to them during the consultation. In Chapter 7, we outlined a number of mechanisms through which this is hypothesised to occur. PROMs completion may act as a simple reminder for patients to mention issues to clinicians. When completed independently or with a clinician, PROMs may enable patients to engage in a process of self-reflection and help them to prioritise which issues are important to them and to identify those that they wish to raise with clinicians. This process of self-reflection through PROMs completion may empower patients or give them ‘permission’ to raise issues with clinicians. It may also enable them to verbalise these concerns in a language that clinicians understand. It is assumed that the patient raises these issues with the clinician and the issues are then discussed.

**Patient-reported outcome measures as tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patient concerns**

A further pathway is that PROMs are a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patient concerns. When a patient completes a PROM and the individual patient’s PROM scores are fed back to the clinician prior to or during the consultation, it is hypothesised that this will alert the clinician to problems or issues that are of concern to the patient. These scores could be at a single point in time but also denote changes in PROMs scores over time, to enable the clinician to monitor the impact of treatment on the patient’s health. It is assumed that this increased awareness will prompt the clinician to further explore and discuss any problems identified with the patient, and subsequently, to take action to address them, for example referral to additional services, advice, changing current treatment or other treatment options. This is then assumed to lead to improved patient outcomes.
Summary and structure of our review

Thus, our logic model has set out a number of different pathways through which the feedback of individual PROMs data is expected to improve patient care. It has also identified a number of proximal, intermediate and distal outcomes that are expected to occur as a result of this feedback. Our review will focus on two main pathways:

1. PROMs act as a tool to enable patients to raise or share concerns with clinicians.
2. PROMs act as a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patient concerns.

Both of these pathways are expected to increase discussion between the patient and clinician about the patient’s concerns and, in turn, the clinician is expected to take action to address these concerns. We will now explore the pathways through which these actions in turn lead to better outcomes.

For each of these pathways and each stage of the implementation chain, we considered the underlying assumptions and ideas about what needs to happen for the next stage of the chain to be realised. We ordered the findings from the empirical literature around these stages and compared what is expected to happen with what actually happens in practice.

In this chapter, we focus on testing and revising the main theory that PROMs act as a tool to enable patients to share or raise issues with clinicians. We also consider the initial stage of this pathway and review studies examining patients’ views of and preferences for different types of PROM. In Chapter 9, we focus on testing and revising the theory that PROMs feedback acts as a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patients’ concerns. In Chapter 9 we also consider the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback leads to the discussion of patients concerns and action to address them.

Candidate programme theories: patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to enable patients to raise or share issues with clinicians

First, we set out a number of candidate programme theories to be tested in this chapter. We draw on the process of theory elicitation undertaken in Chapter 7 to identify some provisional theories that seek to explain how PROMs feedback is expected to work. It is important to note here that, initially, these theories represent the simple assumptions regarding the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback is expected to lead to intended outcomes. They are provisional, and the purpose of the synthesis is then to test these theories in relation to the literature and refine them to produce a more sophisticated understanding of how PROMs feedback works in practice. Our focus is on reviewing the evidence to test and refine the theory that the process of completing a PROM, by a patient either on their own or with a clinician, can make the patient more likely to raise or share issues of concern to them during the consultation.

The first stage in this pathway is that the patient completes the PROM. PROMs completion may act as a simple reminder for patients to mention issues to clinicians. When completed independently or with a clinician, PROMs may enable patients to engage in a process of self-reflection and help them to prioritise which issues are important to them and to identify those issues they wish to raise with clinicians. This process of self-reflection through PROMs completion may empower patients or give them ‘permission’ to raise issues with clinicians. It may also enable them to verbalise these concerns in a language the clinicians understand. Alternatively, clinicians may use the PROM to structure their discussion with patients and to explore the patients’ views about their condition, its treatment and the impact of both on their health. In both pathways, it is assumed that the PROM offers a means of giving priority to the patient’s agenda during the consultation, by providing a more comprehensive and systematic picture of their concerns. It is assumed that the patient then raises these issues with the clinician and these are discussed. We summarise these theories as follows.

- **Theory 10** Overall candidate programme theory: PROMs act as a tool to enable patients to raise or share issues with clinicians.
This may occur through a number of mechanisms:

- **Theory 10a** Self-reflection: patients reflect on their own situation, which then enables patients to identify and prioritise what is important to them and what they want to share or raise with clinicians.
- **Theory 10b** Reminder: the process of PROMs completion reminds patients to mention or raise issues with clinicians.
- **Theory 10c** Permission: the process of PROMs completion signals to the patient that someone is interested in how they are feeling and this gives them permission to share or raise issues with their clinician.

However, a number of theories reviewed in Chapter 7 noted concerns that PROMs completion may hinder the development of the patient–clinician relationship or narrow the focus of the consultation. Therefore, PROMs completion may work in unintended ways to produce unanticipated outcomes, depending on how they fit, or do not fit, with these existing processes. In summary:

- **Theory 11a** PROMs completion or review may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship.
- **Theory 11b** PROMs completion or review may hinder the flow of the consultation.

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback to support the care of individual patients is no less complex than the collection and feedback of aggregated PROMs and performance data. As we highlighted in Chapters 4 and 5, PROMs feedback is implemented in different ways, into contrasting organisations and services, alongside a range of accompanying programmes and incentives. These different contextual factors may sharpen or blunt the extent to which PROMs capture patients’ views, support the process of self-reflection, and remind or give patients permission to raise or share their concerns with clinicians. Furthermore, the assortment of contextual factors do not exist in isolation from each other but merge, overlap and mutually influence each other to produce a complex range of different outcomes. In our synthesis we have recognised this; many of the papers we review represent different configurations of these contextual factors, and it is impossible to isolate one from the others. However, our focus has been on seeking to understand how and why different configurations of contextual factors lead to a complex pattern of outcomes, both intended and unintended. For the sake of clarity, we discuss each set of contextual factors in turn below.

The first set of contextual factors relates to the structure and format of the PROM. If the PROM is completed before the consultation, the measure needs to be easy to understand and complete by patients. If completed beforehand or used during the consultation, the PROM needs to adequately reflect the concerns of patients, in terms of both content and structure. A number of tensions arise here. In routine clinical practice, there is a need for measures to be brief in order to be feasible for use. However, they also need to be comprehensive enough to capture patients’ perspectives. Although the structured nature of standardised PROMs is hypothesised to enable a more systematic and comprehensive reflection of patients’ concerns, a number of these measures have not been developed with the involvement of patients and, as such, they may not reflect their views. Furthermore, they may not be flexible enough to reflect the dynamic nature of patients’ concerns or the different values that patients place on them. For this reason, it has been hypothesised that individualised measures may be more appropriate for use in routine clinical practice. Thus, to summarise:

- **Theory 12** The structure and format of the PROM make a difference to whether or not the intended outcomes of PROM are achieved.
Particular dimensions that might be important are:

- **Theory 12a** Length versus comprehensiveness of the PROM.
- **Theory 12b** Standardised versus individualised PROMs.

The second set of contextual factors relates to the existing configuration of the patient–clinician relationship and consultation. Whether PROMs completion or review of findings by clinicians fits into the flow and function of patient–clinician interaction is likely to depend on the nature of the existing relationship between the patient and clinician, the point at which the PROM is completed in relation to the development of this relationship, and the patient’s and clinician’s own preferences for the ways in which relationships are built. Thus, to summarise:

- **Theory 13** Whether the completion and review of PROMs data supports or constrains the flow and function of patient–clinician interaction depends on:
  - theory 13a: the existing relationship between patients and clinicians
  - theory 13b: the point in the relationship-building process when the PROM is completed or reviewed
  - theory 13c: patients’ and clinicians’ existing preferences for relationship building.

The third set of contextual factors relates to the purpose of PROMs collection and the ways in which PROMs data will be used. In their systematic review, Boyce et al. found that clinicians expressed concerns about the lack of clarity regarding whether PROMs data were intended for use to inform clinical care or to monitor the quality of the service. For example, in both the UK and New Zealand, the routine collection of PROMs in mental health services has been advocated as a means of supporting the care of individual patients and, at the same time, monitoring the quality of services. In the UK, the routine collection outcome data are mandated as part of the Mental Health and Learning Disability Minimum Dataset. Similarly, the use of standardised depression questionnaires for screening and monitoring people with depression in primary care was incentivised under the UK QOF between 2003 and 2013, and the results were used as indicators of the quality of care in general practice. This has raised concerns that attempting to achieve two different functions may undermine the successful use of PROMs data for either purpose.

- **Theory 14** Whether patient-reported outcome measures data collection is incentivised or used for other purposes makes a difference to the achievement of its intended outcomes.

**Evidence review: theory testing and refinement**

In our synthesis, we do not review each of the above provisional theories separately. This is because contextual factors exist in configuration and shape the mechanisms through which PROMs completion and feedback works in multiple and complex ways. Furthermore, the studies we review here reflect these multiple context configurations and speak to a number of different theories at the same time. Rather, we test and refine our theories through exposure to studies which have explored different elements of the PROMs completion process in different settings. We start by reviewing studies which have examined patients’ views and preferences for different PROMs through experimental or comparative studies, to test theories about whether patients prefer long or shorter measures and prefer standardised or individualised PROMs. We then consider a range of studies that have examined patient and clinician experiences of PROMs completion in two settings that have been the focus of much work in PROMs: mental health and oncology/palliative care. These two settings present different configurations of contextual factors highlighted above, which enable us to understand how and why they support or constrain patients in sharing or raising issues with clinicians.
In mental health settings, we examine studies exploring how GPs have used standardised PROMs to detect and manage depression. In general practice, patients usually already have an existing relationship with their GP, and GPs must mobilise this relationship when patients present with suspected signs of depression in order to discuss referral and management options with them. In England, the use of these instruments was incentivised under the QOF to reward GPs for delivering high-quality care between 2003 and 2013. We also examine the use of PROMs with adult and child mental health services. Here, newly referred patients and the clinicians caring for them establish a relationship over time, which is also seen as instrumental in achieving the aims of therapy. In this context, the routine collection of outcome measures has been mandated as part of government policy in a number of countries (e.g. England, New Zealand and Australia), but has not been incentivised with monetary rewards and sanctions.

We also explore the use of PROMs in palliative care settings. The goal of palliative care is to maximise quality of life for those patients with incurable disease by controlling symptoms and addressing patients’ psychological and spiritual concerns, suggesting that a systematic and comprehensive understanding of patients’ quality of life is vitally important. For this reason, the routine collection of PROMs in palliative care has been advocated and guidance produced on the selection and implementation of measures. However, the routine collection of PROMs in palliative care has not been part of formal government policy, nor has it been incentivised with monetary rewards and sanctions. There is no government-mandated, formal initiative to collect aggregated PROMs data as an indicator of service quality in palliative care. The contrast between mental health and oncology thus provides a useful means of comparing use of PROMs in services where the collection of PROMs data has been incentivised or mandated in order to both support individual care and measure service quality (such as care of people with mental health), with the use of PROMs in services where it has not (such as oncology or palliative care).

Finally, we note here that many of the studies included in our synthesis are small-scale qualitative studies. When such studies are considered in isolation, caveats regarding the limited generalisability of each study apply. However, realist synthesis involves a process of consolidation, in which a number of different studies are brought together to test and refine a theory. The function of this process is to develop and enhance our explanation of the circumstances in which and processes through which interventions work. In such cases, confidence in the validity of an explanation increases when findings from different studies are replicated. Furthermore, in realist synthesis, data and evidence comprise not just the study findings but also the authors’ own interpretations and explanations of those findings. Therefore, trust in the validity of an explanation is also buttressed when not only the findings themselves are replicated, but the authors’ own explanations for these findings also recur.

**Patients’ views on the structure and format of patient-reported outcome measures**
Traditionally, quantitative psychometric methodologies have been the predominant means of establishing the validity of PROMs. These assess the extent to which a new PROM correlates with existing PROMs thought to measure a similar concept or is able to distinguish between different groups of patients who, a priori, are expected to have different scores on the measure. In addition, the importance of involving patients not only in the item generation process, but also in assessments of face and content validity of resulting PROMs (i.e. whether or not items look to address relevant issues) and in checking that items are easy to understand and complete, has been recognised. In this section, we review a number of studies that provide a comparative assessment of patients’ views of different PROMs. These studies allow us to test the theories of whether patients prefer shorter, less comprehensive measures or longer, more comprehensive measures. They also allow us to test the theory of whether patients prefer standardised or individualised PROMs.

**Snyder et al.** This study compared patients’ views of three standardised PROMs designed for use with people with cancer using a RCT design. The three PROMs in question were the EORTC QLQ-C30, six domains from PROMIS, and the Supportive Care Needs Survey-Short Form (SCNS-SF-34). The EORTC QLQ-C30 is a disease-specific PROM originally developed for use in trials to assess the impact of cancer treatment on
patients’ quality of life, but it has also been used in trials examining the feedback of individual PROMs data in routine clinical practice.\(^{326,327}\) It has 30 items that cover five functional domains (physical, role, emotional, social and cognitive) and eight symptom scales (fatigue, pain, nausea and vomiting, dyspnoea, insomnia, appetite loss, constipation and diarrhoea). PROMIS is a collection of short-form scales, item banks and computer-adaptive tests designed to be relevant to people across a range of conditions, including cancer. In this study, the fixed-item scales for anxiety, depression, fatigue, pain impact, physical functioning and satisfaction with social roles were used. The SCNS-SF-34 was designed to assess the care needs of people with cancer. It has 34 items covering five need domains (psychological, health systems and information, physical and daily living, patient care and support and sexual).

Those recruited for the study were patients of 12 clinicians involved in the care of people with cancer (medical oncologists, radiation oncologists and nurse practitioners) in the USA. Of the 301 eligible patients, 224 (74%) agreed to participate and were randomised to complete the EORTC QLQ-C30, the SCNS-SF-34 or PROMIS scales before every clinic visit during their treatment (weekly for radiation oncology, every 2–4 weeks for medical oncology patients) via the online Patient Viewpoint web tool. The PROMs were automatically scored by the Patient Viewpoint tool and for phase 1 of the study were printed and fed back to clinicians prior to the consultation. In phase 2 they were made available via a printed version, online via the Patient Viewpoint website or in the patient’s electronic record. At the end of their treatment, patients were asked to rate their views of the PROM using 11 Likert scales in the form of the patient feedback form. The items in this questionnaire assessed the extent to which patients thought that:

- the PROM was easy to complete
- the PROM was easy to understand
- the PROM was useful to complete
- the PROM helped them to remember when they met the doctor
- the doctor used information for their care
- the PROM improved quality of care
- the PROM improved communication with doctor
- they felt more in control of their care
- they would recommend the PROM to others
- they would want to continue responding in the future.

The primary outcome measure was the percentage of patients who answered strongly agree or agree to all 11 rating items on the patient feedback form. In addition, an exit interview was conducted with all patients to further explore whether or not scores were discussed and addressed.

Of the 224 patients who enrolled to the trial, 181 completed their allocated PROM on one or more occasions and completed one or more items on the feedback form. For these patients, there was a statistically significant difference in the primary outcome measure for the three arms of the trial, with the EORTC QLQC-C30 being rated most favourably (74% strongly agreed/agreed to all items), followed by PROMIS (61% patients strongly agreed/agreed) and then the SCNS-SF-34 (52% patients strongly agreed/agreed). The individual item ratings on the feedback form varied both within and across each arm. All items on the feedback form were relatively highly rated for all PROMs (the lowest was 67% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the SCNS-SF-34 improved the quality of their care). However, there was also a consistent pattern of responses to the feedback form items, whereby, for all PROMs, a higher percentage of patients reported that the PROM was easy to understand and complete and helped them to remember when they met the doctor, than felt that the doctor had used the information for their care or that the PROM improved their quality of care or communication with the doctor. Care must be taken in making inferences from these patterns, as testing for variation within the items across PROMs was not part of the planned analysis of the trial. However, the data suggest a hypothesis that may be tested elsewhere: that the process of PROMs completion itself may have more value to patients than the feedback has to clinicians.
The exit interviews provided some explanations as to why the SCNS-SF-34 was rated less highly by patients. The authors report that ‘several’ patients felt that a number of the items were unlikely to change over time and were therefore ‘not suited to repeat administration’. This may have been because the SCNS-SF-34 used a 1-month recall period but patients were completing the PROM weekly. Thus, the authors concluded that ‘the measure does matter to patients’ and PROMs vary in their perceived usefulness to patients. However, patients did not directly compare the three measures, and the findings might have been different had all patients completed all PROMs. In addition, this study is based on self-reports of patients’ satisfaction with the PROMs under study, which are often overwhelmingly positive. In terms of the theory under test, the study suggests that ‘not all PROMs are equal’, and that they vary in their ease of completion and usefulness to patients. It also tentatively suggests a hypothesis that the process of completing the PROM is perceived as having more value to patients in terms of helping them remember things to discuss things with their doctor than in relation to the impact on doctor–patient communication.

Nilsson et al. 328
This study provides a comparative analysis of patients’ views of two commonly used generic PROMs: the SF-36 and the EQ-5D. The SF-36 has 36 items that cover eight subscales (physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social functioning, role emotional and mental health). Items vary in their response options; some items have three-level response options and others have five-level response options. The EQ-5D has five items covering mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. In the version assessed by this study, each item has a three-level response option. As such, this study provides a test of whether shorter, more general PROMs with less complex response options are preferred over longer, more comprehensive PROMs with more complex response options, or vice versa.

A total of 573 patients with a range of long-term conditions were recruited via health professionals from hospitals across Sweden. All patients received an intervention of some kind; these included patient education, surgical and pharmacological treatments. Patients were asked to complete the EQ-5D, followed by the SF-36, before and after their intervention. They were then asked to evaluate each instrument using a questionnaire. Two items asked patients to rate how easy the measure was to understand and respond on a 5-point scale from ‘very easy’ to ‘very hard’. One item asked patients to rate how well they felt each questionnaire described their health in a comprehensive way, from ‘very good’ to ‘very bad’. Patients were then asked if they felt that the routine collection of health outcome assessment would be valuable in the future (yes/no) and, if so, which questionnaire they would prefer (SF-36, EQ-5D or no preference). Patients were also given space on the form to expand on their answers.

Of the 573 patients recruited, 463 (80%) completed both measures and an evaluation form. Table 5 summarises the findings of the study.

This table shows that patients rated the EQ-5D as significantly easier than the SF-36 to understand and respond to. There were no differences in patients’ ratings in terms of the extent to which they perceived each measure to describe their health in a comprehensive way. The majority of patients expressed no preference for either measure to be routinely collected in the future. Of those who did express a preference, significantly more patients preferred the SF-36 than the EQ-5D.

The open-ended responses provide some explanation for these findings. Twenty-seven responses referred to the value of outcome assessment in general and 62 responses explained their preference (or lack of) for one instrument or the other. Patients commented on the positive aspects of outcome assessment, including that it ‘saves time at consultations’, shows that ‘someone cares!’ and may give ‘a better insight into the patient’s experience’. Patients also commented that completing the questionnaires ‘forces you to reflect on your situation’. ‘Negative’ comments included scepticism that it was possible to measure health using questionnaires, reflected in the comments ‘how can you measure health on paper?’ and ‘mental or physical health is difficult to describe in text’.
Of those patients who expressed no preference for one measure or the other, free-text responses reflected that the questionnaires both seemed similar, were equally easy to respond to or answer, or were both equally incomplete. Those who preferred the SF-36 did so because they felt that the content of questions or the nature of the response options provided a more comprehensive assessment of their health, as illustrated in the quotations ‘more detailed questions which give a better picture of how you feel’ and ‘more response options to choose from, which makes it easier to describe your condition’. Those who preferred the EQ-5D did so because they found it easier to respond to – ‘easier to understand’ – or less confusing than the SF-36: ‘SF-36 is awkward to answer’. Some patients also identified problems with the EQ-5D, despite indicating a preference for it; these included that they were ‘too healthy for the questions’ or that the response options were too coarse: ‘I would like to answer in between the response alternatives’.

This study is based on patient responses to a relatively simplistic questionnaire to explore their views of two PROMs. All patients completed the PROMs in the same order and their preferences might have been subject to ‘order effects’. However, the study provides a useful test to explore whether patients prefer shorter, less comprehensive PROMs or longer, more comprehensive PROMs. Overall, quantitative data collected in this study found no differences in the extent to which patients felt that each questionnaire adequately described their health, but they felt the EQ-5D was easier to understand and respond to. Although most patients did not express a preference, of those who did, more patients would prefer the SF-36 to be routinely collected than the EQ-5D. The open-ended responses suggested that patients who preferred the EQ-5D did so because it was easier to understand, while the SF-36 was chosen because it was perceived to provide a better reflection of patients’ health. In terms of the theory under test, this study highlights the tension between simplicity and complexity and between brevity and comprehensiveness in the structure and format of PROMs. Overall, it suggests that patients with long-term conditions are willing to tolerate a questionnaire that is longer and more complex to complete if it provides a more comprehensive assessment of their health.

**Neudert et al.**

This study assessed patients’ perceptions of the validity and distress caused by completion of three different PROMs: the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP), the SF-36 and the Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life Direct Weight (SEIQoL-DW). The SF-36 has been described previously. The SIP is a standardised generic PROM and consists of 136 yes/no items covering 12 domains. The SEIQoL-DW is an individualised PROM developed for use by patients with a range of conditions. During completion,

---

**TABLE 5** Patient ratings for the SF-36 and EQ-5D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF-36</th>
<th>EQ-5D</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ease of understanding: percentage of patients rating questionnaire very easy/easy to understand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ease of responding: percentage of patients rating questionnaires as very easy/easy to respond to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to describe health: percentage of patients rating very good/good ability to describe health in a comprehensive way</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Preferred SF-36, % (n) | Preferred EQ-5D, % (n) | No preference | p-value (SF-36 vs. EQ-5D)**
| 25 (52) | 8 (16) | 68 (142) | < 0.001 |

patients are invited to choose five life areas they consider to be the most important determinant of their quality of life. They are then asked to rate how satisfied they are with each area on a visual analogue scale. They are then asked to indicate the relative importance of each area using a weighting instrument, such that a pie chart is produced containing five segments, each representing a chosen area, and where the size of each segment represents the relative importance to patients. As such, this study compared patients’ preferences for standardised generic PROMs versus an individualised PROM. It therefore allows us to test the theory that patients consider individualised measures to have greater face validity than standardised PROMs.

Patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis at one neurological centre in Germany were invited to participate in the study; most of them were enrolled on a drug trial. All patients completed the SIP as part of the drug trial and were randomly allocated to also complete either the SF-36 or the SEIQoL-DW. Patients completed the SIP and SF-36 independently or with help from one of the authors, whereas the SEIQoL-DW was administered through an interview. Patients completed the measures at least three times at 2-month intervals. Patients were asked to rate their perceived validity and the degree of emotional distress involved in completing each of their allocated instruments on a visual analogue scale from 0 to 100.

Of the 62 eligible patients, 51 (82%) agreed to take part in the study and, of these, 42 (82%) completed at least three assessments of their allocated measures. Patients’ ratings for the perceived validity of the instrument in measuring their quality of life were significantly higher for the SEIQoL-DW than for the SIP or SF-36. There were no differences in the perceived validity of the SIP or SF-36. Overall, the degree of emotional distress caused by the completion of any of the instruments was low, although values were only reported graphically and absolute numbers were not reported. The SEIQoL-DW had the lowest rating for emotional distress, followed by the SF-36 and then the SIP, with the difference between the SEIQoL-DW and the SIP being statistically significant.

This was a small study of patients with a relatively rare condition, and as such the findings may not be generalisable. Nonetheless, the study provides useful data for theory testing. In terms of the theories under test, these findings can be interpreted in two ways. First, they indicate that patients preferred the freedom to nominate areas of life important to them as a result of the open structure and content of the SEIQoL-DW, compared with responding to the pre-defined set items and response alternatives mandated by the standardised nature of the SF-36 and SIP. The authors also point out that the high distress ratings of the SIP may also be because the items focus on what patients are no longer able to do, rather than what they can do, and might have reminded patients about the progressive nature of their condition. Alternatively, as the authors point out, the differences in perceived validity and emotional distress ratings between the three instruments may be due to the fact that the SEIQoL-DW was interviewer administered and this interaction was preferred by patients and also served to reduce the emotional distress of instrument completion. These explanations are not mutually exclusive and both may account for the differences in the ratings between the three PROMs. However, this study did not collect any qualitative data to further explore how and whether these explanations work together or independently of each other.

**Summary of quantitative findings on patient views of patient-reported outcome measure format and structure**

The studies reviewed in this section suggest that ‘not all PROMs are equal’, and that they vary in how easy they are to understand and respond to and in the extent to which patients feel that PROM results reflect their health. We found some evidence to indicate that patients are prepared to tolerate a longer questionnaire that is more complex to complete if it provides a more comprehensive assessment of their health. However, PROMs that are too long and/or contain items that remind patients of how little they can do cause them distress. We also found some evidence to support the theory that patients view individualised measures as more valid and less distressing to complete. This may be because they prefer the freedom to nominate areas of their life that are important to them. It may also be because they value the interaction with an interviewer, which could facilitate the exploration of these areas and mean that patients feel that they are being listened to which, in turn, may reduce any emotional distress caused by PROM completion.
Qualitative evaluations of standardised and individualised patient-reported outcome measures

The studies reviewed so far have largely used quantitative methods to evaluate patients’ perceptions of PROMs. We now review studies that have taken a qualitative approach to explore how meaning is constructed as patients frame their own health experiences in response to standardised and individualised PROM items. A basic assumption of PROMs is that the standardisation of items and content gives rise to a standardisation of meaning, thus enabling change in individual patients to be measured over time. The studies reviewed here delve into the ‘black box’ of how patients complete PROMs to test this theory.

Mallinson

At the time this paper was written, few existing PROMs had been developed with input from patients. Consequently, although PROMs had ample quantitative evidence to support their reliability and validity, few instruments had been subjected to qualitative evaluations to explore whether or not patients ascribed the same meanings and interpretations of items that were intended by PROM designers. ‘Cognitive testing’, that is, exploring how respondents interpret and understand items, is now advocated as an integral part of the development of new PROMs. However, many of the older standardised PROMs currently in use have not been subjected to this process, and therefore this study still has relevance today. Mallinson acknowledges that differences between and within respondents in their interpretation of items may be ‘ironed out’ when such measures are used to compare groups within RCTs. Nevertheless, as Mallinson points out, the valid use of such measures in the care of individual patients ‘rests on shared meanings or at least stable meanings within the individual across time and place’.

To explore these issues, the SF-36 was used as a case study. Fifty-six people aged ≥ 65 years who were newly referred to community physiotherapy and occupational therapy teams in the north-west of England were recruited to the study. Mallinson interviewed patients to administer the SF-36 as specified in the SF-36 user manual, using standardised questioning. These interviews were recorded and analysed to explore respondents’ spontaneous contributions to the interview process as evidence of ‘troubles’ in the sense-making process. The paper focuses on respondents’ difficulties in answering two subscales of the SF-36 in particular, the 10-item physical functioning scale and the 5-item general health scale.

Analysis of the ways in which respondents approached answering these items and their spontaneous contributions revealed a number of technical difficulties with item wording and construction, but also problems that questioned the conceptual basis of the items and their implicit assumptions about the ‘linearity and stability in peoples’ [sic] conceptions of health’. The technical difficulties experienced by respondents included difficulties in responding to double questions (e.g. an item referring to ‘bending, kneeling or stooping’), problems understanding unfamiliar words (e.g. knowing how far a mile is in practical terms in relation to familiar benchmarks such as the walk to the local supermarket) and struggling to make sense of vague questions (e.g. understanding bathing as meaning having a bath, rather than also incorporating having a wash or a shower). One could argue that these challenges could be addressed by careful rephrasing and rewording of items. However, the conceptual difficulties experienced by respondents posed more fundamental challenges to the premise of using standardised questions to capture respondents’ views about their condition and its impact on their health. It is beyond the scope of our synthesis to review all the findings in detail here, and so we focus on two issues of particular relevance to the use of PROMs in the care of individual patients.

The first issue is that questionnaire items contain within them implicit assumptions about what is ‘normal’ that may not be shared by respondents. Consequently, items may not adequately capture the patient’s level of health or changes over time. For example, Mallinson found that the normative level of physical activity implicit within the physical functioning scale was ‘way beyond the capacity of most participants in this study’. As such, the scale failed to capture the respondents’ current levels of physical activity and the small improvements they may make in the future were unlikely to lift them any higher than the most severe response category, and, as such, the measure would fail to reflect these improvements. Mallinson also observed that respondents found it demoralising that they were unable to do anything implied as being
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‘normal’. Furthermore, she noted that respondents felt that these items were irrelevant to them and displayed signs of irritation, boredom and withdrawal from the process of responding to the questionnaire. In these circumstances, it is less likely that respondents’ answers will accurately reflect their experiences.

The second issue related to the process through which respondents answered the questions exploring their general health perceptions. One item asks respondents to rate their general health and choose from excellent, very good, good, fair and poor. To answer this question many respondents compared their own health with that of a reference group. However, respondents varied in the reference group used (other people their own age, themselves before they became ill, people with different conditions perceived to be worse than their own). Furthermore, choice of reference group had a substantial impact on their response, as one interviewee explained: ‘There are people worse, so I’d say fair. But you see again, if somebody is dying of cancer I’m excellent but compared with you I’m very poor’. If patients do not consistently use the same frame of reference over time, the questionnaire will either over- or underestimate changes over time.

This was a small but detailed study that opened up the ‘black box’ of the process through which patients responded to standardised PROMs and revealed the troubles therein. One could argue that these challenges can be addressed by ensuring that the PROM used is appropriate to the patient’s level of health, for example by using computer-adaptive testing such as PROMIS and by providing patients with more guidance to ensure their frame of reference is consistent over time. However, perhaps most relevant to our synthesis is what this study reveals about the PROMs completion process overall. The PROM provided a structure into which patients had to fit their experiences and through which patients actively constructed their answers. This structure had the potential to distort the representation of patients’ subjective experiences, rather like trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. Furthermore, the fundamental underlying assumption of standardised PROMs, that standardisation of question items and responses leads to standardisation of meaning, is challenged by the findings of this study. These observations hold whether the questionnaire is completed independently (e.g. when a patient completes a PROM prior to the consultation) or through an interview (e.g. when the PROM is completed during the consultation). Moreover, when a PROM is completed during an interview, as would be done if a PROM is completed during the consultation as a form of assessment, an additional layer of social interaction is brought into play. As Mallinson notes, in this context, standardised PROM completion is unlike the usual flow of conversation. The direction of questioning is one-way and the wording of the questions should not be altered, otherwise the validity of the PROM, as underpinned by psychometric testing, is threatened. Thus, as Mallinson notes, the standardised survey interview creates an ‘interactional strangeness’ where ‘most of the mechanisms to check meaning are supressed’. In other words, the standardised approach required to uphold the validity of the PROM within a quantitative framework of psychometrics also threatens its subjective validity to patients.

Westerman et al.

This article reported on a qualitative study that explored the process of cue elicitation between interviewers and patients with small-cell lung cancer while completing the SEIQoL-DW. In the process of cue elicitation, patients are read a ‘script’ that provides a definition of quality of life and are invited to nominate up to five areas that determine their quality of life by ‘thinking about the areas of our life that would (or do) cause us most concerns when they are missing or going badly’. Data were obtained from interviews with 31 patients and included cues and notes recorded by the interviewer on the ‘Cue Definitions Record Form’, transcribed recordings of the SEIQoL-DW elicitation process and field notes made following these interviews.

In their findings, the authors focused on the different ways in which the interviewer was involved in coconstructing the respondents’ answers to the SEIQoL cue elicitation process. The authors found that 12 patients were able to nominate five cues spontaneously, and that 13 had to be prompted with a list. Four patients were either too tired or too distressed to continue after eliciting one or two cues. Of the 26 patients who completed the SEIQoL, 17 nominated cues with little explanation. However, nine patients discussed their cues in a more elaborate narrative, which required considerable work on the part of the interviewer to translate the narrative into five cues. The authors observed that on some occasions the interviewer was actively involved in reorganising and combining respondents’ cues. As such, the authors
noted that cue elicitation is not a one-way process whereby the patient nominates cues and the interviewer simply records these. Rather, the cue elicitation process involves the coconstruction of cues through the patient–interviewer interaction. As the authors noted, in producing such cues there is a tension between ‘the patients’ answers and the interviewers’ instructions’, during which the interviewer is trying to balance the ‘freedom’ of patients to tell their own story with the ‘control’ required by the instruction manual to reduce this narrative down to five cues that can then be rated. They remark that this requires a whole series of complex decisions on the part of the interviewer, which may be vulnerable to the introduction of unnoticed ‘bias’ because of differences in the ways these decisions are taken by different interviewers.

The authors also highlighted areas in which the process of reducing patients’ narratives down to five cues can result in the loss of meaning as it is recorded on the Cue Definitions Record Form. They noted that although both ‘staying positive for my family’ and ‘I’m happy with the support from my family’ could both be recorded as ‘family’, they have very different meanings. Furthermore, cues categorised in different areas may have similar meanings. They argued that it was questionable whether the meaning of such cues could be retained consistently over time and across interviewers. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that, although the process of cue elicitation in completing the SEIQoL-DW is intended to allow patients to nominate their own areas, in reality, the selection of cues is coproduced through the interaction between the patient and the interviewer. Variations in the way this selection process is carried out may lead to the definition of different cues within patients and across time. Furthermore, there is still the risk that meaning may be lost or distorted as patients’ narratives are reduced to five cues.

**Farquar et al.**

This study explored all three stages of the SEIQoL-DW completion process in 13 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease who were enrolled in a pragmatic RCT to explore the impact of a complex intervention for breathlessness in patients with advanced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Completion of the SEIQoL involves participation in a partially scripted semistructured interview. In the first step, patients are asked to nominate up to five cues that reflect areas important to their quality of life, in step 2 patients are asked to rate their current functioning in each of these areas and in step 3 patients are asked to rate the importance of each area nominated. The patient’s cues, their ratings for steps 2 and 3 and their fatigue or boredom with the procedure are recorded in an interview record form. Patients completed the SEIQoL-DW between three and five times each during the trial. Data comprised audio recordings of these interviews and completed interview record forms. In total, 48 complete recordings and calculations of the SEIQoL-DW scores were made. The authors identified a number of issues with completion of the SEIQoL-DW; we do not cover all the issues here but report those most relevant to our theories.

During step 1 (cue elicitation), the authors noted that some respondents were reluctant to nominate cues they felt unable to change, irrespective of how important they were to their quality of life. Others ‘forgot’ to include certain cues, despite discussing them during the interview. These findings suggest that the five nominated cues included in the SEIQoL may not always reflect issues that are important to the patient, although patients are provided with the opportunity to discuss and share them during the process of cue elicitation. The authors also observed that some patients did not spontaneously mention five areas and the interviewers felt a ‘need’ or ‘pressure’ to help patients identify cues.

During step 2, when patients are asked to rate their functioning in each area, the authors observed that participants held different interpretations of the phrase ‘how each of these areas are for you’, including ‘physical ability to carry out a cue’ and ‘satisfaction with ability to carry out a cue’. These different interpretations affected their ratings. For example, one patient had nominated ‘the process of going to bed’ as a cue; although the patient could do this, he found it burdensome, as it involved managing a lot of complex equipment. Thus, basing his rating on his physical ability to do the cue would have resulted in a high score, whereas basing his rating on his satisfaction with his ability to do the cue would have resulted in a low score. Similarly, during step 3, some respondents had difficulty understanding the instruction to ‘rate
the importance’ of each of the five cues; some respondents rated this in terms of their current functioning on the cues and, as such, did not distinguish the difference between steps 2 and 3.

Again, this was another small but detailed qualitative that which opened up the ‘black box’ of PROMs completion. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that completion of the SEIQoL-DW may also result in some distortion of patients’ experiences, as the five cues selected may not reflect the issues of most importance to the patient’s quality of life. This is a function of the requirement to reduce the patient’s narrative into five areas in order to rate them and produce a score. It also raises an important distinction between the process of completing the SEIQoL-DW, in which the patient may raise a number of issues, and the resulting cues and scores of the SEIQoL-DW, which quantify the patient’s HRQoL so that it can be used to measure outcomes over time. If the instrument was administered by a clinician, the clinician would have access to both the patient’s narrative and the score. However, if the SEIQoL was administered by an interviewer and the score was fed back to the clinician, the clinician would have access only to the cues and scores, which may not fully reflect the patient’s areas of concern. This study also indicates that the standardisation of phrases used in the process of rating the SEIQoL, like those in Mallinson’s study of the SF-36, did not lead to a standardisation of meaning. Patients interpreted seemingly simple phrases in different ways, which had the potential to affect their ratings.

Summary of qualitative findings on patient-reported outcome measure format and structure

Mallinson’s qualitative evaluation of the SF-36 suggests that the structured nature of standardised PROMs may result in a distorted representation of patients’ perceptions of their health. This study also challenged the fundamental assumption that the standardisation of items leads to the standardisation of meaning; it cannot be assumed that PROMs items hold a shared meaning both within patients over time or between patients and clinicians. This finding has important implications for the use of routine collection of PROMs data to inform the care of individual patients. It suggests that in order for individual PROMs data to put ‘patients and clinicians on the same page’ during a clinical consultation, clinicians and patients will need to engage in a process of ‘sense checking’ PROMs data, to ensure that both parties have a shared understanding of its meaning in order to inform discussions and decision-making about care and treatment. This study also highlighted that, where PROMs are used to assess patients during a consultation, the standardised approach to questioning that is required to uphold the validity of a standardised PROM may suppress this sense-making process and, as such, lead to the production of patient responses that may not reflect their perceptions. These findings pose important questions about how patients and clinicians manage this process when individual PROMs data are collected and fed back to clinicians to inform patients.

We also found evidence to suggest that the resulting scores produced by the completion of individualised PROMs such as the SEIQoL-DW may also present a distorted representation of patient’s perceptions of their quality of life as a result of the requirement to reduce patients’ narratives down to five cues and then rate their current severity and importance: in other words, to quantify them. Furthermore, standardised phrases in these instruments were also interpreted differently by respondents and further demonstrate the argument that the standardisation of questions does not necessarily lead to the standardisation of meaning. However, unlike standardised PROMs, the completion of the SEIQoL-DW is a semistructured rather than a structured interview. Under these circumstances, these is more scope for the meaning of items and phrases to be negotiated between respondents and the interviewer, although this process may bring its own challenges, as the interviewer may introduce ‘unnoticed bias’ into the ways in which this meaning is negotiated. Furthermore, this process enables patients to tell their own narrative, even if this is then reduced to five cues. This raises an important question about the function of individualised measures and their role as a ‘conversation opener’ about the patient’s quality of life versus their role as an ‘outcome measure’ to quantify this quality of life and measure changes over time. The findings of these studies suggest that the individualised measures may have more value as a ‘conversation opener’ than an outcome measure, especially if they are administered by a clinician, as they invite patients to identify issues that most affect their quality of life in their own words. This is a theory that can be tested empirically.
Reviewing context configurations: how do they shape the intended impact of patient-reported outcome measures completion?

With one exception, the above studies have examined how patients approach PROMs completion outside the context of clinical practice. We now review a series of studies that examine patients’ and clinicians’ views of the extent to which PROMs are easy to complete, capture patients’ views and enable the sharing of information in real clinical settings. We first explore their use in the care of people with mental health problems. In primary care, the use of standardised depression questionnaires was incentivised under the QOF between 2003 and 2013. In secondary care, the collection of PROMs in both adult and child mental health services has been advocated as a means of both supporting the care of individual patients and monitoring the quality of services for this population of patients. For example, in England, the Increasing Access to Psychological Therapies in both adult and child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS) programme advocates the routine collection of PROMs, to support the care of individual patients and at the same time to monitor service quality; however, it has not been incentivised with monetary rewards and sanctions. In primary care, patients are more likely to have an existing relationship with their GP. In secondary care, some patients are newly referred and others may be returning patients, but it is less likely that they will see the same clinician. Thus, with each new episode of care, clinicians and patients must build a relationship, which is also seen as instrumental to the success of therapy.

Patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of using patient-reported outcome measures to detect and manage depression in primary care

We begin by reviewing studies that have explored the use of PROMs to support the care of people with depression in primary care.

Dowrick et al. This study examined views on the use of standardised questionnaires to assess depression among UK patients and GPs while their use was still incentivised under the QOF. Interviews were conducted with 34 GPs and 24 patients. These participants were recruited from 38 general practices around Southampton, Liverpool and Norwich that took part in a quantitative study on depression severity questionnaires. In the selection of GPs, variation was sought in terms of gender, years of experience, full-time/part-time practice, trainer/non-trainer status, geographical location and size of practice. For patients, selection considered sex, age, ethnicity and sociodemographic background.

Patients were largely positive about the questionnaires, seeing them as an efficient approach and an indication that clinicians took their problems seriously. As one patient explained, ‘It can be perceived as you’re being taken more seriously’.

The findings suggest one way in which PROMs may encourage accurate description of symptoms by patients: making it easier for them to record their concerns by providing a less threatening format. One patient explained that the questionnaire helped to indicate their concerns because with some issues:

[Y]ou can’t say how you feel and with answering the questions, it, like, asked you how you felt and things like that and now I think that helped, just like, ticking the boxes, just so that he knew . . . how I felt as well.

PT21, 20–25

Other patients commented that the questionnaire had a less personal nature, which made it easier to answer the questions and share information with their doctor, as one patient explained:

[I]f it had been that the doctor had asked you the questions . . . then it might be a bit different. I think the impersonal nature of the questionnaire’s probably helpful.

PT11, 107–10
The authors reported that some patients saw the PROM as an opportunity for reflection, which in turn helped them to communicate their concerns to clinicians more effectively. Some patients reported that the questionnaire had helped to increase their self-understanding, so that they could organise their thoughts and express themselves better to their doctor, as one patient reported:

I think that [completing the questionnaire] helped me in my head as well . . . Well I started to think, you know about why I was getting depressed and that.

PT19, 45–48

However, the study pointed to different views among patients on the PROMs format. One patient felt that the scoring system was too reductionist and did not allow her to accurately express her status:

I suppose, yeah, it sort of quantifies that you are . . . you do have problems . . . but I, I still feel that it was, like . . . you’re trying to, like, tie a number to a thing which isn’t necessary, isn’t necessarily like a yes or a no . . . it’s a, it’s very difficult to . . . put a description to it, I think.

PT03, 98–101

This suggests that although a closed format may help some patients to express their feelings, other patients may see this format as a barrier, such that the PROMs questionnaire may not allow what they see as an accurate picture of their health status. The authors also suggested that some patients may not complete the PROMs accurately owing to concerns about the stigma attached to depression. As one patient explained:

You’re more likely to lie, well I found I’m more likely to lie . . . Because I still find a lot of stigma attached to depression.

PT16, 100–5

In addition, some patients reported manipulating or ‘gaming’ their PROMs feedback to influence the care they received:

I said no to anti-depressants as I wasn’t depressed. And then she gave me a questionnaire, I remember quite clearly . . . And I remember reading . . . and I thought, I’m not putting down how I really feel, and so I didn’t.

PT24, 131–42

These themes seem to have been reported by only a small number of patients within the study sample and it is unclear how widely these views are shared.

General practitioners were more cautious and had concerns about the validity and usefulness of the questionnaires. Furthermore, GPs also reported some manipulation of the data by avoiding coding people with depression to avoid having to administer the depression questionnaires.

This study provides useful evidence about conditions that can affect patient reactions at this stage of completing the PROM, and, through this, whether or not PROMs record accurate information. Based on the findings, it appears that standardised depression questionnaires can make it easier for patients to disclose their concerns, when patients feel more comfortable admitting to sensitive issues through ticking a box rather than articulating concerns verbally. However, some patients may feel that a standardised format does not allow accurate description of their concerns. Second, patients may still not complete the forms openly if they are embarrassed about disclosing sensitive problems, suggesting that the relative ease of ticking a box does not always overcome stigma. In addition, patients may intentionally provide inaccurate information if they know or are concerned that their answers will have unwanted implications for their care.
Leydon et al.336 This study336 was a further analysis of the interviews conducted with the 34 GPs as reported by Dowrick et al.81 Here, the analysis focused on GPs’ views of the impact of standardised depression questionnaires on the doctor–patient relationship and the flow of the consultation. As such, the paper is particularly relevant to the theory that the use of standardised PROMs may interfere with the doctor–patient relationship.

The findings indicated that doctors placed a lot of emphasis on developing a relationship with patients in order to detect and manage depression. One GP explained that the ‘one to one personal relationship’ was especially important when they were ‘supporting someone with depression’, while another observed that ‘a lot of picking up depression is about rapport and about patients feeling comfortable and establishing a relationship’.336 This relationship building was achieved through talking to patients and letting patients express themselves in their own words. GPs reported feeling that standardised depression questionnaires threatened this relationship-building process by covering issues that had already been discussed, but in a mechanistic way, and trivialising the strength of patients’ emotions, as the quotations below illustrate:

Getting them to do the tick box thing at the end of all that, when they’ve already bared their soul, can sometimes be a bit . . . intrusive I find.

If you’ve had a very loaded consultation, very cathartic . . . the HAD [Hospital Anxiety and Depression] scale can appear to trivialise the depth of emotions that are being expressed.

General practitioners also found it difficult to integrate completion of the questionnaire during the consultation, as one GP explained: ‘the greatest challenge is how to incorporate it tactfully into the consultation.’336 GPs reported that they felt uncomfortable using a standardised questionnaire during the consultation when a patient first came to see them about depression, as the two quotations below show:

. . . when a patient comes with a first presentation of depression . . . I don’t feel comfortable, straightaway with . . . issuing a box-ticking exercise.

Where do you plonk those great big . . . bombshells in the middle of a normal consultation with somebody.336

These quotations imply that the administration of depression questionnaires was not part of the ‘normal’ activities one might find during a consultation. Instead, the use of words such as ‘box ticking’ and ‘bombshell’ suggest that the questionnaires were viewed as bureaucratic and destructive to the normal flow of conversation. GPs had developed a number of strategies to manage this conflict, including giving patients the questionnaires to complete at home, as one GP explained:

[What I would tend to do is give them a form and say, look, take it away at your leisure.336

This study suggests that GPs felt that developing rapport and a trusting relationship with the patient was essential to enable patients to share their feelings and emotions in order for the GP to detect and then support people with depression. In terms of the theories under test, the use of standardised depression questionnaires threatened this process because these questionnaires appeared to revisit issues that had already been discussed and to trivialise patients’ emotions. They were not seen as vehicles for enabling patients to share their emotions and feelings; rather, they were seen as bureaucratic and destructive. Furthermore, it was difficult to incorporate the questionnaires into the consultation without disrupting the flow of conversation and, thus, the relationship-building process. At the same time, the use of these measures were incentivised under the QOF, so rather than avoiding their use altogether, GPs had developed ‘workarounds’ which included avoiding coding people as having depression (as reported by Dowrick et al.81 on the basis of the same interview data), so that the use of the questionnaires was not necessary, and giving patients the questionnaires to complete at home.
This study also explored primary care practitioners’ views of the use of standardised depression questionnaires in the diagnosis and management of depression in primary care in England. The authors took a purposive sample of four GP practices and conducted one focus group in each practice. Focus group participants included GPs, practice nurses, community nurses, primary care mental health workers and practice managers. Participants were asked to describe how the introduction of the QOF and NICE guidelines, with their requirements for GPs to use standardised depression questionnaires, had influenced how depression was diagnosed and managed.

The authors reported that GPs found the use of the depression questionnaires ‘counterintuitive, intrusive and unnecessary’. One GP explained that:

they . . . break down in tears and tell you how depressed they’re feeling . . . and you ask them questions and then ‘oh now I’ve got this questionnaire to fill out’. I just think it’s so inappropriate sometimes.

This same GP also felt that the standardised questionnaire was often unnecessary because:

it’s not going to change your management because it might be someone you know quite well but you have to . . . get the QOF points.

In other words, clinicians did not see the questionnaire as essential to the management of the patient, as they were already familiar with their history, but they felt obliged to use the questionnaire because the practice would lose QOF points, and thus income, if they did not.

Consequently, the authors observed that GPs had adapted how they administered a particular questionnaire, the PHQ-9, to fit with their consultation style. These included some methods which did not compromise the validity of the questionnaire, including letting the patient self-complete the measure in the waiting room and administering the measure via telephone. However, other ‘workarounds’ may have compromised the validity of the PHQ-9. These included GPs reading out the questions to the patient and recording the answers themselves, missing out the last item on the PHQ-9 because it was not necessary for the QOF points, recalling the questions from memory during the consultation and working out the score afterwards, and adapting the wording of items via a translator for patients whose first language was not English.

This study aimed to explore the views of Swedish GPs regarding the use of standardised depression scores to detect and manage patients with suspected depression in primary care. In Sweden, the use of standardised depression questionnaires in primary care has been recommended by national guidelines, but no monetary rewards or sanctions or routine data collection have been mandated. GPs were recruited from an urban area (Gothenburg) and a medium-sized town (Skövde); GPs in Gothenburg were also involved in a trial to examine whether or not the routine collection of a standardised depression rating scale improved recovery in patients with mental health problems. Of the 30 GPs invited to participate, 27 took part in one of five focus groups. GPs were asked to discuss when they did and did not use the instruments, how the use of the instruments affected the consultation and the extent to which they thought that the questionnaires provided an accurate representation of the severity of a patient’s depression. All focus groups were audio recorded and field notes were taken.

The authors found that all GPs emphasised the importance of detecting and managing patients with depression based on their own experience; instruments seldom added any value. As one GP explained:

With questionnaires, it feels like going back in development and starting at a more basic level where you give every detail the same importance although you in reality can drop most information rather quickly and concentrate on a few things in order to get a clue.
They felt that the use of standardised depression scores may lead to a more bureaucratic work style and were concerned that this may limit a GP’s ability to think for him- or herself.

General practitioners suggested that the PROMs distracted them from noticing a patient’s non-verbal communication, such as body language, which was as important to GPs in understanding the patient’s feelings. As such, PROMs completion limited communication between the doctor and the patient. As one GP explained:

[...] misses the opportunity to pick up that little extra that was of special importance to the patient, to hear the nuances in what is said and not said.

Female 7 (F7), FG2337

Most participants perceived that the consultation was negatively affected when an instrument was used because it constrained the narrative of the patient and interfered with the GP’s ability to listen to the patient. GPs perceived that PROMs limited the patient’s opportunity to tell their own unique life story. Furthermore, GPs viewed that this affected the rest of the consultation:

Because then it is said and done and we should of course follow up and have a normal consultation talk but in some way both parties are locked by this protocol.

M7, FG3337

General practitioners also felt that the use of standardised questionnaires restricted their ability to be active and engaged listeners. They observed that patients expected to receive their full attention and to engage in a dialogue and a discussion. GPs perceived that using a standardised depression questionnaire led them to feel ‘alienated’ from patients’ problems. They also felt uncomfortable with trying to reduce patients’ emotions to a score.

Many GPs were uncertain whether standardised questionnaires provided a valid and reliable representation of the patient’s problems. This was for a number of reasons. Many expressed the view that questionnaires could not capture the complexity of such a condition as depression. They also reported that a number of patients had misunderstood the questions and had then gone back and changed their ratings once the GP had explained what the questions meant. We can hypothesise that such help might have compromised the validity of the questionnaire, but not giving help would have rendered the results of the questionnaire meaningless. GPs also questioned the validity of patients’ self-ratings, which they felt would vary depending on the patient’s life situation. One GP observed:

I am convinced that we have patients that always score very high on MADRS-S [Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale] and yet live their normal lives. But they only go to the doctor the day they can’t handle their work.

F7, FG2337

Although GPs felt that most patients completed the measures truthfully, some raised concerns that some patients may game or artificially inflate their scores to obtain sick leave:

... but I think that we may also be manipulated. Symptom scales are available on the Internet and you have threads on Flashback on how to proceed in order to get a sick leave.

MS, FG2337

However, all GPs agreed that questionnaires were useful in some situations, for example with patients who found it difficult to express themselves. For example, one GP related a case of a patient who only gave ‘weak signals’ that she might be depressed, but, on completing the questionnaire, it became clear to both the patient and the GP that she was depressed. Some GPs used questionnaires after the consultation to check that they had not missed any important aspects. The ratings of various items were often used as
starting points for discussion, thereby improving communication. They were also found to be useful for patients who could not accept that they had a psychiatric diagnosis:

*Men in their forties can be very hard to convince. They prefer to have an ulcer diagnosis.*

This was a small qualitative study of a self-selected sample of GPs in two areas of Sweden. It is possible that those with strong feelings (either positive or negative) were more likely to have taken part in the study. However, it provides another layer of evidence to suggest that GPs felt the use of standardised depression questionnaires hampered their relationship with the patient and constrained the patient’s ability to tell their story in their own voice. They also questioned the ability of depression questionnaires to adequately and accurately capture the patient’s problems.

### Summary of findings from managing depression in primary care

These four papers provide a useful synthesis of the complex ways in which different drivers and incentives may support or constrain the use of PROMs data by different stakeholders for different purposes. It must be noted here that the majority of the evidence reviewed in this section reflects the views of GPs, who, some might argue, may have felt threatened by the imposition of these measures. It is possible that those who agreed to be interviewed in these studies were simply those who held the strongest opposing views to the use of PROMs in primary care.

The patients in Dowrick *et al.*’s study were, not surprisingly, unaware that the use of the measures were incentivised within the QOF. For some patients, completing a standardised questionnaire was a less intrusive way of sharing their feelings with their doctors and also enabled a process of self-reflection which helped them to understand why and how they were feeling depression. Other patients felt that the standardised nature of the PROM did not fully reflect the complexity of their experiences. However, some patients suspected that PROMs may be used to limit their access to care and, under these circumstances, they admitted misrepresenting their experiences in order to avoid this outcome.

In contrast, GPs felt that it was essential to develop a rapport and a trusting relationship with the patient, so that the patient felt able to share their feelings and the GP could then identify and support those patients who had depression. GPs perceived that using standardised depression questionnaires constrained this process by trivialising patients’ emotions, and they found it difficult to incorporate the use of standardised measures into the consultation. Although not explicitly mentioned by GPs themselves, their comments referring to the use of standardised depression questionnaires being a ‘tick box’ and ‘bureaucratic’ exercise echo Mallinson’s observations about the ‘interactional strangeness’ of standardised surveys, where opportunities for sense making and relationship building are constrained.

General practitioners in England found themselves in a difficult position. They did not perceive that standardised depression questionnaires were helpful in supporting their care of individual patients with depression. However, because the use of such measures was incentivised under the QOF, they stood to be penalised if they did not use them. Under these circumstances, GPs developed a number of strategies to meet these two conflicting drivers, by changing the ways in which they administered the standardised depression questionnaire. Some of these methods, which attempted to mitigate the difficulties they experienced in incorporating standardised questionnaires into the consultation, threatened the psychometric validity of the questionnaire, thus defeating its value in the care of individual patients. Furthermore, GPs were also reluctant to code patients as having depression, to avoid being penalised for not using a standardised depression questionnaire, which challenged the measure’s value as an indicator of the quality of care for people with depression. Here, we see an example that attempting to use the same PROM to support the care of individual patients and as an indicator of the quality of patient care can result in PROMs being used in a way which undermines their use for one or both purposes.
Patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of using patient-reported outcome measures in secondary care mental health services

We now consider how PROMs have been used in secondary care to support the care of adults and children with mental health problems. Here, the collection of PROMs has been advocated as a means of both supporting the care of individual patients and monitoring service quality. However, there are no monetary rewards or sanctions attached to the collection of these data. The majority of studies here focus on the use of standardised PROMs, but one study338 explored the use of an individualised PROM in drug and alcohol services.

Hall et al.339

The Children and Young People’s IAPT programme is an initiative delivered by NHS England that aims to improve both access to and the quality of CAMHS. A key component of this is the use of session by session outcome monitoring to inform the individual care of service users. To inform the choice of measures for this purpose, this study reports on a study that piloted a session-by-session outcome monitoring tool in three UK CAMHS clinics. The monitoring tool was SxS, an electronic 8-item questionnaire based on the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire. Patients and/or their parents or carers completed the questionnaire on a tablet computer in the waiting room before each appointment. The tool automatically created a report graphing the patient’s progress, which was provided to the clinician, the idea being that this would be discussed during the appointment. In this context, the SxS was expected to serve two purposes: the care of individual patients was informed through feeding back individual patient data to clinicians but also data could also be aggregated to monitor the quality of the service. Semistructured interviews were conducted with clinicians (n = 10), administrative staff (n = 8) and families (n = 15) to elicit their views on the monitoring tool.

Clinicians made general comments on their attitudes towards outcome measurement, which suggested that they did not find outcome measures useful for service development because they did not receive any feedback on this aspect of data collection. As one clinician explained:

they are important for the service . . . but . . . I don’t ever see any data coming back from them . . . so I don’t think they are very useful . . . it would be more useful if we were getting feedback from them.339

In this study, patients completed the questionnaire prior to their session with the clinician. Clinicians felt that this was the most appropriate time to complete the measure. Completing the measure during the session could ‘sometimes just get in the way of the therapeutic process a bit’.339 Completing the measure after the session would not enable data to be used with patients during the session and could also resulted in flawed data for service monitoring purposes because patients may feel ‘like they are giving us feedback’ instead of reporting on the symptoms and thus could ‘feel under pressure to say something . . . more positive than they really think’.339

Patients and clinicians held different views of the benefits of PROM collection. The authors observed that families felt that ‘completing the questions was a helpful process in its own right’,339 because it provided an opportunity to reflect and assess their condition, which made them more prepared for discussion with clinicians. The authors further noted that:

Parents and young people reported that it reminded them to ask specific questions to their HCP [health-care provider] and that it gave them an opportunity to reflect on how they had been since their last session. As a result of this, families reported feeling more prepared for their session.339

Some patients also commented that completing the measure showed them how far they had progressed over time and that this provided the motivation to keep working on themselves in therapy. As one young person explained, ‘It showed you . . . how far you’ve been going and . . . giving you motivation to try and get it up another step’.339 However, this was possible only if clinicians discussed the findings of the measure with them; otherwise, they felt that there was no point to completing it, as one young person observed: ‘I think there’s not really much point in sitting and doing a questionnaire that isn’t being used to
help you. However, some clinicians felt that referring to the measure results in the session could create awkward silences, during which the young people they were working with became distracted, as one clinician described: ‘You’ve got to read it and then they sit there in silence and then you’ve got somebody who has got tics or has ADHD [attention deficit hyperactivity disorder] and they start kicking at blocks, the door, shouting . . .’.339

This study provides some evidence in support of the theory that completing PROMs can help support patients to reflect on their problems and to raise their concerns with clinicians. It suggests that PROMs enable reflection that makes patients better prepared to raise issues and questions in consultations. It also suggests that patients value feedback on their progress and this can motivate their continued engagement with therapy. However, this is possible only if patients are also provided with a copy of the scores or if clinicians discuss them with the patient during the session. Clinicians reported that referring to the scores during the consultation sometimes interfered with young people’s engagement.

**Wolpert et al.** 340

This paper aimed to explore the views of clinicians and service users of CAMHS and diabetes services regarding the use of routinely collected PROMs data in England. Semistructured interviews were conducted with 10 participants from CAMHS (six young people and four clinicians) and 14 participants (four young people, seven mothers and three clinicians) from a children’s diabetes service. Service users were recruited through advertisements in voluntary sector organisations and, as such, may not represent the range and diversity of service users of child mental health or diabetes services. This group had not experienced the routine collection of PROMs in their service and therefore interviews explored their views on two measures (a symptom checklist for CAMHS and the PeDSQL for diabetes services). During the interviews, participants were asked what information clinicians should seek in order to understand patients’ priorities for care and their views on implementing the routine collection of PROMs with the services they used.

The young people using the diabetes service felt that explaining their experiences to clinicians was difficult and held mixed views about whether or not PROMs would support them in this process. One young person felt that completing a PROM may ‘show what I feel like . . . so clinicians can help me’, while another could not see how it would help her discuss her concerns: ‘I put it down because it . . . matched how I felt but I’m not sure how to approach it now I have written it.’340 Participants also commented on the format of the PROMs; clinicians reported a ‘real tension’ between the fluid and unique nature of patients’ views and the fixed and standardised format of PROMs. Service users also questioned if the fixed format PROMs could adequately capture the dynamic and continually changing nature of their experiences. For example, one young person with diabetes explained that she felt it would be difficult to complete a PROM before her consultation with the clinician because ‘I might start doubting whether my answers were right . . . if I do it quickly, on the paper, I’ve done it and I can’t go back and change it’.340 This quotation suggests that the process of completing the PROM gives a fixed and permanent status to their experiences at one point in time; however, when service users’ experiences change rapidly, the PROM may not represent how they feel at the time of the consultation if it was completed days before.

The authors also noted differences between service user and clinician views on the timing of PROMs collection. The authors note that clinicians thought PROMs were most beneficial if collected immediately in order to target interventions to patients’ needs and produce ‘better . . . quicker outcomes’.340 In contrast, young people felt that they needed to ‘build rapport’ with clinicians ‘instead of going straight to the nitty gritty’.340 Thus, before young people felt able to share some of the more sensitive information contained in the PROMs data they needed to develop a relationship with the clinician. As one young person explained, for some of the PROM questions, ‘You’d tell your best friend or someone you were really, really close to but you wouldn’t tell this random person you’d just met’.340

Participants also discussed concerns about how PROMs data would be used. A particular issue for the CAMHS service users was the implications of PROM completion for the service itself and their access to it. For example, one service user expressed concern that if she indicated on a PROM that she was worse than
last time then this would be ‘rude’, reflect badly on the service and imply that it has not helped her. Another was worried that the PROM would be used to restrict her access to the service: ‘If I tick “much worse” then I don’t know if [that means] “I don’t need this service”, I don’t know, I’m very confused.’ Parents of children with diabetes were concerned that focusing consultations on emotional issues might mean that less time was available for discussing diabetes management or the ‘objective hardcore’ and could bring unwanted professional scrutiny of the care they provided to their children.

This was a small study in selective group of clinicians and carers and parents of children who used CAMHS. Nonetheless, it adds a further layer of evidence to our understanding of how patients approach PROMs completion. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that the fixed nature of PROMs may not fully capture patients’ experiences when those experiences change rapidly from one day to the next. This study indicates that services users have concerns about the use of PROMs when they are used to judge the quality of care they receive or restrict access to the services they receive. The study also suggests that the extent to which a PROM may enable or constrain the sharing of sensitive information with clinicians also depends on the patient’s relationship with and trust in the clinician.

Stasiak et al.\textsuperscript{341} This is another study that explored the views held by child and adolescent service users and their parents regarding outcome measures and their routine collection in CAMHS in New Zealand. The authors conducted nine focus groups that included 34 child and adolescent service users and 21 family members. In the focus groups, participants were invited to try out completing some commonly used PROMs and were asked to comment on their ease of use, acceptability and relevance. Family members were also asked about the possible difficulties of and concerns about outcome measure collection. The analysis conducted by the authors was largely descriptive, with little attempt to explain their findings. Here we reframe some of their findings in relation to the theories under test.

Participants commented on the process of completing outcome measures and the acceptability of completing the measures. Two key tensions emerged with particular relevance to our synthesis. First, there was a tension between wanting the measure to be brief and at the same time comprehensive enough to capture the complexity and changing nature of patients’ symptoms. The authors report that young people felt it burdensome to complete long measures on several occasions and, as one young person explained, ‘if it’s too long, you’re just going to make the answers up’. However, at the same time, participants questioned whether or not measures fully captured patients’ specific experiences or the dynamic and changing nature of patients’ symptoms. As one young person explained, ‘I can be really unwell and . . . get better and then I can get better and then I can get really unwell . . . so what’s the point of having these forms?’

The second tension was whether completing the measures supported or constrained young people’s ability or willingness to express sensitive issues to clinicians. Key contextual determinants of this were the timing of completion and the degree of rapport and trust between the young person and the clinician. For example, the authors noted that young people felt completing a written measure to be ‘easier and less embarrassing than talking to a clinician about difficult issues’. However, young people also reported that the questionnaires should be administered by someone with whom they had developed rapport. One young person explained, ‘I think you’d have to have a trust thing built up first to actually share something with that person’. The authors also argued that ‘children and young people may not respond accurately to questions they regard as personal or sensitive unless there is good rapport with clinicians’.

Participants also discussed the positive and negative ways aspects of completing a measure and the uses to which data could be put. On the positive side, some parents felt that completing an outcome measure signalled that someone was taking their experiences seriously. As one parent explained, completing an outcome measure ‘felt good because you finally had someone listening to you and trying to help you through what you were going through’. The authors noted that young people felt that having the means to track their own progress was useful and ‘potentially empowering’.

\textsuperscript{341} Young people also felt that
completing an outcome measure at the start of treatment provided a useful baseline ‘so that everyone knows where you are’ and that future progress could be measured against it.

However, young people and family members also expressed some concerns about the value of outcome measurement and the use to which data were put. Parents wanted reassurance that data were going to be used to inform the care of their child: ‘is it going to change how you treat her, is it going to make things better, are you actually going to hear what we’re saying?’341 They were also concerned that politicians might use data to restrict access to services. One parent thought that politicians might look at data collected and think ‘we’ve just got this nice little test that we’ve just proved that they’ve made X amount of progress’ so that’s it, end of service’.341

This was a small study in a self-selected group of services users and families who used CAMHS. However, the findings echo many of those later found by Wolpert et al.340 In terms of the theory under test, this study suggests that the structure and format of PROMs creates a tension between the requirement for measures to be brief to maintain respondent engagement and the need for the measures to be detailed and flexible enough to capture the complexity and dynamic nature of service users’ experiences. However, the study also suggests that it is not just the format of a PROM that supports or constrains patients’ honest or accurate sharing of their experiences. Rather, it suggests that sharing experiences through a PROM are constrained when patients have not developed a trusting relationship with the clinician caring for them or when they are concerned that PROMs data may be used to restrict their access to services.

Cheyne and Kinn338
This study explored counsellors’ views and experiences of using an individualised PROM, the SEIQoL, during the process of counselling service users with drug and alcohol problems. The SEIQoL was being evaluated as part of a controlled trial, where intervention group counsellors (n = 3) were trained to use the SEIQoL and were then expected to use it during their sessions with clients. During the 6-month trial, 20 clients received counselling using the SEIQoL. This study reports on findings from three focus groups with the counsellors who used the SEIQoL during counselling, carried out at 12 weeks, at 18 weeks and at the end of the study period. Data from these groups were used to inform the development of a questionnaire that was completed by all the counsellors. One of the research team also reviewed patients’ case records to extract data relating to the use of the SEIQoL, services users’ and counsellors’ views of the SEIQoL and service users’ responses to counselling. However, in reporting their findings, the authors do not always make it clear whether the data reported came from case notes, focus groups or questionnaires.

The authors report that the counsellors found the SEIQoL easy to use and that 17 out of the 20 clients fully understood the aims and use of the SEIQoL (three were uncertain). The case notes revealed that one service user experienced some boredom with SEIQoL, whereas the other 19 were directly engaged by it.338 The counsellors felt that the tool was flexible and fitted ‘well in an assessment’ 338 Counsellors’ notes also captured services users’ comments on the SEIQoL, which reveal that they found it useful to ‘get a better picture of my life right now’.338 Counsellors felt that the use of the SEIQoL enabled service users to engage more willingly in self-reflection, which led to service users identifying areas of their life they wanted to tackle first. Both counsellors’ own reflections and their impressions of reactions from service users illustrate this:

Helped the service user look inward and stop and reflect on whether there was another way of looking at their situation.

Counsellor338

I liked the subtle way it allowed the service user to get another perspective through their own thinking.

Counsellor338
It changed the way I saw drink screwing up my life.

Service user

The disks helped me to weigh things up and choose what I wanted to deal with first.

Service user

Counsellors perceived that because the SEIQoL supported the service user to engage in a process of self-reflection, this in turn facilitated the counselling process, through enabling the service user to ‘talk more openly’ and accelerating ‘the learning and insight the service user had about their drink problem’. As one counsellor explained, the SEIQoL ‘helped the service user to look at whether they were ready to change [and] . . . decide what was important to them and . . . whether they were confident to get on and do it’. Counsellors also felt that use of the SEIQoL prompted them to listen and reflect more on what the service user was saying. The counsellors also observed that use of the SEIQoL therefore helped them to ‘form a better relationship and trust with the service users’ and enabled them to ‘get alongside the service user more quickly’. The counsellors attributed this to the fact the SEIQoL was ‘person centred’ and ‘person led’ and that it put the ‘control back with the service user’.

This was a very small study of the perceptions of only three counsellors in one service who were likely to be enthusiasts about the SEIQoL. The data are all gathered from counsellors and it is questionable how far their views reflect the feelings and experiences of their clients. The findings are overwhelmingly positive and read as a ‘good news’ story about the instrument. Nonetheless, the study provides useful insight into the mechanisms through which use of an individualised measure might enable service users to share their experiences with clinicians. In terms of the theories under test, this study provides some support for the theory that use of the SEIQoL facilitates the process of self-reflection and enables service users to prioritise their problems. In turn, this leads service users to engage more effectively with therapy and supports the relationship-building process with the counsellor.

Summary of findings from secondary care mental health services

These studies echo a number of the findings from the previous section examining the use of standardised depression questionnaires in primary care. They indicate that patients in secondary care also expressed concern that PROMs data would be used to restrict their access to services and that these worries increased the likelihood that they may ‘game’ their answers in order to avoid an unwanted outcome. They also suggest some ambivalence on the part of clinicians for the measures being used for multiple purposes; for example, clinicians did not see the measures as useful for monitoring service quality as they themselves received no feedback of these data.

The studies also suggest that PROMs completion may support patients to engage in self-reflection about their own condition, which can make them feel better prepared to see clinicians. There was also some evidence to suggest that PROMs completion may enable patients to track their own progress, which can motivate them to engage with the therapeutic process. However, this is only possible if patients also received feedback on their progress. The studies highlighted that longer, more comprehensive measures may better capture patients’ experiences but may also lead to lack of engagement with the measure, making it more likely that respondents would make the answers up. This may be a particular issue for younger people. They also raised questions about the extent to which standardised PROMs can fully capture the complex and dynamic nature of patients’ experiences. The studies also suggested that patients preferred to share information contained in PROMs when they had developed trust in the clinician caring for them. The study in which an individualised PROM was used suggested that its use supported this relationship-building process with the counsellor.

Clinicians’ and patients’ views of patient-reported outcome measures in palliative care

We now review studies exploring patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of routine PROMs collection in palliative care. The goal of palliative care is to maximise quality of life for those patients with incurable disease by controlling symptoms and addressing patients’ psychological and spiritual concerns, suggesting that a systematic and comprehensive understanding of patients’ quality of life is vital. For this reason,
the routine collection of PROMs in palliative care has been advocated and guidance has been produced on the selection and implementation of measures. However, the routine collection of PROMs within palliative care has not been part of formal government policy or guidance. It therefore provides a useful contrast to the use of PROMs in the care of people with mental health problems, which have been incentivised and become the subject of government-backed programmes.

Hagelin et al. This study investigated palliative care nurses’ experiences of using a PROM within an inpatient palliative care service. Nurses were expected to give patients the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life (EORTC QLQ-C30) questionnaire to complete within 2 days of admission. However, previous research by the same team found that the PROM was often not completed, especially for patients who had a shorter length of stay (indicative of shorter survival times). The study sought to understand reasons for this by asking nurses at the service for their views and experiences of using the instrument in this context. A questionnaire with six questions and room for open-ended responses was distributed to 36 nurses at the service and responses were received from 26 (72%).

Nurses’ experiences of using and attitudes towards the PROM varied; they reported ways in which the PROM had supported their interactions with patients but also identified some of the difficulties they felt patients experienced in completing the questionnaire. In relation to our theories under test, quotations suggest that a written PROM may make it more comfortable for patients to share information. The authors report that ‘Several nurses pointed to its value in identifying symptoms that might not have naturally been discussed without systematic assessment’, including pain, emotional and existential issues. As one nurse explained, this was because ‘it captures problems that patients might write down, but don’t speak verbally’. They also indicated that the PROM provided nurses with a structure for their discussions with patients so that they did not forget to ask about things; as one nurse described, ‘I become more structured, don’t forget important things needed to give good care’.

Some nurses described the PROM as supporting the therapeutic process with patients as it gave patients an opportunity to ‘highlight his or her problems and distress’. They also felt that it was more useful when the PROM was completed in conjunction with a discussion with the patient; as one nurse observed, ‘it’s a good basis for a discussion about the patient’s situation’. The authors note that nurses perceived the PROM to be ‘a positive complement but not . . . an alternative to other nursing assessments’.

However, nurses’ concerns about the use of the questionnaire also point to aspects that may constrain a patient’s willingness or ability to complete them. The authors report criticisms of the length, wording and format of the questionnaire. Some nurses ‘described it as difficult to complete because it was too extensive and time-consuming – “too many questions to fill in adequately”’. Nurses also reported ‘difficulties for patients in distinguishing between some items, difficulties with the time window related to the past week, as well as questions said to be “too intimate” for some patients and “too intellectual” for others’. Some criticisms emphasise particular difficulties in using the questionnaire with palliative care patients. These included practical aspects of the format, ‘such as layout that was not tailored to the needs of this patient group, i.e. small print and many pages’, and concerns that the questionnaires was too demanding for these patients; one nurse reported that it was ‘too comprehensive for all patients to have the strength to complete’, and another said that ‘patients are too sick, even dying’. Linked to this, the nurses responses point to a possible negative effect of completing PROMs for patients: ‘tired patients become more tired and irritable’.

This study provides some evidence about processes through which completing PROMs might enable patients to share their concerns, and about conditions that might reduce accuracy and openness. It is not clear from this study whether the PROM was completed by patients independently or completed in conjunction with the nurses. We can speculate that a variety of different practices were used by nurses in this setting. This suggests that patients may be more at ease disclosing issues through a written PROM than verbally. Written PROMs can be a more comfortable format for sharing concerns and encouraging
open responses. The findings also suggest that the use of the PROM can also make nurses’ enquiries more structured so that they do not forget to ask the patient about certain issues. However, this study raises questions about the extent to which patients’ views can be captured by questionnaires that are too demanding for them to complete, such that they are unable to provide complete answers. This ‘unintentional inaccuracy’ related to capacity to provide full responses may be a particular issue with detailed PROMs, inaccessible formats and patients with little energy. In these contexts, patients may be unable to complete PROMs in a way that adequately represents their views.

This was another small qualitative study in a single setting. The suggested value to patients of being able to write down concerns, and the concerns that patients may struggle to complete the questionnaire, are based on nurses’ perceptions. It is unclear how widely these views were shared among nurses in the study, or if they are shared by patients at the palliative care service.

Slater and Freeman343
This study examined the introduction of the Palliative Outcome Scale (POS) in a day hospice. Patients completed the POS questionnaires at the start of the day in a communal lounge, or took them home to complete. Once forms were collected, staff discussed any identified needs with patients during the day. A focus group was conducted with nine patients who had been using the POS for at least 3 months. Note that the PROMs implementation process for this study does not involve a scheduled consultation meeting, but rather nurses approach patients for discussion if concerns are raised on the POS.

Overall, patients felt that the POS was useful in helping them to communicate their individual needs. The study suggests that PROMs can provide a more comfortable format for patients to share their concerns. This is partly about the privacy of a written format, and partly about feeling more comfortable responding to direct questions.

In relation to privacy, one patient noted that:

> It gives you a chance to write something that you don’t want the others to hear if you have got some emotional problem with the family or you know and you can write it down knowing that that would be followed up later during the day.

Participant 6343

A written PROM can allow patients to indicate concerns that they do not want other patients to know about. Other patient comments point to the importance of format for enabling privacy: the questionnaire used in the study had a section on the front asking about the patient’s concerns. This was seen as insufficiently private, with one patient concerned about ‘having personal issues written on the front of the form for all to see’.

> I think it’s too open as well for everyone else, for everybody to look at, I think that’s one reason I don’t fill it in ... I never fill it in I never have done, it’s private.

Participant 8343

This could be addressed by changing the format, as the authors note: ‘The group displayed a high level of consensus to move the section identifying the patient’s own problems from the front of the form to the back, which is how it was formatted on the original POS form’.

In relation to question wording, patients felt that more direct questions may promote openness. The authors observed that ‘The group expressed very strong views that direct questions were needed on the POS forms on whether patients had had suicidal thoughts and feelings’. Two quotations from
patients are given to support this idea that patients may be more likely to share their concerns with direct questions, with a specific suggestion that needing to simply tick a box is more comfortable for patients:

- It says have you felt sad, worried or angry it doesn’t specifically say outright . . . suicidal, and I think it should be put.

  **Participant 3**

- It’s easier if you’ve just got to tick the box it’s easier than writing it down [you’re feeling suicidal] particularly for someone I would imagine who was in deep depression.

  **Participant 4**

Another participant also felt that being able to write down their problems was positive and useful:

- It makes you think constructively about how you are feeling, and I find putting it into words comforting, just knowing there is someone who is going to read it, and in some cases has the answers.

  **Participant 7**

The participants discussed the freedom of being able to express their feelings through the POS form. This may enable patients to adapt to the implications of their illness. The skills of the professionals are paramount in helping patients to reflect on their individual situations at assessment and review. The POS may assist with this process.

However, although patients felt that more direct questions could promote openness, the findings also indicate that some patients found completing the form distressing owing to the phrasing of particular questions. In particular, there were different reactions to the question ‘Have you been feeling anxious or worried about your illness or treatment?’ For some, this question provoked offence and distress:

- Well I mean when I read that question first I really felt upset and worried and angry I felt like saying well of course I do . . . [this] disease will finish me off what do you think I feel like.

  **Participant 3**

Indicating variation in reactions, however, another patient felt that this question allowed them ‘to express their frustration’:

- I get angry and upset because I can’t do things, can’t do my buttons up it takes me half an hour to do my coat up, I mean there’s nothing anybody else can do.

  **Participant 5**

These different comments point to the importance of individual context, with different (positive and negative) reactions to the same PROM. The authors note that palliative care patients may adopt either a tolerating or an adapting coping style and that this may influence their engagement with PROMs completion:

- Patients using an adapting style may feel more able to confront their problems, while those using a tolerating style may prefer the opportunity to escape from their sick role.

More direct questions may be emotionally beneficial for those adapting, but upsetting for those tolerating. This suggests one aspect of individual context that may affect patient reactions to the PROM and the suitability of direct questions.

Beyond these aspects related to whether or not the PROMs format means that patients feel comfortable about sharing information, the study also indicates that patients may sometimes misunderstand PROM questions. This could mean that the answers they provide do not accurately reflect their symptoms and
concerns. For example, the authors explained that one change to the POS form ‘appeared to cause confusion, as participants reported not knowing how to answer these questions’.

A final point to note from this study is that the authors observed that the patient focus group had ‘a high level of consensus on physical, psychological, and communication aspects of care with less focus on social and existential aspects of care’. Reasons for the more limited attention to social and existential issues are not explored, but this may suggest that patients find the PROM more useful for identifying some of their needs (physical, psychological) than others.

This was a small study with just nine patients from the same palliative care unit. The authors indicate when views are shared by the group, providing some confidence that the quotations do not just reflect the perspective of one patient. However, additional evidence would help to test out some of the ideas raised by patients, for example looking at whether or not a change in PROMs format affects the information provided.

Although this is a small study, it provides further insight into ways in which PROMs might support patients to give an open account of their concerns and conditions that might affect this. In relation to our focus on patient responses at this stage of PROMs completion, the study suggests that one way PROMs can encourage openness from patients is when a written format provides more privacy. This may be a particularly important consideration in settings where verbal discussions may be overheard: the study took place in a day centre with a communal lounge, and privacy may be less significant in clinical settings with individual patient consultations. The study also points to aspects of context that enable this privacy, specifically a format that means information that patients consider to be private is not on open display.

The study also suggests more direct questions and tick-box formats can support openness from patients, by being more comfortable to answer. However, it points to a potential negative impact of direct questions, with some patients finding these upsetting. The authors’ discussion of patients who are ‘tolerating’ or ‘adapting’ suggests a useful aspect of individual context that may affect reactions to direct questions and, through this, potentially openness in their answers. The scope for varied reactions to particular questions points to the potential value of more individualised PROMs. A final issue raised by the study relates to patients’ ability to understand PROMs. If the format or wording mean that patients are uncertain about what information is needed or how to complete the PROM, the accuracy of answers may be reduced.

Slater and Freeman

This paper was based on the same study about the use of the POS in a day hospice discussed above, but it reported findings from a focus group with staff instead of patients. Eight of the nine staff members were included in the focus group (one being unable to attend), and they included four registered nurses, one allied health-care professional and three support staff. Seven of these staff had used the POS since it was introduced in the hospice 9 months previously, and one staff member had used it for 3 months.

Some staff felt that patients did not always complete the form openly. They gave examples of patients who did not express concerns on the form but raised them later in conversations:

*It’s like when they put low scores on there [the POS], you get them in the bath, giving them a Jacuzi and they burst into tears and they tell you lots more than comes out on the form.*

**Participant 7**

This was noted particularly in relation to social issues; another staff member reported that patients might not indicate any difficulties on the form, but then:

*later the patient stops me . . . and says . . . I’ve got this problem and I wonder if you can help me, and it’s very rare that a patient will put down any social issues that are . . . bothering them, and this could . . . have a knock-on effect to their general health.*

**Participant 6**
This suggests limits to the openness promoted through the PROM implied in the patient focus group in the earlier study by Slater and Freeman.\textsuperscript{343} As noted in that paper, patients put less emphasis on the role of the PROM in supporting the discussion of social concerns. The focus group with staff suggests that this may be because patients do not record these social aspects on the POS. However, the process behind this is unclear, for example whether patients are reluctant to write down social concerns, or if they feel that recording these issues is unnecessary because they can raise them directly with hospice staff.

Perhaps reflecting their view that patients may admit concerns in person that they do not disclose on the form, some staff felt that talking to patients was more beneficial and more likely to encourage patients to reveal concerns:

\begin{quote}
*I suspect in their position [the patients] you can’t beat someone you feel confidence in and you feel comfortable with and all these things come out and no amount of bits of paper is going to change that.*
\end{quote}

Participant 1\textsuperscript{242}

One aspect that staff suggested might affect openness was the lack of privacy for patients in a communal setting: the authors noted that:

\begin{quote}
*Staff also had reservations about completing forms for those patients in an open lounge as they thought it affected confidentiality.*\textsuperscript{242}
\end{quote}

These concerns about privacy are from the clinicians’ perspectives and may not be shared by the patients. However, combined with the concerns about privacy given by patients in the 2004 paper, this suggests that the confidentiality of PROMs feedback can affect openness.

A further area of similarity between the staff and patient focus groups related to the potential for emotional distress as a result of PROMs completion. Staff were concerned that the POS could be upsetting for patients who ‘may not wish to confront their problems so directly’. As described by one participant:

\begin{quote}
*For instance . . . you know somebody who has got no energy levels, who’s been very tired, very fatigued . . . they might have been trying to hide that, they might not want to come out and might not want to face how things actually are for them.*\textsuperscript{242}
\end{quote}

Other staff members said that they wanted the POS to acknowledge the patient’s positive achievements and so provide a more realistic balance of the patient’s needs and abilities.

As with the 2004 article focusing on patients, these findings are based on a small group in one setting. The article does indicate when views are shared within this group, and the ideas about privacy, patients not raising social concerns and potential distress appear to be held by at least some of the staff and not just a single participant. A further limitation is that staff may not understand or accurately represent patients’ attitudes towards the PROM. However, the issues raised by staff are largely in line with the concerns reported in the patient focus group study, including concerns about privacy and the potential for emotional distress if patients do not want to confront their health status.

In relation to the question of whether or not patients complete PROMs accurately, the article suggests that PROMs may be less accurate in capturing social concerns. However, it is unclear if this is about patient reluctance to disclose these issues or some other process. The article also supports the idea that lack of privacy may affect openness, and that completing PROMs may upset patients who are reluctant to acknowledge their deteriorating health.
Hughes et al.344
This study explored health professionals’ views of using the POS in routine clinical practice. The authors selected a purposive sample of people who were ‘experienced in using outcome measures and the POS’ and invited them to take part in a telephone interview. Of this sample, 22 people agreed to be interviewed, but no further details are provided regarding their professional backgrounds or roles. The interviews were not tape recorded; ‘verbatim notes’ were taken throughout the interviews and analysed using thematic content analysis. The authors describe a number of themes relating to the practical aspects of implementing outcome measures; here we focus on the findings of most relevance to theories under test.

Participants reported that they used outcome measures for a number of reasons, including audit and quality assurance, research and in the care of individual patients, for example during assessments and for the development of care plans. Some participants noted that the POS was difficult to use when patients were too ill and that ‘some patients feel that it is very intrusive’ or found it ‘confusing and upsetting’.344 Some professionals also reported that they found some of the questions ‘difficult to ask’ or found the responses ‘difficult to deal with’.344 In response to this, the authors described how some professionals had altered the questions, ranging from ‘vocabulary changes, to making more substantial revisions such as reworking questions or, in some cases, omitting certain questions and including new ones’.344 For example, one participant explained how they had omitted one of the questions to improve its usability in their local setting:

The question about practical issues was taken out. It confused people and wasn’t appropriate in [unit] . . . patients no longer hold negative reactions to the POS that they had before in relation to specific questions.344

The authors acknowledged that ‘consideration’ of the impact that these changes may have had on the validity and reliability of the POS ‘is needed’. Instrument developers usually advise against the rewording or omission of items from standardised PROMs, as this may threaten their psychometric properties.345 This was a small, poor-quality study. Little information was provided about participants’ professional background, so it is unclear whose opinions the findings are intended to represent. The interviews were not tape recorded but based on field notes, which leaves open the possibility that interviewers selectively heard or recalled information. They were also conducted by the team who developed the standardised measure (the POS) under investigation in the study. Nonetheless, the authors reported both positive and negative experiences of using the measure. In terms of the theories under test, this study demonstrates that when either staff or patients find PROMs difficult to answer or administer, they adapt the PROM to make it more acceptable and, thus, enable its use in their local circumstances. These adaptations sometimes involved changes or omissions to items, which may have threatened the PROM’s psychometric properties.

Hughes et al.346
This paper reports on the patient and staff experiences of implementing the POS in non-specialist palliative care settings in England. A purposive sample of 25 non-specialist palliative care settings was invited to participate in the study, 15 of which agreed to participate. Eight were located in the West Midlands and seven were located in London. Each site was asked to recruit a minimum of 30 patients and complete up to four POS assessments on each patient. However, four sites withdrew from the study before the POS assessments began. Across the 11 participating sites, a total of 21 patients were recruited out of an anticipated minimum of 240. These data alone suggest that the intervention was not well received by participants and the authors set out to explore why. The authors interviewed 13 members of staff and three patients to explore their experiences of using the POS. It is not clear if the interviews were recorded or how they were analysed. The authors’ findings largely focus on the difficulties experienced in implementing the intervention; here we focus on those findings of most relevance to our theories under test.

The findings suggest that the participating sites perceived the use of the POS as a research exercise rather than part of their routine clinical practice. The use of the POS was viewed by participants as an ‘additional’ time-consuming task. However, the authors found that the interpersonal aspects of using the PROM
constrained its use. Some nurses were reluctant to use the POS because they were concerned that it might raise issues they were ill-equipped to manage. For example, one nurse explained, ‘I also felt that if I disturbed something whilst I was talking to them, I don’t have the psychological back up for them’. It is not clear here if the nurse was referring to their own ability to deal with psychological issues or the lack of services to refer on to. Nurses felt that asking patients to complete the POS would be intrusive to the patients ‘personal and quiet time’. They were also worried that asking patients to complete a PROM would disrupt their relationship with patients; for example, one nurse expressed the fear that it would ‘tar the relationship a little bit – between the nurses and the patients’. Nurses reported that they found it easier to ask patients to complete the PROM if they already knew that patient and had a relationship with them. Finally, nurses also expressed reservations about the validity of the resulting data from the PROM, as they perceived that patients completed the PROM in socially desirable ways to ‘please the nurses’.

This was a small qualitative study with participants who were likely to be among the enthusiasts who engaged in the process of implementing the POS in practice. It is not clear if the interviews were audio-recorded. Although the authors interviewed patients, the findings focus on nurses’ views. The authors explained that they used the patient interviews to ‘contextualise’ the nurses’ views. Nevertheless, the study provides an additional layer of evidence for theory testing in relation to the impact of PROMs completion on the interpersonal relationships between patients and nurses. The findings suggest that nurses perceived the use of the standardised PROM as potentially detrimental to these relationships and intrusive to patients and, consequently, were reluctant to use it.

**Summary of findings from palliative care**

The studies provide useful data to examine how PROMs completion enables or constrains patients’ willingness to share issues with clinicians depends on the format of the PROM. Similar to the studies examining the use of PROMs in primary care, patients and clinicians held different views about the value of PROMs in palliative care. Patients saw the use of a PROM as a sign that someone was interested in their feelings and some patients felt that a written questionnaire format made it easier for them to share sensitive topics with clinicians. Other patients questioned the standardised nature of the PROM and felt that it did not always fully capture the complexity and dynamic nature of their problems. Furthermore, some palliative care patients were too ill to complete PROMs. It was also clear that for some patients PROMs completion was an emotional experience, as it forced them to confront issues they preferred to deny. The authors explained these findings in terms of differences in patients’ coping strategies: those who preferred to confront their problems may not find PROMs completion problematic, whereas those who preferred to deny their situation would be likely to find PROMs completion difficult. In circumstances in which they wish to continue to ignore these symptoms, patients are more likely to misrepresent their responses on the PROM. As such, PROMs completion may not be a panacea for enabling patients to come to terms with their situation.

In contrast, clinicians in palliative care felt that the standardised PROMs did not fully capture patients’ concerns, and perceived that patients were more likely to share their feelings and emotions with them verbally, and often incidentally, while clinicians were caring for patients, rather than through the completion of a PROM. Like the GPs in studies exploring PROMs in the care of patients with depression in primary care, clinicians in palliative care settings placed greater emphasis on verbal communication in building rapport and trust with patients. In some instances, nurses were reluctant to use the PROM, as they perceived that it may be detrimental to this relationship. In other instances, nurses changed or omitted the items to make the PROM more acceptable to patients. They felt that PROMs would not support patients to share their concerns unless they had developed this trusting relationship and that the PROM was most useful if used in conjunction with a discussion with the patient.

The next four studies reviewed provide a useful test of the intersection between PROMs format and trust in the clinician. Three studies focus on the use of PROMs by nurses in the initial assessment of patients referred to palliative care services. As such, these studies focus on the start of the process of relationship building between patient and clinician in a context in which the goal of care is maximising patients’ quality
of life. Eischens et al.\textsuperscript{347} and Gamlen and Arber\textsuperscript{348} examine how nurses used standardised PROMs in this context, while Annells and Koch\textsuperscript{244} explore nurses’ views on both standardised and individualised PROMs. In addition, we also review a study that explores the use of an individualised PROM, the SEIQoL-DW, in an oncology setting.\textsuperscript{243}

\textbf{Eischens et al.\textsuperscript{347}}

This study assessed hospice nurses’ experiences and views of using two standardised PROMs in the assessment of patients in a hospice setting. The PROMs in question were the McGill Quality of Life Questionnaire (MQOL) and the Hospice Quality of Life Index (HQLI)-Revised. The MQOL has 18 items covering five domains (physical symptoms, physical well-being, psychological, existential and support) and was specifically designed for use in palliative care settings. The HQLI has 28 items covering three domains (psychophysiological well-being, functional well-being and social/spiritual well-being) and was also specifically designed for use in hospice settings. Eight home care nurses were invited to participate in the study and asked to invite patients to complete the PROMs either independently or with the nurses’ help.

To be eligible to participate, patients had to be aware of their surroundings, be able to understand English and have the ability to understand and complete the survey. During the study, 37 patients were eligible; 13 completed the MQOL and nine completed the HQLI (total \(n=22\)). Nurses were interviewed 1 week after the PROMs were administered to explore their experiences of using the measures and whether they enabled the nurses to become aware of any patient management issues they had not been aware of previously.

The authors reported that nurses felt neither instrument would be appropriate for use on admission to the hospice. For the MQOL, this was because nurses felt that ‘a good rapport seemed essential for the patients to answer the questions truthfully’.\textsuperscript{347} For the HQLI, this was because ‘it would make the admission to process seem too overwhelming’.\textsuperscript{347} The MQOL fared better in terms of its perceived contribution to care, with all nurses reporting that the MQOL had enabled them to identify an area of patient care that they had overlooked. For the HQLI, only one nurse reported it had enabled him or her to identify anything new.

This was a small, poor-quality study. No verbatim quotations are used to illustrate the authors’ findings, so it is difficult to assess the extent to which their interpretations are supported by these data. Furthermore, the nurses used the PROMs for only 1 week, which is unlikely to have been long enough for them to fully evaluate the PROMs’ contribution to care. Nonetheless, this study provides a first layer of evidence that a good rapport with patients was necessary before standardised PROMs could be used to assess patients, and that their use at this point might have been overwhelming for patients. However, this study did not explore why nurses held these views.

\textbf{Gamlen and Arber\textsuperscript{348}}

This study explored how specialist nurses used a standardised PROM, the Symptoms and Concerns Checklist (SCC), in their first assessments of patients referred to a palliative care service with advanced cancer. An ethnographic approach was used; first assessment encounters between six specialist nurses and patients referred to the service were observed and field-notes were taken. All six nurses were also interviewed to explore their experiences of using the SCC in this context.

The authors observed that nurses placed great importance on hearing the patients’ stories in their own words at the first assessment. Not only did this provide them with information on the patient’s history and their understanding of the condition, but the words patients used also offered insight into how they were coping with their condition. As one nurse explained in an interview, ‘their story and their words tell me what they understand but also what words they use and whether there’s anger there or um . . . denial’.\textsuperscript{348} The priority at the first assessment was to develop rapport with the patient and build trust so that the patient felt comfortable sharing their experiences and feelings with the nurse. A number of nurses in the study felt that the SCC constrained this relationship-building process because it seemed to reduce the
patient’s experience to a series of tick boxes, channelled nurses into bombarding patients with questions and was seen as overly bureaucratic. Two quotations from nurses below illustrate these issues:

*I like to . . . let them verbalise their concerns rather than handing them a bit of paper and say ‘tick boxes’, I much prefer to sort of ask . . . rather than bombard them.*

*Some people . . . say ‘not another form’ and that puts me off straight away . . . this interview is supposed to be about something else . . . it’s going on a journey together, exploring . . . where they’ve come from and where they’re at and where they’re going . . . It’s not as harsh as filling out a form.*

Consequently, the nurses had found ways to manage the completion of the SCC within first assessments in a way that did not interfere with building this relationship. They did this by delaying the completion of the form until they felt they had established trust and rapport with the patient. Nurse 1 described that she gave the SCC to a patient only after she’d spent considerable time with them, by which time she hoped ‘then they feel quite at ease . . . so hopefully by the time I give them that they feel it’s all right and . . . miss out what they feel uncomfortable with’. This nurse implied that part of this trust building was also giving patients the space not to share things if they did not wish to. Nurse 6 also explained, in her interview, ‘I never do it straight away’, and felt that if the SCC was completed with the patient too early on in their interaction, her assessment became ‘disjointed’ and she got ‘too caught up in going through the questions, “have you got pain?” and all of that’. In other words, the SCC could artificially narrow the focus of her assessment.

However, nurses did find the SCC useful to ‘validate’ and ‘consolidate’ what they had learned through talking to the patient and felt that it was a useful way of opening up a conversation about specific issues that may require further discussion. Nurse 4 described that the SCC:

*[B]rings out a lot of what we’ve . . . talked about but it kind of consolidates it like ‘so you ring [on the tool] pain, so let’s talk about pain’.*

They also felt that the SCC prompted them to explore some of the non-physical aspects of the patients’ experiences, such as spirituality and sexuality. Nurse 1 explained that the SCC:

*[M]akes you actually go there and ask, had you not thought about it, especially with non-physical stuff, which maybe, we sometimes forget.*

This was a well-conducted but small qualitative study of the use of one PROM on first assessment with patients referred to palliative care services. It indicates that if a standardised PROM is used before a certain degree of trust has built up between the patient and the clinician, the relationship-building process can be hampered and the focus of the discussion can be narrowed. This argument has particular resonance in settings in which a trusting relationship between the patient and clinician is particularly important in supporting care and treatment, such as in palliative care and mental health services. The study also suggests that a PROM can be a helpful way of validating information gleaned through discussion with the patient and a useful device for opening up conversation about specific issues that may require further exploration. The study also illustrates that considerable professional skill is required to integrate the use of a PROM into the process of relationship building with patients, suggesting that the PROMs may not be a panacea for improving the communication skills of clinicians. Rather, the effective use of PROMs requires good communication skills to manage their integration into the consultation.

**Annells and Koch**

This paper reports the experiences of eight district palliative care nurses during a pilot study to explore the feasibility and acceptability of using PROMs in the first assessment of patients admitted to the service.
The purpose of the pilot study was to test out the use of two different PROMs to enable a team of advisors to decide which PROM to recommend for routine use in the service. The PROMs in question were a standardised PROM, the MQOL, which comprises 18 items covering five domains (physical symptoms, physical well-being, psychological, existential and support) and was specifically designed for use in palliative care settings, and an individualised PROM, the Client Generated Index (CGI), which is an Australian adaptation of the Patient Generated Index. With this PROM, the patient selects up to five areas of their life that are most impacted by their condition and rates their severity. To gain an understanding of the importance of each area, patients are invited to ‘spend’ 12 points on areas of their life they would most like to improve, assuming this was possible.

In this study, 59 palliative care patients were assessed using one of the tools at the first assessment (or soon afterwards). Patients were alternately assigned to be assessed using either the CGI or the MQOL. Data were collected over a 40-week period, during which 71 assessments were made, as some patients were also followed up using these measures. The eight palliative care nurses made written notes of their experiences of using the measures after each assessment and were also interviewed to explore their experiences.

Based on a quantitative analysis of data collected using the tools (the findings are not described in the paper) and a qualitative analysis of the nurses’ interviews, the CGI was recommended as the most appropriate tool for use at first assessment. The authors report that the CGI was not likely to be useful for follow-up assessment or patients requiring end-stage terminal care. The rationale for and criteria against which these decisions were made are not described clearly in the paper. However, we can hypothesise that perhaps some of the reasons CGI was deemed not useful for follow-up assessment may relate to the difficulties of using individualised instruments as measures of outcome identified by Farquar et al. in terms of the consistency of specifying and then rating cues over time. The authors noted that there were ‘therapeutic gains’ from the actual interview when administering the CGI, in line with the theory that individualised measures are most useful as a ‘conversation opener’. Thus, for the purposes of our synthesis, we focus here on the qualitative findings of nurses’ experiences of using this tool during their assessment.

The paper focuses on describing the ‘intangible’ benefits of using the CGI that were not reflected in documented nursing care plans. The authors argue that patients experienced therapeutic gains from completing the measure which extended beyond the remit of what is traditionally considered to be nursing care. The authors describe a number of these ‘intangible’ benefits in the paper.

The completion of the CGI encouraged patients to reflect on their life in relationship to their current situation. The authors described that the completion of the CGI gave patients ‘permission to be emotional’ which was interpreted by the nurses as being cathartic for patients. The nurses reported that patients told them it was a relief to discuss their emotions; as one client explained to a nurse, ‘I think I needed to have a good cry’. The nurses also felt that the completion of the CGI invited clients ‘to be open and honest’ and to share issues they had not talked about before. When these were raised with carers present, it sometimes resulted in a discussion of these issues between clients and their carer, which was perceived by the nurses as ‘therapeutic for client carer relationships’. Nurses also perceived that completing the CGI enabled clients to relate their history to nurses; as one nurse discussed in her interview, ‘I feel that the tool really helps the client to tell their story’.

The nurses observed that the completion of the CGI provided new information to them that they would not have usually uncovered during their assessments. As one nurse explained, ‘I wouldn’t have picked up on those things normally. They may seem infinitesimal, but they are very real to the client’. The nurses perceived that these were issues of real importance to clients; another nurse reported, ‘We got to talk about the real stuff. The real stuff that is worrying them’. Thus, completion of the CGI with patients was perceived to enable the sharing of information that would not have been uncovered in the nurses’ usual verbal interactions with patients at initial assessment.
This was another small study based on the experiences of a select group of nurses in a single setting. The rationale for the decision-making that the CGI was the tool of choice for the service was not well described. However, our focus was on nurses’ views of the CGI in the assessment and care of palliative care patients. These findings suggest that nurses perceived the individualised PROM to support patients to reflect on their situation and give them permission to ‘be emotional’ and raise issues with clinicians. It appeared that the nurses had integrated the use of the CGI into the process of relationship building with patients, to enable patients to ‘tell their story’. However, this study did not explore patients’ views of the CGI and, next, we review a study that explored both clinicians’ and patients’ views of the use of an individualised PROM in an oncology setting.

Kettis-Lindblad et al. This study examined perceptions of a quality of life instrument among patients and oncologists at two hospitals in Sweden. Twenty patients with gastrointestinal cancer completed the SEIQoL-DW and the Disease-Related SEIQoL-DW on a touchscreen computer immediately before their consultation. Patients were then given two copies of the results, one of which was given to the doctor in the consultation. The participating patients were interviewed immediately after each consultation. The eight oncologists who treated at least one participating patient were interviewed at the end of the study. As well as indicating aspects around patient response, the study provides information on whether or not PROM results are used and discussed by clinicians, and we consider these findings in subsequent sections.

In relation to the role of PROMs in helping patients raise their concerns in consultation discussions, the authors suggest that completing PROMs provided an opportunity for reflection, which increased patients’ self-awareness:

> Several patients acknowledged that the instrument encourages the patient to reflect upon his/her own overall life situation. ‘It forces one to think’ (Patient 21) and to ‘sort the important from the less important’ (Patient 6) in the light of the disease.

Kettis-Lindblad et al. (emphasis in original) This increased awareness of their priorities and could support patients’ ability to raise concerns with clinicians; however, this link from reflection to raising issues is not explicitly stated by the authors.

A more explicit link from completing the PROM to raising issues is discussed in relation to the role of PROMs in making discussion of social and psychological issues legitimate. The authors suggest that completing the PROM gave patients confidence that their feelings mattered: ‘simply providing the instrument indicates that a doctor is willing to listen to the patient’, and ‘patients may be empowered by the use of the instrument, since it makes it easier for the patients to voice their concerns’ (emphasis in original). This is illustrated by the following quotation:

> I think it’s good in the way that if you have something like this [QOL results], then you can actually tell the doctor that, ‘Now I would like to talk about this and that,’ and then he’ll have to listen.

Kettis-Lindblad et al. The article points to aspects of individual context that might affect the value of the PROM in helping patients to raise their broader concerns. Patients felt that the PROM may be more useful for those who are more emotionally distressed, lack a social network or are terminally ill. On the last point, one patient is quoted as indicating that discussion of quality of life issues is more important in later stages of the disease. As one patient explained:

> The worse the stage [the disease] gets . . . the more important [the QOL assessment] gets. Now, when I meet the doctor, we talk a lot about technical matters, how to proceed, which treatments you should get . . . If it turns out that [the disease] gets worse and worse, . . . [the QOL assessment] gets more important.

Kettis-Lindblad et al.
The nature of the PROM tool may also be a significant aspect of context for enabling these processes of reflection and empowerment. The authors suggest that the relatively open format of the PROM tool used in this study may be important for enabling patient reflection:

> [T]he SEIQoL-DW allows individuals to raise any issues they consider to be important. [. . .] The focus on areas most important to patients also seems to encourage them to reflect more actively upon their life situations as they relate to their disease.

This was another small study examining patients’ and clinicians’ views of PROM completion in a single setting. This was a short-term study, lasting from April to August 2004. The participating patients would have had only minimal experience of using the PROM (once during the study), and this might have limited their ability to assess its value. However, the patient interviews provide some evidence in support of the theory that individualised PROMs enable patients to reflect on their situation. There was some evidence to suggest that PROMs completion may ‘give patients permission’ to raise issues with clinicians. The findings point to possible mechanisms for this process: PROM completion can provide an opportunity to reflect and identify priorities that could then be discussed with clinicians; and providing the PROM may increase patients’ confidence to raise issues with clinicians. Aspects of context that may support these processes are also indicated. The patient’s individual context and stage in the disease may affect the value of reflecting on quality of life (e.g. this may not be a priority for those who can discuss these issues with their social networks, or for those in earlier stages of the disease who are focused on treatment). In addition, a more open format for the PROM might support individual reflection better than a PROM that asks directly about specific conditions or emotions.

**Summary of findings on contextual enablers of and barriers to use of patient-reported outcome measures**

These four studies have allowed us to test and refine our theory about the ways in which the format of PROMs may support or constrain the process of relationship building with patients and, consequently, the sharing of information. Gamlen and Arber348 found that the use of a standardised PROM in initial assessments with palliative care patients could threaten the relationship-building process with patients if it is used before this important relationship building has taken place. In contrast, Annells and Koch244 found that the use of an individualised PROM supported this process by offering a means through which patients could tell their story to nurses in their own words and, consequently, share information that really mattered to them. We can hypothesise that because the individualised PROM allowed patients to identify issues in their life that were important to them and did not place restrictions on or standardise the ways in which patients were able to share their story, it more naturally fitted into the ways in which nurses interacted with patients at initial assessments. As Gamlen and Arber348 identified, nurses preferred to let patients share their stories in their own words; Annells and Koch244 found that the CGI enabled patients to do this and, therefore, this supported the relationship-building process. In contrast, the standardised PROM in Gamlen and Arber’s348 study, the SCC, narrowed the focus of this information-sharing process and thus threatened or disrupted nurses’ attempts to build relationships with patients. Furthermore, Kettis-Linblad243 also found that the completion of an individualised PROM prompted patients to reflect on their life situation and gave them permission to raise issues with clinicians. However, Annells and Koch244 also noted that the CGI was unlikely to be useful for follow-up assessments. The authors do not explain the rationale behind this judgement, but we can hypothesise that this may relate to the difficulties of using individualised instruments as measures of outcome identified by Farquar et al.334 in terms of the consistency of specifying and then rating cues over time. This supports the theory that individualised measures may have more value as a ‘conversation opener’ than as an outcome measure.

**Chapter summary**

In this chapter we tested the overall programme theory (theory 10) that PROMs completion, either alone or with a clinician, enables patients to share or raise issues with clinicians by acting as a reminder, facilitating
self-reflection or giving patients ‘permission’ to raise issues. We also tested the counter-theory (theory 11) that PROMs completion and review may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship or hinder the flow of the consultation. We explored how different contextual configurations may shape the mechanisms through which PROMs feedback works and either support or constrain the achievement of the intended outcomes. These included:

- Theory 12 the structure and format of the PROM and the tension between the length of the PROM and its comprehensiveness and the standardised versus individualised nature of the PROM
- Theory 13 the existing nature of the patient–clinician relationship, the point in the relationship-building process when the PROM is completed and patients’ and clinicians’ preferences for relationship building
- Theory 14 if PROMs completion is subjected to monetary rewards and sanctions and whether PROMs data are also intended for use as an indicator or service quality.

To do this, we reviewed studies that compared patients’ views of different PROMs, studies that provided a qualitative analysis of the process of PROMs completion and studies that explored patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of PROMs completion in mental health, palliative care and oncology settings. We now summarise our findings in relation to our theories.

**Theory 10**
We found evidence to support the theory that PROMs completion prompts patients to engage in a process of self-reflection and enables them to identify and prioritise issues that are important to them. However, PROMs completion can be an emotional process and the degree to which patients engage with this process may depend on their preferred coping strategy; patients who prefer to deny their current life situation avoid completing PROMs or do not report the true extent of their feelings. We also found evidence to support the theory that completing a PROM signals to the patient that they feel someone is interested in their feelings and this gives them ‘permission’ to share or raise issues with clinicians.

**Theory 11**
However, we also found evidence to suggest that, under some circumstances, PROMs completion may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship or hinder the flow of the consultation. This was dependent on the contextual configurations outlined in theories 12 and 13, which we consider next.

**Theory 12**
We found evidence to suggest that patients are willing to tolerate a questionnaire that is longer and more complex to complete if it provides a more comprehensive assessment of their health. Some patients felt that the ‘impersonal’ nature of standardised PROMs was helpful in enabling them to share issues with the clinician through PROMs completion. However, others, particularly those with mental health problems, felt that standardised PROMs simply did not capture the complexity or dynamic nature of their symptoms. These observations were also shared by clinicians. Most studies we reviewed did not ask patients or clinicians to directly compare individualised and standardised PROMs; those that did found that patients felt individualised PROMs had greater validity and were less distressing to complete, and clinicians also preferred individualised measures. However, qualitative studies have called into question the validity of individualised instruments as a measure of outcome, due to variations in the ways in which patients and interviewers identify and rate cues over time.

In primary care, we found evidence that GPs perceived that standardised PROMs constrained the relationship-building process because they ‘trivialised’ patients’ emotions and resulted in ‘bombarding’ patients with questions in a ‘mechanistic’ way. They also found it difficult to incorporate PROMs completion and review into the natural flow of consultations. Similarly, in palliative care settings, we also found evidence to indicate that clinicians perceived standardised PROMs to constrain the relationship-building process with patients during first assessments or routine visits. Although not explicitly mentioned by any respondents in the studies we reviewed, the difficulties they reported echo
the ‘interactional strangeness’ of the standardised survey interview, where standardisation is required to support the psychometric validity of the PROM but at the same time restricts opportunities for sense making and relationship building.

Finally, we found some evidence to suggest that, in palliative care and mental health settings, individualised PROMs were perceived as supporting the relationship-building process by enabling the patient to tell their story and prompting opportunities for the patient to self-reflect.24,336 However, one study also suggested that individualised PROMs may have more value as a ‘conversation opener’ than as a measure of outcomes over time.244 Taken together, this evidence suggests that individualised PROMs support the care of individual patients because they allow patients to tell their story in their own words, they prompt patients to self-reflect, patients find them less distressing to complete and clinicians find that they contribute to, rather than detract from, the relationship-building process. However, in this context, they may have more value as a ‘conversation opener’ between the patient and clinician than as a tool to measure or monitor outcomes over time.

Theory 13
We found that, in primary care and secondary mental health settings and in oncology and palliative care settings, both clinicians and patients felt that having a trusting relationship was necessary to support the sharing of concerns and problems.80,81,242,244,336,337,340,341,347,348 Clinicians in primary care, in secondary mental health settings and in oncology placed great emphasis on developing rapport and a trusting relationship with patients through their own verbal interaction with patients, and preferred to let patients ‘tell their story’ in their own words.80,336,337,348 In palliative care, clinicians delayed the introduction of standardised PROMs until this relationship had been built,348 avoided using them346 or omitted or changed items to avoid upsetting patients.344 In secondary mental health settings, patients were reluctant to share their feelings through PROMs completion until this relationship had been developed.340,341 This suggests that considerable skill and effective communication skills are required to effectively incorporate standardised PROMs into the flow of the consultation to ensure that trust and rapport between the patient and clinician are not compromised. This indicates that PROMs alone are not a panacea for improving the communication skills of clinicians. In both settings, clinicians held strong views about whether PROMs completion supported or constrained this relationship-building process; this depended on the type of PROM. Patients also expressed preferences for different types of PROM.

Theory 14
We found some evidence to suggest that when patients with mental health problems are worried that PROMs data may be used to restrict access to services, patients may ‘game’ their responses to PROMs to prevent unwanted outcomes.81 Parents of children with mental health problems also expressed unease that PROMs data may also be used for political ends to restrict access to or close down services.340,341 Some GPs held concerns that patients may inflate their response to PROMs to legitimise sick leave.337 However, GPs did not feel that the problem of patients ‘gaming’ their response to PROMs was common.81,337 Similarly, in palliative care, nurses expressed concerns that patients completed PROMs in a socially desirably way to please nurses.346

We found evidence to suggest that using PROMs data for a number of purposes and incentivising their use had a much greater impact on the behaviours of clinicians. A case in point was the QOF incentives attached to GPs’ use of standardised depression questionnaires in English primary care settings. We have already outlined above that GPs felt that standardised depression questionnaires did not support their management of patients with depression; rather, they constrained the relationship-building process and were difficult to incorporate into the consultation. However, their use was incentivised under the QOF, and if GPs refused to use them they stood to lose financially. Under these circumstances, GPs developed a number of ‘workarounds’ in the ways in which they administered the standardised questionnaires to mitigate the difficulties they experienced in incorporating them into the consultation.80 Some of these strategies threatened the validity of the PROM as a measure of depression severity, thus undermining its use in the care of individual patients.80 Furthermore, they also used other tactics to circumvent being penalised for avoiding the use of standardised depression
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questionnaires, such as not coding patients as having depression in the first place, thereby rendering the QOF indicators an inaccurate representation of the practice’s care of people with depression. This provides an example of an instance in which attempts to use the same PROM for multiple purposes and incentivising their use can undermine their value in serving both purposes. In this case, the key problem was that GPs did not perceive standardised depression questionnaires to be helpful in the care of individual patients.

In palliative care, where the use of PROMs was not incentivised, nurses largely avoided use of the PROMs when they were concerned that they might threaten the patient–clinician relationship. However, we also found evidence to suggest that those who tried to implement standardised PROMs also engaged in adapting the standardised PROM to make it more acceptable to patients. These adoptions involved changing or omitting items, which might also have compromised the psychometric properties of the PROM.

None of the studies reviewed in this chapter explored what happened in clinician–patient interactions during or following PROMs completion, or whether patients actually did raise issues during the consultation following PROMs completion. Furthermore, the value of PROMs in improving patient care is also likely to depend on whether or not and how these issues are discussed within the consultation and what action is taken as a result. It is these issues that we turn to in the next chapter.
Chapter 9  Patient-reported outcome measures as a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patients’ concerns

Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on reviewing the theory that PROMs act as a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patient concerns, which will then be discussed during the consultation and acted on. The clinician–patient consultation has been much researched and remains deeply contested, in terms of both the power struggles that operate therein and the ways in which these have been conceptualised in the academic literature.

It is a time-pressured environment, raising questions about what is discussed, what gets left out and how this is negotiated between the clinician, patient and, often, the patient’s carer. The feedback of PROMs data during the consultation is expected to offer a vehicle through which patients’ concerns can be more effectively communicated to clinicians, who will raise these issues with patients and thus give primacy to the patient’s agenda during consultations.

In this chapter, we build on and extend a theory-driven review of PROMs feedback previously conducted by a member of the review team. Systematic reviews of PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients with long-term health conditions suggest that PROMs feedback leads to increased discussion of problems during the consultation, and helps clinicians to identify and detect patient problems, but has less impact on patient management or patient outcomes. For example, Chen et al. found ‘strong’ evidence that the feedback of PROMs data improves patient–clinician communication and ‘some’ evidence that it improves the monitoring of treatment response and the detection of patients’ problems. However, they found ‘weak but positive evidence’ that PROMs feedback leads to changes in patient management and ‘a great degree of uncertainty’ regarding whether or not PROMs feedback improves patient outcomes.

Chen et al. suggested that greater impact of PROMs feedback may be found where PROMs are fed back for a sustained period of time to multiple stakeholders with feedback that is clear and easy to understand and sufficient training for health professionals. Kotronoulas et al. found significant increases in the frequency of discussions ‘pertinent to patient outcomes’ but little impact on referrals or clinical actions in response to PROMs data. This suggests there may be a ‘blockage’ between the identification and discussion of the issues raised by PROMs and the ways in which clinicians respond to these issues. In this chapter, we focus on understanding the flows and blockages along this implementation chain and the contextual configurations that may support or constrain how each step leads to the achievement (or not) of the next.

In this pathway, it is assumed that the patient completes a PROM and the individual patient’s PROM scores are fed back to the clinician prior to or during the consultation. It is hypothesised that this will then alert the clinician to problems or issues that are of concern to the patient. These scores could be at a single point in time but also denote changes in PROMs scores over time, to enable the clinician to monitor the impact of treatment on the patient’s health. It is then assumed that this increased awareness will prompt the clinician to further explore and discuss any problems identified with the patient and, subsequently, take action to address them, through, for example, referring to additional services, giving advice, changing current treatment or suggesting other treatment options. This is then assumed to lead to improved patient outcomes. We start by outlining the specific programme theories to be tested.
Candidate programme theories

We draw on the process of theory elicitation undertaken in Chapter 7 to identify some provisional theories that seek to explain how PROMs feedback is expected to work. It is important to note here that, initially, these theories are provisional and represent the simple assumptions regarding the circumstances in which and processes through which PROMs feedback is expected to lead to intended outcomes. The purpose of synthesis is then to test these theories in relation to the literature and refine them to produce a more sophisticated understanding of how PROMs feedback works in practice. The goal is to probe these theories rather than prove that they are right or wrong. Here we outline some initial candidate theories for testing in our evidence review and draw on Street289 and Santana and Feeney’s287 models of the processes through which PROMs feedback is expected to improve communication, patient management and patient well-being during the consultation.

One theory is that PROMs feedback leads to increased discussion during the consultation and this in itself has a direct impact on improving patient well-being.287,288 Therefore, we start by testing theory 15, that PROMs feedback results in the increased discussion of HRQoL issues in the consultation and this promotes increased patient well-being.

Another theory (theory 16: PROMs feedback increases the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation, which in turn influences patient management and improves patients’ well-being) is that PROMs may improve communication and also improve patient well-being indirectly, through increased agreement between the clinician and patient about the goals of treatment, and changes to patient management.287,289

However, a counter-theory is that PROMs feedback may not change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation. For example, observational studies of doctor–patient communication in oncology settings indicate that doctors focus more on medical/technical issues, with psychosocial issues discussed only briefly.64,350 PROMs feedback may not be sufficient to shift clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation and so the focus of the consultation may remain on medical issues. Therefore, we test the counter-theory, theory 17, that PROMs feedback does not change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation.

We now test and refine these theories.

Evidence review

To test these theories, we use oncology as a case study. It is in this area that much of the work has been done to explore whether or not PROMs feedback leads to increased discussion of patients’ problems during the consultation, and it has been the focus of several systematic reviews.42,43,59 We start by reviewing evidence from a purposive sample of RCTs of PROMs feedback in oncology. The majority of those selected have assessed doctor–patient communication directly through audio recordings of the consultation. Some have also measured one or more of the other intended outcomes (changes to patient management and patient well-being). The trials reviewed below were selected on the basis that they were most relevant to testing and refining the theories outlined above.

Evaluating the impact of PROMs feedback as part of a RCT presents a number of methodological challenges, as the intervention aims to change the behaviour of both patients and clinicians. Many trials have randomised patients as the unit of analysis. This approach means that clinicians see both control and intervention patients, increasing the risk of contamination effects, which may dilute the measurement of the overall intervention effect. Alternatively, when clinicians are the unit of randomisation, patients seen by the same clinician are more similar to each other than to patients seen by other clinicians, and this ‘intercluster correlation’ must be addressed in the analyses; however, few trials have done this.351 These caveats need to be taken into account when interpreting the findings of the trials reviewed below.
Velikova et al.\textsuperscript{227} This RCT examined whether or not regular, repeated feedback of HRQoL information to clinicians would result in increased discussion of HRQoL during the consultation and would improve patients’ well-being. Patients (n = 286) who were about to start treatment for cancer in one specialist centre were randomised to one of three arms: (1) intervention – regular completion of two PROMs on a touchscreen computer prior to the consultation, and the EORTC QLQ-C30 and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale plus feedback to clinicians during the consultation; (2) attention control – regular completion of the two PROMs but no feedback to the clinician; and (3) control – no completion of the PROMs and no feedback. Patients in the control and intervention arms completed the PROMs over three visits. All 28 oncologists who worked in the unit participated in the study. They received print-outs of the patients’ current scores and changes over time as line graphs for each subscale score and received training in the interpretation of the scores.

The primary outcome for the trial was the disease-specific PROM, the FACT-G, which has four subscales: physical well-being, social or family well-being, emotional well-being and functional well-being. All consultations were audio recorded, and a content analysis was performed to identify whether or not issues in the EORTC QLQ-C30 were discussed and, if so, the number of issues discussed. Medical actions (decision on cancer treatment, symptom or supportive treatment, investigations and referrals) and non-medical actions (advice on lifestyle, coping and reassurance) were also recorded. Communication and actions were compared during the third consultation and outcomes were compared at the end of the trial.

The authors found that patients in the intervention arm of the trial had significantly greater improvements in well-being (total FACT-G score) than those in the control arm but not those in the attention control arm. The attention control arm also had statistically significantly higher FACT-G scores than the control arm. The number of EORTC QLQ-C30 symptoms discussed (mean 3.3) was greater in the intervention arm than the control arm (mean 2.7), but there were no statistically significant differences in the number of non-specific or functional issues discussed between the control and intervention patients. Clinicians explicitly referred to HRQoL data in 66 out of the 103 (64\%) intervention encounters. Subgroup analyses revealed that improvements in patient well-being were associated with explicit use of HRQoL data in the consultation. There were no differences in either medical decisions or non-medical actions between the two arms.

Clinicians perceived that HRQoL data were most useful for providing an overall assessment of the patient (69\%) but that they were less useful for providing additional information (33\%) or identifying problems for discussion (27\%). Clinicians reported that HRQoL data contributed to patient management in 11\% of consultations. They reported that they did not use HRQoL information if it was ‘irrelevant for the purpose of the encounter or irrelevant to patient’s major problems’.\textsuperscript{227}

This trial found that PROMs feedback led to an increase in the number of symptoms discussed in the consultation and an improvement in patient well-being that was associated with specific mention of HRQoL issues. In terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that the increased discussion of symptoms may lead directly to improvements in patient well-being, irrespective of whether or not any changes to patient management occur. The authors hypothesise that this may have been especially helpful in their centre, where patients saw different clinicians sequentially, suggesting that PROMs completion may support information transfer between clinicians. However, the trial also found that PROMs feedback did not lead to changes in the number of functional issues discussed, which suggests that the consultation remained predominantly focused on medical issues.

Furthermore, patients in the attention control arm also experienced an improvement in well-being, suggesting that PROMs completion alone may be beneficial to patients, although it appears that this did not lead to more symptoms being discussed during the consultation. This finding may be due to a ‘contamination effect’, as clinicians in the attention control arm were also exposed to intervention patients and this might have also changed the clinicians’ behaviour with patients in the attention control arm.
The findings also hint that clinicians do not see HRQoL information as providing ‘new’ information about the patient and may not use the information if they do not see it as a relevant to the purpose of the consultation. The patients in this study were those receiving treatment for cancer, where the focus is on curing or limiting the spread of the disease, rather than palliative patients. In this setting, the clinician’s priority may be maximising quantity of life provided that side effects are tolerated by patients.

**Velikova et al.**\(^{352}\)

This paper reports on a secondary analysis of the three-arm trial reported by Velikova et al.\(^{327}\) to explore the mechanism through which increased discussion of symptoms during the consultation leads to improvements in patients’ well-being. They tested the hypothesis that PROMs feedback improves well-being because it ‘ensures a continuous flow of subjective symptoms/functioning information from the patient to the medical team’ and improves communication about non-medical problems. The team developed a new questionnaire, the Medical Care Questionnaire (MCQ), to measure patients’ perceptions of the continuity and co-ordination of medical care. The questionnaire was used in the trial but, at that time, had not been validated. The team subsequently assessed the psychometric properties of the MCQ and published the findings from the trial using the MCQ. However, part of the validation process for this instrument included data from this trial. Thus, the trial data were used to confirm the psychometric properties of the instrument and at the same time the instrument was used to explain the findings, which appears a somewhat circular argument.

This instrument consisted of three subscales:

1. **communication** – measures the extent to which the patient feels comfortable discussing non-medical issues
2. **co-ordination** – measures the extent to which patients perceive that there is continuity and co-ordination of information
3. **patient preferences** – measures the extent to which patients prefer to see their usual doctor.

The authors also report findings from end-of-study questionnaires completed by patients and doctors that explored the perceived usefulness of the intervention.

The authors found that patients in the intervention arm rated communication with clinicians (on the MCQ) statistically significantly higher than patients in the control arm, but not differently from patients in the attention control arm (in which the patients completed the PROMs but the scores were not fed back to clinicians). There were no differences between the three arms in patients’ perceptions of the co-ordination of care or their preferences for seeing the same doctor.

In the intervention arm, 86% of patients perceived that questionnaires were useful for telling doctors how they were feeling, compared with 29% in the attention control arm (where no feedback occurred). More patients in the intervention arm than in the attention control arm felt that the doctor considered daily activities (65% vs. 53%), emotions (87% vs. 71%) and quality of life (90% vs. 74%). However, it is not clear if these differences were statistically significant. The authors concluded that PROMs feedback increased patient well-being because it focused the ‘consultation on topics important to patient and facilitated discussion of non-medical issues’.\(^{352}\)

In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that PROMs feedback to clinicians may increase patient well-being because it results in patients feeling more comfortable discussing non-medical issues with clinicians. However, it is not clear from the findings of this trial whether this is a function of PROMs completion alone or PROMs completion and feedback to clinicians. Recall from Velikova et al.\(^{327}\) that patients who completed the PROM with no feedback of scores to clinicians also experienced statistically significant improvements in well-being, compared with those in the control arm. In this paper, there were no statistically significant differences in MCQ communication scores between the intervention and intervention control arms and the authors do not report whether or not the MCQ scores for
communication in the attention control arm were statistically significantly different from those in the control arm. Thus, improvements in well-being and feeling comfortable discussing non-medical issues could occur because patients completed a PROM and this made the patient feel they had permission to raise issues with clinicians, rather than occurring as a result of any changes in clinicians’ communication practices.

However, the findings from the end-of-study questionnaire provide some evidence that, compared with attention control patients, patients in the intervention group perceived clinicians to be more attentive to their concerns. This suggests that some changes in clinicians’ communication practices did occur in the intervention group compared with the attention control group.

**Takeuchi et al.**

This paper reports on a more detailed content analysis of all audio-recorded consultations collected during Velikova et al.’s three-arm RCT, to further explore the dynamics of doctor–patient interaction during these consultations. The authors’ analysis aimed to explore whether or not the differences in the number of HRQoL issues discussed between the control and intervention groups were maintained over time. They also sought to specifically test the theory that PROMs feedback would prompt oncologists to initiate discussions about problems reported in the PROMs. Their analysis also sought to test the hypothesis that the severity of a patient’s problems would be related to whether or not the problem was discussed.

Data were from 198 patients who completed four consecutive consultations with one of 28 oncologists and, in total, 792 consultations were included in the analysis. The data were analysed using the same study-specific checklist as Velikova et al. which assessed whether or not issues in the EORTC QLQ-C30 and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale were discussed, and whether or not other non-specific symptoms were discussed. In addition, the authors noted whether clinicians or patients initiated discussion about the issue.

The authors found that the largest impact on increased discussion of symptoms in the intervention group occurred following the first feedback of PROMs to clinicians. There was a reduction in the number of symptoms discussed between the first and third consultations for all groups. However, the significant differences in the number of symptoms discussed between the intervention and control group and between the intervention and attention control group were maintained over time. The authors hypothesise that this finding may be because at the first consultation, the PROMs feedback provided ‘new’ information to clinicians and, thus, was more likely to be discussed. There were no statistically significant differences in the number of functional issues discussed over time between the three groups.

During this first consultation, for all arms of the study, discussion of symptoms and functional problems was more likely to be initiated by the patient, with the exception of dyspnoea and bowel problems, which were more likely to be discussed by the clinician. Discussion about symptoms were more common (26–64%) than discussion of functions (4–41%). Overall, there was no impact of study arm on whether or not the discussion of symptoms or function was initiated by the clinician. In terms of the theories under test, this finding indicates that PROMs feedback did not make it more likely that clinicians would raise issues with patients. Although discussion increased, this was largely through the patient, rather than the clinician, initiating a discussion. They also found that the severity of patients’ symptoms was predictive of whether they were discussed in consultations: when patients had more severe symptoms, these were more likely to be discussed. However, there was no relationship between the severity of patients’ functional problems and depression and discussion; thus, patients with more severe functional or emotional problems were no more likely to have these discussed than those who had less severe functional problems. This suggests that PROMs feedback did not change the ways in which clinicians discussed functional problems.

In terms of our theories under test, this study suggests that PROMs feedback did not substantially change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation. Although PROMs feedback led to increases in the number of symptoms discussed and patients with more severe symptoms were more likely to have them discussed, for most symptoms patients were more likely to initiate the discussion. The authors...
conclude that the PROMs feedback ‘did not . . . influence the standard medical structure, where patients are encourage to report their own experience’. They hypothesise that the presence of the PROM feedback may have served as a prompt for both patients and oncologists. Furthermore, they also found that symptoms were more commonly discussed than functional problems and that discussion was related to severity of symptoms but not functional problems. The authors interpret these findings as indicating that patients did not feel that oncology consultations were ‘an appropriate forum to raise these issues’. We would also hypothesise that these findings indicate that clinicians did not feel it was within their remit to discuss these issues. In summary, the authors conclude that PROM feedback alone does not overcome existing barriers that prevent oncologists from discussing functional issues with their patients.

The authors consider that training oncologists in communication skills and providing guideline-driven recommendations for managing symptoms and functional issues may address these problems.

Mills et al.

The hypotheses that guided this trial are left largely implicit by the authors, who indicate that the trial aimed to examine whether or not ‘regular recording of QOL [quality of life] data by patients would have beneficial outcomes’. The implicit assumption underlying this trial appeared to be the idea that if patients with inoperable lung cancer regularly completed a quality-of-life diary, they would share the information in the diary with the different clinicians (e.g. nurses, oncologists, GPs) caring for them; the clinicians would address their concerns and the patient’s HRQoL would improve. Patients were the unit of randomisation. The intervention consisted of patients completing a weekly diary that comprised the EORTC QLQ-C30 and the associated lung cancer-specific questionnaire: the Quality of Life Questionnaire LC13. They were asked to complete this diary for 16 weeks. Patients kept the diary at home and were asked to ‘share the information with any health professional involved in their care’. Clinicians in hospital received a training session about the diary but primary care clinicians received this information via e-mail. There was no formal feedback of the diary information to clinicians. Control group patients did not complete the diary.

Patients included in the study had inoperable lung cancer; of 498 screened, 266 met the inclusion criteria and 115 (43%) agreed to participate. The reasons for not participating included being too distressed (32%) or too unwell (19%) or undisclosed ‘other’ reasons (36%). By month 4, 57 of these patients remained in the trial (50%). The most common reasons for attrition were related to the intervention itself: 58 patients did not complete the diaries fully, 15 withdrew and 15 did not complete the diary at all. Nineteen patients did complete the diary. These data suggest that the intervention was not initially appealing to patients and that patients found it difficult to stay engaged with it.

The main outcome for the trial was the patient’s HRQoL as measured by the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Lung (FACT-L), a disease-specific version of the FACT-G which contains four subscales as described in the discussion of Velikova et al. plus a 7-item lung cancer-specific subscale. Changes in scores over time were used to compare control and intervention groups. The primary outcome was the Trial Outcome Index, which is the sum of the Physical Well-Being, Functional Well-Being and ‘additional concerns’ subscales of the FACT-L. They also measured quality of life using the Palliative Care Quality of Life Index. Outcomes were measured at baseline, 2 months and 4 months. Communication was measured by patient self-report using a modified checklist from Velikova et al., in which patients were asked whether, over the last 2 months, any health professional had asked them about a list of issues. Patients were also asked if they had shared information in the diary with any health professionals.

The authors found no significant differences in the Trial Outcome Index between the intervention and control groups. However, patients in the intervention group experienced a significant deterioration in their total FACT-L scores and total FACT-G scores, compared with the control group. These differences remained when possible confounding factors were controlled for. This suggests that the intervention has a deleterious effect on patients’ HRQoL. Of the 57 patients in the intervention group, 13 (23%) indicated that they had shared information in the diary with any clinician. There were no significant differences between control and intervention group patients in terms of whether or not any of the HRQoL issues were discussed with clinicians.
In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that, for patients with incurable disease, frequent (weekly) regular completion of a PROM over a sustained period without formal feedback to clinicians has a deleterious impact on their HRQoL. It also suggests that patients rarely share HRQoL information with clinicians when they complete a PROM if there is no formal feedback to clinicians. The authors identified a number of reasons for the findings. First, they could not rule out the possibility that patients in the intervention arm had worse disease progression than patients in the control arm, because data on disease progression were not available to the research team. However, there were no baseline differences between patients in the two groups, which suggests that alternative explanations were also required.

The authors argued that, as no formal feedback was provided to clinicians, this limited the clinicians’ ability to raise or address any concerns that may have been apparent in diary data. We can also hypothesise that if patients knew that there was no formal feedback mechanism to clinicians, this may have sent them the message that clinicians were ‘not interested’ in their HRQoL and, consequently, patients may have been reluctant to raise issues with clinicians. It may be that it is the completion of the PROM plus the expectation of feedback to clinicians that gives patients ‘permission’ to raise issues with clinicians.

The authors highlight that regular completion of a diary in this group of patients with incurable disease may also have led to patients dwelling on their disease progression and ruminating on their disease. The diary would have enabled patients to see any deterioration in their symptoms, which may have been emotionally distressing. Furthermore, the emotional impact was likely to have been exacerbated as, unlike for patients undergoing curative cancer treatment, there was no prospect that their condition would improve or was amenable to treatment.

Finally, the authors highlight that completing a HRQoL instrument may have raised patients’ expectations that clinicians could ‘control or influence’ their HRQoL, and, when these expectations were not met, this resulted in a negative impact on patients. We can suggest a subtly different hypothesis, that completion of the HRQoL instrument may have raised patients’ expectations that these issues would have been noticed or discussed by clinicians and, when they were not, this was emotionally distressing for patients.

Detmar et al.

This randomised crossover trial examined whether or not the regular feedback of HRQoL data to doctors would increase the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation. The trial took place in one specialist cancer treatment centre in Amsterdam. In this trial, clinicians (n = 10) were the unit of randomisation. Five doctors were randomly allocated to an intervention group and five were allocated to a control group. Each doctor was asked to recruit a minimum of 10 patients to the trial. A washout period of 2 months followed, after which clinicians in the control arm were switched to the intervention arm and clinicians in the intervention arm were switched to the control arm. Each doctor then recruited a further 10 patients. Patients were receiving palliative chemotherapy. The intervention group patients were asked to complete the EORTC QLQ-C30 questionnaire before each visit to the doctor and the scores were fed back to both the patient and the doctor, along with bar charts showing patients’ current and previous scores on each subscale.

The primary outcome of the trial was the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation. All consultations were audio recorded and analysed using a checklist that determined whether issues in the EORTC QLQ-C30 were discussed and summed the total number of issues discussed in the consultation. Communication at the fourth patient visit was compared between intervention and control arm patients. The total number of actions taken during each consultation was also calculated as an indicator of impact on patient management. Patient satisfaction was measured using a 5-item satisfaction questionnaire, and patient baseline and end-of-study HRQoL was measured using a generic measure; the SF-36.

The authors found statistically significant differences in the total number of HRQoL issues discussed in the fourth consultation between the intervention (mean 4.5) and control (mean 3.7) arms. Social functioning, fatigue and dyspnoea were discussed statistically significantly more frequently in the intervention group than in the control group. There were hardly any management actions taken in either arm and differences...
were not statistically significant. There were no statistically significant differences in overall satisfaction between the two arms, but patients in the intervention arm scored higher on satisfaction with emotional well-being. There were no statistically significant differences in end-of-study quality of life between the control and intervention arms, but patients in the intervention arm showed greater in improvement in mental health scores and role function than those in the control group (two out of eight subscales on the SF-36). As the authors acknowledge, caution is needed in interpreting the latter findings due to multiple testing, which increases the risk of false-positive results. Almost all patients (97%) in the intervention arm felt that the EORTC QLQ-C30 provided an accurate reflection of their HRQoL and 57% reported that it had been explicitly mentioned during the consultation. All doctors indicated that the summary profile had provided a useful overall impression of patients’ symptoms and functional health and that it had facilitated communication, particularly regarding psychosocial topics.

The authors acknowledged that this trial had a number of limitations. They found evidence that clinicians initially allocated to the intervention changed their behaviour towards control group patients when they crossed over, as they were more likely to discuss emotional issues at baseline. Furthermore, in this trial, clinicians were the unit of analysis. Patients seen by the same clinician are more similar to each other than to patients seen by other clinicians. However, the authors did not take account of this ‘intercluster correlation’ in their analyses. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that PROMs feedback does lead to an increase in the number of HRQoL issues discussed in the consultation, but this does not necessarily lead to changes in patient management or improvements in patient well-being. This may be because the authors used a generic measure of HRQoL, the SF-36, which did not reflect changes in the disease-specific aspects of HRQoL that may have been particularly improved by their discussion during the consultation. It was also not designed to detect the perhaps transient improvements in well-being that may occur if patients feel listened to in the consultation. It may be that the single patient satisfaction item covering satisfaction with emotional well-being reflected this. However, it could also mean that changes in patient management are necessary to bring about changes to a patient’s well-being or HRQoL.

**Berry et al.**

This RCT aimed to examine whether or not the feedback of HRQoL to clinicians increases the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation. This trial was conducted in two specialist cancer treatment centres in the USA. The participants were cancer patients starting a new treatment regimen. Of the 1104 patients assessed for eligibility, 660 entered the trial, and 262 of the 295 clinicians who would potentially come into contact with the patients agreed to take part. These included oncologists and nurses. However, it is not clear exactly how many of these clinicians actually came into contact with patients. Of the 262 clinicians who agreed to participate, 113 returned a post-intervention questionnaire; of these, 57 reported receiving at least one report.

Patients in both the control and the intervention groups completed the PROM (Electronic Self-Report Assessment of Cancer) on a touchscreen computer in the clinic prior to the appointment. The PROM was completed once before starting treatment and a second time 4–6 weeks later, at which point treatment-related symptoms and quality of life issues (SQLIs) were expected. In the intervention group \((n = 327)\), at this second time of PROMs completion, the summary report was printed and given to the clinician or attached to the patient’s chart immediately before the appointment. Each SQLI at or above a threshold level was indicated by colour and bar graph height. The report did not provide recommendations for addressing SQLIs. In the control group \((n = 333)\), the clinicians did not receive the summary report. The consultations at this second stage were recorded to assess discussion of SQLI. The recordings were analysed to assess whether or not reported SQLIs were discussed. Communication outcomes were calculated as whether or not the symptom was discussed and who initiated the discussion (the patient or the clinician). The study also compared visit duration between the two groups.

The authors found that whether or not the symptom was more likely to be discussed in the intervention group depended on whether or not the problem was reported ‘at threshold’. When all 18 symptoms and quality of life issues were considered together as a whole, when the symptom was reported at threshold,
the odds of it being discussed were nearly 29% higher in the intervention group than the control group, a difference that was statistically significant. In 75 out of the 295 recorded consultations in the intervention arm (25%) clinicians made direct reference to the Electronic Self-Report Assessment of Cancer report. The authors then examined whether each of the 18 symptoms and quality of life issues were more likely to be discussed in the intervention or control arm, when reported at threshold. The authors found that some symptoms were commonly discussed in both arms, irrespective of whether they were at threshold. These included symptoms that were regulated by accreditation bodies (e.g. pain) or those that were likely to be affected by supportive care medications (e.g. nausea). In terms of the theories under test, this suggests that PROMs did not change whether or not clinicians enquired about these issues.

Two issues, sexual functioning and social functioning, were more likely to be discussed when they were reported at threshold in the intervention arm. In terms of the theories under test, Berry et al.354 suggest that, in these instances, the Electronic Self-Report Assessment of Cancer report may have acted as an ‘ice-breaker’, giving patients or clinicians ‘permission’ to discuss sensitive issues. However, relative to the number of times it was reported at threshold, the number of times sexual function was actually discussed in the consultation, even in the intervention group, was relatively very small. In the intervention group, impact on sex was reported at threshold 122 times, but the clinician initiated discussion about it 20 times, approximately 1 out of every 6 times it was reported as a problem. Compare this with pain frequency, which was reported at threshold 64 times but the clinician initiated a discussion about it 155 times. Similarly, nausea was reported at threshold 21 times and yet clinicians initiated a discussion about it 132 times.

Furthermore, two other issues, cognitive functioning and concentration, were not more likely to be discussed in the intervention arm when they were reported at threshold. In terms of the theories under test, this finding would suggest that clinicians actively avoided the discussion of these issues, even when the Electronic Self-Report Assessment of Cancer indicated that they were a problem. Berry et al.354 hypothesise that this was because there is ‘little evidence for how to avoid or treat cognitive dysfunction without diminishing dose during cancer therapy’, suggesting that priority was given to the curative function of chemotherapy. Berry et al.354 also theorise that ‘clinicians may choose to focus on SQLIs that they can make a difference’ to; in other words, clinicians preferred to discuss things that they were able to do something about and avoided discussing issues that they could not treat, even when these were problematic for patients. Thus, in summary, this study suggests that PROMs feedback does not change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation. They continue to focus on medical issues, whether or not these are actually a problem for the patient. Although PROMs may act as an icebreaker for sensitive issues such as sexual function, these issues were still discussed relatively rarely.

Summary

These trials represent a purposive sample of all the trials examining the impact of PROMs feedback in oncology; trials were selected that were most relevant to testing and refining our theories. Although we only reviewed four trials (reported across six studies) in detail, between them, they produced a complex pattern of outcomes that require considerable analytic reflection to explain. Here we interpret the findings of these trials in relation to our theories in order to test and refine them and thus explain this pattern of outcomes.

Theories 15 and 16

We found some evidence in support of theory 15. Velikova et al.327 and Detmar et al.326 found that PROMs feedback does increase the discussion of symptoms during the consultation, but only Velikova et al.327 found that this leads directly to improvements in patient well-being. A longitudinal analysis of all consultations in Velikova et al.’s trial found that this increase in discussion of symptoms was sustained over time.63 An analysis of secondary outcomes of this trial352 suggested that the mechanism through which PROMs feedback leads to improvements in well-being is patients feeling comfortable discussing non-medical issues with clinicians. Findings from the secondary analysis of this trial suggest that more patients in the intervention arm than in the attention control arm felt that their clinician was attentive to their daily activities, emotions and quality of life. This indicates that PROMs feedback led to more changes in clinicians’ communication behaviours towards intervention patients than in their behaviour towards attention control arm patients. Improvements
in well-being in the intervention group were associated with explicit reference to the HRQoL data, further
supporting the idea that changes in clinicians’ behaviour contributed to increases in patients’ well-being.

We did not find any evidence to support theory 16, that PROMs feedback may indirectly improve patient
well-being by improving communication, which in turn leads to improvements in patient management. Detmar et al.326 found that PROMs completion increased the number of HRQoL issues discussed in the consultation but this did not lead to changes in patient management or to widespread improvements in well-being; only two out of eight subscales on the SF-36 showed improvement. These findings may have occurred because the SF-36 was not responsive enough to detect the more subtle changes in patients’ well-being that occur as a result of feeling listened to by a clinician. They may also indicate that management changes are required to improve patients’ well-being.

However, we also found some evidence to support a new counter-theory, that PROMs completion may
reduce patient well-being. Mills et al.353 found that when patients with inoperable lung cancer frequently
completed the same PROM on a regular basis, but the results were not fed back to clinicians, few patients
shared information with clinicians and patients experienced a deterioration in their quality of life. These
findings could have occurred because this group of patients found frequent completion of a HRQoL
instrument distressing and increased rumination about their condition. The findings may also have occurred
because the lack of feedback meant that patients were limited in their ability to raise or address issues with
patients. Furthermore, HRQoL instrument completion may have raised patients’ expectations that clinicians
were interested in their HRQoL but the lack of discussion of these issues by clinicians had a negative impact
on patients. It may be that it is the completion of the PROM plus the expectation of feedback to clinicians
that gives patients ‘permission’ to raise issues with clinicians and enables them to feel that the clinician is
interested in their HRQoL.

Theory 17

We also found some evidence to support the theory that PROMs feedback does not substantially change
clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation. Detmar et al.,64 Velikova et al.327 and Takeuchi
et al.63 found that PROMs feedback increased the number of symptoms discussed during the consultation.
However, Velikova et al.327 and Takeuchi et al.63 found that the numbers of functional issues or non-specific
symptoms discussed during the consultation were not different between the intervention and control
groups. This suggests that the consultation was still focused predominantly on medical issues. Furthermore,
in most cases patients were more likely to initiate the discussion of symptoms, suggesting that PROMs
feedback did not change the traditional medical structure of the consultation.

Further evidence to support this theory also comes from a trial conducted by Berry et al.354 They found that
clinicians continued to focus on medical issues regardless of whether these were actually a problem for the
patient. They also found that some symptoms, such as those relating to sexual function, were discussed
more frequently when reported at threshold. The authors suggest that PROMs may act as an icebreaker for
these sensitive issues; however, such issues were still discussed relatively rarely compared with medical
problems. Furthermore, clinicians also actively avoided talking about some issues, such as cognitive
functioning, even when these were a problem for the patient.

Further theory testing: why does patient-reported outcome measures feedback not change clinicians’ communication practices?

The trials reviewed in the previous section provide some hypotheses, or further candidate theories,
that can be further explored in the synthesis to explain why PROMs feedback may not change clinicians’
communication practices in the consultation.
**Theory 18**
A first hypothesis, suggested by Takeuchi et al., is that clinicians or patients may not consider it within their remit or may judge that it is not appropriate to discuss psychosocial or functional issues during the consultation.

**Theory 19**
A second hypothesis, suggested by Berry et al., is that clinicians may prefer to focus on issues that they can do something about and avoid discussion of issues they feel unable to treat.

We now review a number of studies to test theories together. These include three main types of studies: (1) studies that have conducted surveys to explore patients’ and clinicians’ preferences and perceived responsibility for raising HRQoL issues during the consultation; (2) studies that have conducted interviews or focus groups with clinicians to explore their views about the use of PROMs in clinical practice and/or their perceived responsibility for addressing particular issues; and (3) studies that have provided a detailed qualitative analysis of oncology consultations between clinicians and patients.

**Detmar et al.**
This study explored patients’ and clinicians’ preferences for raising and discussing a range of HRQoL issues during the consultation. Patients (n = 382) who had undergone two cycles of palliative chemotherapy for incurable cancer were sent a questionnaire exploring their preferences for discussing six areas of HRQoL: physical symptoms, general physical condition, daily activities, feelings, social activities and relationship with partner and family. Patients were offered three response categories: no, preferably not; yes, but only if my doctor raises the issue; and yes, I would like to discuss this issue. A total of 273 patients returned a questionnaire. Ten of the 12 medical oncologists in the cancer treatment centre participated in the study. They were sent a questionnaire that asked about their perceived responsibility for asking about four areas of patients’ HRQoL: physical symptoms, general physical condition, daily activities and feelings. They were asked to respond using three response options: I consider this to be my primary task; it is partially my task and partially that of other health-care providers; and it is not my task. Clinicians were also asked who tended to initiate discussed about the six HRQoL issues included in the patients’ questionnaires, using four response options: me, the patient, both of us equally or neither of us.

The authors found that patients’ willingness to raise and discuss HRQoL issues during the consultation varied depending on the issue. The majority of patients (90.2%) wanted to discuss physical symptoms and conditions with clinicians. Two-thirds (67.4%) wanted to discuss emotional and daily activities but one-quarter (26.4%) would wait for the clinician to initiate discussion about these. Fewer patients wanted to discuss social functioning (44.3%) or their relationship with their family (52.7%) and would prefer to wait for the doctor to raise these issues. A significant minority did not wish to discuss social functioning (19.1%) or their relationship with their partner or family (18.7%).

With regard to doctors’ preferences, the authors found that all doctors (n = 10) primarily saw it as their task to initiate discussions about the patients’ physical symptoms and condition, but fewer saw it as primarily their task to initiate discussions about emotional functioning (n = 6) or daily activities (n = 6). In terms of doctors’ self-reported behaviour, half (n = 5) reported that they largely initiated discussions about physical issues and half (n = 5) reported that they and the patient jointly initiated such discussions. However, none of the doctors reported that they initiated discussions about emotional functioning; six doctors reported that the patient initiated these discussions and four doctors reported that they and the patient shared the initiation of these discussions. Half of the doctors (n = 5) reported that neither they nor the patient initiated discussion about social functioning.

The findings of this study were based on a small sample of doctors, and examined their self-reported behaviour rather than their actual behaviour during consultations. Similarly, patients self-reported their preferences, which may be different from what actually happens during consultations. Furthermore, the wording of the questionnaire items to patients was ambiguous; indicating that one would like to
discuss an issue is not equivalent to indicating that one would initiate discussion of this issue, but the authors interpreted these data as if this was the case. However, the findings suggest that patients’ and clinicians’ perceptions about who is responsible for initiating discussion about HRQoL issues during the consultation vary depending on the issue. In terms of the theories under test, patients wanted to discuss and clinicians were willing to initiate discussions about physical symptoms. However, fewer doctors saw it as their primary task to initiate discussion of emotional issues and none reported initiating a discussion about these issues by themselves. The authors noted that for some psychosocial issues there may be a ‘conspiracy of silence’ because ‘both doctors and patients are reluctant to raise issues without a clear signal from the other that it is appropriate or desired’. If issues are not discussed, doctors are less likely to take action to address them.

Taylor et al.356
This paper reports on an analysis of oncology consultations from an unpublished trial in which patients were randomised to either a control group, in which no PROMs completion took place, or an ‘attention control’ group who completed the EORTC QLQ-C30 but the results were not fed back to clinicians. The analytical focus of the paper was not on the findings of the trial itself; instead, data were treated as if they were from a cohort study. Of the 502 patients who were invited to participate, 356 consented to take part (71%), but, of these, 120 (34%) discontinued. Of the 236 patients who completed the study, 212 had four complete consultation recordings, and these formed the sample for the study. Thirty-six doctors agreed to take part in the study.

At baseline, patients completed the FACT-G questionnaire and a questionnaire to measure their preferences and perceptions of communication during consultations (PCC). This 14-item questionnaire was based on the questionnaire used by Detmar et al.355 to explore patients’ preferences for discussing the six HRQoL issues described above. Taylor et al.356 added an item on memory and then seven items that asked patients about their perceptions of the extent to which these seven HRQoL items were discussed during the consultation. All consultations were audio recorded, but only the first consultations were coded to determine whether or not the issues in the EORTC QLQ-C30 were discussed, who initiated the discussion and if any actions were taken. Doctors also completed a version of the PCC on entering the study. This paper focused on reported patients’ and doctors’ preferences and perceived responsibility for initiating discussion, and actual discussion of emotional issues and social functioning.

With regard to emotional functioning, the majority of patients (59%) and doctors (75%) said that they would initiate discussions about emotional issues, 30% of patients would wait for the doctor to initiate discussion and 25% of clinicians would wait for the patient to initiate. Half of the doctors felt that they often or almost always discussed emotional issues, but only 18% of patients perceived that doctors had discussed them. In reality, emotional issues were mentioned in 58 out of the 212 consultations (27%) and led to a discussion in 24 (41%) of these instances. Emotional issues were more likely to be raised by the patient (49/58; 85% of instances). Doctors acted on the discussion in 13 out of 58 (22%) of these instances. There was no relationship between the severity of patients’ problems and whether or not they were discussed.

With regard to social functioning, just under half of patients (44%) and around one-third of doctors (39%) said that they would initiate discussion of social functioning during the consultation. Around one-third of patients (39%) would wait for the doctor to initiate discussion and 11% would rather not discuss those issues. Just over half of doctors (58%) would wait for the patient to initiate discussion, while 14 (39%) indicated that they would initiate the discussion of social issues. Compared with doctors, patients perceived that social issues were discussed less frequently during the consultation.

Social issues were mentioned in 97 out of 212 consultations (more frequently than emotional issues) and this led to a discussion in 37 out of 97 (38%) of these instances. Social issues were more likely to be raised by the patient (68/97; 60%). Doctors acted on social issues in 4 out of 97 (4%) instances. There was no relationship between the severity of patients’ problems and whether or not they were discussed.
In this study, a significant number of patients who were invited to participate did not take part or dropped out during the study, raising questions about the extent to which the sample of patients was representative of attendees at oncology outpatients. The authors observed that there were differences in the extent of disease between participants and non-participants, but no differences in other disease or demographic variables. Therefore, this study is more likely to represent the views of patients with less severe or less advanced disease. Audio recordings focused on only one visit, and communication about social and emotional issues may have occurred in other consultations and thus been missed by the analysis.

In terms of the theories under test, these findings suggest that clinicians and patients have different preferences for raising and discussing social and emotional issues. Both patients and doctors indicated that they saw it as more appropriate to raise emotional rather than social functioning issues. However, in reality, social functioning was more likely than emotional functioning to be discussed during the consultation.

The analysis of the audio recordings of consultations indicated that, similar to the findings of Takeuchi et al., patients were more likely than clinicians to initiate discussions about emotional and social functioning. Even if these issues were mentioned, they led to a discussion in only 22% of instances for emotional and 38% of instances for social, and much less often resulted in clinicians taking action in response. Thus, patients' and clinicians' preferences and their self-reported communication behaviour differs from their actual communication behaviour during the consultation. This might be a function of a different understanding of social and emotional issues between the participants of this study and the authors. This suggests that it is important to assess communication behaviour through the analysis of recordings of consultations, rather than through self-reported behaviour.

The authors offered a number of reasons that emotional issues were not discussed. First, medical issues may take precedence in consultations that focus on reviewing treatment effectiveness, which is still largely determined in terms of tumour size. Here, emotional issues may seem less relevant to doctors' decision-making. Second, patients may not feel that it is the doctors' role to address emotional issues. Third, doctors may not discuss emotional issues because they feel that they cannot resolve them. Doctors may be more comfortable discussing social issues because these are more likely to be linked to medical issues, which doctors feel more comfortable dealing with.

**Velikova et al.**
This study examined views of the use of PROM questionnaires among cancer patients and clinicians at the Leeds Cancer Centre. Focus groups were held with 31 patients, selected by age (< 50 years and ≥ 50 years), disease stage (early disease, treated with curative intent, or advanced disease, on palliative treatment) and hospital site (eight groups), plus one group involved in an earlier quality-of-life questionnaire study. Focus groups were also held with 16 oncologists, divided into four groups according to specialty (medical oncology and clinical/radiation oncology) and qualification level (specialist registrars and consultants). In addition, 20 patients who were unable to attend the focus groups completed a postal questionnaire. Participants were shown an example quality-of-life questionnaire (EORTC QLQC-C30), graphs showing scores on pain and fatigue and photographs of the computer touchscreens used to administer the questionnaire in clinics.

The findings cover a range of issues affecting the perceived value of PROMs, such as content, timing and presentation. We focus here on issues raised in relation to theory 18, on clinician remit, and theory 19, that clinicians avoid discussion of issues considered untreatable. However, we start by noting that patients and clinicians also expressed views and ideas that support the theories reviewed in Chapter 8, that being asked to complete a PROM signalled that ‘people were still interested in me . . . people still wanted to know’. Furthermore, patients commented that their willingness to share information depending on how easy they found the consultant to talk to and noted that ‘there are consultants around who are not so easy to talk with . . . it’s hugely dependent on the consultant and the patient’. Consultants also expressed some concern that PROMs may damage the clinician–patient relationship because ‘for the patient it feels like you are taking away the opportunity to talk to the doctor properly’.
With regard to the theories under review in this chapter, the findings suggest that emotional issues are not routinely discussed in consultations with doctors. As explained by one oncologist:

*The things we do tend to miss out are things like... stress and anxiety, depression. Unless they actually look depressed or they volunteer something, we don't [discuss].*

*Physician consultant*

Patients also reported that psychological effects were not discussed:

*I did crumble emotionally, and that wasn’t addressed.*

*Patient young early disease*

The findings provide some support for the role of remit and whether or not issues are seen as treatable as contributing to this limited discussion of emotional issues. In relation to theory 18, on clinician remit, the findings suggest that patients may see specific issues as appropriate for discussion with specific clinicians. The authors report that ‘Some patients felt they only want the oncologists to treat the cancer and preferred to discuss emotional, family or social issues with nurses’. For example:

*I see my oncologist as sort of an expert in cancer treatment and so the questions focus on cancer.*

*Patient young early disease*

*Who should ask about personal issues, should the oncologist do it? How many hats does an oncologist have to wear?*

*Patient young early disease*

The authors reported that both patients and clinicians saw quality-of-life issues as better suited to discussion with nurses: ‘Patients and professionals suggested that the information on practical problems such as social benefits and finances is more appropriate to be fed back to nurses’. In relation to theory 19, clinicians expressed concerns about PROMs raising topics that they could not treat:

*Do we want to bring up a lot of things that we can’t do anything about?*

*SpR (specialist registrar)*

In assessing this evidence on theory 18, the idea that consultations with oncologists should focus on more medical aspects, while broader quality-of-life issues would be more suitable for discussion with nurses, appears from the article wording to have been shared by at least some patients and clinicians. However, direct evidence, provided in the form of quotations, came from patients rather than clinicians. In addition, the findings focused on consultations with specialised hospital doctors, and it may be that the idea of leaving quality-of-life discussion to nurses does not apply in other settings (e.g. with GPs). Nevertheless, the findings provide support for the idea that whether or not PROMs issues are discussed will depend partly on whether clinicians see these issues as part of their remit and patients see these issues as suitable for discussion with a specific clinician. This article provides only limited evidence on theory 19, with just one quotation and no further discussion specifically about patient concerns being considered untreatable.

**Absolom et al.**

This study explored the perceptions of cancer doctors and nurses about the detection and management of emotional distress. Interviews were conducted with six clinical nurse specialists, eight oncologists, four surgeons and five ward sisters from hospitals in Yorkshire, including a cancer centre and smaller district hospitals. Framework analysis was used to interpret the data. Clinicians were asked about their current roles and responsibilities in the detection and management of emotional distress, the use of screening tools and providing access to expert psychological support. The article provides information on the perceived value of screening tools. However, we focus here on the findings in relation to which kind of professionals are considered responsible for addressing emotional issues to test theory 18 on clinicians’ perceptions of their remit.
The authors report that ‘All staff accepted responsibility for the detection of ED [emotional distress]’. However, the detection and management of emotional distress was more often undertaken by nurses, and was seen more clearly as part of their remit. The authors note that ‘Almost all oncologists and surgeons reported a reliance on the CNS [clinical nurse specialist] or breast care nurses in detecting distress’, and that ‘Oncologists and surgeons gave priority to cancer treatment and generally did not consider the management of ED to be a key part of their role’. Emotional distress was seen as outside doctors’ remit: ‘generally oncologists and surgeons do not see detection as part of their day-to-day role and do not routinely explore unless it influences treatment plans or if the patient explicitly discloses problems’. For example, one oncologist is quoted as saying:

*I wouldn’t go digging any deeper without some push to do so.*

011, consultant oncologist, breast DGH (district general hospital)/CC

Another suggested that:

*I really don’t think it’s a surgeon’s remit to start probing other issues, other paths, when in fact their main concern is that they have a cancer and they’re coming in for an operation.*

014, consultant surgeon, breast/thyroid, DGH (district general hospital)

The authors suggested that doctors felt that focusing on emotional issues could ‘adversely impact the medical management of cancer and be time-consuming’. In contrast, the authors observed that, ‘Nursing staff appeared comfortable exploring emotional issues’. Comments from nurses indicated that they are left with responsibility for identifying and discussing emotional issues:

*[F]rom what I’ve seen the medical staff tend to shy away from sitting and talking and exploring reasons why people are emotionally distressed, the emotional problems, that’s very much left to the nursing staff to deal with.*

021, ward sister, surgical, lung, CC

Remit appeared to vary with the nature of emotional distress. The authors report that ‘Oncologists and surgeons felt able to deal with the distress related to clinical problems and uncertainties’, for example by providing more information about treatment options. The reliance on nurses seemed to apply more to wider emotional issues.

The article also indicated aspects of context that affected clinicians’ abilities to discuss and manage emotional distress, including time and access to services for referral. On the former, ‘all the professional groups viewed time pressures to be a fundamental problem impeding the management of distressed patients’. This was affected partly by the availability of clinical nurse specialists and variations in workload. On service availability, the authors reported that ‘One of the main issues staff perceived as a barrier to the successful management of ED was poor access to specialist psychological and supportive services’. Access to services varied between hospitals, but, in general, psychology services were seen as overburdened, which made some clinicians reluctant to refer patients:

*[T]he last time I tried to refer someone I was just told there was such a long waiting list I was told they couldn’t be seen. I don’t think I’ve explored it again.*

022, surgical ward sister, DGH (district general hospital)

As well as a shortage of services, patient referral was hindered by clinicians’ lack of knowledge about appropriate referral pathways, particularly for less severe cases.

This study relied on clinicians’ reports of who discussed and managed emotional distress. However, the sample included a range of professional roles, and comments suggested shared perceptions among participants, strengthening the evidence. The findings support suggestions from other studies that...
emotional issues are seen as outside the remit of some clinicians, and in particular that nurses may be more likely than doctors to discuss and address emotional issues. The findings also point to the importance of time, access to services for referral and knowledge of referral options as influences on the discussion and management of emotional distress.

Annells and Koch\textsuperscript{244}

The Annells and Koch\textsuperscript{244} study, described in relation to patient completion of an individualised PROM in Chapter 8, provides an example in which clinicians do discuss issues covered by the PROM with patients, including those that they see as outside their usual remit and untreatable. As explained in Chapter 8, the study reported the experiences of eight district palliative care nurses during a pilot study to explore the feasibility and acceptability of using an individualised PROM, the CGI, during the first assessment of patients admitted to the palliative care service.

The CGI was administered by nurses through an interview with patients. Clients’ concerns, as raised through the PROM, were often seen as beyond the scope of nurses’ standard remit or as problems that they could not treat, for example more emotional or social issues. The authors report that the nurses ‘were disconcerted by these issues being raised as they felt that classically they were not issues that district nurses considered to be within the scope of nursing, that is, not relating to nursing intervention that is the concrete, physical doing of something’.\textsuperscript{244} For example, one nurse is quoted as saying that:

\textit{They were things that traditionally nurses don’t focus on. Well, we feel that we can’t do anything about it, so we don’t focus on them, I think. We develop in a system that is so task and time conscious that if you are not ‘doing’ something, then it has no value.}\textsuperscript{244}

Another quotation from a nurse makes the same point about focusing on issues that can be solved:

\textit{It isn’t fixing the problem like we do . . . Nurses are reluctant to establish care plans for issues about which it is thought they can do little or nothing to resolve.}\textsuperscript{244}

These findings suggest that nurses feel that their role is to ‘solve’ problems for patients. Findings from the PROM discussions did, in some cases, lead to interventions, including actions on physical symptoms such as bowel management but also action in response to wider quality-of-life and emotional or social issues, for example referral for depression, consideration of quality of life in treatment options and practical support such as assistance with funeral planning. However, sometimes the patients’ concerns were simply discussed; the nursing advisors felt that this was often valuable in itself, even if further action was not possible. As discussed in Chapter 8, patients appeared to experience emotional benefits from discussing their concerns and being listened to. One nurse suggested that:

\textit{It’s not easy to accept that some problems you can’t fix and you just listen to what the person is going to say and by understanding . . . what they are going through, that is in itself useful and it helps that person to come to some realisation and acceptance of what’s going on.}\textsuperscript{244}

Although this support for more emotional or social issues and listening to problems that could not be resolved was presented by nurses as outside what is typically seen as standard care work, the authors reported that the nurses also understood these aspects of relationship building and listening as an important part of what nursing actually involves: quoting one participant, the authors noted that ‘despite these aspects not being commonly recognized nor documented, “It is nursing. We all know what it is”’.\textsuperscript{244} Furthermore, one nurse explained how the use of an individualised PROM had taken her away from the style of questioning she usually used:

\textit{You cease to be a nurse a little bit . . . a nurse is like ‘How is you pain? Are you nauseous? Are you constipated?’ You know, bang, bang, bang then out the door.}\textsuperscript{244}
This was a small pilot study. However, the 40 weeks of PROMs use provide a relatively long period for the nurses to gain experience of the tools, and the findings provide further evidence to test ideas about clinicians’ use of PROMs data. In terms of the theories under test, this study suggests that, in some situations, clinicians are willing to discuss issues raised through PROMs that they see as beyond their standard remit and untreatable. In this study, the nurses felt that just discussing issues had a value. There are several aspects of the context that might have encouraged the discussion of sensitive issues that could not necessarily be solved or that might have been seen as outside clinicians’ remit. One aspect specifically addressed in the article is the role of nurses (rather than doctors). Although the nurses felt that listening to patients and relationship building was not typically seen as part of their work and was not formally documented in care plans, they also emphasised that this kind of support is part of what nurses do. This idea that nurses may be more likely to spend time on discussion of emotional and social issues or problems they cannot solve fits suggestions from studies by Velikova et al. and Absolom that patients and clinicians sometimes see broader quality-of-life issues as part of nurses’ remit, rather than work for doctors. A second aspect of context is the focus on palliative care, where providing emotional support might be considered a more important part of clinicians’ work, with less attention given to active treatment and cure. A third important aspect of this context is that there may have been time available for discussion. Although this is not specifically addressed in the article, there may have been more time for discussion in the context of district nursing and initial assessment visits, than, for example, during short outpatient appointments. Finally, as reviewed in detail in Chapter 8, the use of an individualised rather than a standardised PROM may have served to broaden the scope of the discussion.

Greenhalgh et al. 65
This paper reports on a secondary analysis of data collected as part of the three-arm RCT conducted by Velikova et al. 327 The analysis focused on understanding the dynamics of the clinician–patient interaction in more detail to explore how clinicians referred to HRQoL data during the consultation. The specific aims were to examine how these data were referred to in the process of eliciting patient’s concerns, making decisions about supportive treatment and making decisions about systemic treatment. Conversation analysis was used to examine 18 consultations from the intervention arm and four consultations from the attention control arm. The consultations used in the analysis were purposively selected from the intervention arm of the trial using sequential sampling criteria. These were consultations in which doctors received each patient’s PROMs data for the first time, and consultations in which the impact of chemotherapy was reviewed or discussed and where PROMs data were explicitly referred to. Consultations were selected from this set to reflect interactions with patients who had varied PROMs profiles. In addition, consultations from the attention control arm in which patients had high fatigue were selected because discussion of fatigue was identified as a theme during the analysis.

In consultations for which PROMs data are available, the clinician is in a position of having to manage and perhaps adjudicate between two sources of information – patients’ verbal reports and PROMs data – which both claim to represent the patient’s subjective perceptions of the impact of their disease and its treatment. The extracts from consultations presented in the paper suggest that clinicians were engaging in a process of reconciling differences between PROMs data and patients’ verbal reports and checking the validity of PROMs data. For example, one patient indicated in their verbal report that apart from a bout of tonsillitis he had been ‘ok’; however, the PROMs data showed a number of high scores, suggesting that he was experiencing a number of problems. The clinician directly pointed out this difference to the patient and in turn the patient accounted for why the scores were high, which revealed a number of causes that were not related to the cancer or chemotherapy. The authors commented that certain PROMs scores, particularly emotional functioning, did not distinguish between ‘problems related to cancer or its treatment’ and ‘other problems’, and thus exploration is required to account for the cause of the high scores.

In another example, the clinician mentioned that the patient had scored highly on a number of PROMs and ran through each one, inviting the patient to account for them. These accounts revealed that many issues were either not related to the cancer treatment or not problematic for the patient and, as such, were not pursued further by the clinician or patient. The authors observed that high PROMs scores did not
necessarily lead to discussion or action if a patient’s account revealed that these were not related to the cancer or its treatment or were not a problem for the patient. In terms of the theories under test, these findings indicate that, in exploring patients’ problems, clinicians did not take the PROMs scores at ‘face value’ but attempted to verify them against patients’ verbal reports. When these reports revealed that the issue was not related to cancer or its treatment or was not a problem for the patient, discussion was closed down, suggesting that clinicians see their remit as focusing on issues that are related to cancer or its treatment.

However, even when issues were problematic for patients, clinicians did not always pursue discussion or take action to address them. The authors found that patients were more likely to be offered symptomatic treatment for sickness, constipation, pain and depression (for which effective treatment was available), but much less so for fatigue (for which there is often no treatment). Discussion was constrained by the doctor offering a ‘candidate cause’ for the problem, such as the chemotherapy, which removed the need for the patient to account for it, but, in doing so, limited exploration of its effect on the patient. They were also closed down by changing the subject or presenting fatigue as something to put up with. The authors hypothesise that discussions about fatigue were closed down because clinicians did not know how to or felt that they could not offer a treatment or solution to the problem.

Finally, the authors found that treatment and chemotherapy regimens were changed if treatment was not reducing tumour size. In instances when the treatment was working, chemotherapy regimens were only changed to address a collection of severe side effects, provided that changes to the dosage or frequency of the regimen were not likely to reduce its effectiveness. PROMs data were more likely to be used to support rather than determine these decisions and, in these circumstances, clinicians often referred to PROMs data as if they were another test result. Thus, PROMs data were used to legitimise treatment decisions rather than determine them.

This was a small study in which only 22 out of the 792 consultations in the trial were analysed. Although the authors indicate confidence that data saturation was reached, it is possible that different patterns would have emerged had a larger number of consultations been subjected to detailed analysis. The authors also acknowledge that caution is needed in generalising their findings. In relation to the theories under test, the findings of this study highlight that the discussion of PROMs data during the consultation creates a number of interactional problems for clinicians. The findings also indicate that PROMs data do not speak for themselves, and clinicians attempted to reconcile differences between PROMs data and patients’ verbal reports and explored the cause of high PROMs scores by inviting patients to account for their scores. These accounts sometimes revealed that patients’ problems were not related to cancer or its treatment and discussions were closed down. This may explain why Takeuchi et al. found that discussion was related to the severity of symptoms but not functional problems, as functional problems may be more likely to reflect problems not related to cancer or its treatment. This further suggests that clinicians view their remit as dealing with issues related to cancer and its treatment, in line with findings from Velikova et al. and Absalom et al.

The findings also suggest that discussion is more likely to occur when it is about symptoms that doctors feel they can treat. In line with the findings by Berry et al., clinicians avoided or curtailed discussion of issues for which they saw little scope for action, in turn reducing changes to treatment or other kinds of management responses that could address issues highlighted through the PROM. This may be a more significant issue in contexts in which clinicians lack the understanding of management options for issues, such as fatigue, that are seen as harder to address. The findings also show that action in response to PROMs data will depend on the fit between PROMs feedback and other information and treatment priorities. Decisions about patient management consider a number of sources of information, such as findings from clinical investigations and clinical judgement, and clinical priorities (such as tumour progress) may dominate decision-making.
Rogers et al.\textsuperscript{359}
This study aimed to explore how patients and clinicians discuss patients’ problems and concerns during outpatient oncology consultations. The study does not specifically focus on the use of PROMs data in the consultation, but does provide useful evidence to test theories 18 and 19. Data were collected during outpatient clinics of a regional teaching hospital. Seventy-four consultations between 39 cancer patients and 15 doctors were observed, audiotaped and analysed using a combination of qualitative content analysis and conversation analysis. In addition, field notes were also taken during the observations. The analysis focused on understanding how pain was discussed between patients and clinicians.

The authors found that pain was identified as a substantial topic of conversation in 39 of the 74 consultations. The authors noted that pain (like fatigue) is a non-specific symptom and clinicians in their study focused on determining whether or not the pain experienced by patients was related to cancer in order to avoid becoming engaged in discussion about pain or problems perceived to fall outside their remit. The authors observed that clinicians controlled the consultation agenda and their questioning about pain was guided by ‘a heuristic’ to determine if patients were reporting ‘the right kind of pain’ (i.e. pain that was specifically related to cancer). For example, patients with pelvic tumours were specifically asked about abdominal pain, swelling and bowel function, whereas patients with lymphoma were questioned about ‘lumps and bumps’, fever, sweating and weight loss. If the patients’ reports of pain were suspected as being related to cancer, the patient was questioned further. However, when patients’ reports of pain suggested that this was not related to cancer, clinicians closed down the discussion using a number of interactional strategies, such as interrupting the patient, minimising symptoms, changing the topic and privileging objective evidence over patient reports. In their discussion, the authors noted that use of these information limiting strategies ‘helped to maintain not only the focus on the physical domain but on pain that was amenable to a “technical fix”’.\textsuperscript{359}

They also argued that their findings showed that clinicians ‘defined their roles narrowly as providing specialist cancer services only and not symptom management per se’.\textsuperscript{359}

This was another small qualitative study in a single centre. Little information is provided about the reasons for the observed consultations, for example whether they were initial referrals, patients on active treatment or follow-up consultations. This is important missing contextual information, as clinicians’ interactional strategies may vary depending on the purpose of the consultation. Nonetheless, the study provides useful evidence to understand how clinicians’ perceptions of their remit can influence the interactional strategies used during the consultation to close down and open up topics for discussion. It suggests that clinicians avoid becoming involved in discussing symptoms that are perceived as not being related to cancer or its treatment. It also suggests that they perceive their remit as detecting and managing the patient’s cancer, rather than symptom management per se. This may be different from consultations with patients undergoing active treatment for cancer, during which greater attention may be paid to symptom management.

Detmar et al.\textsuperscript{360}

This study investigated the primary reasons oncologists discontinued or modified treatment for patients receiving palliative chemotherapy and explored whether or not these decisions were related to clinicians’ perceptions of patients’ HRQoL. This study does not examine the role of PROMs feedback in these decisions, but does provide evidence to explore the extent to which clinicians’ decisions about chemotherapy are influenced by biomedical or psychosocial issues.

The study included 203 patients receiving outpatient palliative chemotherapy. Four consecutive consultations were audio recorded and analysed using a coding checklist to identify whether treatment was stopped or modified (e.g. dose reduced, or treatment postponed or changed to a milder regimen). When treatment was stopped or modified, the primary reasons were coded as tumour progression, treatment toxicity, HRQoL considerations or combination of these. Toxicity was defined as on the basis of evidence from physiological tests, for example blood values or liver function, while HRQoL issues were defined as symptoms such as fatigue, pain or nausea. A total of 704 tape-recorded consultations were included in the analysis. Clinicians’ perceptions of the patients’ HRQoL were assessed after each consultation using the COOP/WONCA health assessment charts.

\textsuperscript{359} Queen’s Printer and Controller of HMSO 2017. This work was produced by Greenhalgh et al. under the terms of a commissioning contract issued by the Secretary of State for Health. This issue may be freely reproduced for the purposes of private research and study and extracts (or indeed, the full report) may be included in professional journals provided that suitable acknowledgement is made and the reproduction is not associated with any form of advertising. Applications for commercial reproduction should be addressed to: NIHR Journals Library, National Institute for Health Research, Evaluation, Trials and Studies Coordinating Centre, Alpha House, University of Southampton Science Park, Southampton SO16 7NS, UK.
The authors found that treatment was given as planned in 54% of cases, modified in 26% and discontinued in 20%. Based on the consultation discussions, the main reason for changing treatment was toxicity (22 cases), followed by HRQoL issues (18 cases) and tumour progression (14 cases). The main reason given for discontinuing treatment was tumour progression (23 cases), followed by HRQoL issues (six cases) and treatment toxicity (three cases). Treatment decisions varied mainly with tumour status and treatment toxicity.

The findings also revealed how the relative importance of HRQoL varied between patient contexts. Treatment was always modified or discontinued for patients with tumour progression or serious toxicity, regardless of HRQoL; the authors state that ‘in the presence of tumour progression or serious toxicity, HRQoL considerations played little or no role in treatment decisions’. When there was no evidence of tumour progression or serious toxicity, HRQoL played a stronger role: in these situations, treatment decisions varied significantly with HRQoL ratings. However, even here, HRQoL concerns influenced only a minority of cases: ‘approximately 70% of patients without evidence of tumour progression or toxicity, but with seriously impaired HRQoL, continued to receive their treatment as planned’. In addition, HRQoL was a more frequent influence on decisions to modify treatment for patients receiving second-line (or more) chemotherapy than for those receiving first-line chemotherapy, although this was not statistically significant.

In conclusion, the authors stated that ‘HRQoL considerations, in and of themselves, seem to trigger changes in treatment in only a minority of cases’. The authors suggested possible explanations for the limited role of HRQoL issues in treatment decisions. These included a dominant medical ethos against stopping active treatment because clinicians are ‘trained to intervene’. In addition, clinicians might have felt that stopping chemotherapy would bring further deterioration in HRQoL. A further possibility is that patients may accept HRQoL limitations for additional survival time.

One limitation of this study is that treatment decisions may take quality of life issues into account without this being explicitly indicated in consultation discussions. However, if clinicians are giving equal weight to HRQoL issues in their decisions, it is not clear that they would be less likely to verbalise these rationales than those related to issues such as toxicity. In terms of the theories under test, these findings support the theory that clinicians may focus management decisions on biomedical considerations of tumour progression and treatment toxicity and that HRQoL issues play a relatively minor role in treatment decisions. This is in line with findings from the Greenhalgh et al. study that changes to patient management tended to reflect issues such as toxicity rather than the broader concerns raised through PROMs. Detmar et al.‘s findings suggest that quality of life concerns can have more influence on treatment when there are no other over-riding issues. Although the article does not focus on the quality of discussion or use of PROMs, it provides evidence that can help to explain why PROMs, particularly those focused on quality of life issues, may not lead to changes in patient management.

Chapter summary

The studies reviewed here used a range of study designs to test our theories. Through these additional theories we sought to understand and explain why PROMs feedback in oncology settings may not change clinicians’ communication practices. We summarise the findings of these studies in relation to our theories.

Theory 18

We found evidence to support but also refine this theory. Detmar et al. found that both patients and doctors saw physical symptoms as clearly within the doctor’s remit and would be willing to discuss them during the consultation, whereas none of the doctors would be willing to initiate discussion about emotional issues on their own. Similarly, Taylor et al. also found that although a substantial percentage of patients and doctors felt it appropriate to raise discussion about emotional issues, in reality such issues were mentioned in only 27% of consultations and led to a discussion in fewer than half of these instances. Although fewer patients and clinicians felt that it was appropriate to raise social functioning issues during the consultation, these issues were actually raised more frequently (46%) than emotional problems.
The authors hypothesised that this was because problems with social functioning were more likely to be caused by the physical impact of cancer, which oncologists saw as the focus of both their role and the consultation.

Interview and focus group studies with clinicians and patients also suggest that patients see the doctor’s remit as focusing on physical issues and are unsure if it is the doctor’s role to address psychosocial issues. Doctors also acknowledged that emotional issues are not routinely discussed during consultations and that they would not enquire about them unless patients volunteered such information. Doctors, especially surgeons, felt that their remit was treating the patient’s cancer and, although they felt able to deal with emotional issues related to clinical problems, they felt that it was the nurses’ role to deal with wider emotional issues. Nurses also perceived that much of the responsibility for dealing with emotional issues also fell to them. These findings suggest a subtle revision to our theory: doctors do feel that certain issues, such as emotional issues, fall outside their remit, but they also perceive that it is their job to deal with issues that are specifically related to the patient’s cancer and its treatment, rather than wider problems in the patient’s life. Thus, physical symptoms can be more clearly attributed to cancer or its treatment, but emotional or functional issues may have a variety of causes, many of which doctors feel it is not within their remit to address.

We also found some evidence to show how doctors’ focus on dealing with issues directly related to cancer and its treatment influenced their interactions with patients and also their treatment decision-making. Rogers et al. observed how doctors in outpatient clinics used a line of questioning during their consultations that sought to determine whether or not patients’ reports of pain were specifically related to cancer and its treatment. In situations when they suspected that the pain was not related to cancer, they closed down the discussion using a number of interactional strategies, such as interrupting the patient, minimising symptoms, changing the topic and privileging objective evidence over patient reports. Greenhalgh et al. observed how doctors’ focus on identifying problems related to cancer and its treatment also influenced how doctors referred to PROMs data during their consultations. The authors noted that PROM scores do not distinguish between ‘problems related to cancer’ and ‘other problems’, and so doctors engaged in a process of determining whether or not high PROMs scores reflected issues that were specifically related to cancer. This involved reconciling differences between PROMs scores and patients’ verbal reports and inviting patients to account for high PROMs scores. Although these strategies opened up discussions between the patient and the doctor, these discussions tended to be closed down when patients’ accounts revealed that the issue was not problematic for them or was not related to cancer. This suggests that doctors implicitly see PROMs scores as relevant in so far as they provide information that reflects the impact of cancer and its treatment.

Detmar et al. also showed that doctors’ decisions to modify or stop chemotherapy for patients with incurable cancer were more influenced by tumour progression and toxicity than by HRQoL issues. Similarly, Greenhalgh et al. also found that decisions to stop or modify systemic treatment were largely based on tumour progression. Treatment regimens were only changed in response to a cluster of debilitating side effects and only if such changes would not affect the likely impact of treatment on the tumour. This suggests that, when it comes to making decisions about chemotherapy, doctors rely much more on evidence that more clearly represents the impact of treatment on the biomedical aspect of cancer, rather than on HRQoL information that may reflect not just the impact of cancer and its treatment but other aspects of patients’ lives. It also indicates that doctors focus on prolonging life, rather than maximising quality of life, even in situations when cancer is incurable.

**Theory 19**

We found some evidence to support but also to refine this theory. Greenhalgh et al. found that when patients’ verbal reports confirmed that high PROMs scores were likely to be due to cancer or its treatment and were problematic for the patients, patients were much more likely to receive supportive treatment for symptoms such as nausea or constipation than for non-specific issues such as fatigue. This was not simply because doctors perceived that the fatigue was not related to cancer or its treatment; in a number of
instances the doctor offered chemotherapy as a candidate cause for the fatigue, thus clearly demonstrating its link to cancer treatment, although, at the same time, constraining patients’ accounts of this symptom. Rather, Greenhalgh et al. hypothesise that this was because there are few physical treatments doctors can offer to address this symptom. As such, discussion of fatigue was more likely to be shut down because this was presented as an inevitable side effect of chemotherapy that patients had to tolerate to benefit from either the curative or the life-prolonging benefits of systemic therapy. This suggests that doctors preferred to focus discussion on issues they felt that they could treat. Rogers et al. also argued that limiting discussion of pain to that directly related to cancer served to focus the consultation on pain that was amenable to a ‘technical fix’. Similarly, Velikova et al. found that doctors were concerned that PROMs may raise issues that they were powerless to change.

This need to ‘do something’ may be a function of the ways in which clinicians are trained and how they interpret their professional role. The nurses in Annells and Koch’s study commented that their role was to ‘fix things’ and that they worked within a system, where, unless they were ‘doing something’, it had little value. They reported that nurses were unlikely to develop care plans for issues that they felt they could do little to resolve. Consequently, nurses reported feeling uncomfortable when the use of an individualised PROM, the CGI, raised issues that they felt were traditionally outside their remit. However, through the continued use of an individualised PROM, the nurses reflected that, although it was not easy to accept there were some problems they could not fix, they had come to realise that sometimes just listening to the patient discuss these issues could have therapeutic benefits. The nurses further reflected that this was an important part of nursing practice. Nurses’ willingness to discuss issues they felt unable to treat may be a function of a whole configuration of contextual factors. First, as previously discussed, both nurses themselves and other professionals perceived that it was the nurse’s role to address the wider aspects of patients’ lives. Second, this study took place in palliative care, where the focus is on maximising patients’ quality of life, rather than their quantity of life. This is different from outpatient oncology consultations, where many patients are undergoing active treatment with curative intent. Thus, the focus of consultations in that context is on determining whether or not the treatment is achieving these goals and thus largely relies on information from biomedical tests. Finally, in this study, an individualised PROM was used. Our synthesis in Chapter 8 suggested that individualised measures were more useful than standardised PROMs as a ‘conversation opener’ as they enabled patients to tell their story and thus may have been more likely to have raised and perhaps facilitate the discussion of issues that were not necessarily amenable to treatment.

Thus, these findings suggest a refinement or reframing of our original programme theory. Our original programme theory was that PROMs feedback would result in increased discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation, and would promote increased patient well-being or improve patients’ experience of the consultation. However, our synthesis suggests that it is assumed that PROMs feedback to clinicians will shift the focus of the consultation away from traditional biomedical issues towards more psychosocial issues. This is particularly the case in oncology settings but may also be the case for other long-term conditions. However, our synthesis suggests that underpinning this programme theory is an assumption that PROMs feedback to clinicians will trigger a shift in clinicians’ perceptions of their professional remit. Thus, in oncology, doctors will shift their focus on defining treatment success in biomedical terms towards considering and addressing the impact of treatment on psychosocial issues also. However, the evidence reviewed in this chapter suggests that although PROMs increases the discussion of symptoms that are clearly related to cancer and its treatment, patients’ problems that are perceived to be outside the clinician’s remit, or which they feel they cannot treat, receive less discussion and are less likely to be addressed. Instead, doctors engage in a process of determining whether PROMs scores are related to cancer (and thus within their remit to address) and close down discussion of issues that are not related to cancer or where they cannot intervene. Professionals’ perceptions of the remit and their role are developed over years of training and are rooted in and mutually reinforced by the complex division of labour across different professional groups. These social structures are likely to require more than just the feedback of PROMs scores in order to change them.
Chapter 10 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we summarise and discuss the findings to emerge from our review and provide recommendations for research and practice. We start by summarising the key findings, then consider the strengths and limitations, and discuss implications for research and practice based on our conclusions.

Summary of main findings

We have already provided a detailed summary of these findings at the end of each chapter, so here we focus on highlighting key messages in the report.

We start by providing a recap of the aims and objectives of our review:

1. To identify and classify the various ambitions for the use of PROMs data at the aggregate and individual level:
   i. produce a comprehensive taxonomy of the ‘programme theories’ underlying these different functions, and capture their differences and the tensions that may lie between them
   ii. produce a logic model of the organisational logistics, social processes and decision-making sequences that underlie the collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data.

We addressed these aims and objectives in Chapter 3 for aggregate PROMs data and Chapter 7 for individual-level PROMs data.

2. To test and refine these programme theories about how PROMs feedback is supposed to work against existing evidence of how they work in practice to:
   i. identify the implementation processes that support or constrain the successful collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data
   ii. identify the mechanisms and circumstances through which the unintended consequences of PROMs data arise and those where they can be avoided.

We addressed these aims and objectives in Chapters 4 and 5 for PROMs use at the aggregate level and in Chapters 8 and 9 for PROMs use at the individual level.

We now summarise the key issues to emerge from the theory elicitation and synthesis findings.

Chapter 3: a taxonomy of the programme theories underlying the use of aggregate patient-reported outcome measures data

The feedback of aggregate PROMs data shares many of the underlying ideas and assumptions found in feedback and public reporting of other forms of performance data, such as mortality report cards, hospital star ratings and patient experience data. We also observed that feedback of all performance data has been implemented against a background of many other initiatives designed to improve the quality of patient care, such as the NHS Outcomes Framework and financial incentives such as the QOF in primary care and CQUIN and BPTs in secondary care. They have also been introduced into health systems that have seen a shift towards greater patient involvement and choice, and the provision of information to patients in order to support these choices. These policies and programmes have influenced the development and aspirations of the feedback of aggregate PROMs, and shaped the ways in which this feedback leads (or does not lead) to its intended outcomes.
We then provided a comprehensive taxonomy of the intended functions of PROMs feedback, which include:

- support for patient choice
- accountability to stakeholders
- comparison of provider performance
- assessment of the appropriateness of surgery.

These aims are expected to stimulate providers to improve patient care through a range of different mechanisms, including:

- having an intrinsic desire to improve
- protecting their professional reputation
- protecting their market share
- being as good as or better than their peers.

We also identified some potential unintended consequences of PROMs and performance feedback such as gaming, tunnel vision, effort substitution or avoiding high-risk (sicker) patients. We also described a number of potential contextual configurations that may influence the mechanisms through which PROMs feedback works and its outcomes. These included:

- the credibility of data
- the extent to which PROMs and performance data are ‘actionable’.

This analysis informed the programme theories tested in Chapters 4 and 5.

**Chapter 4: the mechanisms through which the feedback of patient-reported outcome measures and performance data works**

We tested a number of theories about the mechanisms through which providers respond to PROMs and performance data:

- **Theory 1** The feedback of PROMs or performance data leads to improved patient care.
- **Theory 2** Feedback influences provider behaviour according to whether it is delivered privately or publicly.
- **Theory 3** Public reporting of poor performance threatens providers’ market share and provokes a significant provider response.
- **Theory 4** Providers perceive that report cards damage their reputation.
- **Theory 5** Providers wish to be as good as or better than their peers.
- **Theory 6** Patients choose hospitals on the basis of quality information.

Owing to the paucity of evidence evaluating the use of PROMs as a tool to improve patient care, much of the evidence to test these theories was drawn from the public reporting and feedback of other performance data. There is evidence to indicate that public reporting places additional pressure on providers to respond, particularly poor performers. In general, hospitals do not see a change in their market share following the public reporting of hospital quality. However, they are more likely to experience a change in market share if information about service quality reveals that previously ‘good’ hospitals have performed poorly (i.e. if performance data damages their reputation). Providers perceive that the public reporting of poor performance damages their reputation and so they take action to improve patient care in response to this. They perceive that patients’ choice of hospital is influenced by the media reporting of poor performance, whereas patients are more influenced by media reporting of ‘untoward’ adverse events. Providers are also motivated to respond to public reporting in order to be as good as or better than their peers, which in turn improves their reputation and, potentially, their market share. Patients do not use publicly reported information about service quality to inform their choice of hospital, but instead rely on their personal experience, the opinions of friends and family and advice from their GP.
The different reasons providers might respond to performance data are not mutually exclusive but rather are inter-related. Providers take steps to improve the quality of patient care in order to provide patients with a good experience of care and to maintain their loyalty. As a result, patients will tell their family and friends, thus upholding the hospital’s good reputation and making it more likely that they too will choose to go to the hospital. Providers also take steps to be as good as or better than their peers, which in turn enhances their reputation with referring clinicians, who are then more likely to refer patients to them, which in turn protects their market share. Publicly reported quality information itself plays little or no role in patients’ choices of hospital or in GPs’ decisions to refer patients. Performance data are perceived as a threat to a provider’s reputation if the provider and their service quality are misrepresented or misreported in the media, which could, in the eyes of providers, damage their reputation.

Chapter 5: contextual configurations that influence the mechanisms through which performance feedback works and the resulting outcomes

We explored three contextual configurations:

- **Theory 7** Financial incentives and sanctions influence providers’ responses to the feedback and public reporting of performance data.
- **Theory 8** The perceived credibility of performance data influences providers’ responses to the feedback and public reporting of performance data.
- **Theory 9** The degree to which performance data are ‘actionable’ influences providers’ responses to the feedback and public reporting of performance data.

Owing to the paucity of evidence evaluating the use of PROMs as a tool to improve patients care, much of the evidence to test theories 7 and 8 was drawn from the public reporting and feedback of other performance data. Providers perceive mandatory public reporting programmes initiated by regulators or national or state governments as being driven by political motives, while those initiated by employers or insurance companies were perceived as being driven by a desire to cut costs or increase a provider’s market share. Under these circumstances, providers criticised these data as lacking credibility because they were based on data designed for a different purpose, had inadequate methods of case mix-adjustment and did not reflect what was clinically important. When these data were fed back privately, with no public reporting, providers either ignored these data or attempted to improve their data collection practices. When these data were publicly reported, they often led providers to focus on improving those areas of care subjected to measurement, at the expense of other areas of care: so-called ‘tunnel vision’ or ‘effort substitution’. Under these circumstances, a provider’s motivation for responding was to protect their professional reputation and to mitigate any damage that the reporting of their performance in the media had done. The addition of financial incentives, while also improving performance in measured areas in the short term, led to threshold effects and gaming, especially when the incentivised behaviours were not seen as supporting the care of patients.

Providers responded to these publicly reported data when their own internally collected data also suggested that there was a problem with the quality of care. Furthermore, externally mandated publicly reported data, particularly that focusing on outcomes, did not enable providers to identify the causes of any areas of poor care. Rather, additional investigations were needed, which required additional resources and the ‘know-how’ and capacity to carry them out.

Public reporting systems that are clinician-led were perceived as being driven by a desire to improve the quality of patient care, which secured greater clinical involvement. Clinician involvement in these programmes ensured that the indicators represented aspects of care that clinicians perceived as important, and clinical ownership of the sources of data, indicator specification and methods of case-mix adjustment meant it was difficult for them to dismiss or ignore these data. Under these circumstances, providers took steps to improve patient care in order to be as good as or better than their peers, and did so through sharing and learning from best practices. However, even under these conditions, action to improve patient care depended on the provider’s experience of QI. Those providers with more experience of QI initiatives were more likely to make a greater number of sustainable improvements.
Providers valued data, such as patient experience data, that were timely, specific and provided a clear indication of which care processes needed to be improved. However, the feedback of these data did not always lead to providers taking steps to improve patient care. When change did occur, efforts were more likely to be directed at less complex, discrete organisational aspects of care. Changes that required clinicians to modify the interpersonal aspects of their care or that were more complex were perceived as more difficult to implement. Furthermore, changes to one aspect of patient care could have unintended effects on other aspects of care. Significant and sustained improvements in patient care in response to the feedback of performance data can be achieved only through system- and organisation-wide strategies.

Chapter 7: programme theories underlying the use of individual patient-reported outcome measures data to support the care of patients

Most PROMs have been psychometrically tested for use in research rather than routine clinical practice. Research has focused on the development, psychometric testing and application of these measures in research. There has been a proliferation in the number of PROMs, and a number of different types of PROMs exist, each with different strengths and weaknesses. However, the concepts measured by these PROMs, especially HRQoL, are contested.

The different functions of PROMs in the care of individual patients are:

- screening for patients’ problems
- clinically monitoring patients’ problems
- supporting patient-centred care.

Several models exist outlining the processes through which the feedback of PROMs data may improve the processes and outcomes of care. We identified a number of counter-theories challenging the idea that PROMs feedback may improve patient care, including:

- Collection of PROMs data is not practical or feasible.
- The psychometric properties or structure of PROMs do not support their use in clinical practice.
- PROMs may constrain rather than support the clinician–patient relationship.
- The challenges of using PROMs for multiple purposes.

We developed a logic model for the feedback of PROMs data in the care of individual patients, which formed the structure of our evidence synthesis.

Chapter 8: patient-reported outcome measures as a tool to support patients in raising or sharing concerns with clinicians

We tested and refined one programme theory and one counter-theory about the ways in which PROMs may support patients to raise or share their concerns with clinicians:

- **Theory 10** PROMs completion enables patients to share or raise issues with clinicians by acting as a reminder, facilitating self-reflection or giving patients ‘permission’ to raise issues.
- **Theory 11** PROMs completion and review may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship or hinder the flow of the consultation.

We hypothesised that a number of contextual configurations may influence these mechanisms and the resulting outcomes:

- **Theory 12** The structure and format of the PROM.
- **Theory 13** The existing nature of the patient–clinician relationship.
- **Theory 14** Whether PROMs completion is subjected to monetary rewards and sanctions, and whether PROMs data are also intended for use as an indicator of service quality.
Whether PROMs support or constrain patients in sharing or raising issues with clinicians depends on the structure of the PROM. Standardised PROMs were useful for those patients who preferred not to talk about personal or sensitive issues, as these helped them to share information. However, clinicians in primary and secondary mental health settings and palliative care perceived that standardised PROMs constrained the patient–clinician relationship because they trivialised patient emotions or did not capture the complex and dynamic nature of patients’ problems. They were also difficult to incorporate into the flow of consultations because the requirements to uphold the quantitative psychometric properties of the instrument restricted opportunities for sense-making or relationship building.

When there were no incentives attached to their use, clinicians avoided using standardised PROMs because they did not support their care of patients. In some situations, they also adapted or changed the PROMs to make them more useable, which may have compromised their validity as an instrument to support the care of individual patients. When clinicians were financially incentivised to use standardised PROMs, they used a wide range of tactics to both adapt the PROMs to fit with their interactions with patients but also to avoid being penalised for avoiding PROMs use. These strategies compromised the validity of the PROM both as a tool to support patient care and as an indicator of care quality.

Clinicians and patients perceived that individualised PROMs supported relationship-building when used in first assessments, because they enabled the patient to ‘tell their story’. However, individualised PROMs were less useful as an outcome measure to judge change over time, as the requirement to narrow the patients’ narrative into five cues could potentially distort patients’ experiences. Differences in the ways in which these cues were defined between patients, between patients and interviewers, and over time, challenged their use as a valid measure of change.

Chapter 9: patient-reported outcome measures as a tool for raising clinicians’ awareness of patients’ concerns

We began by testing three theories about the ways in which PROMs feedback may prompt discussion of patients’ concerns during the consultation and either directly or indirectly, through changes to patient management, improve patient well-being:

- **Theory 15** PROMs feedback increases the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation and this directly leads to improvements in patient well-being.
- **Theory 16** PROMs feedback increases the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation, which leads to changes to patient management that improve patient well-being.
- **Theory 17** PROMs feedback does not change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation.

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback can increase discussion of symptoms in the consultation, and, in one study, this led directly to improvements in patient well-being. The mechanism underlying this process is that patients feel more comfortable raising both physical and psychosocial or non-medical issues with their doctors and are more likely to initiate discussion about these issues in the consultation. It is necessary that the clinician also receives the PROMs data to enable patients to feel comfortable raising issues, as this sends a further message to the patient that the doctor is interested in their concerns. PROMs feedback does not necessarily improve patient well-being through increased discussion leading to management changes. Clinicians rarely made changes to patient management as a result of PROMs feedback; changes to chemotherapy regimens were largely dependent on biomedical issues. Supportive treatment changes were made in response to issues that could directly be attributed to the patient’s cancer or its treatment.

Patient-reported outcome measures do not substantially change doctors’ communication practices during the consultation. Consultations still tended to focus on symptoms rather than psychosocial issues, and clinicians were not more likely to initiate discussions on these latter issues. One study indicated that common side effects of systemic treatment for cancer were discussed often, irrespective of whether
PROMs indicated they were a problem to the patient, while another found that the discussion of symptoms was dependent on the severity of the problem. However, the discussion of functional issues was not related to the severity of the problem. We then tested a further two theories to explain these findings:

- **Theory 18** Clinicians or patients do not consider it within their remit or judge that it is not appropriate to discuss psychosocial or functional issues during the consultation.
- **Theory 19** Clinicians avoid discussion of issues that they feel they cannot or do not know how to treat.

Doctors see their remit as dealing with issues specifically related to the patient’s cancer and its treatment, and consider that it is the nurses’ role to address wider psychosocial issues, a perception shared by nurses themselves. We found that doctors used a style of questioning in the consultation that focused on determining whether both specific and non-specific symptoms are related to cancer and its treatment. Doctors used a similar style of questioning when PROMs data were available, and closed down discussion of those symptoms that were either not a problem for the patient or unrelated to their cancer or its treatment. PROMs do not distinguish between ‘problems related to cancer and its treatment’ and ‘other problems’; consequently, doctors did not take PROMs scores at face value but engaged in a process to understand the cause of the problem. This explains why PROMs do not shift the focus of the consultation to psychosocial issues; to do so would require a shift in doctors’ perceptions of their remit. Professional groups’ perceptions of their remit are socialised through many years of training and are mutually reinforced through the division of labour in the everyday practices of different clinical groups. PROMs feedback alone is not sufficient to change these practices, which are shaped by organisation-wide structures that both produce and reinforce these professional boundaries.

Clinicians were concerned that PROMs feedback may raise issues they are unable to address. In oncology settings, doctors closed down discussion of issues that they felt were not amenable to treatment. In palliative care settings, although nurses recognised that PROMs may raise issues that fall outside their remit and that they could not address, they recognised that ‘just discussing’ these issues could have therapeutic value for patients. These differences can be explained by a number of contextual factors, including the setting and professional group in question. In oncology, the focus is on improving patients’ length of life at the same time as maintaining their quality of life; however, sometimes the impact of treatment on length of life may take precedence. Furthermore, doctors see their remit as dealing with the biomedical or physical aspects of cancer and that they are trained to ‘fix things’. In palliative care, the focus of care is to maximise a patient’s quality of life, and, although nurses are also trained to ‘fix things’, in this setting they also see it as their role to consider the wider psychosocial aspects of a patient’s life.

**Strengths and weaknesses of our review**

We recognise that our review was necessarily focused on certain programme theories and that other important areas, such as the use of PROMs to promote patient self-management, the use of electronic patient-reported outcome measures, the use of item banks and the ways in which patients interpret and make use of quality information, were not covered in our report. Realist review is a flexible and iterative review methodology; this is both a strength and a weakness. We acknowledge that if another team conducted a realist review in this area, they might have selected different programme theories and thus tested different ideas and assumptions about how and in which circumstances PROMs feedback works. However, a comprehensive list of programme theories was identified and a range of stakeholders were involved in identifying these theories; therefore, we feel confident that they have face validity. We recognise that stakeholders were not as actively involved in prioritising and selecting the theories to review owing to the open nature of the discussion at our stakeholder workshop and patient group meetings. We would recommend that future reviews consider the use of more structured approaches, such as the nominal group technique, to involve stakeholders in theory selection.
We also acknowledge that we cannot rule out the possibility that an important study was missed from our review. However, we do not feel that these possibilities undermine the validity and value of our review. The aim of this review was not to conduct and exhaustive search for all studies, but rather to comprehensively sample these studies. A further strength of realist review is that the unit of analysis is not the intervention, but the programme theories that underpin it. For many of our theories relating to the feedback of aggregated PROMs data, there was a paucity of evidence specifically evaluating the use of PROMs data by providers. Instead of being unable to conduct a review, we were able to draw on studies that had evaluated different interventions that shared the same programme theory as PROMs feedback in order to test these theories. However, we recognise that it is important to draw attention to the different evidence bases used in the review; the review of aggregate PROMs data drew on a much wider range of interventions than the review of the individual PROMs data, which largely focused on studies that had specifically evaluated the use of PROMs in clinical practice.

We conducted our review following the RAMESES quality standards for realist reviews and have reported our methodology and findings following the RAMESES realist review reporting standards. We have provided a detailed account of our search methodologies and the process of theory elicitation and selection. Furthermore, providing a study-by-study account of each study has enabled the reader to see both how and why we came to our conclusions. We feel that these strategies have enhanced the transparency and thus improved the validity of our review. We also feel that the review has a number of valuable lessons for practice and research, which we discuss below.

Discussion and implications for practice

In this section we discuss the implications of our findings for practice and future research. We consider the findings of each review in turn, starting with our review of the feedback of aggregate level PROMs and performance data. We recognise that, for many of the theories tested in our review of aggregate PROMs, there was a paucity of literature specifically related to PROMs data. In realist synthesis, the unit of analysis is not the interventions but the programme theories that underpin them, and so we drew on evaluations of a wide range of performance data to test our theories. Thus, a focus on programme theories means that the findings from realist synthesis can offer a generalisable understanding of how contextual factors shape the mechanisms through which interventions sharing the same programme theories work. Here, we apply this learning specifically to the use of aggregate PROMs data.

Feedback of aggregate-level patient-reported outcome measures data

Our review found that patients rarely used performance data to inform their choice of hospital, and we have no reason to believe that PROMs data are an exception to this finding. Our review suggests that this is because patients prefer to rely on their own experience and that of friends and family when choosing providers. We acknowledge that there are also other reasons, not covered in our review, that patients may not use performance data; for example, they may have difficulty accessing and interpreting these data. It is possible that the new website ‘My NHS’ will improve patients’ access to and interpretation of these data. Our review identified that, in some circumstances, providers used performance data to improve the quality of patient care. We showed that a number of different contextual configurations influenced the degree to which they achieved their intended outcomes. These included the perceived credibility of data, which depended on perceived motivations of the body responsible for initiating the schemes, and on the source of data, indicator specification and case-mix adjustment; whether or not any financial incentives were attached; and the ‘actionability’ of the data, which depended on timeliness, specificity/level of aggregation and the extent to which the data clearly indicated the source of the problem.

Here, we identify how these configurations relate to three current public reporting of performance initiatives in the UK: the national PROMs programme, the national patient experience surveys conducted in hospital trusts and GP surgeries, and the FFT conducted in hospitals. Table 6 summarises these characteristics.
These programmes are examples of government-initiated performance feedback schemes that are publicly
reported. However, Table 6 shows that these programmes vary in terms of the contextual configurations
we identified as important. Our review is focused on PROMs, and we now focus our discussion on the
implications of our review for the use of PROMs data to improve patient care.

The use of financial incentives
We found that the impact of financial incentives was complex and depended on (1) whether the
incentivised behaviour was seen by clinicians as indicative of what they would consider good patient care,
and (2) the levels of care that clinicians were expected to demonstrate to receive the financial rewards.
If performance indicators were not credible to clinicians but clinicians were incentivised to collect them,
this could lead to the gaming or manipulation of performance data. Since 2014–15, providers have been
incentivised for both their participation in and their performance on the indicators in the national PROMs
programme. On the surface, it is difficult to see how providers could ‘game’ the collection of PROMs data
in the same way that Mannion et al.’s respondents gamed the data collected under the performance
assessment framework, as PROMs data rely on patients’ responses. Current data on the HSCIC website
indicate considerable variation in participation rates between providers, suggesting wide differences in
whether and how providers administer questionnaires and manage the process of completion. Providers
may selectively include patients who are likely to have better outcomes; however, this is hard to predict in
advance, and the evidence suggests that people who currently respond to PROMs questionnaires are likely
to have better baseline functioning in the first instance. Providers may refuse to administer PROMs
questionnaires to patients altogether; however, evidence suggests that this may not work in their favour,
as providers with lower participation rates are more likely to be erroneously classified as outliers.

### Table 6

A comparison of the characteristics of different public reporting of performance initiatives in the English NHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contextual factor</th>
<th>English PROMs programme</th>
<th>Patient experience data</th>
<th>FFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Credibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of data</td>
<td>Patient questionnaires linked to Hospital Episode Statistics</td>
<td>GP survey: random sample of patients registered with their GP for at least 6 months; hospital/community surveys: patients discharged from the trust/service within the sampling month (and previous months if required to obtain necessary sample size)</td>
<td>Convenience sample of patients within 48 hours of discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-mix adjustment</td>
<td>Yes, developed by HSCIC; process available online</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>Yes for participation (&gt; 50%) and performance (health gain not significantly below national average at 99.8% significance level)</td>
<td>Not currently but GP patient survey items previously included in QOF</td>
<td>National CQUIN target 2014–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actionability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Published annually, for previous year’s data</td>
<td>Published annually for current year’s data</td>
<td>Published monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of aggregation</td>
<td>Provider, but hospitals can request surgeon-level data</td>
<td>Provider and ward level</td>
<td>Provider and ward/service level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of data</td>
<td>Outcome/patient outcome</td>
<td>Process/patient experience</td>
<td>Process/patient experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Credibility

The Royal College of Surgeons was involved in the process of selecting the PROMs for the national PROMs programme. Both in this development phase and subsequently, considerable work was undertaken to explore the response rates and validity of these data for this purpose. However, as Devlin et al. highlighted, the PROMs selected were originally developed for research purposes, and the intended functions of the PROMs programme are ‘far removed from the initial intentions’ of instrument developers.

In our review, we found that clinicians remained sceptical about the validity of PROMs data for a number of reasons, including their reliance on patients’ subjective reports and the process of case-mix adjustment. GPs were also not convinced that patient experience data reflected what they considered to be ‘good care.’ Indeed, recent evidence indicates that following good practice in terms of antibiotics prescribing may reduce patient satisfaction. These findings suggest that clinicians need further evidence of the validity of patients’ subjective reports and their relevance to improving the quality of patient care. For example, the HSCIC has recently published a report outlining how different NHS trusts have used PROMs data to improve patient care. The HSCIC publish the methodology through which case-mix adjustment is calculated; however, it is unclear to what extent clinicians are involved in this process or whether they understand the basis on which case-mix adjustment is operationalised. Our findings would suggest that actively involving professional organisations in this case-mix adjustment process and explaining how this process is achieved in a language that clinicians can understand could improve the credibility of the adjustment process and PROMs data in the eyes of clinicians. Furthermore, our findings suggest that there is little variation between providers in their performance within the national PROMs programme, and there may be other services and settings in which there is greater variation in practice that would benefit from the routine collection of PROMs data.

We also found that the perceived motivation behind the public reporting initiative was an important determinant of how providers responded to these data. In particular, public reporting programmes that were initiated by the government were often perceived as being driven by political motives rather than by a desire to improve patient care, and could risk leading to ‘tunnel vision’ in organisations with less experience of QI initiatives. We found some evidence that clinicians were concerned that the publication of PROMs data may be used for political ends. Providers need more evidence that PROMs data can inform improvements in patient care. However, one of the biggest challenges faced by clinicians using PROMs data to improve patient care is identifying the source of the problem and implementing a solution, an issue we turn to next.

Actionability

We found that providers valued timely data that enabled them to clearly identify the problem. Our review identified two key challenges for the use of PROMs data for improving patient care. Currently, the time taken to collect PROMs data, link to Hospital Episode Statistics data, adjust for case mix and produce the indicators means that PROMs data reflect care provided 1 year ago and, as such, lack timeliness. Under the current methodology, it is difficult to see how the timeliness of PROMs data can be improved. One option is to collect PROMs data electronically, but this brings its own challenges in terms of response rates and engagement from key stakeholders.

However, perhaps the most significant challenge to the use of PROMs data to improve patient care is the issue of attributability. Our review suggested that performance data, particularly those focused on outcomes, act as ‘tin openers’, not ‘dials’. PROMs data can classify providers as ‘statistical’ outliers but this does not necessarily mean that those providers are providing poor care, nor does it inform providers of the possible causes of any poor care. Providers are expected to conduct further investigations to identify alternative explanations for their outlier status and, if none are found, explore the possible causes of their outlier status. Our review identified that providers could do this only if they routinely collected their own internal quality data and had the necessary infrastructure in place to embark on further investigations. Providers who were more experienced in QI activities were more likely to have these structures in place, although the direction of causation is not clear here. Therefore, providers need more support and guidance on how to collect their own internal data, how to rule out alternative explanations for their outlier status and how to explore the possible causes of their outlier status. However, we also found that even...
when providers were given support to carry out this additional investigation, implementing changes remained a challenge.\textsuperscript{238} Bringing about significant, sustainable QI required a system-wide approach to change. The exploration of key factors involved in this process was beyond the scope of this review, but it has been explored in other reviews.\textsuperscript{89,366,367}

Furthermore, PROMs data are only one of many pieces of performance information that trust boards receive and have to address. When providers are not classed as outliers, the PROMs data run the risk of being ignored, as providers pay more attention to the measured areas of poor performance (so-called “tunnel vision”). It could also be argued that greater improvements in patient care could be realised if all providers, not just those classed as negative outliers, used PROMs data to improve patient care. To support this and to avoid tunnel vision, further support and guidance are needed to enable providers to integrate and interpret PROMs data in the context of other pieces of performance information so that they can access a bigger picture of their performance. This will require effective co-ordination across different hospital departments, but also efficient lines of communication between the hospital board and staff working on the ground. In many of the studies included in our review, we found that performance data were poorly disseminated within the organisation. However, we would argue that dissemination should be a process with both a top-down and a bottom-up approach, so that staff on the ground are aware of and know how to interpret performance data but also so that staff can bring their insights about the possible causes of problems.

**The feedback of patient-reported outcome measures data in the care of individual patients**

Our review highlighted the importance of considering how PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients affects not only the information exchange and decision-making functions of the consultation but also the relationship-building function.\textsuperscript{302} Other studies have also highlighted the tensions between implementing standardised approaches to patient assessment and care and maintaining and building a relationship with patients.\textsuperscript{241,284,285,368,369} Our review suggests that PROMs function more as a tool to support patients in raising issues with clinicians than they do in substantially changing clinicians’ communication practices with patients. Patients valued both standardised and individualised PROMs as tools to do this, although our review also suggests that thought is required about which patients may benefit and which may not. Patients who find it difficult to raise sensitive issues verbally find standardised PROMs useful to share these issues with clinicians. However, for some patients, particularly those with terminal illnesses, PROMs completion can be an emotional experience and they may not wish to complete the measure. If they do complete it, they require support at the time of completion to manage this process.

Our review suggests that in settings such as palliative care and psychotherapy, clinicians viewed individualised PROMs as useful for building rapport and supporting the therapeutic process. However, individualised PROMs are more time-consuming to complete and it is not clear whether such measures would be feasible to collect in more time-pressured settings such as primary care or outpatient appointments for patients with long-term conditions. Our review suggests that, in these settings, nurses may be the most appropriate people to collect these data with patients, an issue we return to in the next sections. Furthermore, clinicians felt that individualised measures were not useful to measure change over time, which raises important questions about the role of individualised measures in patient care. Our review would suggest that they function as a ‘conversation opener’ rather than as an ‘outcome measure’.

We found that an important reason that PROMs feedback did not substantially change clinicians’ communication practices or focus discussion on psychosocial issues was that this would require a shift in clinicians’ perceptions of their remit. Professional boundaries and remit are developed through the socialisation that different professional groups experience during training, and they are mutually reinforced by the division of labour among professional groups and the organisational structures that exist to support these ways of working. PROMs feedback alone is not going to change this. Patients with long-term conditions are cared for by many different clinicians, and these clinicians are often organised in multidisciplinary teams. Therefore, our review would suggest that the use of PROMs in the care of individual patients should focus on ensuring that the multiple different clinicians gain access to this information so that issues can be addressed by the clinicians...
with the appropriate remit. This can best be achieved by integrating PROMs collection into the patients’ electronic record.\textsuperscript{291,294} However, in order to work, this approach would require a clear division of labour and line of responsibility for which professional group should respond to and address different PROM items and subscale, as has been found in other studies.\textsuperscript{311}

**Collection of patient-reported outcome measures for multiple purposes?**

Finally, our review highlights the difficulties of collecting PROMs data both to support individual patient care and as a measures of service performance or quality.\textsuperscript{16} Van der Wees\textsuperscript{269} identified three models of PROMs data collection internationally and we have provided examples of each model below:

1. the collection of PROMs data by national, regional or state organisations for the purposes of measuring service quality (e.g. the England national PROMs programme\textsuperscript{173})
2. the collection of PROMs data by individual providers for the care of individual patients (e.g. the collection of PROMs in oncology\textsuperscript{326,327})
3. data collected by individual providers for use in the care of individual patients that is then aggregated for use as a measure of service quality (e.g. the use of standardised depression questionnaires in the QOF\textsuperscript{81} and the collection of PROMs in the IAPT programme\textsuperscript{339,340,370}).

In the first model, PROMs are used purely as a measure of service quality and our review of PROMs feedback at the aggregate level examined the circumstances in which and processes through which this may improve patient care. However, in this model, opportunities for the use of PROMs to inform the care of individual patients are lost, as data on individual patients are not fed back to individual clinicians. In the second model, the focus is on the care of individual patients, and one could argue that opportunities are lost for data collected to inform service-level improvements. In the third model, PROMs data are collected for multiple functions. However, the multiple stakeholders involved in this model have different and sometimes competing drivers for collecting these data. Our review of the aggregate feedback of PROMs data found that the perceived underlying driver of the reporting system played a significant role in providers’ engagement with and response to the programme. Providers were much more engaged if the programme focused on improving the quality of patient care and measured things that mattered to clinicians. Our review of individual PROMs data also found that unless the data collected supports clinicians in their care of individual patients, clinicians will either avoid using the PROMs or adapt the use of PROMs in a way that may undermine their value for one or both purposes. This raises two important challenges for this integrated model. The first is whether or not it is possible to achieve the necessary trust between different stakeholders such that the collection of PROMs feedback is perceived as being focused on improving the quality of patient care.\textsuperscript{269}

The second is whether or not the same PROM can be used for multiple purposes, as PROMs that clinicians find useful in assessment of patients, such as individualised measures, are not useful as indicators of service quality.\textsuperscript{16} We would argue that these two questions remain a challenge and should be the focus of future research.

**Recommendations for future research**

In many ways, the research agenda for understanding and improving the impact of PROMs is part of a wider agenda of the impact of all rigorous quantitative performance data (such as infection rates, patient incident rates, morbidity or disability outcome measures). There may be some additional issues with PROMs, given the reluctance of some clinicians to give as much credence and importance to patients’ views as to their own objective biomedical measures.

The rather modest impact of PROMs on clinical behaviour and practice is partly a consequence of clinicians and managers of providers not knowing how to interpret the data they receive and how to use it to explore possible reasons for any suboptimal performance. Research is needed to identify the needs of clinicians and managers in assisting them to make use of PROMs output.
There are areas of health care in which our understanding of how best to incorporate PROMs is unclear. One area is emergency admissions, in which an unexpected event occurs in an otherwise healthy person (even if they have a long-term condition that puts them at risk of such an event). A pre-event PROM is clearly not feasible, so other approaches to determining their outcome is needed. Research is needed to determine if and how PROMs can be usefully employed in such situations. Another area is when a patient’s cognitive function is deteriorating over time, most obviously relevant in patients with dementia. In addition, the impact of such a condition on the HRQoL of a patient’s relatives and friends may be as great or even greater. Research is needed as to how PROMs can best be used both to assist individual clinical and social management and to compare the performance of providers.

Our review also suggested that clinicians value qualitative narrative feedback (e.g. comment cards and complaints that provide insight into patient experiences). However, this information is difficult to summarise and feed back to clinicians in a way that can be read and understood quickly. Further research is needed to explore ways of feeding these data back to clinicians and to combine and incorporate them with quantitative data in a busy clinical setting.

Our review identified that there are many more studies that have evaluated and explored PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients than studies that have examined their use at an aggregate level to improve patient care. There are few published studies that have explored in detail how differently performing providers (e.g. positive and negative and at average levels) have used PROMs to identify the areas of care that could be improved and how they have used PROMs data to guide improvements. There is also a need to understand how information from aggregated PROMs data is integrated with other performance data and used to inform QI activities. We would argue that such studies should take a mixed-methods approach and combine a qualitative analysis of the process of QI with a quantitative analysis of impacts. There are also few published studies that have explored how providers have collected PROMs data to support both the care of individual patients and service QI. It would be useful to learn from organisations about the process through which this was achieved and, again, mixed-methods studies would be valuable.

As the health and social care systems are brought together and, under the Five Year Forward View, integrated models of care focused on local health economies emerge, the role and use of PROMs could prove helpful at both an individual and an aggregate level. Research is needed to explore how PROMs could best contribute to the changing care landscape. Specifically, there is a need for the development of IT systems, software and integration of PROMs in electronic health records and evaluation of the practicalities and feasibility of implementation.

Research is also needed to explore the potential benefit of PROMs data to support patients’ choice of health care, specifically at the publicly available aggregate level. Furthermore, further exploration is required into the usefulness of PROMs at an individual patient level as a mechanism for self-management. Offering patients the opportunity to complete PROMs online or incorporating PROMs completion into interventions to support self-management is a growing area of research. Advocates argue that patient use of PROMs to self-monitor their condition can improve patient activation and empowerment and, in turn, lead to improve self-management. However, others have cautioned that digital self-monitoring may require patients to engage in such monitoring at particular times of the day; thus, ‘empowerment’ becomes a ‘set of obligations’. Our review has also shown that not all patients welcome or benefit from PROMs completion, so careful thought is required to decide who this intervention can be offered to. Evaluative research in this area has found a mixed picture in terms of the impact of patient monitoring on self-management and patient outcomes. Mixed-methods research is needed to explore the contexts in which and mechanisms through which these interventions achieve their intended outcomes.

Finally, our review suggests the idea that PROMs feedback can provide the impetus for different groups of health professionals to discuss and then address aspects of patients’ health (e.g. psychosocial issues) may be thwarted because different professional groups vary in the extent to which they see this as part of their clinical remit. Future research examining PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients should explicitly...
explore how PROMs feedback challenges or may be constrained by interprofessional boundaries and perceptions of clinical remit. Research is also needed to explore what it is about the culture of clinical regimes and the content of different medical curricula that operates as a formative influence in the partial response to PROMs. Table 7 provides a summary of these recommendations in priority order, along with an indication of possible methodologies and methods for addressing them.

**TABLE 7  Future research priorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Research recommendation</th>
<th>Possible methodologies/methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How do providers with different levels of performance respond to PROMs feedback and how are these data integrated with other forms of performance data?</td>
<td>Realist evaluation comparative case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnographic observations and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled interrupted time series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How can PROMs successfully be used to support individual patient care and monitor service performance?</td>
<td>Realist evaluation comparative case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnographic observations and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled interrupted time series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What are the needs of clinicians and managers to assist them in making use of PROMs feedback?</td>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled user experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The use of PROMs data to support patient self-management and the integration of PROMs data with patient information systems</td>
<td>Realist evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparative case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnographic observations and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How PROMs data and other performance data are used to support patient choice</td>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled user experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How PROMs feedback in the care of individual patients is supported or constrained by professional boundaries and the role of professional training in use of PROMs data</td>
<td>Ethnographic observations and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Exploration of new areas for collection and use of aggregated PROMs data, such as emergency care and dementia care</td>
<td>Theory-driven literature review to scope possible methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feasibility testing of different methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix 1  Search strategies

One example strategy for each electronic subject-based search is presented. The following strategies were closely translated for use in other databases listed in the main report.

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback reviews

Ovid MEDLINE(R)

Date range searched: 1946 to week 3, April 2014.

Date of search: 2 May 2014.

Search strategy

1. (“patient report*” adj3 (outcome* or data)).tw. (3342)
2. proms.tw. (151)
3. (“public* report*” adj3 (outcome* or data or information or care)).tw. (295)
4. exp Health Status Indicators/ and (*patient satisfaction/ or *patient preference/ or *Patient-Centered Care/) (189)
5. *“Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ and (*patient satisfaction/ or *patient preference/ or *Patient-Centered Care/ or *Professional-Patient Relations/) (791)
6. *Self Report/ and *Quality of Life/ (101)
7. *“Quality of Life”/ and Health Status/ and patient satisfaction/ and (“Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ or Questionnaires/) (212)
8. (“public report*” adj3 hospital*).tw. (78)
9. (star adj2 rating*).ti. (22)
10. or/1-9 [PROMs] (4813)
11. exp Decision Making/ (122,197)
12. quality indicators, health care/ (9977)
13. exp treatment outcome/ (640,336)
14. exp Feedback/ (42,542)
15. ((PROM or PROMs or PRO) adj3 acceptab*).tw. (16)
16. (improve* or feedback).ti. (141,142)
17. or/11-16 [Feedback theories] (925,409)
18. 10 and 17 [Proms Feedback] (1865)
19. limit 18 to “reviews (maximizes specificity)” (143)
20. (Review* adj5 outcome*).ab. (13,974)
21. (Review* adj7 outcome*).ti. (2133)
22. (Review* adj2 (PRO or PROM or PROMs)).tw. (117)
23. (review* adj3 data).tw. (31,333)
24. or/20-23 (46,469)
25. 18 and 24 (81)
26. 19 or 25 (190)

Patient-reported outcome measures feedback opinions and commentaries

Ovid MEDLINE(R)

Date range searched: 1946 to week 3, April 2014.

Date of search: 2 May 2014.
Search strategy

1. Comment/ (535,128)
2. Letter/ (808,856)
3. Editorial/ (336,724)
4. news/ or newspaper article/ (169,377)
5. “Comment on”.ti. (12,027)
6. (letter* adj3 editor*).ti. (3046)
7. opinion*.ti. (9839)
8. (view or views).ti. (37,996)
9. comment.cm. (1,007,256)
10. or/1-9 [Commentary and Opinion Pieces] (1,886,406)
11. (“patient report**” adj3 (outcome* or data)).tw. (3342)
12. proms.tw. (151)
13. (“public* report**” adj3 (outcome* or data or information or care)).tw. (295)
14. “Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ and (*patient satisfaction/ or *patient preference/ or *Patient-Centered Care/ or *Professional-Patient Relations/) (791)
15. (“public report**” adj3 hospital*).tw. (78)
16. (star adj2 rating*).ti. (22)
17. or/11-16 [PROMs] (4403)
18. Patient Participation/ (17,911)
19. quality indicators, health care/ (9977)
20. exp treatment outcome/ (640,336)
21. (improve* or impact* or transform* or feedback).ti. (321,717)
22. exp Feedback/ (42,542)
23. *Attitude of health personnel/ (45,015)
24. Quality of healthcare/ (56,546)
25. or/18-24 [Feedback theories] (1,084,628)
26. 10 and 17 and 25 [Proms Feedback Commentaries] (286)

Provider feedback outcomes of patient-reported outcome measures or similar performance indicators

Ovid MEDLINE(R)
Date range searched: 1946 to week 2, October 2014.

Date of search: 26 September 2014.

Search strategy

1. (“patient report**” adj3 (outcome* or data)).tw. (4081)
2. proms.tw. (184)
3. exp *Health Status Indicators/ and (*patient satisfaction/ or *patient preference/ or *Patient-Centered Care/) (201)
4. “Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ and (*patient satisfaction/ or *patient preference/ or *Patient-Centered Care/ or *Professional-Patient Relations/) (868)
5. *Self Report/ and *Quality of Life/ (147)
6. “Quality of Life”/ and Health Status/ and patient satisfaction/ and (“Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ or Questionnaires/) (227)
7. (star adj2 rating*).ti. (23)
8. “quality and outcomes framework”.tw. (276)
9. “Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/mt, og (5763)
10. *Questionnaires/ and *Quality of Life/ (4913)
Search MEDLINE and EMBASE search for patient experience data (example from MEDLINE given)

**Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R)**

Date range searched: 1946 to week 2, November 2014.

Date of search: 20 November 2014.

**Search strategy**

1. inpatient survey.tw. (50)
2. inpatient experience survey.tw. (2)
3. GP survey.tw. (25)
4. GP experience survey.tw. (0)
5. (inpatient adj3 survey).tw. (157)
6. (GP adj3 survey).tw. (125)
7. 5 or 6 (281)
8. experience.tw. (429,041)
9. 7 and 8 (36)
10. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 9 (102)
Appendix 2  Example of a data extraction form

Pham et al.228

**Aims**
Explore the impact of different quality reporting programmes on hospital operations, focusing on the care of patients with congestive heart failure.

**Indicator**
This paper explores provider responses to a range of performance reporting initiatives, but pays particular attention to two initiatives. The first is the reporting required by the JCAHO, an organisation responsible for the accreditation and regulation of hospitals in the USA; public reporting is a condition of accreditation. By contrast, the Hospital Quality Initiative is a voluntary system launched by the Centres for Medicare and Medicaid Services and is reported on the Hospital Compare website. The authors report that when it was initially launched, participation was poor until the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act established that non-participating hospitals would not receive a 0.4% annual payment update and now almost all eligible hospitals are participating.

This illustrates the role of incentives in prompting hospitals to participate in reporting schemes and also their possible role in how hospitals respond to this reporting. In analysing their findings, the authors identified a number of axes along which different reporting programmes vary, which correspond quite closely to the contextual factors identified within the public disclosure, audit and feedback and benchmarking theories. These included (1) sponsorship – by purchaser, regulator, private insurer, professional groups or other private organisations; (2) data type: hospitals submit primary data for public reporting (JCAHO), primary data for private benchmarking (e.g. hospital consortia); (3) secondary data (e.g. claims or patient surveys); (4) mandatory versus voluntary – although most programmes are voluntary, this is influenced by the nature of incentives attached to the programme – incentives explicitly tied to participation in the programme perceived as rewards (e.g. pay for performance), or punitive (e.g. loss of accreditation); (5) QI support – whether or not programmes provide prescriptive information to guide hospitals QI activities; and (6) inclusion of clinical outcome measures.

**Methodology**
The paper draws on data collected as part of the Community Tracking Study. The Community Tracking Study is a longitudinal study based on site visits and surveys of health-care purchasers, insurers and providers and is focused on tracking changes in the accessibility, cost and quality of health care. The data selected for the study were collected in 2004–5 and consisted of 111 interviews with five hospital association leaders, representatives from the JCAHO and CMS and six state reporting programmes, 21 chief effective officers, 21 vice presidents of nursing, 30 quality officers, 26 clinical directors from 2–4 of the largest hospitals or hospital systems in 12 health-care markets across the USA. The data were collected using semistructured interviews that explored specific reporting programmes and their perceived impact on the hospital’s organisational culture around QI, priorities, budget, data collection and review activities, feedback and accountability mechanisms. Clinical directors were also asked about their use of 11 QI tools targeted at chronic heart failure, as the CMS and JCAHO reporting systems both included chronic heart failure.

**Findings**
Hospitals were currently responding to multiple reporting programmes; all were involved in CMS and JCAHO reporting, but also indicated that they were involved in additional programmes, with hospitals involved in up to seven additional programmes. In all, respondents mentioned 38 programmes, which varied according to sponsorship, type of data collected and the degree of support offered by the programme.
Senior hospital leaders perceived that key drivers such as linkages to payment, JCAHO accreditation and peer pressure from public benchmarking have raised the priority given to quality measurement and improvement by hospital leaders. This was manifest in several ways including inclusion of QI priorities in strategic planning, boards and senior management taking more responsibility for the formal review of performance data and associated QI strategies, and performance-related pay for chief executives.

Respondents also believed that CMS and JCAHO reporting programmes had positively changed doctors’ attitudes towards quality measurement and improvement. The accreditation and financial consequences of reporting programmes could be used as leverage by quality officers in their dealings with physicians. Quality officers believed that doctors liked having a set of clinical priorities to guide their work and that doctors responded to performance feedback due to peer pressure from public reporting of benchmarked data, supporting benchmarking theories.

Hospitals that had a longstanding involvement in QI activities did not feel that the requirement of the JCAHO and CMS had a significant impact on their QI priorities (links to Smith et al.230). Senior leaders in most hospitals felt that the reporting requirements by the CMS and JCAHO centred on a limited number of priorities, which focused attention away from other important areas (similar to tunnel vision reported in other studies).

As a result of their mandatory requirements, participants felt that the drive to participate in CMS and JCAHO reporting was of a ‘push’ nature. Hospitals did direct resources at the reported clinical areas but ‘without taking standardized approaches to improving performance’. Motivation to be involved in other reporting initiatives was described more in terms of a ‘pull’ because they offered support by specifying changes in care processes. These forms of reporting were seen as attractive because they ‘don’t leave hospitals flailing about trying to identify evidence-based interventions on their own and because they encourage a culture of continuous QI (similar to Smith et al.230). These sorts of programmes were mostly likely to be those QI organisations, state QI organisations and professional organisations.

Hospital systems sent individual faculties their disaggregated performance scores and most hospitals reported that they share their overall performance scores with the entire staff.

Hospital respondents were divided on whether or not reporting had a significant impact on specific process changes to improve the quality of care. Those who had participated in QI programmers prior to being involved in public report programmes felt that public reporting had little impact on their QI interventions as these were largely driven internally or by both reporting and internally. Respondents were also divided on whether reporting had a ‘spillover’ effect on improving quality for the non-reporting conditions; some believed QI was limited to the targeted conditions, while others felt that it had raised frontline staff’s ability and eagerness to identify and address problems in non-reported areas too.

The authors draw some interesting conclusions about the contextual factors that influence provider motivation to participate in and respond to public reporting. They argue that ‘National programs with deep payment or regulatory leverage can influence nearly all hospitals and garner attention from those that would otherwise not prioritise QI highly . . . Voluntary programs, particularly those offering ongoing QI support, help focus priorities at hospitals that are eager to take on the more challenging goals of QI’.

Thus, national programmes with mandatory reporting and regulatory or payment consequences have increased hospital leadership as well as frontline staff’s attention to quality and directed resources towards QI. However, at the same time, such public reporting initiatives may ‘artificially narrow the scope of QI in which hospitals might otherwise engage, especially for those with long institutional histories of QI’.
Appendix 3  Example of one ‘theory theme’

Formal incentives/sanctions and their impact on whether hospitals respond

Longo et al., 1997376
Hospitals in a competitive market were more likely to make changes to policies. Report cards backed by government legislation put providers in a position where they have to respond or face sanctions.

Mehrotra et al., 2003195
Hospitals with greater experience of public reporting are more likely to be in favour of financial incentives for good performance in order to incentivise behaviour change and fund changes to practice – public disclosure theories.

The balance of power, determined by market conditions, between employers and providers determined the extent to which employers could force providers to participate in public reporting – public disclosure and benchmarking.

Mannion and Goddard, 2001220
In the two trusts that performed ‘worse’ on stroke indicators, they conducted an internal audit to check the quality of the data (i.e. to verify the indicators). In both ‘worse’ and ‘average’ trusts, CRAG data used alongside other data to argue for resources to support new services (e.g. stroke unit or breast clinics). Rarely served as a primary catalyst for QI. CRAG indicators were not part of formal incentive scheme and there was no pressure from external bodies to perform well/to held account for performance.

Pham et al., 2006228
Linkages to payment, JCAHO accreditation and peer pressure from public benchmarking raised the priority given to quality measurement and improvement by hospital leaders and frontline staff.

Authors conclude that ‘National programs with deep payment or regulatory leverage can influence nearly all hospitals and garner attention from those that would otherwise not prioritise QI highly . . . Voluntary programs, particularly those offering ongoing QI support, help focus priorities at hospitals that are eager to take on the more challenging goals of QI’.

Wilkinson et al., 2000219
Authors hypothesise that the absence of specific incentives to change (either for rewarding good performance or punishing poor performance) may have limited the extent to which GP practices responded to them.

Chassin et al., 2002191
Hospitals are unlikely to work together unless they are not in competition (e.g. they are geographically distant and not competing for the same patients). This relates to Wolfram Cox’s model of benchmarking.

Geissler et al., 2013234
Incentives for improvement activities were the retention of patients or attracting new patients (this is clearly where there is a choice to be made). A barrier to completing the MHQP was the lack of (other) incentives.
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## Appendix 4  Table of theories tested and included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme theory</th>
<th>Linked subtheories</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 1: the feedback of PROMs or performance data leads to improve patient care</td>
<td>Theory 1a: PROMs data will lead to improved patient outcomes</td>
<td>2173, 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory 1b: the public reporting of performance data leads to improved patient outcomes</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 2: feedback influences providers’ behaviour according to whether it is delivered privately (confidentially) or publicly</td>
<td>Theory 2a: providers respond to private/confidential feedback on performance</td>
<td>2176, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory 2b: public reporting of performance places additional pressure on providers to respond</td>
<td>315, 39, 118, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 3: public reporting of poor performance threatens provider’s market share and prompts a significant provider response</td>
<td>Theory 3a: providers experience a change in their market share following public report</td>
<td>477, 182, 184, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory 3b: providers take steps to improve the quality of care because they are worried about potential threats to their market share</td>
<td>3118, 179, 192, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 4: providers perceived that report cards damage their professional or their hospitals’ reputation</td>
<td>Theory 4a: providers perceive that report cards affect market share by damaging a hospitals reputation</td>
<td>418, 194–196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory 4b: media reports of hospital performance damage a hospital’s reputation and affect their market share</td>
<td>4185, 186, 197, 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 5: providers respond through comparing themselves with their peers</td>
<td>Theory 5a: patients are willing to move hospitals in response to poor performance</td>
<td>79, 200, 209–212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 6: consumers choose hospitals on the basis of information about the quality of services</td>
<td>Theory 6b: patients choose hospitals on the basis of reports about service quality</td>
<td>398, 194, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 7: financial incentives and sanctions influence providers’ response to the public reporting of performance data</td>
<td>Theory 7a: financial incentives accelerate and amplify the impact of public reporting and feedback of performance data on improvements to patient care</td>
<td>4175–218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory 7b: providers do not make improvements to patient care in response to performance feedback when no financial incentives are attached</td>
<td>2179–221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 8: the perceived credibility of performance data influences providers’ responses to the feedback of performance data</td>
<td>Theory 8a: the perceived credibility of the performance data influences providers’ responses to performance data</td>
<td>397, 195, 224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Programme theory | Linked subtheories | Number of studies
--- | --- | ---
Theory 8b: the source of performance data influences providers’ perceptions of its credibility | 3 | 225–227
Theory 8c: the perceived underlying driver of public reporting systems influences providers’ responses | 4 | 71, 98, 221, 228
Theory 8d: clinicians have greater trust in clinician-led reporting systems | 3 | 199, 229, 230
Theory 9a: patient experience data are actionable and enable providers to take steps to improve patient care | 7 | 222, 231–236
Theory 9b: making patient experience data more immediate and integrated into clinical discussion improves provider responses | 2 | 237, 238
Theory 9c: providing tailored support to interpret and act on patient experience data improves providers’ responses

Chapter 8

Theory 10: PROMs act as a tool to enable patients to raise or share issues with clinicians | Theory 10a: PROMs completion prompts patients to reflect on their own situation, which then enables them to identify and prioritise what is important to them and what they wish to share or raise with clinicians | 230 | 81, 242–244, 325, 328, 329, 331, 332, 334–336, 344, 346–348
Theory 10b: PROMs completion reminds patients to mention or raise issues with clinicians | Theory 10c: PROMs completion gives patients permission to share or raise issues with clinicians

Theory 11: PROMs completion may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship or hinder the flow of the consultation | Theory 11a: PROMs completion may constrain the development of the patient–clinician relationship | Theory 11b: PROMs completion or review may hinder the flow of the consultation

Theory 12: the structure and format of the PROM make a difference to whether or not the intended outcomes of the PROM are achieved | Theory 12a: the length and format of the PROM makes a difference to whether or not the intended outcomes are achieved | Theory 12b: whether the PROM is individualised or standardised makes a difference to whether or not the intended outcomes are achieved

Theory 13: whether the completion and review of PROMs supports or constrains the existing relationship depends on | Theory 13a: the existing relationship between patients and clinicians | Theory 13b: the point in the relationship-building process when the PROM is completed or reviewed | Theory 13c: patients’ and clinicians’ existing preferences for relationship building

Theory 14: whether PROMs data collection is incentivised or used for other purposes makes a difference to the achievement of its intended outcomes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme theory</th>
<th>Linked subtheories</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory 15: PROMs feedback results in the increased discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation and this promotes increased patient well-being</td>
<td></td>
<td>53,326,327,352-354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 16: PROMs feedback increases the discussion of HRQoL issues during the consultation which in turn influences patient management and improves patients’ well-being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 17: PROMs feedback does not change clinicians’ communication practices during the consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 18: clinicians or patients do not consider it within their remit or judge that it is not appropriate to discuss psychosocial issues during the consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td>865,244,355-360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory 19: clinicians avoid discussion of issues that they feel they cannot or do not know how to treat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 5  Dissemination plan

Please note that this plan is subject to change and revision.

1. A final report to the National Institute for Health Research.
2. A briefing document containing guidance to NHS managers summarising the findings and specifying how they might support the successful collation, interpretation and utilisation of PROMs data to improve the quality of patient care.
3. Sharing our report directly with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development to inform their ongoing work on PROMs.
4. Showcasing our findings through local, national and international networks and conferences, including:
   - plenary presentation on project findings at the 1-day conference ‘Advances in Patient Reported Outcomes Research and their application to decision making’, hosted by the Yorkshire and Humber, Peninsula and East of England Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care, 9 June 2016, Sheffield, UK
   - poster presentation at the Health Services Research Network conference, 13–14 July 2016, Nottingham, UK
   - oral presentation at the 60th Annual Society for Social Medicine Conference, 14–16 September 2016, York, UK
   - plenary presentation at the 23rd International Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) annual conference, 19–22 October 2016, Copenhagen, Denmark.
5. Using social networks such as Twitter (Twitter Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) to highlight our findings to a wide range of audiences.
6. A specific dissemination event to present our guidance to NHS decision-makers.
7. Peer-reviewed publications in academic journals and articles in practitioner and management journals and newsletters.
8. Working with PPI organisations to identify innovative ways of ensuring that our findings reach patients and the general public.
This report presents independent research funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR). The views expressed are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health.